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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND METHOD OF TREATMENT

Introduction
The success of any business enterprise Is determined 

largely by its capacity to secure and motivate- a.group of 
employees who are capable of doing their assigned tasks 
efficiently. The essential step In this procedure is to 
choose from the applicants for any and all positions per
sons who possess the required technical skill, the capacity 
for personal growth, the ability to follow directions and 
suggestions, and the willingness to work with the other 
employees with sustained loyalty.

It is far from easy for an employment manager to select 
from a group of applicants employees who will take their 
places quietly with minimum disturbance to the office rou- 
tine. Furthermore, when it is realized that the selection 
of an employee is "in reality a prediction of his future 
job behavior, the difficulties and complexity of the selec- 
tion problem loom even larger."

In order to secure assistance in solving this employ
ment problem the employer may resort to a number of

1. Eastern Commercial Teachers* Association, Measuring for 
Vocational Ability in the Field of Business Education, 
Tenth Yearbook, p. 53.
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different devices. These include: (1) the interview, one 
or more made by different members of the staff; (2) the 
application blanks giving personal history; (5) personal 
references and letters of recommendation; (4) tests, voca
tional ability, intelligence and general aptitude tests; 
and (5) the physical examination.

If the employer decides to secure the aid of standard
ised placement tests in selecting his employees, the tests 
must meet a very utilitarian standard of success— they 
must be valid in successive Instances— not just occasion
ally. And the employer1s attitude is also influenced by the 
cost of setting up and administering such tests as compared 
with the cost of possible mistakes made In selecting em
ployees when only the personal opinion of the employment

■ ,  -  2 -  ■ .v - :manager is used."
Heed for the Study

Although several test bibliographies have been com
piled of general psychological tests and special groups of 
tests, it is exceedingly difficult to find complete infor
mation regarding any specific groups of tests. Publishing 
companies have published in their catalogs lists of tests 
including information concerning the norms available, time 
allowed for the test, and other miscellaneous details. 
However, they stress only their own publications and it is

2. Ibid., p. 58.
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all but Impossible to rake an Intelligent eboico of tests 
from the catalog discript Iona by the publishing companies.
A study of the tests that aro available, in any particular 
field, should help fill the need for more adequate available 
Information concerning thee. It is with that need in mind 
that this study of clerical and stenographic placement tests

The Problem
There have been placed upon the market many objective 

tests which are claimed by thoir authors and publisher# to 
be valuable aids in predicting success and indicating pro
ficiency in clerical and stenographic work. It is the 
problem of this investigation to determine (1) Uhat tests 
are available? (2) Do these tests measure what they claim 
to measure? (5) Are they practical for use by the average 
organisation? (4) What teats are most practical for use? 
Method of Treatment -

Some experimental work has boon done In an attempt to 
determine the actual value of placement and ability tests 
in the selection of employees. Much core experimental work 
needs to be done to determine the relative value of the 
tests and whether the employees hired as a result of telgi 
test scores have proved satisfactory over a period of time 
and have adapted themselves successfully to the demands of 
an Industrial office. Valuable information concerning this 
problem can bo obtained from a study of the tests themselves
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and from pertinent current literature.
Therefore copies of available standardized objective 

clerical and stenographic ability tests and the manuals 
which accompany them have been obtained and will be used 
as a basis for this study. A score sheet will be devised 
by which the various tests can be compared. This sheet 
will include InformatIon about the manuals, validity, re
liability, time limit, ease of administration, scoring and 
inter pre tat ion. A survey of current test literature will 
supplement the above. >
Limitations of the Study

This study is limited entirely to tests which may be 
used as an aid in the hiring and the placement of clerical 
and stenographic workers. No attempt is made to include 
tests which would assist in hiring file clerks, dictaphone 
operators, bookkeepers and accountants, comptometer and 
adding machine operators, or any of the other miscellaneous 
office workers. Rather it is a concentrated effort to 
bring together all tests which might be of assistance to 
employers in considering applicants for general clerical 
positions and for stenographic positions.

Before the individual tests are studied, however, it 
is necessary to consider briefly the history and develop
ment of placement and ability tests.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORY OF PLACEMENT AND ABILITY TESTS

Early Development of Ability Testing
The hoed for tests which would Indicate, In advance, 

an individual's aptitudes for specific activities has long 
been recognized. Plato advocated the need, or dream, of 
having "each man work at a single occupation in accordance 
with his natural gifts". In The Republic he sketched a 
definite set of tests for military aptitudes. But it was 
not unt11 about twenty-three hundred years later, that this 
dream was realized by the United States army mental tests.

The course of development of aptitude tests has been 
extremely slow. This may be attributed, partially, to the 
necessary nature of the tests, which require a detailed 
background of experimental and scientific psychology, and 
partially to the paralyzing influence of metaphysical 
idealism in the field.

The first psychological laboratory was founded by 
William Wundt at Leipzig in 1879. However, the early ex
perimental psychologists had little Interest in the problem 
of mental testing. They were trying to discover the gen
eral laws or principles of mental activity. Therefore they,

1. Clark L. Hull, Aptitude Testing, p. 6.
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investigated the ways in which people were alike, rather 
than the ways in which they differed.

One of the first Americans trained in Shmdt,s labora
tory, was J, McKeen Cattell, who was interested in mental 
tests and the psychology of individual differences. As 
early as 1890 he published an account of ten tests which he 
was using at that time. These Included: strength of grip;
rate of arm movement; two-point hold on the back of the 
hand; amount of pressure required to produce pain on the 
forehead; least noticeable difference in weights; reaction 
time for sound; time required to name ten colors; bisection 
of a 50-centimeter line; ability to reproduce a ten second 
interval of time by tapping when subject thinks the Interval 
has elapsed; and auditory memory span for letters.

The strength of grip, color-naming, and memory span 
are still in use, but only one, the memory span, even ap
proaches the complexity which characterises the most modern, 
psychological tests. .......

Cattell was aware of the possible value of the tests 
on this list and said,

"The results should be o£ considerable scientific 
value in discovering the Constance of mental 
processes, their interdependence, and their vari
ation under different circumstances. Individuals, 
besides, would find their tests interesting and 
perhaps useful in regard to training, mode of 
life, or indication of disease.nS

2. Ibid., p. 7.
3. Ibid., p. 8.
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In 1894, Cattail began to administer tests systemati
cally to the students of Columbia College. Originally no 
attempt was made to connect the test results with the apti
tude of the student for mastering academic work. But by 
1901 the aptitude aspect of these tests became apoarent.

When tests began to come into use, the need was felt 
for a method of correlation bet^en the data, so that the 
relationship could be accurately gauged and could be un
derstood by others.

Oalton Invented a method of determining the relation
ship between two variables, by arranging the data on a 
square chart and stretching a silk thread across the center 
of the chart in such a way as to agree with the centers of 
the various rows, and then measuring the angle by which 
this thread deviated from the vertical. Then he looked up 
the tangent of the angle in a table. But this was far from 
accurate. It remained for an English mathematiclan, Karl
Pearson, to devise a method whereby the correlation could - . -  ; ■ • • 
be calculated directly and accurately.

This invention of a method of computing the correla
tion coefficient, came at a very opportune time, because 
experimental studies Involving tests were appearing rapidly. 
The authors and experimenters were floundering in an effort 
to express their relationship to each other and to various 
criteria of aptitude. With this formula it was possible
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for them to state in very definite and objective terms 
the correlation which existed and to show exactly the 
extent of the tendency,

Alfred Binet first proposed his series of psychologi
cal tests in 1896. At first he was interested primarily 
in general psychology, but later became more and more con
cerned with the aptitude of children for mastering the cur
riculum of the elementary schools, and was especially inter
ested in determining which children lacked this ability.
In an effort to determine this ability he tried many indi
rect means, including the measuring of children's beads and 
hands.

In 1911, shortly before his death, Binet published the 
final revision of his tests. Soon translations and other 
revisions appeared. The revision with which we are now most 
familiar is the Stanford Revision.

The tests of the early aptitude psychologists were 
largely individual tests, and the group tests did not become 
popular until the Army Alpha and Army Beta tests for sol
diers were made by A. s. Otis during the first World War.

.By 1919, three million men had returned to civilian 
life from the army where they had taken some form of psy
chological tests, newspapers and magazines hailed the mar
vels of these tests, and throughout America they became 
regarded as a new form of magic. From 1919 to 1933
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psychological tests were given widely and recklessly In the 
business world. Too often these tests were given by per
sons who were not qualified to administer them or to inter
pret the results. Therefore many Instances accumulated in 
which poor employees secured higher ratings than did suc
cessful employees. However, in a few business houses the 
psychological tests were employed, not as a form of magic, 
but as a desirable aid that required attention and study. 
Sometimes a psychologist was employed to assist In the 
testing program. During the years 1919-1935 tests as a 
practical application of science Increased in favor.

The first clerical aptitude test was the Thurston# 
Clerical Test which was placed on the market In 1920.
This was followed closely by the Blaekstone Stenographic 
Proficiency Tests— a Typewriting Test, which was published 
in 1923. Both the Thnrstone Clerical Test and the Blaek
stone Test are still on the market today and are used for 
placement by cooanerclal concerns.

Since the early 20*s many other attempts have been 
made to formulate abilities tests which give an Indication 
of an individual*s probable success in high school courses 
as well as In vocational activities. These tests include 
tests for retail selling, stenographic aptitudes, clerical 
aptitudes and typewriting aptitudes.

4. Scott. Clothier, Mathewson, Sprlegel, Personnel Manage
ment, pp. 152-154.
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Business concerns first attempted to use the typing 
and shorthand tests which were used by high schools mid 
business colleges. They wore found to have little or no 
value in predicting typing and stenographic success in in
dustrial positions. This was true for several reasons.
In the first place, the average school test failed to 
measure the ability to turn out all kinds of typing rapidly, 
accurately, and in good form. Second, it did not consider 
the importance of following instructions, noting and cor
recting errors, and similar factors* And third. It empha
sised straight copying and neglected the complex aeries of 
functions Involved even in a position of typist.
Extent of Use of Employment Tests

Despite the fact that the subject of psychological and 
trade tests is not new or unknown in management literature,
no exhaustive study of their use which is satisfactory in 

. 5every respect has yet been made. The inquiry made by the 
national Industrial Conference Board and published in March, 
1956, is one of the broadest inquiries yet made. However, 
this is an eramination of all practices and techniques in
cluded by the company personnel programs, and the use of 
employment tests is only one of the items examined. There
fore the information lacks exactness and completeness.

Of 2,452 companies, employing 4,502,608 persons, only

5. Measuring for Vocational Ability in the Field of Business 
Education, p. 58. .
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141 (5.8 per cent) used employment tests in the selection6
of clerical workers. The percentage of the chief com
panies in the manufacturing industry, who used employment 
teats in the selection of their clerical workers, were the 
agricultural Implements group with 15 per cent? electrical 
manufacturing companies with 12.2 per cent; and printing 
and publishing companies with 9.3 per cent. It was found 
that the non-manufacturing group was generally higher in 
the use of such tests, with its leaders being the insurance 
companies (48.7 per cent), public utilities (25.0 per cent), 
and retail, mercantile and wholesale establishments (19.7 
per cent). In summarizing the results of this study, the 
Joint Committee reports in Measuring for Vocational Ability 
in the Field of Business Education, that

RThere is a definite direct relation between the 
size of the company as measured by the number of 
employees on the payroll and the use of employ
ment tests. Only .4 per cent of the companies 
with less than 100 employees used tests, whereas 
48.8 per cent of the companies with more than 
10,000 employees adopted their use.

"Even though in the aggregate the propor
tion of the companies using employment tests is 
small, it is encouraging to note that in so- 
called ’clerical* industries, l.e., those in 
which the bulk of employees are engaged in 
clerical work, and in large companies, the prac
tical value of testing applicants is recognized, 
for it is logical to assume that the clerical 
selection problem in these oases is most 
acute."

6. Ibid., pp. 58-59.
7, Ibid., p. 59.
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Two smaller surveys made In 1935 present a more op
timistic picture as to the use of employment tests. These 
two studies, however. Included a greater proportion of 
"clerical” companies.

The national Office Management Association surveyed 
the personnel practices of 254 companies who employed 
202,922 office employees. Of these, 55 per cent (140 com
panies) used selection tests as a basis of employment and 
45 per cent (114) did not use them. Of the companies who 
reported using tests, ten said, that they used them exclu
sively and ,130 reported that they used them only to a8
limited extent. ;

At the same time, the Office Management Association 
of Chicago surveyed 107 ciempanles. This survey revealed 
that 62 per cent (66) did not use Intelligence or trade 
tests and that 38 per cent (41) did use such tests. Of the 
latter group, 26 used trade tests only; 14 used Intelli
gence and trade tests; and one used intelligence tests

9
only.

In an effort to determine how often placement tests 
were used In hiring different types of office workers, the 
Rational Office Management Association sent questionnaires : 
to 140 members. These questionnaires covered specific 
office occupations of bookkeeper, calculating machine

8. Ibid., p. 59.
9* lb Id., p * 59.
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operator, dictating machine operator, file clerk, steno
grapher and typist. Forty-seven replies were received. 
Twenty—seven reported the use of tests on aooe or all of 
the selected occupations; twenty reported the use of no 
tests. Of the twenty-seven companies who used tests, twelve 
used specific ability or trade tests only. The following
table indicates the distribution among selected occupations10
of the trade tests: ,
Bookkeeper— — — —— — — ——  5 out of 27 use trade test
Calculating Machine Operator—  8 out of 23 use trade test 
Dictating Machine Operator— — 13 out of 23 use trade tests 
File Clerk— — — — — — — 12 out of 26 use trade tests
Stenographer— — —— — —— 22 out of 26 use trade tests
Typist——— ———— — — — — — 22, out of 25 use trade tests

Stanley B. Mathewsen has made two surveys of personnel 
practices for the book of which he is a co-author. One 
of these surveys was made in 1930 and the other In 1940. '
The latter Indicates that 66 per cent of the employers ques
tioned used tests in some form as an aid in selection, and 
that stenographic or clerical tests are used by 62 per cent 
of these employers. A comparison of the study made in 1930 
with the later one Indicates that in the ten years the use

10. Ibid., p. 62.
11. Walter Dill Scott, Robert C. Clothier, Stanley B. 

Mathews on, William R. Spiriegel, Personnel Management, 
pp. 519-540.
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of clerical or stenographic testa had Increased 16 per cent, 
or from 46 per cent in 1930 to 62 per cent in 1940.
Beview of Previous Studies

According to *owe the success that has attended the12
use of clerical tests has been due to two factors:

”a. The hi^i degree of similarity of job 
requirements in the office departments of 
widely varying organizations, in contrast with 
the dissimilarity in types of factory opera- tions.

nb. The cooperation between such organiza
tions as the National Association of Office 
Managers, the Life Office Management Associa- 
tion, selected insurance companies, and such 
research institutions as the Personnel Federa
tion, the Psychology Corporations, and various 
graduate schools of education, which has made 
possible comprehensive surveys and job analyses 
on the basis of which tests representing differ
ent adequate criteria for selection, but when 
combined with methods of personality analysis, 
an objective evaluation, as reliable as science 
has to offer, is at the disposal of the employ
ment manager.
The value of tests in selecting office workers and the 

significance of various tests have been measured in a num
ber of studies. Miss Marian A. Bills has been using tests 
in the Aetna Life Insurance companies since 1925. She re
ported in the results of two studies published in 1933 a 
consistent and definite relationship between test scores 
at the time of employment and the type or grade of job which

12. Herbert Moore, Psychology for Business and Industry,p. 129. . : ' : " • .
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the employee later attains and holds. She also fotmd 
that a consistently higher score was made by the employees 
who were eligible for or holding positions on the higher 
levels of office work than by workers on the lower levels.

Both Investigations used the term "clerical work" to 
include not only filing, typing, record-keeping, general ac
counting, planning and scheduling the work to be done, but 
also the making of Independent decisions based upon general 
company policy and supervision of clerical work of others. 
The Aetna Life Insurance Company used for these two studies. 
Bureau Test VI, an adaptation of the United States army 
intelligence test, and the Scovill Classification Test, also 
an adaptation of the United States army test.

The conclusions of the studies were:
1. There is a definite and positive correlation be

tween intelligence test scores and advancement in clerical 
work.

2. The relationship holds for both men and women.
3. This correlation is not affected by variation In 

the amount of schooling.
4. Reliability of the results is given statistically In 

each study and confirmed by the similarity of findings In 
the two studies.

13. Marian A. Bills, "Intelligence and Clerical Jobs, Two
Studies of Relation of Test Scores to Jobs Held",
Personnel Journal, 12:41-56, 1933-1954.

13
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5. To seem*® eonparable results within broad occupa
tional limita, it is not necessary that test structures, 
conditions of work, nor criteria of advancement should be 
identical. . .

In the fall of 1955, tho Life Office Management Asso
ciation appointed a committee of representatives from seven
insurance companies to study and suggest to the organlza-

14
tion a series of general ability and aptitude tests. They 
made a study of the significance of all the parts of six 
different tests. . .

The committee selected the following tests for study: 
Bureau Test VI; Thurston® Clerical Test: A Modification of
the Thurston® Clerical Test; Minnesota Vocational Test for

■ . ' ' -■

Clerical Workers; and two forms of the O’Rourke Clerical 
Aptitude Test. Ninety-four clerical workers, representing 
a cross-section of life insurance companies, and evenly 
divided among four companies in four states, were selected 
to participate in the test.

The committee agreed upon the following criteria to 
use in judging the tests:

1. That test should give distribution of total scores 
and distribution of scores on various parts of test. "

14. C. M. Davidson, "Evaluation of Clerical Tests1,
Personnel Journal, 6 (No. 8): 57-67, (No. 3): 95-98,T557̂ T955.
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2. Scores should be related to success on the job as 
measured by supervisors* ratings.

3. Scores should be related to promotablllty as meas
ured by level of job attained at the end of a definite 
period of employment.

The results from each test were compared vrlth super
visors* estimates and 7/1th promotablllty. The validity
coefficients, as determined by the supervisors* ratings,

15
of the different tests were: Bureau Test VI, .41,
0*Rourke Senior, .40, Thurstone, .44, Modified Thurston®,
.37, Minnesota Clerical-Number Score, .27, and Minnesota
Clerical Name Score, .29. The complete table of Inter-
correlattons, as complied by Davidson, appears on page 20.

As may be observed by referring to the table, the
intercorrelations among the different tests ranged from 

16
.08 to .81, and an attempt was made to select the parts 
of each test which correlated most highly with clerical 
success. When the reliable parts from the six different 
tests were combined and those which were low were elimina
ted, the remaining parts of the more significant tests 
(Bureau'Test VI, Thurstone, and Modified Thorstone)’ gave . 
correlations.: with: ̂ oRtotabllity of .82, .74, and .79 
respectively. 17The conclusions of this study were first that mental
15. Ibid., p. 60.
16 » lb Id . , p * 96.
17. Ibid., p. 62.
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TAELS EO. X
n m c o s a E u n o K  of tests18

B.T. VI Thurston© Modified 0»Rourke Uinnosotn Clerical
Thurstono Senior Ilusber Mazo

B.T. U i71±.05 .6%.06 .81Z.04 .011.10 .41*.09
Thurstono .71*. 05 •551.07 ,66*.C^ .21.10 .41.08
Modified
Ttmrstc®® .62».06 .551.07 .5%.07 .21.10 .41.08
0,Rourke
Senior ,&l±.0k •66*.06 .52£.07 .0C1.11 .01.11 .31.10
Minnesota 
Kunjbor #06*.2J0 .22̂ .10 •ajr.io •0C1.11 .61.05
Minnesota .41̂ .09 Haze

.4S5*.oe .451 .3G1.10 .61.05

Average 
Inter-cor
relations 
with Mental 
Alertness 
Tests .71 .64 .56 .68

V

.14 .42

alertnesa teats were just as good as tho Minnesota Clerical 
test for selection, end secondly, that tho Minnesota Clerical 
test was less effective than mental alertness tests in se
lecting those who were rated as above average by their super
visors. . ‘ .... •.'

18 Ibid., page 96. ' “ "— —
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Summary .
1. Early Development of Aptitude Testing

a. First psyclmlogical laboratory was founded 
by William Wundt in 1879.

b. J MeKeen Cattail was one of the first 
Americans trained In Wundt1s laboratory. He 
was interested In mental tests and the psy
chology of individual differences. In 1894 
he began to administer tests systematically 
to the students of Columbia College. Orig
inally no attempt was made to connect the 
test results with the aptitude of the 
students for mastering academic work. But 
by 1901 the aptitude aspect had become 
apparent.

c. In 1896 Alfred Blnet first proposed his 
series of psychological tests. In 1911 he 
published the final revision of them.

d. The tests of the early aptitude psychologists 
were largely individual tests. The group 
tests did not become popular until the Army 
Alpha and Array Beta tests were made by
A. S. Otis to test soldiers during the first 
World War.
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«. The first clerical aptitude test was the 
Thurston© Clerical test which was placed 
on the market in 1920.

f. Between 1919 and 1935, tests as a practical 
application of science increased in favor, 
and many placement tests appeared on the 
market. ....

2. Extent of Use of Employment Tests
a. The National Industrial Conference Board 

found in 1936 that of 2,452 companies employ
ing 4,502,608 persons, only 141 (5.8 per cent) 
used employment tests In the selection of 
clerical workers.

b. The National Office Management Association 
in 1935,. surveyed the employment practices 
of 254 companies who employed 202,922 office 
employees and found that 55 per cent used 
selection tests as a basis of employment.

c. The Office Management Association of Chicago 
surveyed 107 companies in 1935 and found that 
38 per cent of the companies used intelli
gence or trade tests.

d. Stanley B. Mathewses made two surveys of 
personnel practices in 1930 and in 1940.
A comparison of the study made in 1930 
with the later one Indicates that in the
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ten years the use of clerical or stenographic 
testa by the companies surveyed, had Increased 
from 46 per cent in 1930 to 62 per cent in 
1940.

3. Studies have been made to measure the value of tests 
in the selection of office workers.
a. m  the study published in 1933* Dr. Marian A. 

Bills, who has been using tests in the Aetna 
Life Insurance Company since 1926, reported a 
definite relationship between test scores at 
the time of employment and the type or grade 
of job which the employee later could attain 
and hold.

b. The Life Office Management Association appoint
ed a committee in 1935 to study and suggest to 
the organization a series of general ability 
and aptitude tests suitable for use in em
ploying stenographic and clerical workers.
This committee studied six tests and decided 
first, that mental alertness tests were just
as good as the Minnesota Clerical test, for 
selection, and second, that the Minnesota 
Clerical test was less effective than mental 
alertness tests in selecting those who were 
rated as above average by their superiors.
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CHAPTER III

CLERICAL AM) STENOGRAPHIC PLACEMENT TESTS 

General Types
Marian A. Bills of the Aetna Life Insurance Company 

said In a talk given at a joint meeting of the National Of
fice Management Association and the Pittsburgh Personnel 
Association at Pittsburgh In 1942 that there are two types 
of test which may be used as an aid In the selection of 
future employees, and that no single test of either type 
or no battery of tests will, unless aided by sound judgment 
on the part of the employment manager, do a satisfactory 
job of selection, but they will aid.

The first of these types of test is the aptitude test 
which predicts a person's ability to do the work after he 
has received training for it. The second type is the trade 
or performance test which indicates a person's ability to 
do any given type of work at the time the test is adminis
tered. Typical of these tests are: typing tests, comp
tometer tests and stenographic tests.

Among the aptitude tests for clerical occupations are 
those which are known as Intelligence tests or mental ;

1. Marian A. Bills, "Ability and Aptitude Tests for Clerical 
Workers", The Journal of Business Education, Dec. 1943, 
Vol. 19, No. 4, pp. 13%I4.
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alertness tests. Studies made of certain of these stan
dardised tests Indicate that they will predict with a fair 
degree of reliability the promotabtlity or level of job to 
which an Individual may be expected to rise after training. 
The task of differentiating between ability and predictive 
ability Is the most Important Item to be consIdered When 
selecting any test. There are two types of mental alertness 
tests: one, usually known as the "time limit" test, gives
a definite length of time for doing the test and the score 
is the amount done correctly. The other, known as "work 
limit", allows the individual taking the test to take his
own time, hut the score Is a combination of time and

" 2  •

errors. ; \
There are other kinds of tests which test aptitudes 

for special types of clerical work. They Include: (1) an
aptitude for handling the written word, or a verbal apti
tude, (2) an aptitude for handling numbers, (5) an aptitude 
for handling language orally rather than In writing, (4) an 
aptitude for handling things, or a mechanical aptitude.

In order to have some type of a guide for the selection 
of a mental alertness test of any kind. It should be known 
how the test was made and how standardized. The employment 
manager giving the test must also check to see that for his 
group of applicants the test Is neither too easy nor too

2. Ibid., p. 13% — " ‘
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hard. Secondly, he should know whether or not there is a
definite reletlonship between the test score and success' on
jobs similar to the situations for which-he is employing 

5
people.

The classification of positions, according to Dr.
Bills, is based upon the assumption that every clerical

■ 4  . •operation consists of three definite phases: (!) doing the
work, (2) checking the work, and (3) supervising it, and 
that each phase constitutes a step above the preceding one• 
The theory is advanced that the difficulty of the job can 
be measured in terms of the number and type of decisions to 
be made,

' .Jobs may also be divided into two groups based upon
the kind of information that employees must have to do the 

5
work. The first group requires a knowledge of certain def
inite and specific rules covering most oases to be handled. 
In the second group, decisions must be made according to 
principles rather than rules, and this requires an intensive 
knowledge of the whole field.

Bingham describes the duties and requirements of cleri-
6

cal workers adequately as follows:

3. Ibid., p. 15
4. 7/alter V. Bingham, "Classifying and Testing for Clerical 

Jobs", Personnel Journal, 1935, 14:163.
5. Ibid., p. 164.
6. Ibid., p. 169.
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, ’’Mueh.of a clerk*s work has to do with papers—  
more concerns records. On these papers are words 
symbolizing numbers. He reads, compares, classi
fies, transcribes or bases Judgment upon it and in 
the course of so doing makes decisions which, except 
in the most routine operations, may require a high 
order of technical knowledge and good sense. The 
tools of his trade include the pencil, the pen 
and sometimes the slide rule, the typewriter, the 
duplicator, the bookkeeping or calculating machine, 
the filing cabinet, the card index, and similar 
aids in classifying, cataloging, finding, re
arranging, identifying, copying or otherwise mani
pulating for a purpose the papers and symbols used 
in recording and comnunloating. It must be remem
bered, however, that his speed and accuracy in the 
mechanics of using these tools, essential as they 
are, rank lower in value than the correctness of 
his thinking about the problems which the papers 
present. A clerk may be called upon to do other 
kinds of work as well, such as to use the tele
phone, receive callers, make purchases, organise 
and supervise the work of others in the office.
But as a clerical worker the abilities indispens
able to the effective performance of his duties 
are those which enable him to handle the problems 
arising In connection with his paper work judi
ciously as well as rapidly.

"Here, then, is one clue to the selection 
of aids in appraising clerical aptitudes. The 
counselor, like the employer, looks for reli
able tests and other good indicators of a per
son* s ability to read, quickly and accurately, 
printed and written symbols, to grasp their 
significance, decide wisely what to do about 
them and to perform the necessary operations 
required as a consequence of these decisions,”
The aptitudes necessary for clerical operations are

evidenced in part, at least, by four different kinds of 
7

ability:

7, Ibid., p. 170
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1. Strictly perceptual, the ability to see words and 
numbers and to realize instantly and correctly what is on 
the paper.

2. Intellectual, the ability to grasp the meanings of 
the words and other symbols and to make correct decisions 
regarding the problems that arise. This is not so Important 
on strictly routine jobs, but becomes more and more impor
tant as advancement occurs. Mo clerical workers can advance 
far unless they have and use Intelligence.

3» Clerical abilities consisting of various mental 
skills which may be improved by special training include 
ability to spell, add, multiply, and punctuate,

4. Motor ability, the ability to manipulate office 
machinery, and papers.

With these abilities in mind, it is not surprising 
that the ordinary tests which are designed to measure men
tal alertness, abstract intelligence or various aptitudes, 
have proved to be of some use in estimating the probability 
that applicants for clerical positions will make good. The

• — - f .intelligence test does not sample all abilities indicative 
of desirable clerical aptitudes, but it does give an overall 
measure of both the perceptual and the intellectual abili
ties. As reported earlier in this study, the correlations 
between intelligence test scores and clerical progress are 
not high but they are consistently positive.
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A score sheet for evaluating the tests has been 
formulated which Is based on a score sheet published by 
the World. Book Company. However, certain changes have 
been made. Instead of scoring each test on a basis of 
one hundred points, as was done In the original, no 
attempt has been made to judge these tests against a 
nperfect" test. Rather it has been the aim to indicate 
by the use of "x1 s" whether or not various items of in
formation are available. If reliability and validity 
coefficients were given in the manuals accompanying the 
test, these figures were entered on the score sheets.
The date of publication and the.existence of scores made 
by vocational workers,were added to the score sheet.

Instead of giving a number of points for ease of 
administration and ease of scoring, the tests have 
simply been rated with the figure one, little or easy, 
the figure two for average, and the figure three for much 
or difficult.

A score sheet has been filled out for each test and 
a combined score sheet is given in the appendix which 
shows the items of imformation available for all the 
tests studied.
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BLACKSTOHE STEHO GRAPHIC PROFICIEHCY TEST
a. Stenography Test— Compiled by E. G. Blaokstone 

and Mary W, McLaughlin.
Mature and Purpose of Test: The Stenography Test of

the Blaokstone Stenographic Proficiency Tests was prepared 
to meet the need for a more comprehensive type of test than 
most of those available on the market. Its authors feel 
that tests of simple dictation and transcription give but 
an incomplete picture of the abilities of the stenographer 
or secretary. Two forms of the test have been constructed 
to measure several essential abilities.

The test consists of the following parts:
Test I English
Test II Syllabification
Test I H  Office Practice
Test 17 Alphabetizing
Test V Abbreviations
Test VI Business Organization
Test VII Transcription
Validity: Mr. C. E. Obermann gave the preliminary f

forms of the examination to high school and junior college 
students and to stenographers. For each stenographer 
tested, an efficiency rating was also secured. Thus it was 
possible to determine how the test scores corresponded with 
the ratings of the employers. This study indicated that
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the validity of the tests (the degree of correspondence
between test-scores and the efficiency ratings) was
.62 c .06 for Farm A (37 eases) and .79 .03 for Form B

~  8 - 
(49 eases).

Since efficiency ratings tend to be somewhat imper
fect, and such imperfections lower the correlations, these 
coefficients indicate that the tests do measure signifi
cantly stenographic ability.

Reliability: The reliability coefficient between the
two forms of the test are .88 __ ,02, which indicate that 
the two forms measure nearly the same abilities and may be 
used more or less interchangeably.

Norms: Norms have been determined by a tabulation of
the scores of 1,000 pupils in 37 different high schools*
In addition to the norms given for high school students 
who have one, two, three and four semesters of work, norms 
are also given in each of the seven tests for stenographers.

8. E. C. Blackstone and Mary U. McLaughlin, Manual of 
Directions, Blackstone Stenographic Proficiency Tests, 
Stenography Test, p. 2.
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NAME OF TEST Blaekaton© Stenographic Proficiency Test 
stenography Test : '

Published by World Book Company ______
Price SS 20^, per 25 |1.2S Date Published 1952

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test x
2* Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 50 min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised ' x
6. Information as to how test;may be 

used for predictive or prognostic
purposes x

7. Scores made by vocational workers x
VALIDITY
RELIABILITY

Form A .62 __ .06 
Form B .79 ~  .05 .88 ~  .02

EASE OF ADMINISTRATION
1. Preparation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
2. Explanation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
5. Alternative forms available x

EASE OF SCORING
1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Nonas . x
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms included x
4. Instructions as to how to apply
. results ... x

^%ised oh score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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BIACKSTONE STENOGRAPHIC PROFICIEHCT TEST
b. Typewriting Test— Compiled by E. G. Blaokstone 

nature and Purpose of Test: The Blacketone Typewriting
Test Is the first of a short■series of tests constructed to 
test all the elements entering Into ability as a steno
grapher. They enable the employer to measure, within a 
few minutes, the ability of an applicant to type from copy,
or to compare the abilities of different applicants, or to 

9
rate typists.

The typewriting tests are the results of more than 
three years of experimentation by the author, under the di
rection of Hr. S. A. Curtis and his staff, of the Department 
of Educational Research of the.Public Schools of Detroit. 
Five alternate forms of the_typewriting test were construct
ed in order to test proficiency at regular or frequent 
Intervals without repeating material.

Since typewriting strokes are the most nearly equiva
lent units of measurements for rating typing speed, they are 
used as the measuring units in this test. The average num
ber of strokes per word in the ordinary business letter was 
found to be 5.6. Therefore the material used in the tests 
was made to conform to the requirements of the ordinary 
business letter vocabulary, with a stroke average of 5.6.

9. E. G. Blacks tone, Manual of Directions, Blacks tone 
Stenographic Proficiency Tests, p. T7
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. The test consists of two business letters to be set 
up In letter form and as much as possible typed within 
three minutes.

Rell&blllty: The probable error of a score determined
by administering ti?o forms of the test to the same groups
of 105 pupils was found to be 5.8 points. The reliability
coefficient of correlation between two forms of the test
averages .93 for groups of pupils who have had 20 months*10 •

instruction.

10 * Ibid» f p. 2. r .
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NAME OF TEST Blackstone Stenographic Proficiency Test 
Typewriting 'feat

Published by World Book Company_________ , ______
Price SS 15gf, per 25 #1.00___________ Bate Published 1925

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers 
VALIDITY

x
5 min.

RELIABILITY . .93
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-llttle? 1
2-average; 3-much)

2. Explanation needed (1-littlej 1
2-average; 5-much)

3 * Altemat ive forms available 5 forms
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective * x
2. Time required (1-littlej

2- average; 3-much) 1
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-averagej

3- dlfficult) 1
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms (according to no. months Inst.) x
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms included x4. Instructions as to how to apply

results —
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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CLERICAL TEST K by Eugene J. Benge
Nature and Purpose of the Test: This test Is made tip

of four different types of questions and problems:
A. Verifying
B. Extending
C. Checking
D. Classifying Correspondence.
The test is scored by taking the number tried on each 

of the four types of questions, finding the number right 
and the percentage of accuracy.

Percentile Tables for both speed and accuracy are 
given.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST Clerical Test K, _______ • •
Published by C. H, St pelting Company_____ . _ ____ _
Price m t e  Published 1922

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1• Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 15 min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised —
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic
purposes x

7. Scores made by vocational workers x
VALIDITY
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION1. Preparation needed {1-little; 1

2-average; 3-much)
2. Explanation needed (1-little; 1

2-average; 3-much)
3. Alternative forms available —

EASE OF SCORING
1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little; 2

2- average; 3-much)
3. Simplicity (l-§asy; 2-average; 2

3- difficult)
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms <
2. Directions for interpreting x
5. Record forms included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply ' x

results
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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CONTEXT TEST by Henry C. Link
Nature and Purpose: This test .consists of a letter

in which m n y  w<a»ds. have been emitted, because stenog
raphers must not only be able to supply the words and 
phrases which the person dictating fails to enunciate 
clearly, but she must also be able to read the sentences 
which she has taken down and to supply those parts which 
she herself failed to record clearly. The sense of context
Is therefore of twofold importance in the case of the 11
stenographer.

Formulas are given for figuring the test scores.
There Is no manual accompanying this test, but some 

information may be obtained concerning it from Employment 
Psychology by Henry C. Link. . ,

11. Henry C. Link, Employment Psychology, p. 95.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*
. - ' '

NAME OF TEST Link's Context Test _________ _
Published by C. H. Stoeltlng Company_______ ' ________
Price __________________;_______ Date Published 1 9 m

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions, concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7* Scores made by vocational workers 
VALIDITY 
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little: 
2-average; 3-much)

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much)

3. Alternative forms available
EASE OF SCORING

1* Objective
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much)
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difflcult)
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms
2. Directions for interpreting
3. Record forms included
4. Instructions as to how to apply 

results

4 min.

1
1

x
2

* Based on score, sheet published by World Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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A.

DICTATION AND TYPING TEST by Henry C. Link 
Nature and Purpose: The s a m  letter is used for the

transcription test and for the typing test. The applicant 
is rated on the time it takes to complete the test and 
upon the accuracy of his work.

No validity or reliability coefficients are given, 
but a formula is given for scoring.
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NAME OF TEST Link*a Dictation and Typing Test
Published by C» H« St pelting Company ______ _
Price ______________________ .____ _ Date Published

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1» Purpose of test — -
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit 10 mis.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and

revised —
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic
purposes —

7. Scores made by vocational workers —  '
VALIDITY — -
RELIABILITY —
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION1. Preparation needed (1-little ?

2-average; 3-much) - 1
2. Explanation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 1
3. Alternative forms available 1

EASE OF SCORING
1. Objective %
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 2
5. Simplicity (1-eaay; 2-average;

3- difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Noras2. Directions for interpreting
3. Record foras Included
4. Instructions as to how to apply 

results
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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I. E. R. GENERAL CLERICAL TEST
Nature and Purpoge of the Test: This test was devel

oped by Toops for the Institute of Educational Research at
Teachers College, and Is one of the most carefully eon-

12structed pieces of work In the ability testing field.
There are two parts to the test, a general clerical test, 
and a second section which deals almost entirely with the 
manipulation of figures. The first part is advocated for 
high grade clerical positions, and the second section for 
routine work.

The first test C-I Includes:
Part I, Arithmetic computations
Part II. Transforming prices to code
Part III. Copying and transferring figures from one page 

to another.
Part IV. Transfer of data
Part V. Vocabulary selection
Part VI. Classification of words relating to church, 

war, business, and family
Part VII. General information using words spelled back

wards
Part VIII. General business information. A true-false test 
Part IX. Circling numbers whose sum equals ten 
Part X. location and transfer of numbers

12. Ernest W. Tiegs, Tests and Measurements for Teachers,
pp. 403-408.
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The second teat C-II includes:
Test I. Drawing a line under all A*a in the eighteen 

lines of letters*
Test II. Underlining all 4*s on page of 6 figure eom- 

binatione .
Test III. Determining all groups of six figures which 

contain both 2 and 3
Test IV. Proof reading to determine what pairs of numbers 

are not alike 
Test V. (Not available)
Test VI. Filling in addresses

Reliability and Validity: A reliability of .82 has
been reported in high skill commercial work. The correla
tion between this test and the ratings of more than three

13
hundred clerks was only .15 according to Monroe.

The second section deals with figures and correlates 
with clerical work to the extent shown by a coefficient 
of .40« „. ■

Norms: Separate norms are given for both tests for
thirteen and fourteen-year-old boys and girls, and for 
eighth-grade boys and girls.

13. Walter S. Monroe, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
p. 526. . ■ : '
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OT TEST I, B, R> General Clerical Test_____________
Published by Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 

Columbia 1 1 “ :
Price C-I each, G - U  5^ each_____Date Published 1922

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
5. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational, workers 
VALIDITY
RELIABILITY with high school commercial work .82
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION ■ ' ;

1. Preparation needed (1-littlej
2-average; 3-much) 2

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
. 2-average;3-much) . 2

3. Alternative forma available —
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much)- . 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x
2. Direct loos for interpreting z
3. Record forms included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results . x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.

\ X 
X

Cl 37 m$n. 
CII 16 " 

x

x
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INTELLIGENCE TEST FOR STENOGRAPHERS— by Sadie Myers 
Shallow

Nature and Purpose of Test: The author experimented
with a battery of tests designed to discover proficiency in 
typing,.spelling, punctuation and grammar, and in the taking 
and transcribing of dictation, while hiring employees for 
the Milwaukee Electric Railway and Electric Company.

Occasions arose where the mere ability to handle the 
technical work of a stenographer was not sufficient quali
fication for the job. It was discovered that there were 
certain abilities which a stenographer should have besides 
technical training and experience. She should be able to
"use her head*. In other words, general Intelligence is

14
vitally necessary for a good stenographer. This Is es
pecially true for positions where considerable responsi
bility is carried by the stenographer.

The intelligence test was based on the general prin
ciples of mental alertness tests. The subject matter, how
ever, was relevant to the problems with which stenographers 
deal. It included the following types of tests:

1. The sentence completion test
2. Judgment test - " .
5. Test over spelling, grammar and paragraphing.

14. Sadie Myers Shallow, Manual for an Intelligence Testfor Stenographers, p. 1. ' , . ,
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4. Paragraphing test
5. Analogies and proverbs.
Standardisation: Twenty-four carefully selected sub

jects, Including three groups were used for the purpose of 
standardisation* Group A consisted of those who were known 
to be the best stenographers of the company, and who held 
the most responsible positions. Group B consisted of the 
average good stenographer whose responsibility was more 
limited, but known to be doing good work. Group C consisted 
of those holding stenographic positions which required very 
little responsibility and training. The stenographers who 
were selected were well known as to their ability and when- 
ever there was any doubt, the department head or supervisor 
was consulted, and the caliber of her work was definitely 
established. The twenty-four stenographers were then ranked 
In order of one to twenty-four by the examiner. This rank
ing was done on the basis of the difficulties of the work 
which each stenographer handled, together with the ability
shown in handling the work and the satisfaction given to
. -. ' isthe employer.

Of the twenty-four subjects, sixteen had at some time 
or other taken the trade test for stenographers. Those 
scores were used as a criterion against which the intelli
gence test scores were checked.

15. Ibid.
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Validity: The following correlations were found:
Intelligence Test with ranking 0.75 0.06
Trade Teat with ranking . 0.48 0.15
Combined Score with ranking 0*59 0,11
Intelligence Test with Trade Teat 0.12 0.17
The multiple correlation coefficient of rankings with 

a combination of intelligence test scores and trade test 
scores is 0.83.

florins: It was found that all stenographers who could
not make a score of 85 were unsatisfactory. The follow-up 
data on a group of 55 stenographers given the test verified 
the following classification:

Class A 135 to 175 Secretarial
Class B . 110 to 155 Average
Class ,G 85 to 110 Least responsible
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SCAIE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST Intelligence Te#t for Stenographers 
Published by C. H. Stoeltlng Company 
Price Date Published 1928

MAOTJAL IRCEODES:
1. Purpose of test . ' x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 40 min,
4. Forms, standards and. percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

' . revised ... ' ‘ . ' ;-x
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7• Scores made by vocational workers x
VALIDITY with ranking .73 £  .06
RELIABILITY
EASE OP ADMINISTRATION1. Preparation needed (1-little $

2-average j SHBUch) 2
2. Explanation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
5. Alternatl'ro forms available —

EASE OF SCORING -
1. Objective .. x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- avera^; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difflcult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1 • Forms ... x
2. Directlcms for interpreting x
3. Record forms Included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers cm Hudson, Few York.
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KIMBERLY-CLARK TYPBTG ABILITY AHALYSIS--Compiled by 
Clifford E* Jur^naen

Nature and Purpose of-Test: The Kimberly-Clark Typing
Ability Analysis is designed to meet two objectives:

1*' To aid in the selection of typists for specific jobs
2. To aid in the training of typists so that they may 

be qualified to fill typing positions satisfactorily.
The test is intended to be a supplement to other 

selection methods and test scores should not be used miless 
interpreted in the light of all other pertinent information 
about the job applicants,

The Kimberly-Clark test was developed after it was
found that the tests commonly used by schools had little
or no value in predicting typing success in many industrial 

16
positions.

The test includes the following parts:
Part I. Rough draft 
Part II. Tabulation
Part HI. Typing letter from longhand with carbon copy
Part IV. Setting up a bibliography in alphabetical order

Validity: Validity was based on 67 employed typists
in an Industrial corporation. The typists were divided on

.
the basis of job successfully filled and the validity

16. Clifford E. Jorgensen* Preliminary Manual for Kleiberly- 
Glark Typing Ability Analysis, science Research: 
a s s o c late s, 1M2 , p. T%
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determined by means of bi-aerial coefficients. The com
bined score baaed on these 67 employed typists was found 
to have a validity of .957.

Reliability: Reliability data were obtained by admin
istering two test forms one month apart to 65 high school 
seniors during their second year of typing. The reliability 
coefficient on these two testings was found to be .912.

Norms: Norma are available for applicants for Indus
trial typing positions and for high school seniors who were 
given the test near the end of their second year of typing.
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NAME OF TEST Elmborlj-Clark Typing Ability Analysis
Published by Science Research Associates
Price Bate Published 1942

. . SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving andscoring x
3. Directions as to time limit no limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores_made by vocational workers x
VALIDITY .957
RELIABILITY .912
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little j
2-average; 3-much) 1

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average ; 5-much) 1

3. Altemative forms available —
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective . x
2. Time required (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 3
3. Simplicity (1-eaayj 2-average;

5-dlfficult) - 3
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results " x
* Baaed on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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MINNESOTA VOCATIONAL TESTS FOR CLERICAL WORKERS
Nature and Purpose of the Test: This test consists of

two parts, a number checking and a name checking test. In 
each of these tests, there are two hundred items, one hun
dred of which are the same and one hundred of which are dif
ferent. The numbers range from three through twelve-place 
numbers, and the names throufjh seven to sixteen letters.
The test is so arranged that the first one hundred items 
may be compared with the second one hundred items of each 
test.

The purpose of the test is to determine the ability of 
an individual to do routine clerical work which includes 
the checking of figures and names.

Validity: The validity of this test was checked by
several methods. These included: personal history rat
ings, supervisorsi and combined ratings were compared with 
test scores for groups of employed clerical workers. The 
personal history ratings were computed without knowledge 
of the test scores, and were based upon education, clerical 
experience, commercial training, and ago at leaving the 
highest grade. The validity coefficients based upon per
sonal history were about .65. Supervisors* ratings and
test scores gave a coefficient of approximately .27. Com-

. . v, ■ - -
bined ratings obtained by weighing the personal history

17. Dorothy M* Andrew and Donald G. Paterson, Manual of 
Directions, Minnesota Vocational Test for Clerical"* 
Workers, p. TZT
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and supervisors* ratings equally correlate about .70 with 
Clerical Test scores.

The validity of the Minnesota Clerical Test was studied
also by comparing typing test scores and Clerical Test
scores for 119 employed women clerical workers who had re-\

18celved varying amounts of clerical" training and education. 
The Clerical Test separates the fast group (65 to 89 words 
a minute) and the middle group (40 to 64 words a minute) 
from the low group (15 to 59 words a minute) more accurately 
than academic ability tests have been found to do.

A valid test for clerical aptitude and ability should 
differentiate employed clerical workers from workers in 
other types of positions. An occupational ability profile 
study reveals that clerical workers are most markedly dif
ferentiated from other people gainfully employed by their 

• . • ' 19 -
superior scores on the Clerical Test.

Reliability: When odd-even Items of comparable forms
were compared, the reliability was found to be .90. Test- 
retest reliability was .85, when the second testing was 
made about ten weeks later.

Norms: Norms have been established on both tests for
both men and women. Separate tables have been established

18. D. M. Andrew and D. G. Paterson, "Measured Characteris
tics of Clerical Y/orkers," Bulletin of Employment 
Stability Research Institute, University of Minnesota,'

vol. Ill, NO.~I
19. Ibid. ... ■ ......
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showing the percentiles for "Employed Clerical Workers", 
based on 284 women clerical workers and 120 men clerical 
workers; Adults Gainfully Occupied, based on standard 
samples of 500 men and 232 women; and for ninth-grade stu
dents, based on 328 girls and 353 boys from Kirkwood High 
School, Kirkwood, Missouri.

The authors of the Minnesota Clerical Test were con-
earned primarily with the factor of speed, although they
realized that accuracy was a factor that could not be com-

20
pletely eliminated. They state that the test is usually 
performed at a high level of accuracy, 95 per cent or higher 
accuracy in the number-checking section, and 92 per cent or 
higher in the name-checking test. Since the test is pri
marily a speed test, with accuracy as a minor factor, the 
R-W scoring is used in order to penalize those applicants 
who are careless or inaccurate.

In the Manual of Directions, complete percentile norms 
are given for employed clerical workers, for office machine 
workers, women stenographers, men bank tellers, men accoun
tants, women general clerical workers, men general workers, 
women in routine clerical positions, men in routine clerical 
positions, and men In shipping clerk positions. All groups 
were selected from seven companies, except for the bank

20. Dorothy M. Andrew and Donald G. Paterson, Manual of 
Directions, Minnesota Vocational Test for clerieaT" 
Workers.
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tellers who wore selected from one company, and included 
428 different persons.

These norms show that although routine clerical work
ers require less of the ability measured by the Clerical 
Test, it should be remembered that the average routine 
clerical worker as well as the average shipping and stock 
clerk scores better than 75 percentile for general popula
tion norms. There is not only a marked difference between 
employed clerical workers and workers in general on the 
Clerical Test, but there are smaller differences between 
the different types of clerical workers.

To make adequate use of norms, hiring standards as 
well as the various levels of abilities required for given 
positions must be taken into consideration in the selection 
of employees.
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NAME OF TEST Minnesota Vocational Test for Clerical Workers
Published by The Psychological Corporation
Price SS 25(f. 100 copies ^5.00 Date Published 1933

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 15 min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. D&ta about how test was made and

revised x
... 6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
, . purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers x
VALIDITY ' .70
RELIABILITY odd even .90

test retest .85
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION1. Preparation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
2. Explanation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
3. Alternative forms available —

EASE OF SCORING
1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms Included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York,
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RATIONAL CLERICAL ABILITY TESTS
The national Clerical Ability Tests Include eight 

tests as follows:
Long Form

Fundamentals Test 
General Information Test 
Stenographic Test 
Typing Test

Short Form
Fundamentals Test
General Information Test
Stenographic Test .
Typing Test

History: The present National Clerical Ability Tests
are the outgrowth of a survey made by the Eastern Commercial
Teachers Association and published in 1937. The first
National Clerical Ability Tests were given in 1936 to 120
young people in twelve centers by a committee appointed by
the Eastern Commercial Teachers Association. Soon after
that, the National Office Management Association accepted

21joint sponsorship.
Since 1937, the Eastern Commercial Teachers Association 

has been replaced by the National Council of Business

21. Harold E. Cowan, “National Clerical Ability Tests 1‘ in 
Business Education World, October 1939, pp. 117-118.
Vol. 2d, fro. 2.
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Education, so that a country-wide teachers1 organization 
now cooperates with the National Office Management Associa
tion. Funds for the project have been donated by the above 
mentioned organization and also the Typewriter Research 
Bureau, the Ediphone, Dictaphone, and Addressograph com
panies.

In 1937 about 1,200 young people were tested in seven 
large cities, and no fees were charged. The following year 
1,385 tests were given in twenty different centers to stu
dents from fifty-two schools, and a fee of one dollar was 
charged. In 1939 nearly 2,400 tests were given to students 
from 115 schools in 31 centers. The fee charged was #1.37
for each vocational-ability test, based on cost of adminis- . ; 22
tration and rating test papers. The fee now charged the .. 
student participating is usually one dollar to cover the 
costs of administration and scoring.

In any school the teacher who assumes the responsi
bility for obtaining registrations and attending to the 
other,details.is called the "sponsor”. To this sponsor, 
after.the tests are given, is sent a complete list of marks 
earned by each student who takes a test in his center. No 
sponsor receives information about scores of testees -in 
other centers. The National Clerical Ability testing pro
gram is not a contest.

22. Ibid.
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Each Individual who takes a test and successfully 
passes it receives a certificate In each vocational test 
in 7/hieh he is successful. In 1938 about 28 per cent of 
the participants earned certificates. In 1982 the per cent 
certified was 59. Table II on page 61 shows the previous 
results of the national Clerical Ability Tests from 1937 
to 1942.

This program was undertaken with the following aims 23
in view:

”1. Provide an authoritative device, some
what comparable to the College Board Examina
tions, for use in measuring the qualifications 
of public and private business school graduates 
for some of the more common office occupations 
for which vocational training is given.

"2. Assist business teachers and others 
who are responsible for vocational business 
training programs in attempting to bring their 
courses and testing procedures more into line 
with sound principles and practices In the 
field of vocational education.

"3. Assist educators in their attempts 
to insure for vocational business courses stu
dents who possess the aptitudes, interests, and 
abilities required for the kinds of work for 
which they seek pre-employment training.

”4. Provide employers of office help with a 
better means of appraising the qualifications of 
applicants for clerical positions, and to pro
vide a certification plan which will obviate the 
necessity of giving employment tests to appli
cants who have graduated from public and private 
business schools and colleges.

23. National Clerical Ability Test Service Bulletin
No. 3, Addison-Wesley Press, Inc*, Cambridge, Hass., 
pp. 3-4.



TABLB m, a25
RESULTS OF THE NATIONAL CLSUCAL ABILITY TESTS FMM 1937-1942

1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942
CerUfled Certified Certified Certified Certified Certified

No. Ho. No. No. No. Ho.
Toeteoa % Testees % Tssteea % Teeteoa % Teatsee % Teetees %

Stemgraphio 464 116 24.0 547 136 24.8 960 336 35.0 1318 944 71.5 1496 543 36.0 1461 702 48
Typiag 340 137 40.0 278 89 32.0 398 225 57.0 655 443 68.0 658 378 57.5 680 405 59.5
Bookkeeping 248 28 11.0 270 80 29.6 697 279 40.0 737 399 54.0 701 455 65.0 697 453 65
Machine
Transcription 53 12 22.0 62 18 29.0 96 47 49.0 145 73 50.0 113 55 39.0 118 104 88
Machine Cal. 89 21 23.0 64 17 26.5 167 54 32.5 210 128 60.0 266 162 61.5 264 224 81
Filing 66 29 44.0 64 15 23.4 100 36 36.0 67 40 60.0 82 59 72

Totals , 1261 343 27.0 2285 355 28.0 2418 979 4015 3065 1987 65.0 3301 1633 4915 3302 1937 59
25 National Clerical Ability Test Sorbic®, BuLLatin No. 4, Addison V/ooloy Preoo, Inc*, Ceobridgo, Rass., 

pago 15.

P



”5. Focus attention of employers of office 
help on the need for definite standards of compe
tency for beginners in certain office occupa
tions, and to emphasize the fact that job analy
ses should be made to determine just what is 
required of beginners.

”6. Encourage employers— especially of
fice managers— to come to some agreement as 
to payroll names for common types of office 
work, so that a common language may be spoken 
when clerical jobs and training for them are discussed.

M7. Set up definite standards of achieve
ment at which trainers of office workers may 
aim in setting up programs of training.

"8. Bring office managers and other em
ployers of clerical help into a closer work
ing relationship with business educators in 
public and private schools.”
How Tests Are Made: The national Clerical Ability

tests are made under the direction of a nationally known 
specialist in the field of measurement, and every effort 
is made to see that the tests are reasonably valid and 
reliable. 24 : ■ :;v

The following steps are taken:
"1. Copy is prepared by an outstanding 

worker in the field.
”2. The copy is edited by the technical 

adviser.
”3. The revised copy is submitted to 

representatives of the Hationa1 Council for 
Business Education and of the national Of
fice Management Association for further sug
gestions and criticism.

24. Ibid., p. 10.
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”4* A preliminary form of the test Is 
printed and tried out on a representative 
sample of secondary school students, workers, 
and others.

“S, The try-out results are analyzed.
For each skills test this analysis includes 
a study of the reliability of the scoring pro
cedure. For the true-false and multiple-choice 
tests this includes an item analysis with a 
consequent discard of all items lacking a satis
factory discriminating ability.
Validity: The sponsors of these tests state that they

are aware that much additional work must be done before the
25full validity of these tests is established, but a follow

up study is being made to determine the business success of 
those who took the tests in 1957 and 1958 to determine . 
Whether or not the certificate holders are making good, 
whether those who failed to win a certificate had any great 
difficulty in making good in jobs for which the tests said 
they were not qualified and whether or not the certificate 
was helpful in securing employment.

"All that is claimed for the tests is that 
they are true samples of office work and that 
anyone who handles them well should, other things 
being equal, have little difficulty with actual 
office work of similar nature."26 •
Reliability: On the Series A edition the reliabil

ities of five of the skill tests were established through 
a statistical study of the tests by experienced workers 
in test construction. The established coefficients of

25* Ibid., p» 11.
26. Ibid., pp. 11-12.
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27reliability for these five tests are as follows:
Stenography .90, Typing, .90, Bookkeeping, .90, Piling, .90, 
and Machine Transcription, .85.

The reliabilities of the Machine Calculation Test, the 
General Information Test, and the three parts of the Funda
mentals Test were computed by the split-halves technique 
from a sample of the actual test papers. The computed co
efficients of reliability for these five tests are as 
follows: Machine Calculation .96, General Information .84,
English .84, Business Information .66, and Business Arith- 

28
metic .75.

Horma: Korins are available for each of the six tests
as well as tables showing the intercorrelation of the 
English, Business Information, Arithmetic, General Informa
tion, and the Skill Tests in the Five Skills Groups.

27. Ibid., p. 12.
28. Ibid., p. 12.
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Published by Addlson-Wesley Press, Inc«, Cambridge, Maas. 
Price 1-9 3Q(/, 10-49 24^, 50- 18^ Date Published Yearly

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST N. C. A. T.— Fundamentals Test_____ _______

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1* Purpose of test x
2, Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
5. Directions as to time limit - Ihr. 35min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers . —
VALIDITY study being made

English .84
RELIABILITY Business Information .66

Business Arithmetic .75
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little;
8-average $ 3-much) 2

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much) 2

.3. Alternative forms available x
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little:

2- average; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-eaay; 2-average;

3- difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x
2. Directions for Interpreting x
3. Record forms included
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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HAME OF TEST IK C. A. T.— General Information Test 
Published by Addlaon-Wesley Press, Inc.* Cambridge, Mass. 
Price 1-9 30/, 10-49 24^, 50 18gf Date Published Yearly

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

B
KAHUAL IMCLDDES:

1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 50 min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers — -
VALIDITY study being made
RELIABILITY .84
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little?
2-average; 3-much) 2

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much) 2

5. Alternative forms available x
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective ' x
2.. Time required (1-little?

2- average; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-eaay; 2-average;

3- dlfflcult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms included — -
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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Published by Addlson-Wesley Press, Inc,, Cambridge, Mass, 
Price 1-9 50{f, 10-49 40^, 50 30^ Date Published Yearly

SCALE FOR'SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST N. C. A. T.— Typing Ability Test_____________

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit ; 2 hr.
4. Norms, standards and percentlies x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers —
VALIDITY study being made
RELIABILITY .90
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-littlej
2-average; 3-much) 2

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average f 3-much) 2

3. Alternative forms available x
EASE OF SCORING1. Objective x

2. Time.required (1-little;
2- average t 3-much) 2

3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average?
3- difficult) 2

EASE OF INTERPRETATION
1. Norms x
2. Directions for Interpreting x
3. Record forms included — «
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Com^ny,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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Published by Addison-Wesley Press, Inc,, Cambridge, Mass. 
Price 1-9 40ff, 10-49 52^, 50 24/ Late Published Yearly

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST N. C, A, T.— Stenographic Ability Test______

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 3 hr.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles . x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised ' x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers —
VALIDITY study being made
RELIABILITY .90
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION1. Preparation needed (1-littlej

2-average; 3-much) 2
2* Explanation needed (1-littlej

2-average; 3-much) 2
3. Alternative forms available x

EASE OF SCORING . -1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- averagej 3-much) 2
3* Simplicity (1-easyj 2-average;

3- difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms
2. Directions for interpreting
3. Record forms included
4» Instructions as to how to apply 

results

x
X

X

* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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NATIONAL CLERICAL ABILITY TESTS— SHORT FORM— SERIES C
In response to industry1s demand for a shorter form

of the National Ability Tests to use during the wartime
emergency, a new series of the National Clerical Ability
Tests has been published and is called the Series C, test.
These tests differ from the long forms only in length and29
are less comprehensive. Sphere the length of time used for 
the long tests are three to four hours, the time allowed 
for the short tests is about one hour.

Fundamentals Test: This test is designed to measure
English (spelling, use of the apostrophe, and word usage), 
arithmetic, and background of business information, with 1 
particular reference to the requirements of clerical 
workers.

General Information Test: There are two parts of this
test— true-false questions and multiple-eholce questions 
over general information. Seventeen minutes are allowed 
for taking the test.

Typing Ability Test: There are three parts of this
'test:

Part I«— Typing a form letter 
Part II— Rough draft
Part III— Listing alphabetically according to states 

. 29. Fundamental Test Manual— Series C, p. 1.



Stenography; The short form Involve a only 741 words 
at a speed of 75 words per minute, while the long form 
gives 40 minutes of dictation at a speed averaging 75. 
Thirty minutes are allowed for transcription*
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST N. C» A. T . — Fundamentals Test — Serlem C (Short Form) ' ’
Published by Addlaon-Wesley Pres, Inc. ______ '
Price #5.00 per 50 testa _______ % t e  Published 1945

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 
. used for predictive or prognostic

purposes
7,. Scores made by vocational workers

3C
X

32 min.

x
x

VALIDITY not yet established
RELIABILITY not yet established
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION 
' 1. Preparation needed (1-little$

2-average j 3-much) 1
2. Explanation needed (1-littlej

2-average; 3-much) 1
3. Alternative forms available —

EASE OF SCORING1. Objective x
2. Time required'(1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 1
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult) 1
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1, Norms not yet established
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms included —
4, Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST N* C. A. T.:— General Information Teat 
(Short Form) “

Published by Addison-Wesley Press, Inc,
Price #5*00 per 50 testa . Date Published 1945

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1* Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
5. Directions as to time limit 17 min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles -—
5. Data about how test was made and

revised x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers —
VALIDITY not yet established
RELIABILITY not yet established
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little;
2-average; 5-much) 1

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much) 1

5. Alternative forms available —
EASE OF SCORING1. Objective x

2. Time required (1-little;
2- average; 5-ouch) 1

3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average?
3- difficult) ;l

EASE OF INTERPRETATION1.. Norms not yet established
2. Directions for Interpreting x
3. Record forms included —
4*. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST IU C. A. T.— Stenographic Ability Test 
(Short Form)

Published by Addison-Wesley Press, Inc. ________ /
Price #5.00 per 100 testa____  . Itete Published 1945

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles 
5• Data about how test was made and

revised
6; Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7  ̂Scores made by vocational workers

x

x
40 min .

x
X

VALIDITY not yet established
RELIABILITY not yet established
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-llttle;
2-average; 3-much) 1

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much) 1

3. Alternative forms available —
EASE OF SCORING1. objective x

2. Time required (1-little;
2- average; 3-much) 1

3. Slmnlicity (1-easy; 2-average;
3- diffieult) 1

EASE OF INTERPRETATIONNorms not yet established
2; Directions for Interpreting x
3. Record forms included —
4; Instructions as to how to apply

results x
*■ Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST IT. C. A. ----Typing Ability Test Series C
(Short Form) !

Published by Addison-Wesley Press, Inc. ______________
Price $5.00 for 50 tests_______ ___ Bate Published 1946

MANUAL INCLUDES;
1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 1 hr.
4. Norms» standards and percentiles *—
5. Bata about how test was made and

revised x
6. Information as to how test may be
‘ used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers —
VALIDITY not yet established
RELIABILITY . not yet established
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little;
2-average| 3-much) - , 1

2. Explanation heeded (1-little;
' 2-average; 3-much) 1

3. Alternative forms available —
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective x
2; Time required (1-little?
‘ 2-avera^; 3-much) 1

3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average •
3-difficult) - 1

EASE OF INTERPRETATION
1. Norms not yet established
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record foras Included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
» Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY CLERICAL
TEST (American Revision) Herbert Moore, Editor.
Nature and Purpose: This test is primarily of value

for people whose academic training has reached the college 
levdl, although norms are also provided for high school 
students.

The test includes the following parts:
Test I Oral instructions
Test H  Classification (based on personal budget items)
Test III Arithmetic
Test IV Copying
Test V Checking
Test VI Filing
Test VII Problems

Validity and Reliability: No information is given in
the manual concerning these points.

Norms: Norms are given based on more than 2,000 stu-
30dents and clerical workers. According to Herbert Moore 

a check-up of over 100 cases indicates that there is a 
fairly definite distinction between two major types of of
fice workers— those doing satisfactory secretarial work, do 
well on all or most sections of the test, while those rated 
as fair office workers and who are not regarded as

30. Key and Norms for National Institute of Industrial 
TsycTToTogy clerical TeafTT"pTTC
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secretarial material make a poor score on testa one and 
seven and occasionally on test five. It is therefore im
portant that the interpretation of the results from the 
different sub-tests be considered when this test is used 
for selecting office workers. The candidate for a secre
tarial position who does poorly on tests one and seven may 
do very well on the remaining tests and be quite efficient 
on the more routine form of office work.

Section 5 is recommended as being of value in select
ing the type of person who has good promise as a proof
reader or some type of work requiring close attention.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*.

NAME OF TEST The N. I. I. P. Clerical. Test 
(American Revision)

Published by C. H» St pelting Company______
Price per 25 $2.50 Manual 10/ Date Published 

per lOo #7.^5 "" ~

MANUAL INCLUDES: .
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6 * Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers

3C

3C
30 min. 

x

VALIDITY
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRilTION

1* Preparation needed (1-littlej
2-average; 3-much) 2

2. Explanation needed (1-littlej
2-average; 3-much) 2

3. Alternative forms available ——
EASE OF SCORING

1* Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 3
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult) 3
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x
2. Directions for interpreting x
3. Record forms Included — -
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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O’ROURKE CLERICAL APTITUDE TEST— JUNIOR GRADE

Clerical Problems
nature and Purpose of the Test: This test attempts

to measure clerical aptitude and is composed of five parts 
which cover routine clerical work. Two tests are upon 
filing, two upon simple mathematics, and one test deals 
with the checking of errors, and another is for following 
directions.

Reliability, Validity, and Norms: There seems to be
little actual information available concerning the relia
bility and validity of this test. However, there are norms 
available which are based upon the scores made by 792 
individuals, taken from typical groups of applicants for 
clerical positions.
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SCALE FOR SCORUTG TESTS*

NAME OF TEST O’Rourke Clerical Aptitude Test, Junior 
Grade, Clerical problems '

Published, by Psychological Institute
Price SS 15/, #3.00 per 100 Date Published 1935

MANUAL I1ICL0DES:
1; Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Nonas, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers 
VALIDITY
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little; 
2-average; 5-much)

2, Explanation needed (1-little; 
2-average; 3-much)

3* Alternative forms available
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 5-much)
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult)
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms2. Directions for Interpreting
3. Record forms included
4. Instructions as to how to apply 

results

x
X

26 min.
x

X .

1
3

x
1
1

X
X

X

* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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O’ROURKE CLERICAL APTITUDE TEST— JUNIOR GRADE

Reasoning Test
Nature and Purpose of the Teat: This test consists

of 45 questions Which are supposed to cover fundamental 
clerical problems, which must be reasoned out.

Reliability, Validity, and Norms: There seems to be
little information available concerning the reliability 
and validity of the test. However, norms are available, 
based on 792 cases for the two sections of the test 
(reasoning and clerical problems) and also for the com
bined scores.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

HA!-® OF TEST O’Rourke Clerical Aptitude Test, Junior 
tirade, Reasoning Test "

Published by Psychological Institute__________ ■ ■ _____
Price SS ISpf, 03.00 per 100 Date Published 1936

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles 
5; Data about how tost was made and

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7* Scores made by vocational workers 
VALIDITY 
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much)

2. Explanation needed (1-little; 
2-average; 5-much)

3. Alternative forms available
EASE OF SCORING

1* Objective
2. Time required (1-little; ,

2^average; 3-much)
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3^difficult)
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms2. Directions for interpreting
3. Record forms included

. 4. Instructions as to how to apply
results

x
X

26 min. 
x

X

1
1

X
1
1

X
X

X

* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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ROGERS* STENOGRAPHIC AND TYPIST TESTS compiled by 
Margaret Jaques

Nature and Purpose of the Test: These tests were
originated for the purpose of determining the ability to 
typewrite, to take dictation, and to determine general 
office aptitude.

The tests include the following:
Test 1 Opposites
Test 2 Identification of figures
Test 3 Following directions
Test 4 Action words
Test 5 Identifying colors
The compiler suggests that the tests be given in 

groups as given below in order to test an applicant*s 
ability to handle different positions,

Group A— Typists: Give tests in the following order:
2, 4, 5, and 1.

Group B— General stenographers: Give tests in the
following order: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

Group C— Taking dictation: Give tests in the follow
ing order: 3,1, and 2.

Group D — Typewriting: Give tests in the following
order: 4 and 5.

Group E— •Grammar, spelling, and punctuation: Give
tests in the following order: 3, 1, and 6.
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No Information is given concerning validity, reliabil
ity or norms. However, high-grade test records are given 
and some statements as to the meaning of errors when made 
in the various tests.
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NAT® OF TEST Rogers* Stenographic and Typist Testa
Published by C« H« Stoelfclng Company _______ ______ __
Price Date Published 1921

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDESi
1. Purpose of test
2* Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers 
VALIDITY
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much)

2. Explanation needed (1-little; 
2-average; 3-much)

3. Alternative forms available
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much)
3* Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difficult)
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms
2. Directions for interpreting
3. Record forms included
4. Instructions as to how to apply 

results

x
x

no limit 
x

3
3

x
2
3

x

X

* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson> New York.



STENOGAUGE
Kature and Purpose of the Teat: The Stenogauge test

Is designed to assist in the employment of typists and 
stenographers. It consists of alternate letters to tran; 
*crlbe from dictation and a list of spelling words to be 
corrected and a letter to be typed.

Norms: Norms are available for stenographers and
typists, but no information seems to be available as to 
the validity or reliability of the tests.
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NAME OF TEST Stenogauge _________________________. •
Published by Management Service Company, Philadelphia 
Price $2»25 per 25_____' _______ _ Date Published 1922

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES $
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
5. Directions as to time limit
4. Norms, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6* Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers 
VALIDITY 
RELIABILITY
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1* Preparation needed (1-littlej 2-average; 3-much)
2. Explanation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much)
3. Alternative forms available

x
X

no limit

x

1
1
X

EASE OF SCORING
1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 1
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- dlffieult) 1
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1. Norms x
2. Directions for Interpreting x
3. Record forms included —
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by Uorld Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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THOMPSON BUSINESS PRACTICE TEST
Compiled by James M. Thompson 

Nature and Purpose of the Test: While the primary
purpose of the Thompson Business Practice Test was to pro
vide junior high schools, senior high schools, and private
business schools with a valid and reliable measure of

31
achievement In general business practice, it is also 
recommended as one of a selective battery of tests for 
commercial concerns to be used as a means of selecting 
employees. For jobs which call for a knowledge of business 
practice this test may be combined effectively with other 
tests to select the most promising candidates.

Validity: The author states that the validity of this33
test has been obtained by a combination of three procedures:

1. An analysis was made of current textbooks, courses 
of study and syllabi to determine what is taught in general 
business courses and questions were formulated in accord
ance with the topics covered.

2. A study was made to determine the degree to which 
those who passed each item of the preliminary edition tend
ed to get high total scores. Those items on which students 
with low total scores did better than those with high 
scores were eliminated.

5l» James M. Thompson, Manual of Directions, Thompson 
Business Practice Test, p.~T.

32. Ibid., p. 2.
33. 1513., p. 2.
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5. The items of the test were carefully examined by 
six specialists in the field of business practice and 
those items eliminated which in their opinion were not 
valid.

Reliability: The following reliability coefficients
were obtained between Forms A and B :

Large City 135 cases .969 reliability
Small City 120 eases -.949 reliability
Rural 84 cases .937 reliability ;

Norms: From a total of 100 high schools in different
parts of the country in which business practice courses 
were taught, 34 were selected to form a standardisation 
population. Sufficient data were obtained from 26 of these 
schools located In 22 states and the District of Columbia, 
and 790 cases were finally used.
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BAME OF TEST Thompson Business Practice Test 
Published by World Book Company

SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test x
2. Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit 80 min.
4. Norms, standards and percentiles x
5. Data about how test was made and

revised * x
6. Information as to how test may be

used for predictive or prognostic x
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers —
VALIDITY . x
RELIABILITY Large City .969, Small City .949
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION Rural .937

1. Preparation needed (1-llttle;
2-averagej 3-much) 2

2. Explanation needed (1-llttle?
2-average? 3-much) 2

3. Alternative forms available x
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-llttle;

2-average? 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average?

5-difficult) 2
EASE OF IITTERPRETATION

1. Norms x2. Directions for Interpreting x
3. Record forms Included x
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on score sheet published by World .Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York.
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TH0RST0HE EMPLOYEEST TESTS
Examination in Clerical Work— by L. L. Thurstem® 

Hature and Purpose of the Teat: This test was first
published in 1920 and was copyrighted in 1922 by the world 
Book Company* It was the first clerical aptitude test to 
be published. The parts of the examination are sample cler
ical tasks, except for the last teat (the matching of prov
erbs) which is an intelligence test. The test is intended 
to be a supplement to the interview, in order to determine 
the applicants general intelligence, and his speed and 
accuracy in doing clerical tasks.

Test I. Checking errors in simple arithmetic 
Checking errors in printed material 
Checking out the letters X, Z, TJ, and C. 
Substitution of numbers for letters 
Alphabetising 
Classification 
Simple arithmetic 

Test VIII. Matching proverbs
Validity and Reliability: Thurstone reported a correla

tion of .50 between this test and efficiency and accuracy in 
work? .42 between efficiency and speed; and .61 between ef
ficiency and speed and accuracy. He used the ratings of em-

34
ployees in an office as his criterion of efficiency.

Test II. 
Test III. 
Test IV. 
Tesfc.V. 
Test VI. 
Test VII.

54. Ernest W. Tlegs, Teats and Measurements for Teachers, 
pp. 403-408.
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SCALE FOR SCORING‘TESTS*

NAME OF TEST Thurston© Employment Testa
Thurston© Examination in Clerical work ~  

Published by World Book Company
Price SS 20^, $1.50 per 25 Date Published 1952

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1. Purpose of test
2. Instructions concerning giving and 

scoring
3. Directions as to time limit
4. Norma, standards and percentiles
5. Data about how test was made and 

revised
6. Information as to how test may be 

used for predictive or prognostic 
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers
efficiency & accuracy 

VALIDITY ' efficiency & speed
efficiency, speed & accuracy

RELIABILITY '

x

X
no limit

.50

.42

.61

EASE OF ADMINISTRATION
1. Preparation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
2. Explanation needed (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
3. Alternative forms available x

EASE OF SCORING
1. Objective x
2. Time required (1-little;

2- average; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3- difflcult) 3
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1 .  Ncyrms —
2. Directions for interpreting x
5. Record forms included —
4. Distinctions as to how to apply

results x
* Based on. score sheet published by World Book Company,
Yonkers on Hudson# New York.
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THURSTONE EMPLOYMENT TESTS
Easmlnation in Typing— by L* L. Thurston©

Nature and Purpose of the Test: The Examination in
Typing was published by the World Book Company in 1922 as 
part of the first employment tests to be published. The 
test contains samples of the kind of work which a typist 
may be called upon to do in order to assist the interviewer 
to make a better estimate of the applicant’s ability as 
a typist. Ability in spelling is also tested.

Test I. Typing from a rough draft
Test II. Tabulation :
Test III. Spelling
The manual gives a table for the Interpretation of 

the scores in the examination.
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SCALE FOR SCORING TESTS*

NAME OF TEST Thurston© Employment Tests 
Examination in Typing '

Published by World Book Company _______ _________ _____
Price SS 20^9 01*50 per 25_______ __ Date Published 1922

MANUAL INCLUDES:
1» Purpose of test x
2« Instructions concerning giving and

scoring x
3. Directions as to time limit no limit
4. Norma, standards and percentiles
5. Data about hew test m s  made and

revised —
6. Information as to how test may be .

used /or predictive or pcognostle —
purposes

7. Scores made by vocational workers ■ —
VALIDITY
RELIABILITY ---
EASE OF ADMINISTRATION

1. Preparation needed (1-little;
2-average• 3-much) 1

2. Explanation needed (1-little;
2-average; 3-much) 1

3. Alternative forms available %
EASE OF SCORING

1. Objective X
2. Time required (1-little;

2-average; 3-much) 2
3. Simplicity (1-easy; 2-average;

3-difficult) 2
EASE OF INTERPRETATION

1, Norms
2. Directions for interpreting X
3s Record forms included
4. Instructions as to how to apply

results X

* Based on score sheet published by World Book Company,Yonkers on Hudson, New York,
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY,. -COHCLDSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This investigation has been concerned with a study 

of objective tests claimed by their authors to be valuable 
aids in predicting success and indicating proficiency in 
clerical and stenographic work. Twenty five tests have
been found available and have been studied in an effort

-to determine which ones would be most reliable to use 
in hiring clerical and stenographic workers. Those which 
were listed by their authors and publishers as strictly 
subject matter achievement tests, suitable for use after 
perhaps three semesters of typewriting or two semesters 
of shorthand and under other similar conditions, and those 
tests designed to predict the aptitude of a person for the 
study of commercial subjects were not included in this 
survey.

Two tests, to which references have been found, were 
not Included because they are currently out of print and 
no copies were available. They were "Diagnostic Test for 
Clerical Office Work", by A. M. Boggles and "Worksample 
Tests 1 and 43 for Clerical Aptitudes” by Johnson 0*Connor•

Summary
A study of the information on the score sheets reveals 

that the earliest of the tests studied was published in
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1919, nine were published between 1920 and 1950, five be
tween 1931 and 1940, five between 1941 and 1945, four 
(the Rational Clerical Ability Tests) are published yearly, 
and the date of publication for one test has been undeter
mined. Table Ho. Ill, giving the years and the number of 
tests published during this period Is given below.

TABLE I H
TEAR OF FUBLICATIOH OF TESTS

Tear Published Humber of tests 
Published

-1919 1
1920-1950 9
1931-1940 5
1941-1945 5
Yearly 4
Undetermined 1

Manuals: Manuals were available for all but two
tests, "Link*s Context Test" and "Link's Dictation and 
Typing Test", and contained information concerning the 
purpose of the tests and Instructions for giving and 
scoring.

The time limits given for the various tests range 
from throe minutes to three hours and Include five tests 
for which no time limit is given, but which are to be
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finished In the shortest possible time and the time re
quired for completion m o  to be noted by the person 
administering the test. Five tests have a time limit of 
three to fifteen minutes, four tests of sixteen to thirty 
minutes, seven tests of thirty-one to sixty minutes and 
four tests have one to three hours allowed. Table No. TV 
gives the time required for the various tests.

TABLE TV
T H E  LIMITS ALLOWED FOR TESTS

Time Humber
no limit 5
3-15 minutes 5
16-30 minutes 4
31-60 minutes 7
more than one hour 4

Fifteen of the test manuals include Informat ion con
cerning norms, standards or percentiles. Fourteen give 
data about how the test was made and revised and nineteen 
give some information as to how the test may be used for 
predictive or prognostic purposes. However^ only five 
manuals give any information about scores that have been 
made by vocational workers.

Validity; Only four tests include any coefficients 
for validity, and those given range from .62 __ .06 to .957.
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Reliability: Ten of the twenty-five teats have reli
ability coefficients given, and those range from .42 to .95.

Ease of Administration t On the basis of needing 
(1) little preparation for adminlatratIon, (2) average, 
and (5) much preparation, thirteen tests were ranked as 
needing little, eleven as needing an average amount, and 
one as needing much preparation. The tests were also rated 
in the same order as to explanation which needed to be 
given to the testee.

Alternate forms are available for nine of the tests.
. . < ■ ■ yEase of Scoring: All of the testa were rated as ob

jective. Eight were estimated as requiring little time for 
scoring, fifteen as requiring an average amount of time, 
arid two as requiring a great deal of time. Eight were also 
rated as being easy to score, thirteen as being of average 
difficulty and four as being difficult to score.

Ease of Interpretat Ion: horns are available for fif
teen tests, directions for interpretation are available for 
twenty-three tests, record forms are included for three end 
instructions as to how to apply results are included with 
twenty-two of the tests. .

An attempt to classify the tests on the basis of the 
tools used reveals, that a wide diversification of subject 
matter has been included. Table No. V, p. 99, gives the 
total, number :of-tests covering, in their various parts , 
abbreviations, alphabetizing and filing, business
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HUMBER OF TESTS US DIG VARIOUS TESTING TOOLS
.. m , m !g ~ g

Tools NuatbOF

TABLE V

Abbreviations . 1
Alphabetizing and Filing 4
Business Organization 1
Classifying 4
Context 1
English (Use of and punctuation) 4
Following Directions (Oral) 1
Following Directions (Written) 4
General Information 5
Identifteation (of figures, colors, etc.) 1
Matching Proverbs 1
Name Checking 2
Numbers:

a. Checking 4
b. Coding 2
c. Copying 2
d. Extending 2
e. Simple Arithmetic 6
f. Transferring 1
g. Verifying 2

Office Situations 2
Reasoning 2
Spelling 6
Syllabification 2
Transcription of Dictation 4
Transferring of Information 1
Typing:

a. Bibliography; 1
b. Filling in Blanks 2 ,
c. Form Letters 1
d. Letters . 4
e. Manuscripts 1
f. Rough Drafts 3
g. Tabulation 5

Word Choice, Usage, and Vocabulary 4

134244
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organization, classifying, context, English (use of and 
punctuation), following instructions (oral), following In
struct Ions (written), general Information, Identification 
(of figures, colors, etc.,), matching proverbs, name check
ing, numbers (including checking, coding, copying, extend
ing, simple arithmetic, transferring and verifying), office 
situations, reasoning* spelling, syllabification, transcrip
tion of dictation, transferring of information, typing 
(Including bibliography, filling In blanks, form letters, 
manuscripts, rough drafts, and tabulatIon), word choice 
(usage and vocabulary). Table Ho. VI on page 101 shows 
the functions tests and the tools used by each test. It 
should be noted that the listing of the functions tested 
Is purely a subjective attempt on the part of the writer 
to give the primary purpose or purposes of each test.

On the basis of aptitudes necessary for clerical 
operations as evidenced by the four kinds of ability, dis
cussed on page 26, strictly perceptual. Intellectual, 
clerical abilities and motor ability, sixteen of the tests 
have parts which purport to measure clerical ability, eleven 
to measure intellectual capacity, nine to measure motor 
ability (all at the typewriter) and seven which are strict
ly perceptual in nature. This Is summarized In Table Ho. 
VII, on page 104.
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SAILS HO. 6
TOOLS USED AMD FUNCTIONS TESTED BY THE VARIOUS TESTS

Name of Test Function Tested Tools Used

Blaekatone Stenographic Accuracy, transcription 
Proficiency Test—  ability, knowledge of

English, concentration.Stenography Test

Blackstone Steno
graphic Proficiency 
Test— Typing Test
Clerical Test K

Intelligence Test for 
Stenographers and 
Typists-—Shellow

I.E.B. General 
Clerical Test, Cl 
and CH

Kimberly Clark Typing 
Ability Analysis

Link’s Context Test

qreteaatie habits and 
judgment

Speed and accuracy in 
typing

Accuracy, concentrat
ion and judgment

Accuracy, concentrat
ion, judgment, know
ledge of English

Accuracy, concentrat
ion, memory

Speed and accuracy in 
typing

English, syllabific
ation, office sit
uations, alphabetiz
ing, abbreviations, 
test over business 
organisation and 
transcription
Letters to be typed

Number verifying, 
extending and check
ing. Classifying 
correspondence
Word choice, syl
labification, spell
ing, office sit
uations, and 
English
Number verifying, 
extending, coding, 
copying, transfer- 
ing. Word class
ification, vocabul
ary, following dir-' 
actions, business 
information, fill
ing in addresses
Typing— rough draft, 
tabulation, letter 
and bibliography
Filling in omitted 
words

Context



TOOLS OSE) AMD FUNCTIONS TESTED BY THE VABIOOS TESTS 

Name of Test Fimction Tested Tools Deed

TABLE HO. 6 (continued)

Link's Dictation and 
Taping Test
Minnesota Vocational 
Teat for Clerical 
Workers
H.C.A.T.— Fundamentals 
Test

i.C . A.T.«—General 
Information Teat
M.C.A.T.— Stmaogzaphic 
Ability Test

H.C.A.T.— Typing 
Ability Teat

M.C .A.T.—-Ftmdaaentala 
Teat (Short Fora)

M.C.A.T.— General 
Information Teat 
(Short Fora)

Fora)
H.C.A.T.— Typing 
Ability Test (Short 
Form)

Speed and accuracy in 
typing and transcription
Accuracy and concentrat
ion

Knowledge of English, 
arithmetic, accuracy and 
concentration

General Knowledge

Speed and accuracy in 
taking and transcrib
ing dictation
Speed and accuracy of 
typing

Knowledge of English, 
arithmetic, and 
accuracy

General knowledge

taking and transcrib
ing dictation
Speed and accuracy in 
typing

Letter to be typed

Spelling, word us
age, business infor
mation, business 
arithmetic, comput
ation
General information 
test
Letters dictated 
and transcribed

Typing letters, 
filling out blanks, 
manuscript typing 
and tabulation
Spelling, punctuat
ion, word usage, 
business information, 
and arithmetic
General information 
test

Letters to be 
dictated and trans
cribed

•-Filling in form 
letters, rough drafts 
filling out blanks

H.C.A.T.— Stenographic Speed and accuracy in 
Ability Test (Short
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IDOLS USED AS) FUNCTIONS TESTED IT VARIOUS TESTS 

Name of Test Function Tested Tools Used

TABLE SO. 6 (continued)

S.I.I.P. Clerical 
Test (American 
Revision

O'Rourke Clerical 
Aptitude Test- 
Clerical Problems—  
Junior Grade
O'Rourke Clerical 
Aptitude Test—

Stenogoage

Thompson Business 
Practice Test
Thurstone Employment 
Testa— Examination in 
Clerical Work

Thurstone Employment 
Tests— Examination in 
Typing

Attention, memory, judg
ment, accuracy, bandwrit
ing and reasoning

Accuracy and concen
tration

Accuracy, knowledge of 
English, reasoning

Speed and accuracy in 
typing and transcript
ion .
General business 
knowledge
Accuracy, attention, 
following directions

Speed and accuracy 
in typing

Oral instructions, 
classifying, arith
metic, copying, 
cheeking names and 
numbers, filing, 
and reasoning
Filing, classify
ing, arithmetic, 
and checking

Reading and follow
ing directions, 
spelling, arithmetic 
and reasoning
Following directions, 
identification of 
figures, opposites, 
and.colors
Spelling, letter to 
be transcribed

General business 
information
Checking errors, sub
stitution of numbers, 
alphabetizing, class
ification, arithmetic, 
matching proverbs
Typing rough drafts, 
tabulation and 
spelling

Reasoning Test- 
Junior Grade
Roger's Stenographic Attention, memory,
and Typists Test reasoning, and speed of

response
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TABLE SO. 7
APTITUDES TESTED BT THE VAEtoUS TESTS

1
t
<DPh

5O
•d

r-4
d43O<Dr-4r-4Q
=

Blacks tone Stenographic Proficiency Test-—  
Stenography Test

Blackstone Stenographic Proflclmcy Test- 
Typing Test 

Clerical Test I
Intelligence Test for Stenographers and Typists— S bellow
I.E.E. General Clerical Test, Cl and CXI
Kimberly Clark Typing Ability Analysis
Link's Context Test
Link's Dictation and Typing Test
Kinaesota Vocational Test for Clerical uorkors
M.C.A.T. General Information Test
8.C.A.T. Fundamentals Test
M.C.A.T. Steiwgraphic Ability Test
M.C.A.T. Typing Ability Test
B.C.A.T. Fundamentals Test (Short Form)
M.C.A.T. General Information Test (Short Form) 
M.C.A.T. Stenographic Ability Test (Short Fora) 
M.C.A.T. typing Ability Test (Short Form) 
M.I.I.P. Clerical Test (American Revision 
O'Rourke Clerical Aptitude Test, Clerical 

Problem, Junior Grade 
O’Rourke Clerical Aptitude Test, Reasoning 
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C one lus lone
The question has been asked whether or not these tests 

measure what they claim to measure. There have been so few 
follow-up studies made, or published. In an effort to de
termine the relationship between scores made on these tests 
by applicants and the quality of work they later did on the 
Job, that it is Impossible to say Whether or not these tests 
do measure what they claim to measure.

The fact that scores made by vocational workers are 
available for only five of the tests studied, and that 
validity and reliability coefficients are available for 
only four and ten tests respectively Indicates that there 
is not sufficient data available to determine whether or 
not tests do measure what they claim to measure. Worms, 
standards, or percentiles are available for fifteen of the 
tests, but in only a few Instances would they be of assist
ance to employment managers since they are not based on 
scores made by vocational workers.

Those tests made for the purpose of determining the 
rate of speed at which an applicant can type, his speed of 
taking dictation and transcribing it or his accuracy in 
handling figures do measure those things to some degree. 
They do, however, give relatively little indication as to 
how well an applicant can fit into a given situation and 
handle a given job. Instead they would seem to provide a 
tool by which those applicants who have insufficient
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vocational skill may be eliminated from the list of appli
cants to be interviewed and considered.

For the above mentioned reasons it appears that only 
a few of these tests would be of much assistance to the 
average, or small, business firm. Until such time as 
studies have been made and published which give accurate 
vocational scores and norms, few tests seem to be practical 
for use by the average business. Most of these tests are 
designed to select applicants who are potentially trainable 
instead of those who can immediately produce on the job.

They, are, however, one means by which the employer 
may be able to know in advance whether or not the applicant 
has the necessary skill and Information for the job, and 
whether or not the applicant has attained a vocational 
standard of production.

It was in an effort so to aid the employers that the 
national Clerical Ability Tests were first published by a 
joint committee of the National Council of Business 
Education and the National Office Management Association. 
These tests are sampling tests of the major kinds of work 
which the occupation it represents seems to require, These 
tests are not intended to measure those elemental skills 
upon which vocational skill training is based. Instead, 
they are measures of relative occupational competence. The 
tests may be given by the employer or by the educational 
systems training the applicants. In the latter case the
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applicant would have in his possession a certificate 
stating that he had done acceptable work on the national 
Clerical Ability Test, if he had received a passing score.
To have secured a certificate a tostee must have satisfied 
these two conditions:

1. His score on the skill test must have been as high 
or higher than the score representing the minimum of office 
acceptability.

2m His composite score must have been as high as or 
higher than the composite score equivalent to the minimum 
acceptable skill score.

Thus the possession of a certificate would indicate 
to the employer that the applicant had a basic vocational 
skill.

In addition to the national Clerical Ability Test, 
the following tests appear to be the most carefully con
structed and the most valid of the tests studied: The
Blackstone Stenographic Proficiency Test— Stenography Test; 
The Blackstone Stenographic Proficiency Test— Typewriting 
Test? Kimberly Clark Typing Ability Analysis, the I. E. E. 
General Clerical Test— Cl and CII; and the Minnesota Voca
tional Test for Clerical Workers.

It would seem. In conclusion, that although these tests 
may be of some aid in determining probable vocational suc
cess, that general intelligence tests, school and work ex
perience records, and personal interviews are needed to
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supplement them. If the tests were used to supplement the 
above, probably most of them would be of some assistance 
In hiring office and stenographic workers. But testing has 
not yet reached the degree of perfection where it can be 
completely relied upon to select employees without the 
assistance of other tools.

Recommendations
The most unexpected point uncovered by this study is 

that scores made by vocational workers are available for 
only five of the twenty-five tests studied. The number of 
tests for which validity and reliability coefficients are 
available are only four and ten respectively.

It is therefore recommended:
First, that accurate, large scale, studies be made of 

these tests and their use by business firms to determine the 
correlation between test scores and success on the job.

Second, that studies be made or completed and published 
to determine the validity of the individual tests.

Third, that studies be made, or completed and published 
to determine the reliability of these various tests.
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BLACKSTONE STENOGRAPHIC PROFICIENCY TESTS

STENOGRAPHY TEST
B y  E. G. B lackstone

College of Commerce, The State University of Iowa

and M ary W. M cL aug h lin

Thomas Jefferson High School, Council Bluffs, Iowa

MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS * 1

: I ntroduction

Purposes of the test. The Stenography Test of the Blackstone Steno
graphic Proficiency Tests was prepared to meet a need for a more com
prehensive type of test than has been available in the past. Tests of 
shorthand outlines or of simple dictation and transcription give but an 
incomplete picture of the abilities of the stenographer or secretary. The 
two forms of the test have been constructed, therefore, to measure several 
essential abilities. Each form consists of the following seven parts:
1. English; 2. Syllabification; 3. Office Practice; 4. Alphabetizing; 
5. Abbreviations; 6. Business Organization; 7. Transcription.

To make a complete analysis of stenographic efficieficy, it would be 
necessary to test some hundreds of separate items or duties — manifestly 
a task which it is almost impossible to perform adequately. However, 
certain classes of duties seem to predominate. Hence the above seven 
have been included, with the idea that those who are outstandingly 
successful in them are probably outstanding in the others also.

Uses of the test. Due to the fact that the test, in preliminary form, 
was tried out with students of stenography in the various semesters of the 
work in high schools, and with stenographers in offices, it is possible to use 
it to measure the efficiency attained in each semester of the school work in 
stenography and also to test applicants for stenographic positions in offices, 
or for use in rating the proficiency of stenographers for determining salary 
status or bonuses.

The scores made by those who take the test may be compared with the 
norms (on page 8) for persons of the same classification. Of course, be
ginning students are not expected to make scores equivalent to those 
made by advanced students, but they should be able to score as high as 
do beginning students in other schools over the country.

How the test was developed. The authors have long felt that tests 
sponsored by companies that publish commercial texts or by commercial- 
contest associations were incomplete measures of stenographic ability, 
since they covered only dictation and transcription. Several years ago 
comprehensive battery tests in stenography were included for experimental
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purposes in the Iowa Academic Meet, sponsored by the University of Iowa. 
Its results stimulated further investigation, and in 1930 a master’s thesis 
was prepared at the same institution by ,Mr. C. E. Obermann, which 
made a further study of such comprehensive tests. Preliminary forms of 
the present examinations were submitted by him to high school and junior 
college students and to stenographers. For each of the stenographers . 
tested, an efficiency rating was secured. It was then possible to. determine ■ 
the extent to which the test scores corresponded with the ratings of tlic 
employers. Since each stenographer took both forms of the test, it was 
also possible to determine the relative difficulty of each item and to deter
mine the reliability of the forms. '

The findings of Mr. Obermann indicate that the validity of the tests 
(degree of correspondence between test scores and efficiency ratings) was: 
Form A (37 cases), .62 ±  .06; Form B (49 cases), .79 +  .03. These corre
lations, while based on a limited sampling, are high enough to indicate dis
tinct usefulness and compare very favorably with the best tests of other 
school subjects that are now on the market. In view of the fact that 
efficiency ratings are generally somewhat imperfect, and that such imperfec
tions normally tend to lower correlations, these coefficients indicate that the 
tests do measure stenographic ability significantly.

The reliability coefficient between the two forms of the test was 
.88 ±  .02, which indicates that the two forms measure much the same 
abilities and may, therefore," be used almost interchangeably. In the long 
run, then, scores made on one form may fairly be compared with scores 
made on the other form. This makes it possible to give the two forms to 
the same students at given intervals of time, with the assurance that the 
difference in scores represents real improvement and not a spurious differ
ence due to the unreliability of the scores.

Revision of the test. The preliminary forms of the test were given to 
over 1000 students in 37 schools. Then the relative difficulty of each item 
and of each part was determined. After this, the arrangement of the items 
was changed so that the questions are now placed in order of difficulty 
and so that the corresponding parts of the two forms are of equal difficulty. 
This increases the reliability of the test.

The authors feel that the test now measures, with a high degree of 
validity and of reliability, some of the most significant functions of the 
occupation of stenographer, and that the use of the test will tend to em
phasize, more than other tests have in the past, other vital factors besides 
dictation and transcription. They should, therefore, tend to improve 
instruction in stenography and stimulate the training of better stenog
raphers, which will naturally be of benefit to the stenographer and ste
nography student, to the business man, to the commercial teacher, and to 
business education in general.

D irections for A dministering the T est

The first part of the test is the Transcription Test, which is referred to 
in the table on the first page of the booklet as Test 7. Each form of the 
test has seven letters, from which two are to be chosen for dictation to



the students. These letters are. found on pages 4-7 of this manual. 
Choose the two which you think your class has the best chance of taking 
and transcribing completely and correctly. Do not choose one letter from 
Form A and another from Form B, but choose both letters from one form. 
Sincfe the amount of credit which may be earned increases with the speed 
and difficulty of the letters taken, it is desirable to dictate the hardest and 
fastest ones that the students can take; but it is not desirable to choose 
one that is too hard or too fast for their present stage of training. To help 
the instructor in deciding which letters to dictate, the following table of 
information is given.

ANALYSIS OF LETTERS

M a n u a l o f D irections 3

Letter
Average N umber 

of Characters 
per Word (Gregg)

Words per 
Minute

Possible
Score.

A 1.79 3G 10
B 1.93 40 15
C . 2.15 40 20
D 2.40 08 25
E , 2.3(» 80 30
F 2.45 100 40
G 2.58 120 50

The letters are marked off into sections, each of which is to be dictated 
within the time indicated by the numbers in parentheses, which denote 
minutes and seconds. In order that you may give the dictation smoothly, 
practice reading the letters aloud, timing yourself with a stop watch if 
possible. If a stop watch is not available, use an ordinary watch with a 
second hand.

Having chosen the two letters to dictate, make the following prepara
tions : See that the students are seated at typewriter desks, if possible, so 
that they will not have to change seats for the transcription. See that 
each student is provided with a stenographic notebook, typewriting paper 
(two sheets only), and either a fountain pen or two well-sharpened pencils. 
When all are ready, give the following directions, without change: “ I am 
about to dictate two letters for you to write in shorthand. Get as much 
of each one as you can, for you will be asked to transcribe them. Ready 
for dictation! ”

Dictate the two letters you have chosen. Then have the students 
prepare to transcribe. Have students insert clean sheets of Typewriting 
paper in their machines and write their tiames in the upper right-hand corner 
of each sheet. Have them set the marginal stops at 5 and 75 and have the 
machines set for double spacing. Then say : “ You will now, be given 
12 minutes to transcribe these two letters. Use a separate sheet for each 
letter. Omit dates and inside addresses. If you make errors, do not take 
out the paper and start over, but go right on. You may refer to a dictionary 
if you think you can take the time for it. You may erase if you desire. 
Neat erasures will not be penalized. Ready to transcribe. Start! ”

At the end of, 12 minutes, say: “ Stop transcribing.” Collect the 
typed sheets at once. Do not collect the shorthand notes unless you want
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them for your own use. They are not to be considered in determining test 
scores. . Proceed at once with the remainder of the test. Arrange the 
students in alternate seats if possible. They do not need typewriters for 
the remainder of the examination. Pass out the test booklets, placing 
each one face up on the desk, but inverted — that is, with the top toward 
the student so that he cannot read it. When the booklets have been 
distributed, say: “ Fill in the blanks at the top of the first page and read 
the instructions, but do not open the folder.” Allow not more than two 
minutes for filling in the information and reading the instructions. Then 
say: “ Now turn the page and begin Test 1.” Record the exact time of 
starting in minutes and seconds. Answer no questions and permit no inter
ruptions after the work is begun.

At the end of exactly 8 minutes, say: “ Even if you have not finished 
Test 1, begin Test 2 at once.” Record the time of starting Test 2.

Exactly 4 minutes later, sa y : “ Even if you have not finished Test 2, 
begin Test 3 at once.” Record the time of starting Test 3.

Exactly 5 minutes later, say: “ Even if you have not finished Test 3, 
begin Test 4 at once.” Record the time of starting Test 4.

Exactly 6 minutes later, say: “ Even if you have not finished Test 4, 
begin Test 6 at once.” Record the time of starting Test 5.

Exactly S minutes later, say: “ Even if you have not finished Test 5, 
begin Test 6 at once.” Record the time of starting Test 6.

Exactly 5 minutes later, say: “ Stop writing. Close your booklets 
and wait for them to be collected.” Make sure that all students stop work 
immediately. Collect all the booklets at once.

TEST 7. TRANSCRIPTION (FORM A 1)

' Letter A
Dear S ir: I have not been at all pleased with the way (15") that the last 
shipment of goods has been (30") selling. Hard times have hit (45") all 

• business very hard, but I wonder if you (V) can think o f anything that 
will boost (V 15") our sales. It may be that business in other (!' 30") 
parts of the country is much the same (V 45") as it is here and that 
plans (2') you have made for use there will help me. (2' 15") If one of 
your men should be in our (2' 30") city soon, I should like to have him 
(2' 45") call and tell me what he can. Yours truly, (3')

Letter B

M y dear Mr. Sm ith: The other day I met a good (15") friend of yours 
who said that you were planning (30") to visit our city for a few days 
(45") sometime during the next month. I was very glad to hear (!') 
this, but it set me to wondering why you had not told us (V 15") about it.
We want you to be sure to arrange to come (1'30") in and see us so that 
we may talk over old (V 45") times and make plans for the future. We 
are also (2') eager to arrange to play some golf (2' 15") at our new coun
try club. Yours very truly, (2' 30")

1 The letters for Form B begin on page 6.
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Letter C
M y dear S ir: M ay I compliment you and the other members of your force 
on (15") the consistently high quality of your magazine? N o periodical 
that (30") I know of has a finer content. The list of items included (45") 
in your last letter indicates a praiseworthy intention to (V) keep it up 
to a standard comparable with any publication in this (1' 15") country. 
If  you are able to do this, you will not only succeed in keeping your 
(1' 30") numerous readers, but also to add thousands of others, especially 
(1' 45") if you arrange to keep up a series of continued stories (2') as you  
planned. Yours sincerely, (2' 8")

Letter D
Dear Sir: We have your letter notifying us that you have decided to  
withdraw the balance from (15") your savings fund. You will recall 
that your withdrawal privileges provide for at least ten days’ (30") notice. 
If  you will present your deposit book at the bank on the 20th, the full 
amount (45") will be paid you. We are sorry to have to refuse immediate 
payment of this balance, but as it was not (V) always convenient, finan
cially, to pay the entire savings upon demand, we had to establish a 
definite length (1' 15") of time for payment after notice has been given. 
Yours very truly, (V 27")

Letter E

Dear Mr. Landis: It will not aggrieve me if  you omit my name from the 
circular and include that of my neighbor and associate, (15") Mr. Block. 
We recognize that political power may be obtained only by supreme 
efforts of the sub-committee. (30") The lack of interest this year is 
disconcerting, as it extends to. all phases of the proposed tax revision. 
(45") ' Mr. Field has informed me that he will attend the conference at 
nine o’clock, at which time the winner of the annual essay (V) award will 
be announced. This meeting is the forerunner for that of Thursday 
evening. Sincerely, (V 11")

Letter F

Dear F rank: No one should be president of our student body unless he 
displays ability and inclination to conduct himself strictly according (15") 
to accepted regulations. It appears to us that the young fellow whom you  
are grooming for the presidency does not always (30") conduct himself 
in a manner which would reflect credit upon our student organization. 
I like the young man and think he has fine qualities, but others are 
better (45") qualified. Our group thinks as I do, and we feel that we must 
tell you that we have every intention of voting for someone else. 
Sincerely yours, (1')
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Letter G

Dear H endricks: The article just submitted was simple and included 
the desirable feature of briefness. Literature of this quality is always in 
demand. I am certain the experiment which we are (15") planning will 
benefit considerably from your, description of its practical values. Under 
the circumstances, critics are always eager to have our program misrepre
sented. However, drastic measures (30") of this nature can be restrained 
effectively by persistent, concise editorials. D o you have sufficient 
leisure at your disposal to follow up this question by answering queries 
which may be made through (45") the medium of the press, concerning 
our recent project? Very truly yours, (50")

TEST 7. TRANSCRIPTION (F O R M  B )

Letter A
Dear Sir: I should, like to have you see the goods we are (15") offering 
during the next month. We (30") are sure that we can interest you in our 
(45") prices on woolen goods. If (V) you will give us the opportunity to 
show them (!' 15") to you, I am sure that you will not regret (1' 30") it. 
Our agent will be in your town all next (1' 45") week. Will you allow him  
to show you (2') the goods and explain our methods of (2' 15") doing 
business? We shall be pleased to give (2' 30") you any special informa
tion you desire in regard (2' 45") to the woolen market. Very truly 
yours, (3')

Letter B
Dear Sir: I saw in the morning paper that you are in (15") need o f a 
stenographer who has a knowledge o f (30") French. I am a graduate of 
the city (45") high school, where I have taken this subject for the (!') last 
four years. Although I have not had business experience, ( ! '  15") I have 
a certificate showing that I can transcribe, (V 30") without error, dictation 
given at the rate of a hundred (!' 45") words a minute. I should like it 
very much if  you (2') would allow me to call at your office sc that you 
may see (2' 15") if  I am fitted for the position. Yours truly, (2' 28")

Letter C
G entlem en: D o you know that the sale o f stocks and bonds for (15") 
December is not going as it should? In fact, we are (30") $10,000 short 
of our record made last year at this time. General (45") business 
depression is probably the chief cause for the present unsatisfactory (!')  
condition. Can you think, of something that will serve to act (V 15") 
as a spur for increasing sales? You will receive a (!' 30") letter from our 
home office in regard to the methods used by one (1' 4,5") of our agents in 
convincing a suspicious client o f the real safety (2') o f our securities. 
Very truly yours, (2' 9")
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LETTER D
Dear Sir: Wc wish to try to counteract the distorted impression you
received from a competitor (15") concerning our ability to fill rush orders. 
Inasmuch as we have had satisfactory dealings with (30") the people of 
this community for many years, our business standards have always been 
considered to be above suspicion. (45") Such a reputation could not 
have been achieved if our traffic and shipping departments had not (V) 
been efficient. Speed and accuracy are always required in every one 
of our shipments. We hope (1' 15") that we may have the privilege 
of having your name on our list of pleased customers. Cordially 
yours, (1'28")

Letter E

G entlem en: I believe that your failure to reply to the many bills sent to 
you was merely an oversight which probably was caused,by the (15") 
extra work that comes during the holiday season. Any drastic means of 
collection is always the last resort of (30") our organization in settling 
our deficient accounts. However, you can see the difficulty in which we 
find ourselves when our creditors demand (45") reimbursement. We are 
depending upon your integrity in this situation. Your general credit 
rating assures us that we shall receive a (V) response which will conv  
pletely blot out your obligation to us. Yours very truly, (V 7")

Letter F

Dear S ir: We have your letter about the northern hard woods which we 
handle in our furniture factory. Our sales manager is out o f the city, 
but (15") your request will be brought to his attention as soon as he 
returns. He can likewise give you good advice on lumber for construction 
purposes if you are contemplating the (30") erection of an apartment 
house. White pine, our specialty, stands exposure to the weather better 
than any other species of (45") wood. Its satisfactory service makes it 
most economical for building purposes. We regret our delay in replying 
to your recent inquiry. Sincerely yours, (V)

Letter G

G entlem en: Under separate cover we are mailing to you our beautifully 
illustrated catalog, “ Solving Car Problems.” This pamphlet explains 

, fully our extensive equipment as well as our liberal (15") service facilities 
to districts within a radius of five hundred miles. We should also be 
pleased to send you a recent circular picturing the attractive designs and 
remarkably low prices o f (30") our cars. It is an unparalleled circum
stance that makes possible the opportunity to buy superior merchandise 
at the prices quoted. We want you to note particularly our type of auto
mobile transmission (45") gear, which gives three speeds forward and 
one reverse. Sincerely, (50")
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D i r e c t i o n s  f o r  S c o r in g  T e s t s

The directions for scoring Tests 1 to 6 are given on the key. They 
should be read carefully and followed closely. The following paragraph 
refers to the scoring only of “ Test 7. Transcription.”

The score is determined entirely by the number of errors made in the 
transcripts. For a perfect transcript of each letter 50 points are allowed 
toward the gross score. From this total deduct one point for each error. 
Errors include: omitted letters or words, letters struck over one another, 
addition of words or letters, substitutions, misspellings, incorrect or omitted 
punctuation, or any other errors. Disregard errors of placement of the 
letter as a whole on the page. If more than 50 errors are made, mark the 
paper zero. There should be no negative scores.

Enter the score for each transcribed letter in its proper place in the 
column headed “ Score ” in the table on page 1 of the test booklet; then 
multiply this gross score by the weight assigned in the next column, placing 
the weighted score in the last column. Note that not more than 90 points 
may be earned for the two letters transcribed.

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  S c o r e s

Tentative norms. The following norms have been determined by a 
tabulation of the scores of 1000 pupils in 37 high schools. -These norms will 
be revised as more data are received.

TENTATIVE NORMS

S e m e s t e r
T e s t  1 :  
E n g l is h

T e s t  2 :  
S y l l a b if i

c a t io n

T e s t  3 :  
O f f ic e  

P r a c t ic e

T e s t  4 :  
A l p h a b e t 

iz in g

T e s t  5 :  
A b b r e 

v ia t io n s

T e s t  6 :  
B u s in e s s  
O r g a n i

z a t io n

T e s t  7 :  
T r a n 

s c r ip t io n

T o t a l s

1 13 7 14 5 4 4 18 65
2 17 8 18 10 6 5  * 31 95
3 18 8 18 12 7 6 3 6 105
4

Stenog
20 9 20 13 7 8 6 0 137

raphers 21 12 26 14 9 8 4 8 138

The table is read: The average pupil completing the first semester of 
the stenography course obtains a score of 13 points on. Test 1, 7 points on 
Test 2, 14 points on Test 3, 5 points on Test 4, and so on. The average 
score obtained by pupils finishing the second semester of the stenography 
course is 17 points on Test 1, 8 points on Test 2, and so on.

Recording scores. In order that the teacher may determine averages 
and percentiles for each part of the test, a form is provided on the back 
of the Class Record. It provides for tabulating the scores of each class 
separately and permits the determination of the median, range of scores, 
and measures of variability. Such measures are essential if achievements 
of students are to be evaluated fully and if progress from time to time is to 
be checked and compared.
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For diagnosis of difficulty. If tests are to be used for the purpose of 
improving instruction as well as for measuring efficiency, it is necessary for 
the instructor to determine which items have been missed, so that remedial 
instruction may be provided for them. To make the diagnosis, the teacher' 
should prepare a chart, placing in a column at the left the numbers of the 
questions in each test, and at the top the numbers of the tests. Then the 
teacher should indicate the number of students that missed each question 
in each of the tests (except “ Test/7. Transcription ”). To save time in 
making the tabulation, the teacher might return to the students the scored • 
papers and ask the students who got each question wrong to raise their 
hands. An actual count of hands may be used, or a note may be made of 
the questions which are missed most frequently.

Other uses of test results. By filling out the Class Record blank pro
vided with the test, the teacher may determine the range of scores, the 
median of the class, and measures of variability. By comparing with the 
norms, he may determine whether or not the class compares favorably 
with other classes and with the normal performance of stenographers on the 
job. By preparing diagnosis sheets as suggested above, he can determine 
the items which have been missed by any considerable number of students 
and may take them up in class for remedial instruction. By comparing 
the median of each part of the test with,the norm, he may determine which 
sections need more emphasis with the class as a whole; and by examining 
the individual items missed by any student, the teacher may determine 
what help the student needs individually.

It is suggested that one form of the test be given at the beginning of 
each semester except the first, and that the results be used in planning the 
instruction most needed by the class. At the end of the semester the other 
form may be given and the amount of progress of the class, for each part 
of the test, determined. The amount of improvement shown by the 
individual student provides a usable basis for determining marks, and for 
determining whether or not a student is working up to the capacity the 
teacher thinks he possesses. The test may also be used for the purpose of 
classifying new students coming in from other schools and for sectioning 
classes according to ability levels. \

M a n u a l o f D irection s 9
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STENOGRAPHY TEST

B y  E G. BLACKSTONE

and MARY TV. McLAUGHLiN 
Thoma: Jê efson High School, Council Blufg, Iowa

TEST: FORM A

Do mod open hoo&W, or turn It over, until you are told to do so. Fill the* 
blanks, giving,your name, age, etc. Write plainly.

N am e-__________ :--------------------------------- Age---------- =----------L—!—Grade______

Class___________ _______ Teacher----------------- ------------School----------------------------

C ity-______ ____ — 1__ ;_______________ :---------- State----------------------------------------

How many semesters of shorthand have you studied ?----------- -----------------------------

D irections. After the test of dictation and transcription, which will be given 
separately, wait for the signal to open this test booklet. When the signal is given, 
open to page 2, read the directions, and begin. As sooA as you finish any part, go 
right on to the next. When you are told to stop work on any part, stop immedi
ately and go on to the next part. x

A s k  no questions after the examination has begun. Do not open the booklet 
yet.

T e s t S c o r e W e ig h t
W e ig h t e d

" SCORE

1 1
2 1
3  i 2
4 1
5 .5

6 1

7

A .2
B 3
C .4

D .5 '
E .6 .
F , .8

G 1.0
' T o t a l

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1931, 1932, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain

np&k rwerraf. B@PT:ST:A8 ,
FEUKTED IK U.S.A.

TAis fesf fs TAe reprô ucfwn any porf if Ay mimeoyrŝ A, A*cidyrapA, or in mqf oiAer, w ay, w h eth er th e  reprodu ction s a re  so ld  o r  are fu rn ish ed  fre e  fo r u se , is  a v io la tion  o f  th e  copyrigh t law .
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TEST 1. ENGLISH „ '

D irections. The sentences below are intended to test your knowledge of 
correct,writing. Some are entirely correct, some have errors in grammar, 
others have errors in punctuation and capitalization, others have errors in 
spelling.

In the parentheses after each sentence p rin t the letter 
R  if the sentence is entirely right.
G  if the sentence has an error in gram m ar.
P  if the sentence has an error in punctuation  or capita liza tion . (An error in 

the use of the apostrophe is an error in spelling, not in punctuation.)
. S if the sentence has an error in spelling  (including errors in the use of the 

apostrophe).

Write the letters carefully. Each sentence contains only one  type of error. 
The following samples show how you are to proceed.
S am ples, a. In the battle, the general’s orders had went to the wrong

officer, and so the troops were caught in a trap. ( G )
b. Is it likly that this high school will succeed in winning

every game on its schedule ? ( S )
c . 'M y friends always planned everything. To help'their

children. ‘ ( p  )
d. Most of the advice that you get on the subject is wrong,

and so you had better pay no attention to it. ( ) -

1. He soon won recognition he was highly esteemed for his work in animal
psychology............................... ..............................................................................(  ) i

2. .These communications about the remittance puzzled we boys more than
I can explain....................................................................................  .............  ( ) 2

3. Some superintendents hold the respect of their pupils. Even while
administering necessary punishment upon the children..................  ( ) 3

4. As I anticipated all along, the package containing the candies and the
artificial flowers have come by parcel post and not by express................... ( ) *

6. Of course, Wilma, it is a disappointment not to receive a good grade,
but you couldn’t scarcely expect one this semester.................................... . . (  ) 5

6. Yesterdays paper had some interesting news about this little country
in the midst of the mountains.................................  .................................. ...... ( ) 6

7. Good publishers now insist that all manuscripts sent to their offices be
typewritten. .............. .............................................i ...............................................( ) 7

8. He guarentced that his lecture on philosophy brought in much pictur
esque material, and wasn’t very intellectual........................................) t

9. This vessel, a brig bound to the West Indies, was moving slowly through
the water............................................................................................................ ; . . (  ) 9

10. The foreigner lived with his family over a saloon, when he could, he
worked in a mercury mine. . . .....................................     ( ) 10

11. Everyone should study their lesson during the time designated by the
principal........................ • ------- ........................................ ...................) 11

(T est 1 is continued on page J.)[ 2 )
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12. Palestine, which was at that time dependent upon Persia, was speedily
overrun by the troops of Alexander............ .................................................... ( ) 12

13. I am not sure who I should inquire for in order to secure the person in
charge of the extension work............................   ( ) 13

14. Do you believe it will be all right to secure her services for the work in .
the office of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. .............. ............ ( ) 14

15. Yesterdays wealth does not help us in providing for todays financial
needs............... ................ .......... .. • ................................................................ , . (  ) is

16. I am sorry that an attack of appendicitis kept me from attending your
high school play. Was the audiance a large one ?................i .....................( ) 16

*
17. Neither the bureau nor the chest of drawers seem .to be especially

attractive........................  ( ) 17

18. The special priviledge of using the library was given to the capable and
energetic students........................................... ..................................... '......... • • • ( ) 18

19. I read a book on psychology by Professor James. I also read one of
Henry Janie’s novels. The two men are b roth ers...................................... ( ) 19

20. Whom did you say would represent your company at the convention to
be held in New York C ity?..................................................... ....................... .. . ( ) 20

21. Some of the stories, which I have heard about their adventure, don’t
impress me as entirely truthful...........................................................  ( ) 21

22. “ Pneumonia and tuberculosis has caused this tragedy which has crushed
this lovable man,” she answered......................................................................... ( ) 22

23. Indigestion does not cause rheumatism, but, between you and I, I want
my friend to think that it does........................................ ( ) 23

24. Representatives aren’t necessarily natives of this country. There is,
as anyone can see, several good reasons for th is ..............................   ( ) 24

25. From the beginning there has been few factories in this part of the /
country. The people turned to agriculture and not to manufacturing. . ( ) 25

26. Everyone of us desire to go on the excursion trip to Atlantic C ity ............( ) 26
27. She invited mother and I to attend a lecture concerning “ The Inhabit

ants of Central America ’’ . ; . ................................................................   ( ) 27
*28. The principle aim of the organization is to benefit the poor of the c i ty . . ( . ) 28
29. Neither Tennyson nor Browning were capable of reaching the heights of

poetic power reached by Milton or Spenser...........................   ( ) 29
30. The Republicans make use of the “ National Republican ” to spread

similar propoganda..................................................................................... . . . . . . (  ) 30

(// you finish Test 1 before the tim e fo r  it is up, you m ay start Test 2.)

[ 3,]
Number right (Score,'Test 1)
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TEST 2. SYLLABIFICATION '

DIRECTIONS. Each of the words in the list below has been divided by  
hyphens. Determine which one of the four forms for each word is the correct 
way ofy dividing it into syllables,' and write the num ber  of that form in the 
parentheses at the right. In the sample the third form is correct; so the 
number 3  is written in the parentheses. •

S am ple . , • ,
Transportation—  1 tran-sport-ation 2 trans-port-a-tion

3 trans-por-ta-tion 4 trans-por-tat-ion. . . . . . . (  3 )

/ " " : • ~
1. M aintain—  1 ma-in-ta-in 2 main-ta-in 3 main-tain 4 m a-in-tain(' ) i

*2. Rem ittance— 1 tem -it-tance 2 re-mit-tan-ce 3 re-mit-tance
' * 4 ,re-m i-ttan -ce.................... ....................... ............................( ) 2' ‘ , e

3. Repletion — 1 rep-le-tion 2 fe-plet-ion 3 re-pl-e-tion
4 re-ple-tion ..........................   ( ) 3

4. Station— 1 st-at-ion 2 stat-ion 3 sta-ti-on 4 sta-tion. .  ( ) 4 •
5. Inconvenience— 1 inc-on-ven-ie-nce 2 in-con-ve-nience

3 in-conv-en-ie-nce 4 in -con-ven i-ence.................( ) 5
6. Occasion— 1 oc-cas-ion 2 oc-ca-si-on 3 oc-casion 4 oc-ca-sion( )e
7. Approximately— 1 ap-prox-im-ate-ly 2 ap-pro-xi-mate-ly

3 ap-prox-i-mate-ly . 4 ‘ ap-prox-i-ma-tely. .  -.......... ( ) 7
,8. D rilling— 1 drill-ing 2 dril-ling 3 drilling . 4 dr-ill-ing. .  ( ) 8
9. Occurring —  1 oc-cu-rring 2 occ-urr-ing " 3 oc-cur-ring

, 4 occ-ur-ring........................ ........................................................ ( •) 9
10. Hypocritical —  1 hy-po-cri-ti-cal 2 hyp-oc-rit-ic-al

3 hy-poc-ri-ti-cal ' 4 hyp-o-crit-i-cal............. ..................( • ) 10
11. Serviceable—  1 ser-vic-e-able 2 service-able 3 ser-vice-a-ble

4 ser-v ic-ea -b le ........................................      .'( ) 11
12. T a lk ed — 1 tal-ked 2 talk-ed 3 ta-lk-ed 4 talked........... ( . ) 12
13. Practically—  1 prac-ti-cal-ly 2 prac-tic-al-ly *3 pra-cti-cal-ly

4 pract-i-cal-ly ...... ............... .       ( ) 13
14. Colonel — 1 col-o-nel . 2 co-lo-nel 3 colo-nel | 4 cd-lon-el( ) it
16. Attendance— T at-ten-dance 2 att-end-ance 3 at-tend-ance

4 at-ten -d a-hce........... ..............................................  ( ) 15
16. ' Parliamentary —  1 parl-ia-ment-ary 2 par-liam-ent-ary

. 3 par-lia-ment-ary 4 par-lia-m en-ta-ry.................( ) ie
17. Progress (noun /orm) —  1 pro-gress 2 prog-ress 3 pr-og-re-ss

4 pro-gr-ess.....................    ( ) 17
18. Distribute —  1 di-str-ib-ut-e 2 dis-tri-bute 3 distr-ib-ute

, 4 dis-trib-ute......................   .(  ) is
19. Acceptance—  1 ac-cep-tance 2 ac-cep-ta-nce 3 acc-ept-ance

4 accept-ance....... ......................................   ( ) 19
1 20. Inferior— 1 in-fer-ior 2 in-fe-ri-or 3 in-fe-rior . 4 ,inf-er-ior( ) 20r \

(// you fin ish  T est 2 before the  tim e fo r  it is up, you m ay start T est 3.)

Number right .......... {Score; Test 2)
[ 4 ]  • ,
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T E S T S . OFFICE PRACTICE

, DIRECTIONS. Each of the following questions is followed by four answers. 
In the parentheses after the question write the number of the answer that 
is correct. The sample is done correctly. f
SAMPLE.
A trial balance indicates —

1 that no posting has been omitted
& the amount of the surplus of the business
S that the debits and credits are equal in amount
4' that all accounts balance........................ ................................ . 1 ___ . . . .  ( J )

' ___________;_____ l_________;____ *_________________  '

1. If a letter is returned to you by your employer, with a request that you 
write it again to make some changes which he has decided to make after

‘ it was dictated, you should —
1 tell him that the changes are not your fault 2 refuse to write it
3 complain to the chief stenographer 4 rewrite it cheerfully___ ( ) r

2. Which of the following office appliances is commonly used to make one
hundred or more duplicates of typed material ? v

1 a mimeograph 2 L. B. Automatic System 3 A comptometer
4 an EUiott-Fisher billing machine ............................................. ________ ( , ) 2

3. Biographical sketches of men who have been successful in the arts and ., 
sciences may be found in —

1 The World Almanac 2 The Statesman's Yearbook 3 R. G.
Dun's Reports 4 Who's Who ..................................................................(  ) 3

4. On the first day on a new job, a girl is called by her first name by one of ’ 
the men working with her. She does not like this. She should —

1 tell him that she prefers to be called by her last name , 2 show
her disapproval by a cold manner 3 call him by his first name 
4 report him to her c h ie f .................................... ........................... .................( ) 4

5. The chief difference between parcel post and express is — .
1 the rate 2 the liability of. the carrier 3 that express is safer
4 the size and weight of packages carried........................ ..........................( ) s'

6. If the dictator makes a mistake in English in his dictation, the stenog
rapher should ordinarily —

1 transcribe it as he dictated it 2 call his attention to the error
3 correct it in the transcript without saying anything about it
4 ask the chief stenographer what to do about i t . _______. . . . . . . . , .  ( ) e

7. A well-known credit-rating agency in the United States is —>. ' ,
1 Mooney’s 2 Pitney Bowes 3 Rand McNally 4 Bradstreet’s ( ) ?

8. A girl stenographer has been attending many late parties. Her em
ployer remonstrates. She should —  '

1 tell him that she is sorry that he thinks her work has fallen off 
and agree not to go out so much
2 tell him that she always keeps her work up to office standards 
and expects to continue to do so

, 3 tell him that she has to have some recreation and that what she does 
outside business hours is a personal matter
4 tell him that his own daughter attends more parties than she does( ) s

I 5 ] (T est 3 is continued on page 6.) .
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9. In long-distance telephone calls, the smallest charge is for —
1 station-to-station calls 2 appointment calls
3 trunk-line calls 4 person-to-person calls....... ................................( )g

10. Written authority, given by a person, to represent him officially in legal 
or business transactions is called —  1 notary public power

2 a commission 3 power of attorney 4' a g en cy .......................... ( ) io

11. If your superior introduces you to another executive, but fails to mention
his name, you should —  1 offer to shake hands

2 say, " Pleased to meet you ” 3 ask his name
4 say, “ How do you do,” and later ask someone who he i s ............. ( ) n

12. If, while taking dictation, you fail to understand a word, you should
ordinarily—  '

1 stop the dictator at once and ask him to repeat it
2 wait until the paragraph or letter is finished and then ask what it was
3 leave it out and later guess at it from the context
4 write down the word you think it might have been .................... : . . . (  ) 12

13. A tickler is a —
1 type of electric fan 2  form of follow-up file
3 special name guide 4 cross-reference card.................................. . . (  ) 13

14. Postage on a first-class letter to England, weighing one ounce or less, is —:
1 five cents 2 two cents 3 four cents 4 ten cents. .*.........( ) 14

15. A voucher is —
1 a paper stamped ^y a notary public 2  a paper or other thing 
which establishes or confirms a business transaction
3 a person authorized to take affidavits
4 an itemized list of articles so ld ................... ....................... ..................... .(  ) 15

16. If an unknown person comes in add asks to see your employer, who is 
busy, you should —  1 take him in as soon as your employer is free

2 tr y  to find out why he wants to see your employer 3 tell him 
your employer sees no one who does not have an appointment *
4 send him to some other executive who is not busy   ...................... ( ) ie

17. If a telegram is to be sent, the minimum number of copies that should 
ordinarily be made is —

1 two 2 one 3 three 4 four..................................................... .(  ) 17
18. If you deposit a check from a customer who has not enough money in

the bank to meet it — >
1 the bank charges the amount of the check back to you and returns 
the check to you 2 the bank calls on the maker for more funds
3 the check is protested 4 the maker is liable for forgery.. . . . . (  ) is

19. The figures in light-faced type on a railroad time-table indicate —
1 that an important city is reached at that time 2 A. M.
3 P. M. 4 a railroad division point. ................... ................... .......... ....( ) 19

20. The multigraph is used to — z .
1 make invoices 2 address envelopes 3 add lists of figures
4 make copies of circular letters....................................................................( ) 20

( I f  you fin ish  Test 3 before the tim e fo r  it is up, you m ay start Test 4.)

x [ G ] Number right..... (Score, TestS)
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TEST 4. ALPHABETIZING

D irections. Column 1 is a list of names to be filed. Column 2 is a longer list 
which has been arranged alphabetically. Indicate where each name in Column 1 
should be filed among the names of Column 2, by writing in the space after it the 
number of the name in Column 2 which it should follow. In the samples, the 
name “ P. R. Dalbert ” should be placed after “ E. L. Carlson ” (the fourth 
name in Column 2); so a 4 is placed in the parentheses after “ P. R. Dalbert.” 
The name “ T. B. Wolters ” should follow the 28th name of Column 2; so 
28 is placed after “ T. B. Wolters.” Do the rest in the same way.

' S am ple , a. P. R. Dalbert . .(  4  )
x b. T. B. Wolters . . (  28  )_____________ -

Column 1 . Column £
/ 1. Joseph M acBride...................... ( )

2. High School of Commerce____ ( )
3. William L. B etz ......................... ( )
4. The Mayer Company..................( )
5. Saint Paul Mercantile Co____ ( )
6. Betz and Young......................    ( )
7. The Gordon Company................( )
8. Charles I. D a v is ........................... ( )
9. Louis M ahoney............................. ( )

10. Andrew Gordon. . . . . . . . . ____ ( )
11. St. Paul General Hospital____ ( )
12. Charles M. D avies......................( )
13. Mackie’s Fuel Company............ ( )
14. Brown-Walker Com pany.. ' . . . (  )
15. LaBelle R. M ahan. . . . ............ ( )
16. Abraham Lincoln High School( )
17. Henry M cLane............................. ( )
18. Alice von M arloe..........................( .)
19. Marshall Field Com pany.._ ...(  )
20. Trustees, First National Bank( )

1. American Bonding Company2. Betz, William M.
3. Brown,’W. L.
4. Carlson, E. L. '
5. D ’Artignan and Company6. Davier, Dwight M.
7. Davies, E. L.1 8. Davis, Harter & Company •
9. Farmer, A. O.10. Figging, W.11. Gardner, M. J.12. Gordon, B. T.

13. Hatfield, T. M.
14. Leath, F. H.
15. Mabley’s
16.. MacBeth, T. F.
17. Madden and Heath
18. Mahan’s Inc.
19. Marshall, F, B.20. Marshall, F. G ..21. Masters, M. J.22. McAvoy, W. J.
23. McLane’s Toy Shoppe
24. Queen City Furniture Company (The)
25. St. Paul Hardware Company
26. Talbot Tire Repair Company
27. Underwood Typewriter Company
28. Wilson Sporting Goods Company

‘ ° ° n  “  B° U M IS h  T e ,‘ ' •  *“  r " '  *■> Number r i .M ............(.Score, Test 4)

TEST 6. ABBREVIATIONS

D irections. Write the abbreviation of each of the following terms in the 
parentheses after the term.
S am ple . Certified public accountant........................................................ (C. P. A.)

1. president. (
2. in care o f . (
3. invoice. . . (
4. account. .  ( 
6. freight. . r (
6. the same . (
7. railway . .  (

) 8. •free on board (
) 9. bill of lading(
) 10. association . ( 
) 11. by way o f . .(  
) 12. for example. ( 
) 13. namely . . .  . ( 
) 14. and others.. ( 

[ 7 ]

) 15. hundredweight. ( )
) 16. present month . ( )
) 17. by the hundred .(  )
) 18. in the same place( )
) 19. place of the seal. ( )
) 20. in regard t o ----( )
)

(T est 5 is continued on page 8.)



DiBKCTioNB. Write the business expression for which each of the following 
terms stands, in the parentheses after the item.
SAMPLE, c r . . c r e d #  )

' Blmck*tone Bt*n<*i%pby. ^

21. certif. . ( ) 28. pro and con( ’ ) 34. contra. (
22. memo .( ) 29. bdls. . .( ) 36. bg........ (
23. mgr. . .  ( ) 30. N .B . . . ( ) 36. A / 1 . . . (
24. B /L . . . ( - ) 31. M. . . .  ( ) 37. C.I.F. .(
26. C o . . . ( ) 32. cm. . . . ( ) J38. dele . . .  (
26. C O D . ( ) 33. rm. . . .  ( ) 39. d o -----(
27. Mile. .. ( ) 40. ff.......... (
(As soon as you finish Test 5, you may start Test 6.)

MWwrnpAf........  .(Score,

TEST 6. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

D irections. In order to secure information concerning the items in Col
umn 1 below, it is necessary to consult one of the departments listed in 
Column 2. For each statement determine the department to be consulted 
and put the number of that department in the space after the statement.

Sam ple . Where a copy of a contract is k ep t......... ( 4 )

Column 1 z Column £
1. i Information about freight classifications and tariffs( ) i 1. Accounting
2. What magazines will contain illustrations of a new Advertising

model of mir product..............................................      ( ) 2
3. Where to locate an invoice billed a month ago.........( ) 3 4 Filing
4. Whether or not a customer’s order has been shipped( ) 4 5. Financial
6. The most favorable common-carrier rates to a par- Manufacturing

ticular city .................     (v ) 5 personnel
6. The preparation of a profit-and-loss statement.........( ) 6 g* ga|es
7. Whether credit should be given to a new customer( ' ) 7 io. Shipping and
8. The preparation of preliminary budgets for the traffic

various departments. . . . . . . . . . . . i . ......... ...............:. ( ) s Stock
9. Inspection of manufactured articles to determine if Office manager

they are of satisfactory q u a lity ....................................( ) 9
10. What qualifications are required for the job of oper

ating one of our lathe machines ...................... . . . . . . (  ) io
11. The need for installing a new letter-sealing machine( , ) n
12. Getting quotations for new supplies of raw materials( ) 12
13. Interviewing applicants for jobs as machinists i . . .  ( ) 13
14. Discounts available on the purchase of new typewriters for our office . .  ( ) 14
16. Whether or not enough materials, called for by the manufacturing

department, are available............. ............ : ................................. ' ) 15
16. From whom to secure a check to pay an order for a bill of lading . . . .  ( )
17. How soon an order for specially manufactured products can be shipped( ) 17
18. The amount we owe to a certain creditor........... ; ..............     ( ) is
19. The wages paid common laborers in our concern during the past year( ) 19
20. Reasons why our products are better than those of our competitors 1 ..(  ) 20

[ 8 ] Number r ig h t. .......... {Score* Test 6)
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BLACKSTONE STENOGRAPHIC 
PROFICIENCY TESTS

TEST 1 TEST 2
{Page 2) {Page 4)

STENOGRAPHY 

KEY FOR FORM A

D irections for S coring

The scoring key must be used if the tests 
are to be scored properly. To score a test, 
fold along the heavy lines separating the key.

The two sides of the same strip score two 
facing pages. T o  score T est 1, place the strip 
with the answers for T est 2 so that they align 
with the student’s answers on page 2 of his 
test booklet. After each correct answer make 
a short horizontal dash. After each wrong or 
om itted answer make a X . Then turn the  
strip over so that the answers for page 3 are 
up. Place the strip so that the answers align 
with the answers on page 3 of the student's 
test booklet and score the answers as indi
cated above. In  the same w ay score the other 
pages of the test.

T he directions for scoring “ T est 7. Tran
scription ” are given on page 8 of the M anual of 
Directions.

No answers except those in the key should 
be given credit. Each correct answer in 
Tests 1 to 6 is allowed 1 point. Each wrong 
answer counts zero.

W hen a test is scored, put the score for it 
in the space a t the end of the test. Then  
copy the scores for T ests 1 to C in the column 
headed “ Score" in the table on the first page 
of the test booklet. Then m ultiply each score 
by the w eight indicated in the next column and 
write the weighted score in the last column. 
The sum of the weighted scores (including 
T est 7) is the total score on the test.

For economy of tim e and effort it  is recom
mended that T est 1 be scored first for all the 
students in the class, then T est 2, then T est 3, 
and so on. I f the test is given to several 
classes, tim e and effort will be saved if one 
teacher will score T est 1 for all the papers, 
another T est 2, another pages G and 7, and 
so on.

To make sure that no serious errors have 
been made in the scoring, it is advisable that 
a random sampling of the papers scored by a 
teacher be checked by another person. If 
more than random errors are discovered, all 
the papers scored by that teacher should be 
rescored.

Published by World Book Company 
Yonkers-on-Iludson. New Yrork, and Chicago, Illinois 

Copyright 1932 by World Book Company 
Copyright in Great Britain 

A ll rights reserved .
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7. ( R  )
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9. ( R )

10. ( P )

11. ( G )

3. ( 4 )
4. ( 4 )

6. ( 2 )
6. ( 4 )

7. ( 3 )
8. ( 1 )
9. ( 3 )

10. ( 4 )

11. ( 3 )
12. ( 4 )

13. ( 1 )
14. ( 3 )

15. ( 1 )

16. ( 4 )

17. ( 2 )

18. ( 4 )

19. ( 1 )
20. ( 2 )
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TEST 3
(Page 6)

9. ( 1 )

10. ( 3 )

11. ( 4  )

12. ( 2 )

13. ( 2 )

14. ( 1 )

16. ( 2 )

16. ( 2 )

17. ( 3 )

18. ( 1 ),

19. ( 2 )

20. ( 4 )
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TEST 4
{Page 7)

1.
2.
3.
4. 
6. 
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14. 
16. 
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

( 16 ) 
( 13 ) 
( 1 ) 
( 21 ) 
( 25 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 12 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 18 ) 
11 ) 
24 ) 
6 ) 

( 16 ) 
3 ) 
18 ) 
14 ) 

( 22 ) 
( 27 ) 
( 9) 
( 10 )

TEST 5
{Page 7)

1. (pres)
2. (c/o ;y or %)
3. (inv)
4. (a /c ; or acct)
6. (frt)

(“ • or do; or ditto)
(ry)

(fob) 
(B/L)

10. (assn; or assoc)
11. (via)
12. (e.g.)
13. (viz)
14. (et al)

16. (cwt)
16. (inst)
17. (%; or per cent)
18. " (ibid)
19. ( I s )
20. (in re ; or re)

TEST 3
{Page 5)

1. ( 4 )

2. ( 1 )

3. ( 4 )

4. ( 1 ) 

6. ( 4 )

6. ( 3 )

7. ( 4 )

•8. ( 1 )

TEST 1
{ P a g e  3 )

12. ( R  )

13. ( G )

14. ( P )

15. ( S )

16. ( S ) 

1 7 ..(  G )

18. ( S )

19. ( S )

20. ( G )

21. ( R  )

22. ( G )

23. ( G )

24. ( G )

26. ( G )

26. ( G )

27. ( G )

28. ( S )

29. ( G )

30. ( S )

TEST 6
{Page 8)

1. ( 1 0 )

2. ( 2 )
3. ( 4 )
4. ( 10 )

6. ( 10 )
6. (1 )
7. ( 3 )

8. ( 5 )

9. ( 6 )

10. ( 7 )
11. ( 12 ) 
12. ( 8 )
13. ( 7 )
14. ( 8 )

15. ( 11 )
16. ( 5 )
17. ( 6 )
18. ( 1 )
19. ( 1 )
20. (9; or2) 

[2]

TEST 6 
{Page 8)

Dlsckstone Stenography: K ey : A

21. (certified; or certificate)
22. (memorandum)
23. (manager)
24. (bill of lading)
25. (company; or county)
26. (collect on delivery)
27. (mademoiselle)

28. (for and against)
29. (bundles)
30. (note below; or note well; 

or take note; or please note)
31. (noon; or thousand; or monsieur)
32. (centimeter)
33. (ream)

34. (against)
35. (bag)
36. (A #1; or first quality; or highest grade)
37. (cost insurance freight)
38. (delete; or take out)
39. (the sam e; or ditto)
40. (following)
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STENOGRAPHY TEST

CLASS RECORD
y^Grade. y . .Teacher 

lamination.. -----19------Examiner

City or State.............

RatingScore
Name Sten. | TestInstr. 1

Class Median
(Class Record continued on next page')

i This Class Record is to be kept by  the teacher or principal.
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BLACKSTONE STENOGRAPHIC PROFICIENCY TESTS
B y  E. G. B lackstone, Detroit Teachers College, Detroit, Michigan 

TYPEWRITING TEST: FORM D

Name..........................................• • • ............. ....................................................................................Date of birth.
Grade............................................................... Teacher............ ................................................. Examiner.'...........

School....................... ........................................... .............. ...............................................................C ity..................

INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS RECORD

Test 1st 2d* 3d* 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th
Form Used •
. Date

Months of. Instruction '
Strokes per Minute
Errors
Score

300

250

200

100

Z
z

z' z
z

z 2
z 2

z z
z z

z 2
z

~
7 7

2 7 7 7
2 >2 x 2

Z 2 2 7
z 2 2 y 2

y z y 7 2
z 2 7 z

Z 2 7 _ 7 7 2
Z 2 _ y _ y 7 i__

7 [1 r z 2 2 2
i L i z 7

~
7 z 7 7 7

L_ 1 l_ l z 7 7 y 7 y 2 !2 _
L__ z L L r z i

7 7 y 2 7 7 y
L i z ~ z y 7 7 7 y y 7
L z z y 7 2 3 7 7 !y y 7 . 2 7 7

i z 2 n 7 y q 7 y 7 i2 7 y 7 7
u : z 7 z z 7 z y y 7 T7 7 y y

d 7 iz 2 y y 7 z y y y y ~ 7 2 y

i z 2 j 2 y ~ 7 7 7 7 7 y y y
r i 7 z z z. 2 2 ■ 2 y 2 y -y y y y y

J i7 z 7 2 Z 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 y y y
L □ z 7 7 y 7 y 4 2 Z 7 □ 7 7 y y y

_ □ z 7 7 7 y z .7 y y 2 y y 7 7 7 y y
1 1 3] _ □ z r ~ 2 y y 7 ~ 7 2 5 2 y y y y 7 y 7 y 7
□ z p 2 .y 2 7 7 V 7 y y 7 y y 7 y y

: z z Z y y 7 y z:2 y 7 7 <yy 7 y -y
7 2 7 2 y 7 7 y 7' 7 7 y 7 7 7 y

Z -~Z y ~ 7 7 y y 7 2 y y 7 7
z / 2 .y 7 7 7 y y y y y y 7

z : : z 2 2 y y
y y y 10 -y 7

__ y7 “ 7 7 Z z 7 y y ŷy 11 y 7
z _~T z xf y z 2 / 7 7 y y 1217 /  ̂o# 2 : / 7 z y y 2 7 «yy y 7 __

z z . y “ 7 Z y 7 y y y P y d
Z ^ - 7 - ^

T y lz y 7 z y 7 y y y
12 y y y

'— Z x zA. y y  ̂ y yE- y y
: z 7 y ; y , y 2 -
7 / y 2 : /

— / y 2 1 :) - '— / / / 7 7

g l
I f __ _ _ _ _ ____ _

- ■-- - - - j
____

__ ___ _______ __ ___ _ ______
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8
9
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Strokes per Minute
C opyrigh t IQ23  b y  World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain AU rights reserved. bspt:d- i  printed m u.s.A



D irections for T aking  the T est

1. If you have not taken the Blackstone Typewriting 
Test before, write your name, date of birth, grade, etc., in 
the spaces provided on the first page. (Use pen or pencil.) 
Otherwise, make no marks on this folder, as it may be used 
again.

2. Set the marginal stops at 5 and 75.
3. Set the machine for double spacing.
4. Set the tabulator key at 10.
5. Practice for five minutes on’matter other than this test.
6. Place regular typewriting paper in the machine.
7. Begin about an inch from the top of the page and leave 

an inch margin at the left. (If you use an Elite typewriter, 
leave an inch and a half margin at the left.) '

8. Type the first four lines on page 4, supplying all the 
information asked for except the blanks in the first line, which 
will be filled in after the test has been completed.

9. Set the typewriter to begin the words “ Dear Sir,” ex
actly as shown on page 4. When above directions have 
been carried out, leave page 4 in view and wait for the sig
nal “ Start” from the instructor. When this order is given, 
type the letter. You will be given three minutes in which to 
write. Try to write exactly as you would if you were copying 
a daily exercise. You will not be expected to finish the letter. 
Do not make any corrections. Stop instantly when the 
signal “ Stop” is given. You will be marked for both speed 
and accuracy.

D irections for Scoring

1. Exchange papers.
2. To determine the number of strokes per minute, see 

page 3, which contains the test you have just written, with 
the strokes per minute under each word. On this page 
find the last complete word which was written and under this 
you will find the number of strokes per minuted For instance, 
if the last word written was “ alone” (the last word of 
the first paragraph), the number of strokes per minute would 
be 124. Disregard any unfinished words. If any words or 
letters were repeated or omitted, the count of strokes per 
minute must be corrected as follows: Add 1 stroke per minute 
for each three strokes repeated in the three minutes, and 
subtract 1 stroke per minute for each 3 strokes omitted in 
the three minutes. Write the number of strokes per minute 
so found after “ Strokes per minute” at the top of the sheet.

3. To determine the number of errors, draw a small circle 
around every incorrect letter, stroke, punctuation, spacing, 
piling, etc. In determining what constitutes an error,

use the International Contest Rules. In general, an error is 
any stroke which is not like the copy, except that it is not 
necessary to have the same number of words to the line. Be 
sure to mark every incorrect letter. There may be more 
than one error in one word; in fact, there may be as many 
mistakes as there are strokes in the word. Write the num
ber of strokes wrong after “ Errors.”
4. The measures of speed and accuracy are combined in a 

single score. Find the score for the paper as follows: Multi
ply the number of strokes per minute by 10. Divide this 
product by the number of errors plus 10. Thus,

Score = Strokes per minute X 10 
Errors +  10

Write the score thus found after “ Score” on the test paper.5. Hand in the papers as the teacher directs.

D irections for R ecording Scores on the 
,  I ndividual  P rogress R ecord

Record the results of the first test in the column under 
“ 1s t” in the table on the first page. Enter the form of the 
test — whether A, B, C, D, or E; the date of the test; the 
number of months of instruction completed; the number of 
strokes per minute; the number of errors; and the score.

Next, plot a point in the graph below as follows:1. Find the point on the scale at the bottom of the graph
representing the number of strokes per minute which is en
tered in the_table^_ ____ __________ .2. Move the pencil vertically from this point until it
reaches the slanting line representing the number of errors 
made. ,3. Make a dot at this point and write a small figure 1 
above it. The height of this dot, as measured by the scale 
at the left of the graph, should correspond with the score as 
entered in the table. (If more than 12 errors are made, de
termine the height of the dot by the amount of the score 
as calculated.)4. When the second test is taken, the same data should 
be entered in the table, a new point plotted in the graph, and 
a small figure 2 placed above it.
5. Join points 1 and 2 by a straight line. This will help 

to make the gain in score more vivid.
6. When subsequent tests are taken, these should be re

corded in the same way and the new points joined to the 
former ones to make a continuous line showing the progress 
that has been made from test to test.

Typewriting Test: D
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Typewriting T est: D
Dear Sir: .

2 4

Do you realize that speech hears somewhat the same relation to
6 7 10 11 14 16 19 20 22 25 26

the mind that hammer and saw bear to the carpenter? It is the
27 29 30 33 34 35 37 38 39 43 45 46 47

mind's most useful tool. It is the means by which the mind's
50 52 54 56 58 59 60 62 63 65 66 69

-products are carried, and it is essential also to the creation of -
72 73 76 78 79 80 83 85 86 87 90 91

such products and to their collection and classification. Thought
93 96 97 98 100 104 105 110 113

probably does not exist alone. -
116 118 119 121 124

So it is that if you deprive a child of speech you deprive him
125 120 127 129 • 130 131 134 136 137 138 140 141 144 145

at the same time of his best means for mental growing, and"it also
146 148 149 151 152 153 155 157 158 161 163 165 166 168

follows that if you train and perfect his speech you must very much
170 172 173 174 177 178 180 182 184 185 187 188 190

aid his brain p o w e r . In a normal child mental growth and speech
192 193 195 197 199 200 202 ' 204 206 209 210 212

growth are thought to go on at the same time. One cannot be said to
215 216 219 220 221 222 223 224 226 228 230 v 232 233 235 236

precede the other. The child thinks and speaks. /
238 240 242 244 246 248 250 252

I f  he does not talk when thinking, we immediately suspect that
254 255 257 258 260 261 265 266 270 , # 2  274

something is wrong with his_speaking organism.,— and- if-he-also. fai l s — - -
-  - 277~ ' 279 280 " 282 283 " « 286 290 291 292 293 295 297

to make use of other forms of expression,- such as gesture and
298 299 301 302 30* 306 307 311 312 313 316 317

pantomime, we even doubt his ability to think. A  child's capacity
321 322 324 326 327 330 331 333 334 337 340

for education depends upon his desire for education.
342 343 348 349 351 353 354 358

Yours truly,
861 363
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trokes per minuteForm D
Name

TeacherGrade
School

Typewriting Test: D

Errors...... Score......
Age
Date
City

Dear Sir:

Do you realize that speech hears somewhat the same relation to 

the mind that hammer and saw hear to the carpenter? It is the 

mind's most useful tool. It is the means "by which the-mind's 

products are carried, and it is essential also to the creation of 

such products and to their collection and classification. Thought 

probably does not exist a l o n e .

So it is that if you deprive a child of speech you deprive him 

at the same time of his best means for mental growing, and it also 

follows that if you train and perfect his speech 'you must very much

a i d  b i s  b r a i n  p o w e r ”.' I n  a  n o r m a lr -  o b i Ird m e n t a l  - g r o w t h  -a n d -—s p e e c h .......

growth are thought to go on at the same time. One cannot be said to 

precede the o t h e r . The child thinks and speaks.

If he does not talk, when thinking, we immediately suspect that 

something is wrong with his speaking organism, and if he also fails 

to make use of other forms of expression, such as gesture and 

pantomime, we even doubt his ability to think. A child's capacity 

for education depends upon his desire for * education.

Yours truly,

[ 4 1



BLACKSTONE STENOGRAPHIC PROFICIENCY TESTS
B y E. G. B lackstone, Detroit Teachers College, Detroit, Michigan 

TYPEWRITING TEST: FORM C

Name........................................................ ^........................................................... ............................Date of birth.

Grade.............................. ................................Teacher............................................................. Examiner..............

School.. , .............................. ............ ......................... ......... ...........................................................C ity .................

INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS RECORD
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D irections for T aking  the T est

1. If you have not taken the Blackstone Typewriting
Test before, write your name, date of birth, grade, etc., in 
the spaces provided on the first page. (Use pen or pencil.) 
Otherwise, make no marks on this folder, as it may be used 
again. .

2. Set the marginal stops at 5 and 75.
3. Set the machine for double spacing.

; 4. Set the tabulator key at 10.
5. Practice for five minutes on matter other than this test.
6. Place regular typewriting paper in the machine.
7. Begin about an inch from the top of the page and leave 

an inch margin at the left. (If you use an Elite typewriter, 
leave an inch and a half margin at the left.)

8. Type the first four lines on page 4, supplying all the 
information asked for except the blanks in the first line, which 
will be filled in after the test has been completed.

9. Set tlie typewriter to begin the words "Dear Sir,” ex
actly as shown on page 4. When above directions have 
been carried out, leave page 4 in view and wait for the sig
nal “ Start” from the instructor. When this order is given, 
type the letter. You will be given three minutes in which to 
write. Try to write exactly as you would if you were copying 
a daily exercise. You will not be expected to finish the letter. 
Do not make any corrections. Stop instantly when the 
signal “ Stop ” is given. You will be marked for both speed 
and accuracy.

' D irections for Scoring 1 2 3

1. Exchange papers.
2. To determine the number of strokes per minute, see 

page 3, which contains the test you have just written, with 
the strokes per minute under each word. On this page 
find the last complete word which was written and under this 
you will find the number of strokes per minute. For instance, 
if the last word written was “doing” (the last word of 
the first paragraph), the number of strokes per minute would 
be 78. Disregard any unfinished words. If any words or 
letters were repeated or omitted, the count of strokes per 
minute must be corrected as follows: Add 1 stroke per minpte 
for each three strokes repeated in the three minutes, and 
subtract 1 stroke, per minute for each 3 strokes omitted in 
the three minutes. Write the number of strokes per minute 
so found after “ Strokes per minute” at the top of the sheet.

3. To determine the number of errors, draw a small circle 
around every incorrect letter, stroke, punctuation, spacing, 
piling, etc. In determining what constitutes an error,

• Typewriting Test: C

use the International Contest Rules. In general, an error is 
any stroke which is not like the copy, except that it is not 
necessary to have the same number of words to the line. Be 
sure to mark every incorrect letter. There may be more 
than one error in one word; in fact, there may be as many 
mistakes as there are strokes in the word. Write the num
ber of strokes wrong after “ Errors.”

4. The measures of speed and accuracy are combined in a 
single score. Find the score for the paper as follows: Multi
ply the number of strokes per minute by 10. Divide this 
product by the number of errors plus 10. Thus,

Score = Strokes per minute X 10 
Errors +  10

Write the score thus found after “ Score” on the test paper.
5. Hand in the papers as the teacher directs.

D irections for R ecording Scores on the 
Individual  P rogress R ecord

Record the results of the first test in the column under 
“ 1s t” in the table on the first page. Enter the form of the 
test — whether A, B, C, D, or E ; the date of the test; the 
number of months of instruction completed; the number of 
strokes per minute; the number of errors; and the score.

Next, plot a point in the graph below as follows:
1. Find the point on the scale at the bottom of the graph 

representing the number of strokes per minute which is en
tered in the table.

27 Move the pencil Vertically from this point until it 
reaches the slanting line representing the number of errors 
made.

3. Make a dot at this point and write a small figure 1 
above it. The height of this dot, as measured by the scale 
at the left of the graph, should correspond with the score as 
entered in the table. (If more than 12 errors are made, de
termine the height of the dot by the amount of the score 
as calculated.)

4. When the second test is taken, the same data should 
be entered in the table, a new point plotted in the graph, and 
a small figure 2 placed above it.

5. Join points 1 and 2 by a straight line. This will help 
to make the gain in score more vivid.

6. When subsequent tests are taken, these should be re
corded in the same way and the new points joined to the 
former ones to make a continuous line showing the progress 
that has been made from test to test.

1
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Typewriting T est: C

Dear Sir: , .
2 4  |

To describe the work of the Smith Bible Institute is very
5 8 10 11 12 14 1* 18 22 23 25

pleasant indeed, for, strange to say, many are like you, having
28 30 32 35 36 37 39 40 42 44 46

heard frequently of the institute but having obtained only dim
48 52 53 54 58 69 61 64 66 #7

ideas of the work it is doing.
69 70 72 73 74 75 78

It was founded in 1886 by the worid-evangelist, H. L: Smith,
80 81 84 85 88 87 89 91 95 96 97 100

and when he died in 1889, it was given his name. He wished to
101 103 104 105 106 108 109 111 113 114 116 118 120 121

found schools where the men and women from all nations and all
123 126 128 129 131 132 134 136 137 140 141 , 142

churches might come for a t i m e , free of any charge, for instruction
145 147 149 150 151 153 155 156 157 160 161 165

in the Bible and in methods of Christian work. It has been kept up
166 167 170 171 172 175 176 179 181 183 184 186 188 189

on that b a s i s , the expenses having always been met by the many gifts
190 191 194 195 198 200 203 204 206 207 208 210 , 212

of God's own people.
213 215 217 219

In all the years of its l i f e , over 13,000 people have received
221 222 224 226 227 228 230 232 234 236 238 241

training here and 11,000 have been enrolled in one or more of its
244 246 247 249 251 253 256 257 258 259 261 262 263

extension courses. Many.of them now fill places as p a stors, as
266 269 272 273 274 276 277 280 281 283 285

teachers, as mission w o rkers, and as missionaries. The requests for
288 289 292 295 296 297 302 304 307 308

our trained workers continue to be greater than we can hope to
MW M2 315 318 319 320 322 334 325 326 328 329

supply.
332 .

We are always glad to answer any of your questions.
333 335 337 339 340 342 343 344 346 350

Yours sincerely,
352 356
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Strokes per mi n u t e...... Errors...... Score.......
- " Age

Teacher • • Date
City

Dear Sir; -

* To de-scrihe the work of the Smith Bible Institute is very ' 

pleasant indeed, f o r , strange to say, many are like you, having 

heard frequently of the institute hut having obtained only dim
1 i .

ideas of the work it is doing.

It'was founded in 1886'by the world-evangelist, H. L. S m ith, 

and*when he died in 1889, it was given his name. He wished to 

found schools where the men. and women from all nations and all 

churches might come for a time, free of any charge, for instruction 

in the Bible and in methods of Christian work. It has been kept up 

on that b a s i s , the expenses having always been met by the many gifts 

of God's own people. • '

In all the years of its life, over 13,000 people have received, 

training here and 11,000 have been enrolled in one or more of its 

extension courses.• Many of them now fill places as pastors, as 

teachers, as mission workers, and as missionaries. The requests for 

our trained workers continue to be greater than we can hope to 

supply.

We are always glad to answer any of your questions.

Yours sincerely,

ui

Form C 
Name 
Grade 
School





' BLACKSTONE STENOGRAPHIC PROFICIENCY TESTS

' TYPEWRITING TEST
By E. G. BLACKSTONE, Detroit Teachers College, Detroit, Michigan

MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS
1 T he Series .

The name Blackstone Stenographic Proficiency Tests is 
given to a proposed series of tests designed to test all the 
elements entering into ability as a stenographer.' The first 
test of the series, that in typewriting, is now available. Tests 
in note-taking and transcribing are in active-preparation..

U ses of T ypewriting  T ests

These typewriting tests should prove valuable to business 
men and to educators. ^

They enable the employer within a few minutes to measure 
the ability of an applicant to type from copy, or to compare 
the abilities of different applicants, or to rate typists.

They enable the administrator, whether superintendent, 
principal, department head, or supervisor, to check up the 
results being obtained in typewriting classes, to the end that 
where such results are unsatisfactory, investigations leading 

c to proper readjustments may be made. The tests do not 
indicate causes, but only conditions. In case of unsatisfac
tory results, a diagnosis of causes must be made before reme
dies may be applied. In case of especially satisfactory re
sults, an investigation should be made to determine the 
causes, so that they may be made available to other classes.

It may safely be said that the charge "poor teaching’’ can 
very seldom be justified. More often, the causes of poor 
results will be found in physical conditions such as worn- 
out typewriters, poor equipment of desks, seats, textbooks, 
improper lighting, etc. When the cause has been discovered, 
readjustments should be made in order that the pupils may 
have the best possible opportunity to become efficient typists. 
, The tests enable the teacher to classify pupils according to 
ability and to diagnose quickly and easily the difficulties of 
the individual pupil, so that the proper remedies may be 
applied. They make it possible to study the effects of differ
ent methods of teaching and the value of different texts, to 
the end that only the best ones may be adopted.

The typewriting tests are th e‘results of more than three 
years of experimentation by the author, under the direction 
of Mr. S. A. Courtis and his staff, of the Department of 
Educational Research of the Public Schools of Detroit.

Five alternative forms of the test in typewriting are pro
vided in order to test proficiency at frequent intervals with
out repetition of material. These are designated Forms A,

B, C, D, and E. It is customary to administer these in the 
order named.

In constructing the series of typing tests, the following 
factors had to be taken care o f :

1. Need for a satisfactory unit of measurement.
2. Determination of the proper length of time for a test.
3 . Determination of the proper kind of material for fair 

tests.
4 . Establishment of norms.
5. So constructing the tests that they should be equivalent 

in difficulty to one another.

Standardization of the  T ests

The unit of measurement. In order to make a series of 
tests comparable, a satisfactory unit of measurement must 
be used. Words, lines, square inches, letters, paragraphs, 
etc., have been used. The difficulty in the way of the use of 
each of these is illustrated in the use of the word as a unit. 
Words vary in length. It may be easier to write forty easy 
words a minute than thirty hard ones. Yet if a pupil scores ' 
forty words a minute in one test and only thirty in the next, 
he is likely to feel either that he is making no progress or that 
he is not being treated fairly. Moreover, it makes it very dif
ficult for the teacher to determine whether or not the class is 
making satisfactory progress.

After experimentation the stroke unit was adopted. A 
stroke is defined as "any single movement in typing,” and 
includes the striking of any key, whether it be a letter, figure, 
space bar, shift key, tabulator key, or back spacer,, or the 
movement required to return the carriage to start a new line. 
It follows, therefore, that in order to strike certain letters 
more than one stroke is required. For instance, in order to 
write the first capital letter of a new paragraph the follow
ing strokes are required:

1. Carriage return 3 . Shift key
2. Tabulator key 4 . Letter key

It is not maintained that all strokes are equal. In fact, 
it has been proved experimentally that they are not equal, 
either in the degree of difficulty required to reach them or in 
the amount of time required. But strokes are the most 
nearly equivalent units which it has been possible to find.

Studies were made of the effects on speed and on accuracy 
of long or short words, measuring the results in.terms of 
strokes. Seven articles were prepared, ranging in difficulty
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from primer material which averaged about four strokes to 
thef word, through seventh and eighth grade reader material, 

' . and then through legal and scientific material to a final one
printed in Latin, with words which averaged more than seven 
strokes per word. It was believed that such a study would 
show what would be the effects on speed or accuracy of varia
tion in the difficulty of reading or spelling or in degree of 
familiarity with the vocabulary used. The factors of prac
tice and of fatigue were avoided by having the material 
scattered. among the typists in accordance with a definite 
schedule, so that practice and fatigue would be scattered 
evenly among them. The results showed that only in the 
primer material and in the Latin article was there any sig
nificant variation. For the other five tests, ranging in 
stroke length from an average of 4.6 in the easiest to 7.6 in 
the hardest, the variation* in median speed was less than 
twelve strokes per minute and in accuracy less than four 
errors per 1000 strokes. It was decided, therefore, that as 
long as test material is nearly equivalent in average num
ber of strokes per word' .there will be no great variation in 
results.

length of time. Pupils were given tests of 1 minute, 2 
minutes, 3 , 4 , 5, etc., minutes up to 10 minutes, and the re
sults were compared. It was found that the results for 3 
minutes were as regular as those for any longer period. That 
is, in spite of the possible factors of getting a poor start, 
etc., the pupils who ranked high in the longer tests regularly * 1 2

^ariked-ih~approximately the same position in the 3-minute 
tests. It is easier to administer a 3-minute test than a 
longer one. Moreover, the average letter typed by the 
stenographer probably does not require more than 3 minutes. 
Therefore 3 minutes was* selected as the time requirement.

Kind of material. It was decided that since the ordinary 
business letter probably constituted the greatest part of the 
stenographer’s work, a number of such letters should be 
analyzed and the average number of strokes per word deter
mined. It was found to be 5.6. Therefore the material 
used in the tests was made to conform to the requirements of 
ordinary business letter vocabulary, with a stroke average 
of 5-6. ’ ' ,

Construction of equivalent tests. In order to avoid any 
possible difficulties arising from variation in difficulty arising 
from unknown factors, the tests have been worked over until 
they are so worded that: x

1. Each contains approximately the same number of 
words.

2. Each contains approximately the same number of 
letters. -

,3 . Each contains approximately the same number of e’s, 
Vs, a’s, etc., with the frequency of the letters of the alphabet 
in conformity to the normal frequency as determined by 
studies of cryptography. '

. 4 . Each contains approximately the same number of 
letters to be struck with the right hand. '

5. Each contains approximately the same number of 
letters to be struck with the left hand.
6., Each contains approximately the same number of 1 

carriage returns and shift-key strokes.
yi Each has the particularly long or difficult words in ap

proximately the same positions. *
The probable error of a score. The reliability of,any test; 

however, must be determined by actual trial. The probable 
error of a score determined by administering two forms of 
the test to the same groups of 105 pupils was found to be 
5.8 points.

The median deviation (sometimes called P.E.) of the scores 
themselves of a group of pupils having had 20 months of in
struction is 17.6 points. It will be seen, therefore, that the 
probable error of a score is small in comparison with the vari
ability of the scores of a group of pupils.

The reliability coefficient of correlation between two forms 
of the test averages .93 for groups of pupils who have had 
20 months of instruction.

D irections for Giving  T ests

Furnish each pupil with a copy of the test and with two 
sheets of typewriting paper (one on which to take the test 
and one for preliminary practice).

Teacher and pupils should read together the Directions 
for Taking the Test on the second page of the test. Read 
all the way through, and then have the pupils go back and 
follow the directions step by step.

Do not urge the pupils to do their best or say anything to 
them which may arouse a competitive or hurried attitude.
It is desired to measure only the normal rate and accuracy 
of the pupil.

When all are ready, say’ “ Start.” At the end of exactly 
3 minutes say, “ Stop.” In timing be very accurate. Stop 
the typing on the exact second. Use a stop watch if one is 
available. If one cannot be obtained, use the second hand 
of a watch. Under no circumstances should the minute hand 
of a clock or watch be used. It is too inaccurate to measure 
a product where from three to eight strokes are made per 
second.

D irections for Scoring

Read together all the Directions for Scoring on the 
second page of the test. Then have the pupils follow 
them, step by step.

• R ecording Scores

Several methods are provided for recording the scores 
made by pupils in the typewriting test, in order that the 
maximum value may be obtained from the data: The scores 
of all the pupils of a class in a test are brought together on a 
Class Record. Classes are compared one with another by 
percentile curves on a Percentile Graph. The progress of 
an individual may be indicated graphically on the Individual

Typewriting Test: Manual
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Progress Record on the first page of the test. Average class
progress also may be shown graphically on this sheet. A 
sheet called Report to Author is also provided, for reporting 
to the author scores of pupils in typewriting classes. These 
data will be used in the compiling of a more comprehensive 
table of norms to be issued later in the Manual.1

T he  Class R ecord

Provision is made on each Class Record for recording the 
scores of each pupil in each of five tests. The date of each 
test should be entered at the top of the column. The names 
of members of the class should be entered in alphabetical 
order for convenience in making subsequent entries.

After each pupiVs name enter the number of strokes per 
minute, number of errors, and score, as recorded on the test 
sheet. '

The finding,of .the median number of strokes per minute 
and median number of errors for the class is optional. These 
medians are of incidental value in showing whether the class 
as a whole tends toward bpeed at the expense of accuracy or 
toward accuracy at the expense of speed. However, it 
should be remembered that because the class median in speed 
is slightly low, it does not follow that all members of the 

" class need speeding up. Diagnosis is an individual matter 
-  and is shown vividly on the Individual Progress Record. 
,, The class median score may be found most conveniently by 
-means of the Percentile Graph, as explained below..____ ...

, T h e  Individual P rogress R ecord .

Provision is made for recording graphically the progress 
made by, an individual in speed, accuracy, and score. This 
is done on the Individual Progress Record on the first page 
of the test folder. The results of ten tests by the individual 
may be entered on a single Individual Progress Record in the 
manner shown in the sample (Fig. i). The first page of any 
test folder will serve this purpose, but the results of all tests 
are usually recorded on the first test folder used by the pupil. 
When the pupil does not use the Individual Progress Record 
of a test folder, the test folder may be used again.

Each time a pupil is* tested, there should be entered in the 
table of the Individual Progress Record, the form used, date 
of the test, number of months of instruction the pupil has 
had at time of test, number of strokes per minute made in 
test, number of errors made, and the score obtained.

These directions are given also on the third page of . the 
folder, together with full directions for representing progress 
on the graph. It is suggested that each pupil record his 
own progress, or better, perhaps, that this be done in eadh 
case by the pupil who scores the paper and checked by the 
pupil whose progress is thus recorded. When the pupil in

1 As the* author has secured, since the tests were issued, a sufficiently 
large number of reports for his purposes, the Report to Author has been 
discontinued.

this way can see for himself just how he is progressing, his 
(interest is naturally increased and he is stimulated to greater 
effort. . _

I9 the sample Individual Progress Record, shown \n Figure 
1, the dot numbered 1 represents the record of an individual 
who in the first test has attained a speed of 125 strokes per 
minute and made 6 errors, resulting in a score of 78. The 
dot numbered 2 represents a speed of 150 strokes per minute 
made in the second test and 8 errors made, the score being 
83, and so on.

. * *

A C lass P rogress R ecord

The progress of the class as a whole in speed and accuracy 
may be represented graphically on one of the Individual 
Progress Record sheets in exactly the same manner as in the 
case of an individual, by, plotting the median number of 
strokes per minute'and the median number of errors of the 
class. If desired, a dot representing the class medians in 
speed and accuracy may be placed on each Individual Prog
ress Record, with which the .record of the individual may> 
be compared. The class record in this case should be entered 
in red ink. \
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The  P ercentile Graph

Percentile Graph
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Fjg. 3. Percentile curves of groups having had various amounts of 

_!___ :__instruction,_________ :-----------

In order to compare the score of any pupil with the scores 
of the class as a whole or to compare two or more classes, the 
most effective way is to draw a percentile curve for each class 
on the Percentile Graph, a copy of which is included in each 
package of Examinations.

Definition of percentile curve. A percentile curve is a 
smooth line having a horizontal length representing 100 per 
cent of the scores of any group of individuals and so drawn 
that any point on the curve has a height representing the 
amount of a given score and a horizontal position on the 
graph representing the per cent of the scores of the group 
that is exceeded by the given score. One not- familiar with 
percentile curves will appreciate their significance after 
studying-the directions for drawing them.

Directions for drawing a percentile curve are given in full 
on the back of the Class Record, for economy of space. The 
sample Percentile Graph referred to in the directions for 
drawing a percentile curve is given above (Fig. 2). -

A percentile curve shows at a glance not only the median 
score of a class but also the range and variability of the scores. 
It shows at a glance just what per cent of the scores of the 
class is exceeded by the score of any given individual and 
just what per cent of the class attains or exceeds any given 
score. Two or more curves on the same graph show vividly 
the amount of overlapping of the scores of different classes.

I t  is n ot a t a ll necessary to  use th e  P ercen tile  G raph. T h is , 
how ever, is  a  conven ience and  an aid  to  th e  fu lle st under
stan d in g  of th e  resu lts o f th e  tests. ' T h is  form  of P ercen tile  
Graph w as devised  b y  D r. A rthur S. O tis for use w ith  the . 
O tis Self-A dm inistering T ests  of M en ta l A b ility .

Norms. Figure 3 shows percentile curves for groups of 
pupils who have had various amounts of instruction.1

T h e m edian score of each group, represented b y  th e  p o in t  
a t w hich  the curve cu ts  the 50-percentile lin e , co n stitu tes  th e  
norm or exp ected  score of an in d iv id u a l w ho h a s  h ad  th a t

T a b l e  1

Showing norms for various amounts of instruction.

M o n t h s  o f  I n s t r u c t i o n N o r m  . '

5 8 8

IO 1 4 8

15 1 7 8

2 0 2 0 0

25 2 2 0

30 2 3 6

amount of practice. Tentative norms, based on 2188 cases, 
are given in Table 1. Irregularities have been smoothed.

1 By a month of instruction is meant in this case 4  weeks of 5  recita
tions per week, each recitation 4 5  minutes.
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DIRECTIONS ? 0 R  DRAWING A PERCENTILE CURVE ^

General procedure. The steps tikeh in drawing the per
centile curve are: (i) distributing the scores, (2) finding the 
subtotals — number of cases to and including those in each 
class interval, (3) reducing these subtotals to per cents of the 
number of cases in the group, (4) locating points in the graph 
representing these per cents, (3) drawing a smooth curve 
through these points.

Provision is made for distributing the scores of two groups 
of individuals on one Percentile Graph sheet, and from these 

: distributions, two percentile curves may be drawn. This 
does not mean, however, that only two curves may be drawn 
on one graph. The scores of additional groups may be dis
tributed on other Percentile Graph sheets or any sheet of 
paper and as many curves drawn on one graph as may be 
conveniently distinguished.

The blank spaces at the top of the sheet should be filled 
in as shown in Figure 2 in the Manual of Directions.

Distributing the scores. In one of the columns headed 
"Tallying" distribute the scores of a class by putting a short 
mark opposite the interval of score within which the score 
of each individual falls. The sample Percentile Graph (Fig. 2) 
shows that in Class IA one individual had a score between 
150 and 159, two had scores between 140 and 149, etc. The 
number of tallies, which tells the number of scores falling 
within any given interval of score, is called a "frequency." 
The frequency of scores of the IA Class in the* interval 
100-109 is 8.

Finding the subtotals. Begin at the bottom of the column 
of tallies and place in the square to the right of each group 
of tallies the sum of the tallies up to and including that fre
quency. In the "Subtotal" column of Class IA there is 1 
tally in the first group, 3 to and including the second group, 6 
to and including the third group, etc., xmd 30 to and including 
the last group. This last subtotal (30) should equal the num
ber of cases in the group as entered at the top of the column.

Reducing subtotals to per cents. In the column headed 
"Per cents" write opposite each subtotal the per cent that 
subtotal is of the whole number of cases in the group. In 
the sample, 1 is 2 per cent of 50, 3 is 6 per cent of 50, 6 is 
12 per cent of 50, etc., and 50 is 100 per cent of 30. It is not 
necessary to reduce subtotals to per cents when use is made 
of the Scale Chart, printed on the back of the Percentile 
Graph. The method of using the Scale Chart is given below.

Locating the points in the graph. First, place a dot at 
the left edge of the graph on the horizontal line representing 
the lower limit of the lowest class interval containing a score. 
Next, place on the next line above, a dot having a distance 
to the right of the left margin of the graph equal to the first 
number in the "Per cents" column, according to the scale 
at the top or bottom of the graph. (In the sample the second 
dot in the IA percentile curve is placed 2 units from the edge 
of the graph.) Next, place on the next line above, a dot hav- 
ing a distance to the right representing the next per cent, 
etc. (The third dot represents 6 per cent, etc., and the last 
dot represents 100 per cent.)

Use of Scale Chart. The Scale Chart on the back of the 
Percentile Graph is provided to simplify the process of plot- 
ting the points in the graph. It is used as follows: Let us 
take the case of the IA class, there being 30 students in the

[

class/ Find Scale 30 on the Scale Chart according to the 
numbers at the right. This line is divided into exactly 30 
equal parts by the slanting lines in the chart. Each space, 
therefore, represents *!* or 2 per cent of the width of the graph. 
The second dot in the IA percentile curve is to be plated just 

of the distance to the right of the margin. This is just 1 
space on Scale 30. The third dot is to be placed just 3 spaces 
to the right of the margin, the fourth point just 6 spaces to 
the right of the margin, etc., according to Scale 30 in the 
Scale Chart. By the use of Scale 41 the points have been 
plotted in the same way for the IB class.

By folding the Scale Chart on the proper scale and applying 
it to the Percentile Graph/ the width of the graph may be 
divided into any number of equal parts from 40 to 100. By 
letting 2 or 4 graduations represent 1 unit or letting 1 gradua
tion represent 2 units, the width of the graph may be divided 
into any number of equal parts from 10 to ,200.

Drawing the curve. Draw a smooth curve through the 
dots plotted as described above. This is the percentile curve.

Finding median score of class. The point where the per
centile curve cuts the 30-percentile line represents the median 
scoreof the group.* Thismaybereadon theverticalscalealong 
the 30-percentile line. The median score of the IA and IB 
classes in the sample are 100 and 130, respectively. These me
dians may be entered at the foot of the data columns as shown.

Finding variability of scores. The points at which the 
curve cuts the 23 and 73 percentile lines represent the lower 
and upper quartile scores of a distribution. The interval 
between these is the interquartile range — a very convenient 
measurg of the_scatter_of the. distributions.__In the sample 
Percentile Graph the interquartile ranges for the two classes 
are 33 points each (IA, 83 to 118, and IB, 132 to 167).

Overlapping of classes. It will be seen by a glance at the 
percentile curves that the IB class is appreciably better than 
the IA class but that the distribution of scores of the two 
classes overlaps considerably. A convenient way to express 
this overlapping is to say that about 3 per cent of the IB 
class fall below the median of the IA class, or that 2 per cent 
of the IA class exceed the median of the IB class.

Percentile rank in clams. If an individual makes a score 
exceeding 23 per cent of the scores of his class, he is said to 
have a percentile rank of 23 in his class; and the same for 
other percentages. The percentile rank of any individual 
among the members of his class may be found from the per
centile curve representing the scores of his class as follows: 
Suppose an individual in the IA class has made a score of 
122. Find the point 122 on the vertical scale in the Percen
tile Graph and move the pencil horizontally to the point at 
the same height on the percentile curve. This point repre
sents on the horizontal scale a percentile rank of 80. The 
percentile rank of the individual among the members of his 
class is, therefore, 80, which means that his score exceeds the 
scores of 80 per cent of his class. A score of 122 represents a 
Percentile Rank of only 13 among the members of the IB class.

* If only one Percentile Graph is at hand, the proper distance maybe transferred from the Scale Chart on the back by means of a strip of paper. ___ _ . - .* The value so found may not be exactly the same as the median found in the usual way by counting to the middle paper in order of score, but if not, the median score found by means of the curve is considered to represent Ihc distribution better and to be in that sense more 
accurate.

].

Typewriting Teat: Cl. Rec.
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CONTEXT TEST.
• 41£ &

K  fit>
Mr. John Reel,

Huntington, Pa, 
Dear Sir:

Looking over our 
that you haven't ____

r e 

past twelve months as you 
at that record the more I

practically to stop

____ record a few days ago, I noticed
so good a customer of ' in the
_______  to be, and the more I ______
________what we had done that _____ _

___  with us.
to write you and ask youFinally I _____

are _______  to tell us, personally and
you

_, just what 
___ we haven'tthe trouble has been, and whether there i s ____

done that we should have _________ and whether there is anything
_____ can _______  do to get you back on our list of _______ _

want toIf we can, we it.
Of course _______ will happen at times, and if one has

_______  in this case I hope you will_______ me about it. I
think I can _______  the matter out the very________  I get your
letter.

Why not send an ______
is _____ in a hurry, and just right. The

with your reply? I'll see that it
______ catalog we

have ever is just coming 
of it

the press, and I am
sending you a _____
tell me. I hope you will look it thru

If it fails to

Very yours,
Robert Armstrong.

I

. I »

(!

%*. 4*#*— 4:013c 1. C. M. Stocking Co., Chicago^ TP , XJ# 8> JK#





DICTATION MID TtHTiQ TEST

The A. 8
S M c a ^o -, nilnolo
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vo toko up the natter early for Itlt* •«© have done d o and enclose tva sanplos rddeb 

%t 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 53 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 •
have net vitis such f&vor that tr$ havo dooldod to satnlt tho proposition to our 

66 67 63 69 TO 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 73 79 30 52
dealers.

82

leu ray have either one, with your nano and tucineoe card handled as you wish,
83 8 |  35 36 87 38 S9 . 53 91 92 93 9 4 95 96 97 93

at $5.03 per hundred, express prepaid. pay tho halanco. Car case.reill-cot appear
99 100 101 m 2  103 204 M 5  106 107 108 209 n o  111 112 113 U 4  115

at all * eo the calendar rrlll ho youro and you will get a nice piece of trork at less 
116 117 118 I l f  120 121 122 223 124 125 126 12? 120 129 133 131

than half what you would pay for oiallar canoadaro in lots of 1030, if you placed an
132 133 134 136 236 137 233 259 n o  141 142 143 144 245 146 147 143
order direct. By placing a cl agio largo order and contributing a share 0 1  tho cost*

149 150 151 152153 154 255 156 157 253 151 160 161 262 163 164 265
65 ns paying for tho necessary typo changes »nd express charges, •«» arc
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e^ 8 r - \ S - ”2830t:i94l 8 - ^ t% a ° ^ 1Uf 9 a ? - W
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I. E. R. GENERAL CLERICAL TEST Cl

N am e----------------------------- ----------------i______________________ Date of Test--------------------------------19______
(Last Name ) (First Name) (Middle Initial) (Month) (Day)

School:---------------------- :— ------------—  City—____________________________________School Grade---------------

How old were you on your L A S T  birthday? . ■ . . ......................................................

When is your birthday? . . ........................... ..... ....._____ :------------------- —
' (Month) (Day)

Last grade COM PLETED  in s c h o o l ........................... .....................................................
■ V • - '

How old were you when you started to elementary school? . ...................................... .

How old were yon when you left school ? .................................................................

How many.years did you <70 .to'school? ................................................ ..........................

How many years has it been since you left school? . . . . . . . . . . . .

Have you ever studied Bookkeeping?---------------- ----- How many weeks?. . . . . . .
(Answer "yes” or "no” )

Have you ever studied Shorthand ?_____________ i_ H o w  many weeks ?. . . '. .
(Answer "yes” or "no” )

Have you ever studied Typewriting?----------------------How many weeks?......................
(Answer "yes” or "no” )

What is the occupation which your father works at n o w ? _____ _______ __ __i______ _

What was your father’s occupation if  he is dead, or not now working?—.__________

-------- .years

——.—grade
• * '

—------ years

!---------years

——— years

......... —years

— ,___ weeks

—:___ weeks1
--------- weeks

1

2
3

4

5

6 
8 
9

10

_15

15a

GENERAL DIRECTIONS
1. Always wait for the signal bejfore. turning the page to a new test.
2 . You are expected to do all ’you possibly can on every test.
3. Stop promptly at the “Turti over” signal and begin the next test at

11. Check the correctness of your work if you get through before the “Turn over” signal.
12. You may refer to the directions any time you care to.
13. Guess when you are not sure of an answer.
14. If both o f your pencils break, raise your hand and call “Pencil.”

4. Follow exactly the printed directions. . V* Z
5. Ask no questions. .. '
6 . Both speed and accuracy tount., ' v .. ■..
7. Cross out your answer and correct it if  you make a mistake.
8 . Always do some practice work on the practice pages.
9. Do not skip around.

10. Do your figuring and scribbling on the margins of the pages.

IV a it f o r  the  s igna l b e fo re  tu rn in g  th e  page.
I nstitute  of E ducational  R esearch  

T eachers College

1.44 - 10M- G.



T e s t  1

Some of the answers to ' these problems are right and some are wrong. After each right answer 
put a C. After each wrong answer put an X.

Do the left hand column first. Do not skip around. The samples arc marked as they should be.
Time allowed: 3 minutes. ,

Read this first

SA M P L E S:
!

9  +  4 =  14 

6 4 =  10
5 +  9 =  14 

11 —  8 =  4

X

C.
_c
X

15 —  4 = 12 7 + 13 21 4 + 13 18
5 +  9 = 13 i 11 — 4 = 7 6 + 13 19

11 —  3 = 8 7 + 9 16 12 — 7 6
6  -j- 10 = 15 I 18 — 3 16 7 — 7 0
7 +  11 = 18 ■! 2 + 14 16 17 + 8 15

13 —  8 == 4 8 — 6 14 5 + 6 11
9 —  5 = 14 19 — 2 16 20  — 8 11
9 +  2 = 11 ! 12 — 5 7 .  3 + 14 16

14 —  5 = 9 ; 7 + 6 13 15 — 4 11
12 -f- 7 = 5 I 18 — 5 = 14 20 — 9 11
8 -j- 3 = 11 i 12 — 6 8 2 + 12 15

18 —  6  = 12 i 2 + 11 12 14 — 7 7
3 12 = 16 i 13 — 2 12 4 - f 10 14
7 +  10 = 17 i 2 + 12 14 11 — 4 8

13 — 4 = 10 ; 19 — 9 11 3 + 11 15
13 — 3 = 11 9 — 0 9 20 — 3 17
8  +  10 = 18 17 — 3 13 12 — 3 15

17 — 2 = 15 14 — 5 = 9 9 + 11 20
4 , +  0 = 0 19 — 3 16 5 + 15 21

17 —  8  = 9 4 + 9 14 4 + 14 18
8  —  7 = 15 15 — 8 7 . 5 + 9 14
8  -}- 3 = 13 ; 13 — 6 6 4 + 16 19

17 +  4 = 21 i 7 + 11 18 9 + 2 10
11 —  3 = 7 i 20  — 6 15 18 — 5 13
13 -f- 3 = 17 7 + 4 12 3 + 12 = 15
12 -— 5 = 7 ; 14 — '3 11 16 — 9 = 8
7 4" 7 — 14 : 18 — 2 16 7 — 6 13

13 —- 7 = 5 : 5 + 6 10 6 + 5 12
6  -j- 12 = 19 i 20  — ,k 6 14 4 + 8 13

13 —- 6  = 7 i 2 + 9 11 9 + 8 17
19 — 4 = 15 1 5 + 12 18 13 — 3 10
2 -f- 13 = 16 i 15 — 2 13 7 + 6 12

11 —  7 = 4 : 19 — 7 16 3 + 8 11
8  +  7 = 13 i 2 + 9 11 15 — 8 8
9 +  9 — 18 i 20  — 2 18 5 + 11 16

16 —  7 == 9 2 + 9 12 17 — 7 10
4 -j- 15 = 20 7 + 9 = 16 19 — 5 24

11 —  8  — 3 i 20  — 3 17 14 — 2 12
4 +  8 = 12 ! 8 + 11 20 3 + 10 13

14 —  7 = 21 i 16 — 4 10 14 — 6 9

' 40

IVait for the signal before turning the fage.

80 120

No. 1 A--------- W______ R

x

[2]



T est 2a

In this test you are to write the letters which stand for the figures, as in secret marks of cost prices in 
stores. Above each figure of the “SAM PLE CODE” is a letter which stands for the figure. Notice the first 
sample below.

The price $1.46 is written “w k n” because w stands for 1, k stands for 4, and n stands for 6 . Similarly, , 
$7.84 is “g d k,” and $14.27 is ‘‘w k o g.” Fill out as many as you can of the blanks below. Notice that the 
letters spell “working day.”

Time allowed: \ l/ 2 minutes for this page.

Read this Hrst

SAM PLE CODE: working day 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 0

Price Mark Price Mark

$1.46 w k n $5.63

$7.84. g d k $11.49

$14.27 w  k o g $6.10

$8.36 - $5.74

W a it  f o r  th e  s ig n a l b e fo r e  tu rn in g  th e  page. No. 9a



T est 2

Write the letters which stand for the numbers just as on the practice page. The letters spell “don’t be lazy.” Use this new code.

Read thi* first

Time allowed: 4 minutes.

d o n t b e  1NEW  CODE: a z y
1 2 3 4  5 6  7 RQn

Mark

14.86
; 3.57

.36

4.00
82.18

79.14

7.89 ’
, 3.49

1.29

- 6.47

5.15

IVait for the signal before turning the page.

i

[4]



Test 3

Copy these numbers on the back side of this same sheet. There is a place for each number on the back 
side. Take them in order and write them in the properly numbered places on the back side of this sheet. 
Both speed and accuracy count. Turn the page as you copy.

Time allowed: 4 minutes.

Read this first

(1) 36283

(2) 71642

(3) 59211

(4) 36168

(5) 53292

(6 ) 42684

(7) 37265

(8 ) 92643

(9) 18216

(10) 43621

(11) 323869

(12) 618913

(13) 388425

(14) 772586

(15) 156772

(16) 416257

(17) 384105 .

(18) 604213

(19) 477463

(20) 982644

( 21) 6321174

( 22) 8275463

(23) 9926449

(24) 5612617

(25) 3738419

(26) 6421739

(27) 7832461

(28) 7020350

(29) 1827554

(30) 7360889

(31) 46287462

(32) 91803352

(33) 86433758

(34) 47627083

(35) 18256042

(36) 20437118

(37) 32207718

(38) 60784193

(39) 82643724

(40) 73789620

(41) 492317186

(42) 435537583

(43) 722118540

(44) 864359721

(45) 436470642

(46) 473878520

(47) 543728513

(48) 172649871

(49) 158473265

(50) 554486718

[5]



T e s t  3, P ai;e 2
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T est 4

Table
l

No. Fruit

R
ou

nd

Ov
al 2

[ 
Y

el
lo

w

G
re

en

Bi
tte

r

Ju
ic

y

Th
ic

k-
pe

el
ed

T
hl

n-
pe

el
ed

So
ur

Sw
ee

t

Sm
oo

th
*

R
ou

gh Fruit No.

1 Apple X X X X X X Apple 1

2 Orange X X X X X Orange 2

3 Lemon X X X X X : X Lemon 3
4 Peach X X X X X Peach 4

5 Olive X X X X X X Olive 5
.6 Plum X X X X Plum 6

7 Tomato X X X X X X Tomato 7

8  . Quince X X X X Quince 8

Read this first
On the table above, a cross (x )  shows the different qualities which the fruits possess. Thus: Fruit

No. 1 (an apple) is round, red, juicy, thin-peeled, sweet and smooth. No one of the fruits has all of the 
qualities. Answer all of the questions below by writing in the square the number of the fruit which is the 
correct answer. Write only the number, not the name.

Time allowed: 5 minutes.

j Which fruit is round, juicy, and thick-peeled 
S A M P L E S. fruit is red and sweet

Write numbers here

m
C D

By examining the table we see that No. 2 (an orange) is the only fruit given above which has at least 
all three qualities asked for. Likewise, No. 1 is the only red and sweet fruit.

According to the above table, which fruit
is oval and yellow . . . .
is red, thin-peeled, and sweet . . . .  
is red, juicy, and sour . . . .
is oval, thin-peeled, smooth, and sweet 
is thin-peeled, sour, smooth, and not red

is round, juicy, sweet, not smooth, but thick-peeled 
is round, thin-peeled, not rough, not red, but bitter 
is round, juicy, thin-peeled, sweet, and rough 
is sweet, thin-peeled, smooth, not red, but oval 
is juicy, thick-peeled, rough, not sweet, but oval

is juicy, thin-peeled, sweet, smooth, but not yellow  
is thin-peeled, smooth, sour, not yellow, but oval 
is thin-peeled, smooth, not oval, not green, but sour 
is juicy, thin-peeled, sweet, but not red 
is round, juicy, sweet, thick-peeled, and rough

v is round, thin-peeled, bitter, smooth, and not green

Write numbers here

□

□

C D
□
□

□
□
□

EH

E H

EH

EH]

EH
EH
EH

Wait for the signal before turning the page.
No. 13

A______W______R.

[7]



T est 5

One of the four words in each line below will complete the sentence and make a good sentence out of 
it. Draw a line under the one correct word in each line. Do not mark more than one word because only 
one word in each set of four is correct. I f  you cannot be sure G UESS. The samples are marked as they 
should be.

Time allowed: 2 minutes.

Read thi* 6r»t

/  To cheat is to'. 
SA M PL E S: ^ Balmy weather is

. help ...... . wrong

. bleak . . stormy
. trust 

. . warm
. . convey
. . changeable

Scorch means to ciit* ^ burn bruise . turn i
Men who limp are . brave big lame . strong 2
Sudden things are . unexpected expected pleasant . . slow 3
To tap is to . run . fall knock . smile 4
A mellow apple is . bright dark green . soft 5

Impolite people are . kindly brave young . ill-bred 6
To curse is to . reprove . bless swear . sing 7
Noticeable things are round little brave . plain 8
Anything insured is . burned protected increased . ruined 9
To snip is to . cut .. sew paste . shoot 10

Sportive dogs are . bold - pugnacious frolicsome . fat 11
T o regard is to magnify . neglect . understand . consider 12
To swab is to . soil 4 clean mark . mire 13
T o quake is to sneer laugh tremble . . cry 14
A receptacle is a dress flower container . party 15 -

To exalt is to . blame hold depress . . elevate 16
To repose means to . sleep snore dream . wake 17
A  shrewd man is weak. dull . sharp . . . strong 18
Ruinous prices are . steady . similar impossible . baneful 19
A forfeit is a . penalty . gift 1 valley . find 20

A priceless book is . useless invaluable princely . . excellent 21
A peculiarity is a . circuit uniformity singularity . debacle 22
Perseverance means honesty gratitude persistence . felony 23
A delicious apple is . rare i pleasing . rotten . huge 24
Fatigued means to be jubilant . weary boisterous . original 25

To parry is to . run admit trill . ward off 26
Amorous means loving rough helpful . . stingy 27
A  rasping noise is . musical . mellow . grating . . rumbling 28
Chary means . confident cautious . refined . indignant 29
A replica is a . difference analogy . subordination . reproduction 30

IV a it f o r  th e s ig n a l b e fo re  tu rn in g  th e  page.
No. 16 A ______ W______ R
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T est 6
Write a letter C after, every word about church or religion. 
W rite a letter W  after every word about war or fighting. 
Write a letter B after every word about business or money. 
Write a letter F  after every word about the family or relatives.

Read this first

REM EM BER: 

Time allowed: 2^5 minutes.

C for words about Church. 
W  for words about War.
B for words about Business. 
F  for words about Family.

/  fight 
I brother 
J priest 
) Pay .
\  soldier

1. sister
2 . buy .
3. camp
4. spear
5. mother

6 . money
7. defend
8 . pray
9. sell .

10. hymn

11. gun .
12. father
13. captain
14. firm .
15. owe .

16. defeat
17. fort .
18. aunt .
19. merchant
20 . - cannon

21 . conquer
22 . tax .
23. flank
24. psalm
25. finance

26. fortress
27. invest
28. bishop
29. monk
30. uncle

JV_ .

C_

W

. 31. profit
F  32. creed 

33. interest 
B  34. guard

35. convent

36. nephew ' .
" 37. freight

38. general
39. parsonage .
40. dagger

41. income
42. troops
43. parent
44. worship
45. ownership"

46. chapel
47. nun .
48. cousin
49. lease
50. colonel

51. abbot
52. niece
53. captive
54. altar
55. relative

56. military
57. insolvent .
58. infantry .
59. catholic
60. fortification

61. baptism .
62. descendent
63. purchase .
64. offspring .
65. invader

66. indorse
67.. commander .
68. infant . .
69. installment .
70. battery . .

71. curate
72. generation . ~
73: cloister . .
74. kins folk . . ~
75; blockade . .

76! cardinal
77/ bridegroom .
78. strategy . . 7
79. guarantee . . r
80. genealogy . . ;

81: rebate
82. " buckler . . ~
83. catechism . .
84. canonical . .
85. sentinel . .

86. forgery . " ...............
87. citadel . . --------
88. litigation : . .
89. cavalry . .
90. kinship . . — >

91. ordnance . . .
92. episcopacy . — ~"
93. negotiable . — . ;

.94. ecclesiastical .
95. progenitor . i

96. bulwark . . i
97. entrenchment .
98 lineal . .
99. penitential .

100. halberd . . “

W a it f o r  th e  s ig n a l b e fo r e  tu rn in g  th e  page.
No. 20 A______ W______ R

[9]



Test 7

The words o f the questions!below are spelled backwards, although the words themselves read across the 
page from left to right as usual.! As quickly as you can, read each question and answer it on the line at the 
right hand end of the question. The first sample says, “Two pms three are?" Write only the answers, not 
the questions.

Read this first

Time allowed: 5 ^  minutes.

! z owT sulp eerht era ? 

SAM PLES: < owT sunim eno si? .
> oD 11a nem ekoms? .

1. woH ynam sgel sah a esroh? . .

2. eerhT sulp evif era woh ynam? .

3. tahW rettel semoc retfa “f” n̂i eht tebahpla?

4. tahW rettel seod “woe" dne htiw?

5. woH ynam serugif era ereht ni 975,438,6? .

6 . tahW si eht elddim rettel fo “evord"? •.

7. seoD eht nus esir ni eht tsae? . .

8 . tahW roloc era epir seirrebwarts ?

9. woH ynam secaf sah a ebuc? . . . .

10. tahW stcetorp a s'god niks morf eht nus ? .

11. tahW od uoy raew no ruoy teef edisni ruoy seohs?i
12. woH ynam sgel sah a esuoh ylf ? .

13. A  elcric slauqe woh ynam seerged?

14. oD sag sepip raeb tiurf? .

15. woH ynam snoitseuq era ereht ni siht tset? .

16. tahW drew snaem tsuj eht etisoppo fo “yub” ?

17. tahW eno drow snaem tsuj eht emas sa “emoc kcab” ?

18. f l  a dray si 63 seheni, dna a retem si 4.93 seheni, tahw si eht eman fo eht
regnol erusaem? .

. 19. fI eht keew snigeb no yadnoM tahw si eht htneves yad fo eht keew ? . .v ' -
20 . f l  a elpuoc si 2 , woh ynam era eerht selpuoc? . . . .

Answers

_5_
_i__

N o

1
o'

3

5

7

9

4

6

8

11

10

13

12

15

17

14

16

18

19

20
W a it f o r  th e  signa l b e fo re  tu rn in g  th e  page.

No. 24
A______ W______ R
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Examine each statement below. I f the statement is true, draw a line under the word “TRUE” ; if  the 
statement is false, then draw a line under the word “FA L SE "; if you cannot be sure, GUESS. Do npt 
spend over 10 seconds on any one statement

T e s t  8
Read this first

Time allowed: 3 minutes. ;

SAM PLES 4
The cash register makes bookkeeping unnecessary 
There are many different makes of typewriters

True False 1
, True False 2

. True False 1
to be 
! . True

False 2

False 3
' . True False 4
, . True False 5

f  . True False 6
. True False 7

' . True False 8

1. The smallest minted piece o f U . S. money is the mill
2. "F.O.B.” means “Filled on bill" . . . .

i n s o l v e n t .........................................................................................
4. Telegraphic night letters cost less per word than day messages . '
5. Usury is permissible by law in most states . .
6 . Business firms desire a high rating in Dunn's Agency .
7. Second class postage is 2 cents per ounce, or fraction thereof
8 . “C.O.D." means “Collect on Delivery” . .
9. Compound interest at 6 % amounts to more in ten years than simple interest

at 6 % ........................................................... ................................................ .........  True
10. Dividends are not paid on common stock until provision has been made for

paying the dividends on the preferred s t o c k .................................................  True

False 9  

False

11. When the market value of French money is low it takes much more than
$20 of U . S. money to pay a French debt o f $20 . . . • j • True False 11

12. Special delivery stamps are 5-cent blue-colored stamps . . . . ! . True False 12
13. A  canceled check serves as a receipt . ................................................. . True False 13
14. U . S. Liberty Bonds are always worth face value . . . .  True F a lse ' . 14
15. Gross profits are “net” profits plus “overhead" . . . . .■ .T r u e  False 15 .

16. A  pen, costing 90 cents, selling for $1.20, yields a 25% profit . . .  . True False 16
17. A  bookkeeper’s duties usually consist mainly o f filing work . . . . True False 17
18. The stockholders usually elect the directors o f a company . . .* . True False 18
19. It costs 25 cents to register a l e t t e r ........................................................... . True False 19
20. To "lease" a house means to “rent” i t .................................................. True False 20

21. Heavy packages are usually cheaper by freight than by express . . . True False 21
22. A  .check made out to a person directly can be cashed by him without en

dorsement ..................................................................... .........  . .' True False 22
23. Private secretaries are often promoted to be stenographers . . . . True False 23
24. Electricity is sold by the kilowatt-hour . . . . . . True False 24
25. An article, costing 50 cents, sells for 60 cents; another, costing 90 cents sells

for $1.00. The percent o f profit is the same on both . . . . True False 25

26. Utilization of by-products in manufacturing generally reduces the cost of the
product............................................................................................ ........ True

27. Labor unions believe in collective bargaining . . . . . . True
28. Gold is bought and sold by avoirdupois weight . . . . . . . True
29. Stocks are usually considered safer investments than bonds . . ; . True
30. When the supply of a needed product becomes greater than the demand, the

price usually becomes lower . . . . . . . . True

False . 26
False 27 
False 28
False 29

False 30

IVait for the signal before turning the page.
No. 25

A______ W______ R

tH]



T e s t  9

Read this first ,

Draw a ring around all pairs of two numbers standing side by side in the row whose sum is 10. There
are the following possible pairs, which when added together, make 1 0 :

' '

19, 2 8 , 3 7 , 4 6 , 5 5, 6 4 , 7 3 , 8 2 ,  9 1
‘

Both speed and accuracy count. Do not skip around.

Time allowed: 3 ^  minutes.

SA M PLES:
( 5 0  5 9  C P 9  2  2  9  2 3 8  9  2 7 1 2 9 2
( 3 i f  4  4  7 8  5 1 2  8  4  0  4

( 0 ) 5 1 8 8 2 9 4 7 . 4 5 1 3 7 8 4 9 5 0 4 8 2 1 4 3 8 5 7 4 9 8 3

(3) 2 1 6 1 8 9 1 3 0 8 5 9 6 5 7 6 9 4 0 1 3 2 8 3 7 5 4 4 8 5 3

( 6 ) 2 1 4 8 6 3 8

5

5 5 3 8 5 6 0 9 4 8 2 3 1 5 8 7 4 0 9 8 6 1 4 2

(8 ) 1 2 8 9 3 5 6 8 3 1 4 8 1 8 5 7 3 0 2 9 8 3 4 1 4 8 2 7 5 4

( 12) 1 2 6 1 8 0 3 9 4 2 9 4 8 7 3 1 3 4 8 6 9 0 3 1 2 8 5 0 9 2 2

(14) 5 7 3 9 4 1 3 8 4 2 8 1 5 4' 8 7 3 9 1 5 8 4 7 6 9 4 8 7 7 8 4

(18) 2 1 4 6 3 9 4 0 9 8 2 3 8 1 3 8 4 8 6 7 4 1 8 3 7 6 8 4 0 2 3

(2 1 ) 8 5 9 8 4 2 1 9 3 4 7 5 9 8 5 7 3 8 4 7 2 8 4 3 3 8 2 7 7 0 4

(25) 3 1 7 ,5 9 8 3 7 4 8 1 3 8 4, 1 8 2 0 7 4 6 5 1 4 7 5 8 6 4 9 4

(29) 9 3 7 1 3 8 1 4 0 4 7 8 2 3 8 8 4 3 7 7 4 8 4 1 3 2 9 8 3 8 3

(32) 4 8 5 9 3 1 3 5 6 8  2 4 5 .8 3 4 5 7 2 9 4 6 1 2 9 4 3 0 9 1 3

(35) 6 4 5 3 1 9 3 5 9 4 1 5 6 1 8 3 8 5 5 2 0 4 7 2 6 4 3 8 0 9 4

(39) 1 3 7 9 3 6 2 0 3 8 5 3 8 3 2 8 9 4 3 9 0 4 3 2 8 9 4 3 9 0 3

(42) 1 4 8 5 3 9
•i-

6 ■ 4 7 5 5 3 9 3 3 6 4 9 7 8 4 3 0 9 1 4 6 8 3 4 5

(47) 3 8 5 1 9 8 2 i s 1 8 7 5 3 1 8 4 1 9 5 8 3 8 5 9 8 4 7 6 2 5 3

W a it  f o r  th e  s ig n a l b e fo re  tu rn in g  th e  p a g e .

50

A______ W______ R.
No. 26



T est 10
NUMBER SQUARE

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

a 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

b 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51

c 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 6 1 , ‘ o i 63 64

d 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75i 76 77

e 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

f 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 26 27 28 29

2 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

h . 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

i 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68

j 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81

k 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 •92 93 94

1 95 96 97 98 99 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

m 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 / H - 45 46

n 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

o 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

P 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

Read this first ' . •
The problems below are to be answered by means o f the number square above. You arc to find the num

bers by using the letters at the left o f the rows, and at the top of the columns. 1 For example, the first sample 
below means “What number is in the c-row (third row) and the D-column (fourth column). This number 
is 55, so 55 is written in the parentheses. The second sample is c-B. This number will be found in the e-row  
and B-column, and is 79. Likewise look up h-J (52) and m-F (39 ). Do the others in the same way.

Time allowed: 3 minutes.

SA M PLES:

c-D (55) 
e-B (yp) 
h-J (5*) 
m-F (39)

a-C ( ) d-B ( ) j-E • ( ) b-D ( )
d-F ( ) h-H ( ) c-K ( ) j-L ( )
m-B ( ) P-J ( ) k-C ( ) v , f-K ( )
i-E ( ) m-D ( ) o-L ( ) n-J ( )
b-D ( > e-F ( ) h-J ( ) c-M ( )
f-G ( ) a-C ( ) d-I ( ) k-C ( )

. n-I ( ) i-A ( ) b-E ( ) b-E ( )
j-A ( ) m-E ( ) p-G ( ) o-L ( )
c-H ( ) f-G ( ) a-F ( ) d-A ( )
g-B ( ) e-I ( ) i-B ( ) n-M ( )

10 20 30 40
Wait for the signal before turning the page.

No. 28 A--------- W______ R
[13 ]
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110 EIvIS

I.E.R. C—2
BOYS GIRLS . BOYS GIRLS

Decile 13-yr. 114-yr. 13-yr. 14-yr. 8th Grade 8th Grade Decile

10 29-36
1
131-39 30-40 34-44 33-51 33-51 1 0

9 27-28 |29-30 28-29 31-33 30-32 30-32 9
8 25-26 |26-28 26-27 28-30 28-29 28-29 8
7 23-24 124-25 24-25 26-27 26-27 26-27 7
6 21-22 |22-23 22-23 24-25 25 24-25 6

5 19-20 20-21 |20-21 22-23 24 |1 23 | 5
4 17-18 18-19 |18-19 20-21 22-23 | 21-22 | 4
3 14-16 16-17 |16-17 18-19 20-21 | 19-20 | 3
2 10-13 13-15 12-15 15-17 18-19 | 16-18 | 2
1 0-9 0-12 | 0-11 0-14 0-17 | 0-15 |





Total score

1  E. R

T E ST  C 2 (Form  B)

Write your name here. Write it very clearly.

Write your address here.

Write the date here.

Write how .old.you_3vere .at, your.LAST.birthday here.

School Grade.

School

Copyright
Institute of Educational Research 

Teachers College, Columbia University 
Reissued 1945



TEST 1

GW BTBVKIKSCSAUEBCIW VABZSMDUBKLW HKHYCGYGK  

NANNCBVBSAKOIUPEKCXVGSTVRIW YBYGKHAZLPBYO  

XAPYEXXHUFSBVDYDIAZLRSATZAZVFCOFSAIPTDOK  

BBISKAKHXDYIUZRHVRZYSCIGECPOFKBICBM GFSDC  

YHSRMVBLYICKZBM XFVBBIKUCBZLOGLVKGFM OATUN  

SHOFHXIM KUXLDZKM RYRLVUW W KYEUVECSOUW BADEX  

ALUAKRM SFTGXW LVGAOW BTPODXBNSFSFSW SDRSM PO  

KBRIGAXZBZACKFBBEVWCGSWBMFEMXXOKRDIWGGBI 

BTPNSKBACVTCSSRKUBURUDM ZEW IZFESTM ZEBW AFI 

BKSGYHSLSFABTLTIUDXGAKROZYKOBHEAALPM LLKC  

G VCW KKPTUYUGSTSSDW NKSIEICSNBTVADKANTKKPB  

UXGTSOSUZPNBKRBAFDYFOVYBM PSOM BUOPM EGKKTA  

COW VFXATSVAPAK YVAH NFXSBDAZYDCFDPPK NPH AM M  

XUNK DXSRAAM DVO PECXRK TLH AXVK SH YW EW M M NNH BR  

SLSOZFBZGRRIIHKRLEKHEZRGSCYKUIPSLECKYNDA  

UGKLLEM AXFYERKW ZYSNTTUAVSNAAM NW SAODFW AEH  

W BNSPAKBBAOAHPHBHNRDELDLM PW ZTAIORTSKLBAZ  

H NBK XPSN XAZH NIPH FG TE .

Draw a line under every A  in the eighteen lines below (as shown here: M AGNOAARCAS).

Score:



TEST 2

Draw a line under every 4 on this page (as shown here: 264137 956378 419356).
983642 168379 694517 253914 745682 158923 729648

426357 372159 754936 297835 627519 786531 731469

654173 947386 589761 134852 146237 194526 936425

837162 691324 814536 326175 368792 549826 572194

458671 971648 479612 495683 784295 817243 916328

275148 318495 635728 596873 982563 431289 381647

513978 182765 615832 851279 498136 356719 412789

197584 563792 748315 861395 421856 973124 125437

918654 846975 453867 ,281463 213956 651274 526987

397841 961872 248691 574389 532416 723964 473519

872351 327984 437528 864712 825916 682543 534169

923871 632791 765429 235849 672834 295481 349257 ,

867314 462758 486592 198537 871596. _ J L 6 4 9 8 5 „ . . .247153— —

963458 981374 156843 259671 762491 983567 579361

345962 941258 182653 561487 435781 179428 731825

672389 346521 427163 281937 672539 985273 956142 x

312876 853926 587436 296851 784623 875126 513647 '

934612 739548 843216 215367 916483 294378 768914

954178 371629 5&9817 436978 123874 957641 682917

719325 294736 639187 286415 593182 297568 145389

594231 389254 196235 825749 461289 378652 672841

349716 427395 138962 268794 524617 358472 319546

714932 759431 382145 853624 714529 635819 237465

649752 718254 596743 862934 851763 329418 495867

Score:—_



TEST 3

shown here: 917245 826431 419253 643197 247135.
" /

Draw a line under every group of six figures on this page which contains both 2 and 3 (as

983642 168379 694517 253914 745682 158923 729648

426357 372159 754936 297835 ' 627519 786531 731469

654173 947386 589761 134852 146237 194526 936425

837162 691324 814536 326175 368792 549826 572194

458671 971648 479612 495683 784295 817243 916328

275148 318495 635728 596873 982563 431289 381647

513978 182765 615832 851279 498136 356719 412789

197584 563792 748315 861395 421856 973124 125437

918654 846975 453867 281463 213956 651274 526987

397841 961872 248691 574389 532416 723964 473519

872351 327984 437528 864712 825916 682543 534169

923871 632791 765429 235849 672834 295481 349257

867314 462758 486592 198537 871596 164985 247153

963458 981374 156843 259671 762491 ' 983567 579361

345962 941258 182653 561487 435781 179428 731825

. 672389 346521 427163 281937 672539 985273 956142

312876 853926 587436 296851 784623 875126 513647

931612 739548 843216 215367 916483 294378 768914

954178 371629 529817 436978 123874 957641 682917

719325 294736 639187 286415 593182 297568 145389

594231 389254 196235 825749 461289 378652 672841

349716 427395 138962 268794 524617 358472 319546

714932 759431 382145 853624 714529 635819 237465

649752 718254 596743 . 862934 851763 329418 495867

Score:



TEST 4

L ook at each pair o f  num bers: M ake a cross after every pair where the tw o numbers are
not alike (a s  show n h e r e ) :

907328 907329X 760023 760023
216540 216540 297500 297600X
856728 847628X 107910 107910
700035 70035X 864271 864271
380270 380270 915823 715823X

289060 289060 329685 329865 702645 702645 908701 908701
976534 975634 574052 574052 610124 610124 116872 116872
821004 821004 738216 738216 503763 503763 805794 805794

598362 598362 895422 895422 921821 921821 248076 248067
747819 747189 635767 635767 869030 863090 753915 753915
612345 612345 942424 942422 274503 274502 310283 310283
400705 400005 432615 432615 485734 485734 601943 601943
390268 309268 133302 133302 697685 697685 439250 439250
978882 978882 325961 325961 806960 806960 583622 583622
538620 538620 473820 473820 378171 378171 '927464 927474 ,
700214 700214 562143 562942 145900 144900 845825 845825
800000 800060—---------997723—-997723- ----- —  238392 2 3 8 3 9 2 — -------646935 -6 4 6 9 3 5
613579 613579 714926 714926 392730 392730 767561 767561

200140 200410 831125 831125 901284 901284 385000 385000

531251 531251 643020 642030 861537 861357 466799 . 467699

732124 732124 214728 214728 450549 450549 674877 674877

414362 414362 192563 192563 546457 546457 . 589746 589746

340993 349093 643245 643245 673860 673860 219968 291968

955785 955785 571326 571216 896812 896822 .109590 109590

267682 267682 800026 800026 782933 782933 323041 332041

127003 127030 304349 304349 638542 638542 347391 347391

281114 281114 515420 515420 , 596169 596169 252824 252824

620259 620259 915656 915656 405907 405970 861735 861735

731622 731622 767817 767817 924441 924441 486798 487698

433378 443378 812738 821738 133508 133508 719060 719060

Score



TEST 6

W rite Clearly and Neatly. .

Enter, a fter  each nam e o f  the list below, the N ew  Y ork City address, as show n in  the first 

tw o lines. Y ou  w ill find the addresses in the “D irectory of Summer Session Students.”

N A M E  “ ! C IT Y  A D D R E S S

Abbett, H azel E . 401 W . 118

Abbott, H ow ard W . 952 A nderson A ve.

H ague, E lisabeth F . "

H anger, Jam es H .

H erron, Lucile F . .

H ill, N ina G.

H oyt, M ary E .

Johnson, Ralph W .

Jones, M argaret M cD.

K ochheiser, Charles C.

Landm an, E verett S.; ~ -

Leeper, M ary E .

Levine, M orris R.

M cD erm ott, Ida L .

M cGuire, Christine

Malone, Jane .

M ansell, Isaac E . /

M atthew s, W illiam  H .

M offat, M argaret D .

Pem berton, Irene  

Phillips, H ubert 

Roberts, Rebah  

R oss, M argaret C.

Schapiro, Jacob

Sleeper, A lice /

Sm ith, M arguerite  

Sm ith, M ary K. Score:__





Intelligence Test for Stenographers and Typists
By Sadie Myers Shellow, Ph. D.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Company

Directions—This test aims to discover certain general abilities of stenographers and typists. We 
hope you will find it  both interesting and enjoyable. Work rapidly, but do not sacrifice accuracy to speed. 
Fill in the blanks on this page, and then wait until the examiner tells you to begin before opening the book.

Name----------------------------------------- --------- --------- A ge___ _____ _____..... D a te------------------------- ------------------

Address----------------- -------------------------------- :______________________ _ Telephone.™..——  ----- —  ------------

Education____________ ;_________________ :__________________________________ ’___ _________:— :------------

Experience (Write below, a list o f the last three jobs which you held.)

Length of Time
Kind of Work in Service Salary Reason for Leaving

Civil Status: Married?.___ ____ Single?------------- Divorced?----------- Widow?— -------

How many are dependent on you for support ?-------------------- — -

Do you entirely support yourself?----------- -—•—

Do you live at home?________ Board with relatives?---------- —Board with strangers?.

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

Intelligence Test ,
Score: Right Wrong Score

Test I 
Test II 
Test III 
Test IV 
Test V  
Test VI 
Test VII 
Test VIII 
Test IX  
Test X  
Test XI

TOTAL____________  Time.

Corrected Score-------------------

Classification-----------------------

Trade Tests

Right . Wrong Score
S 101 
S 102 
S 103 
S 107

TOTAL 

TOTAL SCORE.

tfo . 42035— Shellow
Copyright, 1927, C. H. Stoeltlng

C. H. Stoeltlng Co., Chicago, III., U. S. A.



Page 2 TESTS FOR STENOGRAPHERS AND TYPISTS

I. Fill in the blanks of the following sentences with words which will make good sense. Use only one 
word for each blank.

1. Please-----------------------------our apologies.

2. Courtesy and tact are both— ---- :----------------------- factors in dealing with the public.

3. One’s desk______________ always be_______________ and clean.

4. The errors have been found and----------------------------.J iave been made accordingly.

5. We hope you will riot be--------------------------------------------------------------- by this delay.

6. To----------------m any things-------------------------- ever finishing any of them_______—a ------------ habit.

7. Many---------------- creep into transcription because of._________________ to the sense o f the passage.

8. A  good stenographer is one who._________________her transcription in order to-------------------------

any words which have been incorrectly._________________

9. An annual report------------------------- the work that has been done during the------------------ -----------------

10. Tests are a good way to._______________ the.---------------------------------- —of an-------------------- -----------

II. In the following table cross out the item s which are misplaced.

City Date Goods Number

New  York 1 /1 6 /2 5 Lamps 41256
Shades 91760 Chicago 2 /1 9 /2 4
Boston 4 /2 6 /1 8 Omaha 419876
Springfield 5 /2 9 /1 6 Globes 217890

TIT. Suppose you had come to the end of a line and wished to divide a word. Show how each of these  
words could be divided. Re-write each word, separating it into as many syllables as possible. The 
first word is done for you.

transportation trans - por - ta  - tion

progress -----------------------------------------------

acceptance -------------- --------------------------------

parliamentary -------------------- --------------------------

serviceable _____ :______________ ___ :______

maintain _______________________________

manufactured ______________________________

station



TESTS FOR STENOGRAPHERS AND TYPISTS Page 3

IV. Put a check ( / )  after every word which is  spelled incorrectly. ; •

payroll committee invoice receive

destribution allied convenience dynemo

motor rescind J defered ' multiple

necessary application concise

parrallel emergancy estim ate proposition

various primery alteration inquire

function proceedure ' knowledge 1 recomend ^

believe - electrical transcription apperently

allowance rotery seperately compencation

generator acept production reciprocate

r e l l a y __ blueprint ___  accertain, .... . i-----  contrary .

leaveing intersection voucher elimenate

: v:-. ■

V. W rite the proper abbreviations opposite each o f  the following words, using capitals where necessary.

c o m p a n y --------------------------

Pennsylvania _ 

cash on delivery

manufacturing

association

"that is”

received

national

incorporated

in care of



Page 4___________ TESTS FOR STENOGRAPHERS AND TYPISTS

VI. IN  THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH CORRECT ALL ERRORS AND OMISSIONS IN  PUNCTU
ATION, SPELLING AND GRAMMAR, BY CROSSING OUT WRONG ITEMS AND WRITING 
THE CORRECT FORM DIRECTLY OVER EACH MISTAKE.

A f te r . . discusing the m atter at length, the

conference finaly agreed upon a program based on

progressive principals. Mr. Grothers had preposed a

compromise. Mr. Smith had declared that he would

not put up with those kind of manoeverings and in-

sisted that
. i: ,

the wellfare of the • american people

should___ be , th e___ first . , condderation of _an .._^american . ___ __

Democratic government. he summed up the past abuses

sufered by the people ommitting to mention any

remidies that had been applied and leaveing one

with the impresson that the poeples cries and pro-

' tests ' - was always ' ignored; ' His fianl ‘ stroke was the 1

exclamation, “Our cause is  the cause o f liberty.
... . . . . .  -

His speach had a noticable a ffec t: : It was obvious 

that it  was not him which had been to blame for

the abuses of the past, When he , finished evryone

was certain that he was the peoples freind "and

that he done the best he could to help there

cause.



TEST FOR STENOGRAPHERS A N D  TYPISTS Pages

VII. In each o f the following, put a check mark ( ? )  in front o f  the one o f the four answers w hith  
best describes what you would do in  the given situations. ..(Check only one in each group.)

A. I f  you were uncertain about how to  spell a  new word

------ 1. A sk the person who is  dictating to  spell it  for you.

------2. Guess a t it.

W rite it  down phonetically and then look it  up in the dictionary before transcribing it.

.. . .... ..4 . A sk the next person who comes into th e  room how to  spell it.

B. I f  you do not know whether or not to  use a  comma, you should
„ „  , , ................• : : ^  .v

------ 1. Take a chance and put one in. . . ... : t  :

------ 2. Leave i t  out.

------ 3. A sk anyone else what to  do. : -  ̂ ; :

Look up rules o f punctuation in  an up-to-date grammar.

C. I f  you do not understand a certain word that has been dictated 

— —1. W rite down the word that sounds m ost like it .

------ 2. Leave it  out. ......... . . .  . .

------3. A sk the person dictating to  repeat it. • • ; . . .

------ 4. Fill it  in w ith some word that would make sense.

D. I f  you notice a mistake in grammar when you are taking dictation

------ 1. Correct it  when you transcribe your notes. ,

- — 2. Call the attention o f the person dictating to th e  mistake. :

------.3. Say nothing, but write exactly w hat is  dictated.

------ 4. Tell somebody else about it. . . • .

. • : . i - . :• ■ r • : ■■ ' . : • ' .:.
E. I f  your employer scolds you for making a  mistake , . ; :

- — 1. Argue it  out w ith him  so as to defend yourself. . v .  ’

------ 2. Accept the correction and assure him that you will be more careful in the future.

------ 3. Control your temper until he has finished.

—— 4. Quit your job. ' ■



Page 6_________________ TEST FOR STENOGRAPHERS A N D  TYPISTS

VIII. In the following questions underline the correct word and put the number which is in front of 
it in the parenthesis at the end o f the line, like the samples - shown in the first three questions, 
which are answered for you. ■ / , • r" : . v ' 7 :7: :" . r', -'71 • ' ;.m; , . : .
SAMPLE:

A. Which is the m ost like these three: red, orange, blue?

1. cat, 2. purple, 3. dress, 4. fruit, 5. color---------- ------------- ------------------ -—.— ----- -—  ---------- (2)
Red, orange, and blue are all colors, and purple is the only color among the five words under
neath. It is number 2, so we have underlined the word “purple,” and put number 2 in the  
parenthesis.

B. What is the opposite of “like” ? , , : ^ T. :
1. many, 2. unpleasant, 3. sour, 4. unlike, 5. similar-----------------------------------— .—  ----------- (4)
The opposite o f “like” is  “unlike,” so number 4 is put in the parenthesis.

C. Which word means the same as “pretty” ?
1. ugly, 2. famous, 3. popular, 4. nearly, 5. good-looking^.-...-... —1— .——:— (5)
“Good-looking” means m ost nearly the sam e as “pretty” ; it  is number 5, so 5 is put in the  

. . parenthesis. - .. : V_ /.■:': : ' '

Continue with the remainder o f the questions in the same way. that these have been done.

1. The opposite of “good” is:
1. well, 2. bad, 3. happy, 4. grouchy, 5. relig ious------ —  ----- i-------- ——  -------------( )

2. Which is m ost like these three: saucer, bowl, basket?
1. flowers, 2. eat, 3. food, 4. spoon, 5. pail— .—  ------ ----------—  ---------------— :------- ----- ( )

3. Which of the following words means the same as “reliable"?
1. pleasant, 2, hard-working, 3. dependable, 4. strict, 5. acceptable----------------------------- *( )

4. The opposite o f “humble” is: .
1. sad, 2. envious, 3. bright, 4. proud, 5. w orried___________________________________ ( )

5. Which is m ost like these three: happy, joyous, merry?
1. flighty, 2. prosperous, 3. gay, 4. decrepid, 5. excitable— --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- — .............. .............. .............. :______ ( )

6. Which of the following words means the same as “conscientious” ? .
1. over-worked, 2. painstaking, 3. alert, 4. consciousness, 5. accurate_______________  ( )

7. A  father is  always ? than his son?
1. taller, 2. wiser, 3. older, 4. better, 5. h om elier_______________________________  ( )

8. W hat is the opposite o f “tardy” ?
1. late, 2. sorry, 3. punctual, 4. arrive, 5. excuse— :______..r- ■ ( )

9. Which word means the same as “read” ?

. 1. examine, 2. speak, 3. enunciate, 4. orate, 5. peruse____________________   ( )

10. Which is m ost like these three: influence, affect, incite?
1. stimulate, 2. believe, 3. regard, 4. explain, 5. remember_________- ( )
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IX. Which o f the ten  statem ents below explains th is proverb?
A. CLOTHES DO NOT MAKE THE MAN. (Put the number of the statem ent which means the  

same in the parenthesis a t the end o f th is line-----------------:------------------------ ------------------ ( )

1. You should never wear old clothes.

2. Never do anything wrong.

3. A ge and wisdom do not always go together.

4. You cannot always judge a person by h is looks.

5. No one can prophesy exactly what is  going to  happen.

6. There is  always a  good side to  every misfortune.

7. It is  not good to gossip.

8. School tales have nothing to  do w ith every day life. <

9. Old men are always wise. * 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

--------- 10. Seeing is  believing: ̂  ------- ------------  T . -------- - "------ -------- —  • —  * "----------

Which of the above statem ents best explains each of the proverbs below?

B. “Don’t  tell tales out o f school”____________   ( )

C. “Gray hairs do not always make a  sage.”-------------------------------------------------------------  ( )

D. “There is  many a slip between the cup and the lip”_____________________________________ ( )

E . “Actions speak louder than words”________________:................. .............................. ............. ......... ( )

X . In each of the following sentences, an error o f transcription has been made, so that th e  sentence 
does not have any meaning. Find the word which has been incorrectly copied and w rite above i t  the  
word which you think should have been written. •

1. Reading good books is an important factor in  winding up character.

2. Business success often pretends upon financial budgeting.

3. Electricity has become a necessary for every household.

4. In th is report all the important idols have been underlined.

5. Many firms have department staff m eetings periodly.

6. The test and worst o f us have our fau lts and virtues.

7. He took pains to collect the m istake as soon as i t  was retorted.

8. Many tragedies recur in  every day light.



Pa ge 8 TEST FOR STENOGRAPHERS A N D  TYPISTS

XI. Please answer the following questions as briefly as possible.
• • I 1 1 ■ ■ . . - - ...

A. Give three rules governing the use o f a  comma.t ... - : •
i.

2*

8.

B. When is a colon (:) used?

C. When should you begin a new paragraph?

D. Give three rules for capitalization.

1.

t 2.

: .

3.

E. When do you use quotation marks?
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TYPING ABILITY AN ALY
by Clifford E. Jurgensen

Industrial Relations Department 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation

P U R P O S E
The Kl’fBERLY-CIAHK TYPING ABILITY ANALYSIS Is designed to servo 

two purposes: as an aid in the selection of typists for specific job 
openings, and to assist in the training of typists so that they later 
may fill typing positions satisfactorily.

When used as an employee selection aid, the Analysis should not 
be considered as the sole selection instrument* Many factors must be 
considered in choosing typists, and this Analysis measures only one. 
group of these factors. The test is intended to be a supplement to 
other selection methods and procedures, and test ■ results should al
ways be interpreted in light of all other pertinent information about 
job applicants.

When used for training purposes, results of the Analysis should 
be discussed with the individual concerned. The testec should be 
told whether his speed and accuracy' meet acceptable business stand
ards j what:he should do to improve his typing abilityj what types of 
errors ho is most prone to make; and other shortcomings shown in ‘the 
test which should be corrected#

CONSTRUCTION,* The KIMBERLY-CLARK TYPING ABILITY ANALYSIS vms developed 
after tests commonly used in high schools and business colleges were found to 
have little or no value in predicting typing success in a number of industrial 
positions. Analysis'of-possible reasons - why these tests- fail to predict job -suc
cess indicated that they do not emphasize sufficiently the major factors found in 
the industrial situation. They fail to measure the ability to turn out all kinds 
of typing rapidly, accurately, and in good form. They fail to consider the impor
tance of following instructions, noting ' and correcting errors, the use of tools, 
handling of paper, placement of paper, and similar factors. They emphasise
straight copying and neglect the complexity of functions involved in a composite 
typing job*

Job analyses were Inspected and conferences held with supervisors of in
dustrial typists to determine the kinds of typing most often done in typical busi
ness offices, errors most often made, characteristics which differentiate success
ful and unsuccessful typists, and similar data* On the basis of this information

*For e. more complete discussion of this test seo Tfl Test for Selecting 
and Training Industrial Typists," by Clifford E, Jurgensen, EDUCATION
AL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT, October, 1942,:t  .

Published by SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
Copyright, 1942 by Clifford B# Jurgensen#

ThTcago
______
T ' ' ■

■'.■'-.TTG
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successful private seoretjart.es. Tests rre ro administered individually, and a 
record was made of the time required to complete each test part and the errors 
made in each part. On the basis of highly reliable ratings of the typists con
cerned, the test was extensively revised, the revision including elimination of 
thirteen test items which had low validity coefficients or high intercorrelations 
with the remaining parts. Accumulation of additional data has subsequently re-

^  "nd the— - -
Errors were classified os corrected, minor, or gross (for definitions-a .it.'

...

's-

see section on Directions for Scoring) on the basis of opinions of industrial
tynlng supervisors and on the degree to which each error differentiated between 
good and poor typists in the industrial situation. Weights for each type of 
error were statistically determined through multiple correlation and regression 
equation techniques. The total error score is the sum of corrected errors plus 
•bvo times the sum cf miner errors plus four times the sum of the gross errors.

As would be expected, time distributions closely aj,proximate n o r m l i %  
wren, error diotrihutiono .r. etoel
methods for combining scores (such as converting to standard scores or weighting 
tv the reciprocal of the standard deviation) could not be used with these data

.5:

by the reciprocal or une seanunru uc,
since the distributions are not of the same shape, and error distributions are

s s y i s s

far from symmetrical.

scores were transformed into "converted errors" by means of the 
M + w ,  firnd line. The resultant distribution, based on 636 cases, was

i in terns of a mean and standard deviation equal to tiiat
Consequently, the time score can be added directly to 

ibtain a combined score giving equal weight to speed 
'ght to speed and accuracy), 2SA score (speed

5 ;.:

(accuracy weighted teico ac
hoaviiy as'speed and - obtained-by-add in g ther-speed scoro to-tv7o— bimos th c-convcrtc-d- 
error score).

: . - —— —» .

i::TEP.CCPP.EIATIOK, REIJABILITY, AND VALIDITY. Intercorrelations between 
speed (minutes) and accuracy (converted errors) ere all lovr. Summarised data are 
given below.

(Iroup N • r
All cases 636 .137 .05
Industrial Applicants 193 • ,215 ,05
Civil Service Applicants 188 ,200 ,05
High School Seniors ' 258 .077 .04 *: ■’1 i ::5

-

Reliability data wore obtained by acbdnistoring two test forms to 33 high school 
seniors in their second year typing class. The first test administration was in 
April and the second in Kay. Reliability is probably higher than indicated, in
asmuch as practice between the two tost administrations varied considerably; c.r.-, 
some girls missed many typing classes because of commenconont activities whereas

3- ' # -

T '



.
others received considerable extra practice by typing material for tte school 
aimual.» Reliability data (given below) indicate satisfactory reliability even 
under the unfavorable conditions under which they were obtained.

RELIABILITY AKD PROBABLE ERRORS 
(N = 63 High School Seniors)

Reliability 
Coefi'jclert Index

Probable Error of 
Obtained Score True Score

768 .076 4.66 4.08
720 .848 5,47 4.64
832 .912 6.02 5,49
646 ,920 9.23 8.49
800 .894 10.50 9.39

Score 

Time
Converted errors 
SA score 
2SA score 
S2i score

Validity is based on 67 employed typists in ah industrial population. 
Typists were dichotomized on the basis of grade of job successfully filled, and 
validity determined by means of biserial coefficients. The £ group consisted of 
28 girls employed in an industrial corporation's home office or in positions of 
similar celiber in various mills of the corporation. The 3 group was composed of 
39 girls employed in mill offices and mailing departments. Test data of the cri
terion group were normally distributed, Pearson’s Chi square test of goodness of 
fit giving a P of .748 for the SA score, thereby indicating an excellent fit. 
Validity coefficients are given below.

VALIDITY COEFFICIENTS 
(N = 67 Employed Industrial Typists)

Score
Combined (SA) 
Tine

Raw errors
Gross* errors--- -
Minor errors 
Corrected errors

Validity
7957
.7*6

• ,711 
.659
*
. 555 
.334

Additional evidence of validity was secured by comparing differences in combined 
(CA) scores for various groups. Results, given below, also indicate high validity,

COMPARISON OF GROUPS TO DETERMINE VALIDITY

A,
B,
C,
D, 
2,

Group
Ind. typiste-high job classification 
Ind. typists-low job classification 
Ind. typists-released, inadequate 
Civil Service applicants-Jr. typists 
Civil Service applioants-Asst. typists

Groups Compared 
A and B 
B and C 
D and E

Critical Ratio 
9.97 
5.18 
2.60

Mean S, D, 
91.89 14.04
135,05 20.86
178.50 21.71
122.00 20.71
130,22 19,57

’

Significance
.999

+9*5

\ t .43'
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DIRECTIONS FOR AEEIMISTMTIOM. In addition to a typewriter, the follow- 
inf; materials Should be supplied to eaOh person taking the tests eraser, erasing 
shield, pencil, 1 sheet of carbon paper, 4 sheets of yellow paper for carbon copies, 
and one test booklet*

THE FIRST SHEET OF THE TEST BOOKLET (WHICH INCLUDES THE RATING SHEET) MUST 
3E REMOVBB BEFORE THE BOOKLETS ARE GIVEN PERSONS TAKING THE TEST. Teste## should 
not see rating sheets at any time* •

Previous to starting the test* each tcstoo.is permitted sufficient time to 
become familiar with the typewriter being used* Test booklets are given the appli
cants with the Instructions, "Read the instructions on the f i r s t  page pf^the test*
Do not turn the page or start the test until told to do soT^ After the instruction* 
have been read, the examiner gives the signal to start the test, .. .

Bio examiner records the exact time each person starts and finishes the 
teat* When tests are completed, the examiner makes sure that the items are in cor
rect order, and then staples all parts together. The time of starting and finishing 
should be recorded on the first page of the tost.

%  DIRECTIONS FOR SCOMItt* Bie time .(dr speed) score is the number of min
utes required to complete the test; The error score is based on three types of er
rors: (1) corrected errors, (2) minor errors, and (3) gross errors.

“ ritbel‘let" ° r6 S I P
retyped (e.g*,"failure to''mafcc*-er'CEcrtjoir copy; fal'lurc'-to tabulate—the -
material, etc.), those which are equivalent to two minor errors, or 
those which result in form, arrangement, or neatness below the mini
mum standard of acceptability.

Each test part should be proofread carefully and compared with the in
structions. Errors should be marked on the test by encircling them with a red pen
cil and recorded on the rating sheet.

The rating sheet contains a list of all errors commonly made, but is not 
to be considered a complete list of all possible errors. When unlisted errors are 
made, the definitions for errors as given above should determine whether they are 
gross or minor*

A single error should not be penalised twice.

Example: . Figures out of alignment should be penalized 
as such. An additional penalty should not be given 
for poor appearance.

p. p .. ::r P:;;

-
p; - Tpp.p: p *. •• ■■ ■ :



Example! If in Part II tie %pi8t spells "screen" as 
'"serene," a penalty should be given for either mis
spelled word or failure to make indicated change. The 
error should not be penalized in both ways.

No penalty should be given for either inclusion cr omission of date and 
initials when these are not mentioned in the instructions (e.g., PART II and 
PART 7). J

The total error score iv the sum of the corrected errors plus two times 
the sum of minor errors plus four .ttmes the sum of the gross errors,

INTERPRETATION. In some eases it will be desirable to interpret tost 
scores from the two viewpoints of speed and accuracy. Usually, however, a com
bined score is preferable inasmuch as speed ir- worth, little if accompanied by ,
low accuracy, and vice versa. Furthermore, a typist can increase speed at a sac
rifice of accuracy or improve accuracy at a sacrifice of speed.

Combined scores cannot be obtained by adding time and total error scores 
regard!oss of whether or not such socres arc weighted. To do so would give thb 
Same meaningloss result as adding a person's height and weight. Cnrabinca scores 
must bo obtained by adding the time score (in minutes) to the converted error score 
as obtained from the table below: '

TABLE, FOR CKAMGING TOTAL ERRORS INTO 
CONVERTER ERROR SCORE 

FOR CCEdlillhS LITE TIME SCORE

■ 1.1 61 26 82 41 94 102-106 109
12 63 27 85 ■42-45 96 102-114 110

. 15 65 26 84 . 44-46 9 6 115-120 111
14 67 26 85 46-47 ‘ 97 121-126 112

• Typing positions in business and industry place approximately the same 
amount of emphasis on speed and accuracy. The most suitable combined score will 
generally be tho of the. time score'plus, the converted error ■ score# : \

For the few jobs that require speed and where accuracy is cor.parc.biv'Ov 
.unimportant (as might be the cr.se of r rough-draft copy typist), a combined scorn 
cor be obtained by adding two times the time score to tho converted error score.

typing class#



Strm, 
%H g Score

Industrial 
N = 581 Applicants

Time Errors*

NORMS

Combiftod 
2SA ; SEA

N = 256 K. S, Senior•“ . '" ' v. ’ 7 \
Combined

__ _
V U J H U J L j l U U

Time Errors* SA 2SA S2A
™  5

>. •

E -*0- S i l l
,, « . «  17.20 127.00 100.07 104., . 3 7  1 0 4 .0 0

S .D . 16.14 1 3 .6 0  2 4 .6 5  5 7 .2 6 3 0 .3 7
78,78 17.14 141,76 216,64 208,63 
14.53 14.08 21,77 83,53 34,81

,tiles and s ta n d a r d  scores computed on basis of converted

" ' - : r : : r : i , : r : : r : r " l n t h i s ^

each particular case will determine which nonr.s

4.1 ... .4-   J -------- i ------  « '■ - • * •’̂ S ^ a ^ r c -  i<Jov£L-hi^h:ischool,granuaiMEltlu)ut^xna^oi> „axnt;c.lfi.ncc,Ui£h.may.; alno_vd ah 
to loiow how the applicant compares with other job applicants.

COMMUNICATIONS. The author and publishers would appreciate receiving 
reports of uses of this tost in other situations and comments as to its signifi- 
c .nco in other problems investigated. Correlations obtained, criticisms, and 
other results of experience with the tost will be gratefully acknowledged.



KimULf-eUk
TYPING ABILITY ANALYSIS

Clifford E. Jurgensen 
Industrial Relations Department 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation

PURPOSE
. The KIMBERLY-CLARK TYPING ABILITY ANALYSIS is designed to serve 

two purposes: as an aid in the selection of typists for specific job openings, and 
to assist in the training of typists so that they later may fill typing positions. 
satisfactorily.

When used as an employee selection aid, the Analysis should not be con
sidered as the sole selection instrument. Many factors must be considered in 
choosing typists, and this Analysis measures only one group of these factors. - 
The test is intended to be a_supplement to other selection methods and proce
dures, and test results should always be interpreted in light of all other pertinent 
information about,job applicants.^ ..................................

. When used for training purposes, results of the Analysis should be discussed 
with the individual concerned. The testee should be told whether his speed and 
accuracy meet acceptable business standards; what he should do to improve 
his typing ability; what types of errors he is most prone to make; and other 
shortcomings shown in the test which should be corrected.

S m p & d o H t

Remove this sheet before giving test book
let to person taking test. The rating sheet 
for the testee is on the back of this page.

: , PtJduUed bf. j
The Test Service Division j 

SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
1700 Prairie A ve., Chicago -f

Copyright, 1942 by Clifford E. Jorgensen



RATING SHEET
KIMBERLY-CLARK TYPING ABILITY ANALYSIS

Person Tested—------------- -------------------------

TYPE OF ERROR
ROUGH DRAFT

Not on page 15............................................ ..
No carbon c o p y : .......................
Carbon not on yellow p a p e r . . . ..................
Not double spaced................. , . . . . . . . . . .
Omission of word or phrase . . .......................
Did not make indicated change..................
Strikeover............................................. .............
Misspelled word .................................... ...........
Poor appearance ..............................................
Other error ......................................... ..
Corrected errors ...........................................

TABULATION
Not on page 13....................... ......................
No carbon copy................ ...........................
Carbon not on yellow paper.......................
No title ......................... .................................
Title not in caps................ .............................
Title not underlined.............. ...........................
Headings not underlined.............................
Not tabulated ................................................
Omit "1941" and/or "1942".......................
Omit "Type of Paper".................................
Columns in wrong order................................
3 or more figures out of alignment............
I or 2 figures out of alignment...................

_Omit word /'to ta l" ................ ..
No line above "total".......................
No line below "total"...................
"Total" lines not extended................
No initials.........................................
No d a t e ................................................
Strikeover .............................................
Misspelled word ................................ ..
Incorrect figure . . ............................
Poor ap pearance.................. ..
Other e r r o r .............. ...........................
Corrected errors.............................. ..

i i
Date.

TYPE O F ERROR
LETTER

Not on letterhead.............................................
No carbon copy................................................
Carbon not on yellow paper.........................
More than 41/2" after last line......... ....
3I/2" to  4I/2" after last line................ ...........
No d a t e .............. ............. ......................
No initials.............. ............... .............................
Omit "end." .................................. ........... .....
Less than 3 lines for signature. . . . . . . . . . .
Did not make indicated change . . . . . . . . .
Strikeover......................................... ; (
Misspelled w o r d ...............................................
Poor appearance ................ ..................
Other e r r o r ........................................... .........
Corrected errors ......................................... ..

ALPHABETIZING
Not on page 9 ......................... ...............
No carbon c o p y .............................................
Carbon not on yellow paper................ ......
No title ............................................................
Title not in c a p s ................................... ........
Title not underlined..............................
Column headings not underlined................
Omit 2 or 3 column headings....................
Omit I column heading................................
Not tabulated ..................... ................. ....
Less than 3 spaces between columns. . . . .  
3 or more items out of alignment.

_ I or.2jtems_out o f  alignment*. .
Initials precede namesrv.TTTrr T : .^ ,, 
Line in wrong order (maximum 2 gross)
Line omitted ..............................
Incorrect publication d a t e . . . .
Incorrect book title.....................
Strikeover . . . ....... ......................
Misspelled w o r d .........................
More than 5 punctuation errors 
I to 5 errors in punctuation.. .
Poor ap pearance.......................
Other e r r o r ................................
Corrected errors.......................

1

Time finished. 

Time started .

Time score

Speed rating

wrmrt X 4  =

M in o r erro r* X ? =

C o r re c te d  e rro rs X 1 =

Total

Converted error score 

Accuracy rating

Combination
Weight Score Rating

S A ---------------------------

2SA ______ _ _______

S2A --------- ----------------

2



Kimb&UM-GlarJi
TYPING ABILITY ANALYSIS

Clifford E. Jorgensen 
Industrie! Relations Department 

Kimberly-Clark Corporation

INSTRUCTIONS
This test measures ability to do the kind of typing that is required in business 

and industry.

Test results will be judged by usual office standards and will be rated on the 
basis of accuracy, speed, and form. Errors will be penalized in proportion to 
their seriousness; least for errors which have been corrected, more for errors 
which could have been corrected, and most for errors which would require 
retyping of the part in which they occur.

Errors may be corrected by erasure. Do not retype any part unless absolutely 
necessary, and in such case use the back side of the same sheet of paper.

Work as rapidly as possible, but do the kind of work you think would be 

desired by an employer.

Do not look at the test, or start the 
test, until you are told to do so

Starting time- 

stopping time.

PubliiUetL

The Test Service Division 
SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES

1700 Prairie A ve., Chicago

Copyright, 1942 by Clifford E. Jorgensen



PART I

Remove this page from the remainder of the test booklet and 
type your name, address, and the present date in the proper spaces 
provided below.



PART II

Type the following draft of an article. Double space the material. 
Make the changes indicated by the correction marks. Remove page 
15 of this booklet and use it for the original. Make a carbon copy 
on yellow paper which will be furnished by the examiner.

J

THE STORY OF INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS

Washing and Screening 
The nThe mixture first'-gees through a scrgen known as

the culler. This throws out the burrs and coarse pieces ofy *
incompletely cooked fibers. The good stock passes through 
the scrg^e/plates to the riffilers. The burrs, and other, 
rejections, go to the refiner. ..

The rifflers are^&^&n&Lhg troughs dj ŵide 60 y"
ĵKt*** n/ve. ilong and 2 4 ’*' deep. In each riffler there -ire- a number of 

bafg^^^oTrer which the s t o c k A  riffler acts in 
aamo w ay ac the sand s e t t l e r  in  the +
removes heavy f o r ^ ^ n  m a te r ia l  from th e  c to o S ^ " ’ ■

/^ T h e  s to c k  flov/s^f^om th e  r i f f l e r s ) to  th e  un

b leached  s to ck  sc re en s  which a re  known as f l a t  o r  d iaphr& i 
sc re e n s .

The good o r  accep ted  s t o c k t h r o u g h  th e  

s c rg ^ e /p la te s y  ^he co a rse  s to c k  o r  t a i l i n g s '^ r e ^ e j e c ted
in uidei1- to be rescreened. The rejections are refined inXLs
a b e l l  m achine.

5



PART III

Arrange and tabulate the following material in good form. The title 
is to be typed in capitals and underlined. The column headings 
should be as follows: Type of Paper, 1941, 1942. List the types of 
paper in the first column, and the export amounts at the right in their 
proper columns. Set off the "Total" row from the remainder of the 
material by two solid lines, one line being placed above and one below 
the entire "Total" row. Place your initials and the present date in the 
lower left-hand corner. Remove page 13 of this booklet and use it for 
the original. Make a carbon copy on yellow paper.

Title: United States Exports of Paper
Body: Printing Papers— 1941, $3,122,335; 1942, $2,300,839.

Fine Papers— 1941, $3,511,439; 1942, $2,606,964.
Newsprint—-1941, $961,377; 1942, $347,746. 

r_- - . ;_̂ r̂apping— 1941 , -$6,041,296; 1942, "$5,279,661. — —-- - 
Boards— 1941, $7,033,373; 1942, $6,695,925.
Miscellaneous— 1941, $8,404,908; 1942, $7,736,341.

. ; Total— 1941, $29,074,688; 1942, $24,967,476.



PART IV

Type the following letter on the UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING 
CO. letterhead appearing on page 11 of this booklet. Make a 
carbon copy on yellow paper. _ . _

m i  si- J t ^ r

y^6

£  <r£jb-

- y - f  t ih  j~ ■ V /  f

’< 7 ^ -  ^ / ,  —
% c

7*^'



PART V

- Arrange the following material in alphabetical order, according 
to authors' last names. Tabulate in three columns with'the follow
ing column headings: Author, Title, Publication Date. Type author's 
last name first, for example: Crawford, H. P. Type the heading in 
capitals and underline it. Remove page 9 of this booklet and use 
it for the original. Make a carbon copy on yellow paper.

Heading: List of Recently Acquired Books
(Central Library)

Body:

H. P. Crawford, History of Machine Drawing, 1926.
V. A. Douglass, Group Insurance in Switzerland, 1932.
S. Eliason, Scientific Purchasing, 1938.
P. L. Garfield, Formulae for Statisticians and Biometricians, 1927.
K. Alford, Status of Research in Industry, 1940.
D. Burtt, Waste and Its Elimination, 1941. . -
Z. M. Dietner, Industrial Psychiatry, 1936.
C. R. Bloomfield, Principles of the Fourdrinier Machine, 1873.
H. L. Crosby, Prevention of Silicosis, 1929.
L. S. Dickman,. Manufacture.of Machinists' Tools, 1935.
V. E. Allen, Research Technique, 1942.
G. L. Blackmore, Application of Production Standards, 1931.
R. C-.. Carrol, Finance and Accounting, 1938.
N.S:Balderman, Principles of Salesmanship, 1934.
H; Anderson, Handbook of Fire Prevention, 1937.

NOTE: Give your work to the examiner as soon as it is completed, 
in order that the time can be recorded accurately.

8



FOR PART V



U n i v e r s a l  Ma n u f a c t u r i n g  C o .
1200 8 .  C EC ELIA  ST.

NEW YORK. NEW YORK



FOR PART III
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FOR PART II





MDSTNESOrarfOCATIONAL T E ST  FOR CLERICAL WORKERS
(Arranged by Dorothy M. Andrew under the direction of Donald G. Paterson and Howard P. LongstaE)

Copyright 1933, The Psychological Corporation, 522 F ifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Name__1 Date.

T E ST  1—Number Comparison

Number Right______________________

Number W rong _____ ;___________

Score =  R—W ______________________

Percentile Rating ----------------------

T EST  2—Name Comparison

Number Right--------------------------------

Number W rong------------ :-----------------

Score =  R—W ------------ ------------------

Percentile Rating----------- -----------------

Instructions

On the inside pages there are two tests. One of the tests consists of pairs of names and-the other of pairs of 
numbers. If the two names or the two numbers of a pair are exactly the same make a check mark ( V )  on the line 
between them; if they are different, make no mark on that line. When the examiner says “Stop!” draw a line 
under the last pair at which you have looked. -

Samples done correctly of pairs of Numbers
79542 79524

5794367 V  5794367
Samples done correctly of pairs of Names 

John C. Linder John C. Lender

Investors Syndicate y /  Investors Syndicate 

Nozu try the samples below. 

66273894 66273984
‘ 527384578 527384578

New York World New York World 

Cargill Grain Co. Cargil Grain Co.

This is a test for Speed and Accuracy. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. 

Do not turn this page until you are told to begin.

Printed in U.S.A.



1 . 3 0 7

2 . 4 6 0 5 —

3. 9 7 6 —

4 . 1 0 1 2 6 7 —

5 . . 3 0 6 5 4 3 2 —

6 . 1 0 3 3 4 5 7 0 0 —

7 . 4 6 7 5 4 —

8 . 3 3 6 7 4 9 0 —
9 . 2 7 7 9

10 . 5 7 3 9 4 —

11. 6 3 8 0 1 8 2 9 3 7 4 —

12. 2 8 3 5 7 7 6 5 7

1 3 . 7 5 6 8 9

14. 2 5 4 7 8 9 2 0 2 6 -

15. 3 3 6 3 5 4 —

16. 9 9 8 7 4 5 7 3 2 —

17. 6 2 3

18. 2 6 3 8 4 9 1 0 2 9 8 3 -

19. 5 8 7 0 -

2 0 . 3 7 9 0 1 2 -

2 1 . 8 7 3 4 6 2 9 -

2 2 . 2 5 4 9 8 0 6 7 4 6 -

2 3 . 5 7 8 0 2 5 6 4 -

2 4 . 6 8 9 2 4 6 -

2 5 . 1 5 7 8 0 2 4 6 8 3 -

2 6 . 5 8 2 0 3 9 4 8 5 6 1 8 -

2 7 . 6 3 8 2 9 1 7 2 6 3 0 -

2 8 . • 5 9 2

2 9 . 8 2 9 3 7 4 8 2 0 -

3 0 . 6 2 9 3 7 4 5 6 -

3 1 . 8 2 9 3 -

3 2 . 6 3 8 2 9 1 0 2 9 3 -

3 3 . 7 8 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 0 1 2 -

3 4 . 6 8 2 9 3

35 . 1 8 2 0 3 6 4 9 2 7 1 -

3 6 . 4 8 2 0 3 8 4 -

3 7 . 2 8 3 0 1 9 2 8 3 7 4 5 -

3 8 . 7 3 9 2 7 1 0 2 -

3 9 . 9 1 0 2 9 3 5 4 8 2 9 -

4 0 . 3 8 2 9 1 7 2 8 -

4 1 . 6 2 8 3 9 1 0 2 9 3 -

4 2 . 3 9 2 0 1 8 2 7 3 6 4 8 -

4 3 . 8 2 0

4 4 . 5 7 2 9 3 7 2 7 3 -

4 5 . 7 3 9 2

. 4 6 . 8 1 7 2 0 3 6

4 7 . 6 8 3 9 1 0 2 8 3 6 4 -

4 8 . 4 8 2 9 3 -

4 9 . 7 3 9 2 0 1

50 . 6 2 8 3 9 2 0 1

V  Check if  the two numbers
-309
-4603
-996
-101267
-30965432
-103345700
-466754
-3367490
-2778
-57394

-63801839474-
-283577657
-75689
-2547893026
-336254
-998745733
-6 2 3
—263849102983
-5 8 7 0
—379012

—8734629 
—2549806746 
— 57892564 .
— 688246
— 1578024683 ___ ____  _______
— 582039485618
— 63829172639
— 592
— 829374820 
— 63937456

— 8293 
— 6382910292 
— 781928374912 .
— 68393 
— 18293649271 
-— 4820384 
— 283019283745 
— 73927102 
— 91029354829 
— 38291728

-— 6283910203 
— 392018273848 
— 829
-----572937373
-----7392
-----8172036'
— 68391028394
-----48292
-----739201
-----62839211

Test 1
, '

are the same.
5 1 . ' ;*5829-
5 2 . 1 9 2 8 3 6 4 7 2 8 2 9 :
5 3 . 3 6 2 -

5 4 . 2 0 3 9 2 7 1 8 2 7 -

5 5 . ■ 7 3 8 2 9 -
5 6 . 8 2 7 3 9 1 0 2 8 3 7 -
5 7 . 4 8 8 9 1 0 2 8 -
5 8 . 7 2 9 1 7 2 8 -

5 9 . 1 7 2 8 3 9 1 0 2 8 3 9 -
6 0 . 6 2 8 1 9 2 -

i 5

TTIH5820- 
r r — 1 9 2 8 3 6 4 7 2 8 2 9

----------3 6 2

----------2 0 3 9 2 7 6 8 3 7
----------7 3 8 2 9
------ - 8 2 7 3 9 1 0 2 8 3 7

---------- 4 8 8 9 1 0 2 8

------- - 7 2 9 1 9 2 8
----------1 7 2 8 3 9 1 0 2 8 3 9
---------- 6 2 8 1 0 2

61. 473829432— -----473829432
62. 478----------478
63. 372816253902--------- 372816252902
64. 64829-------- 64830
65. 4739210249---------4739210249
66 . 748362-------748363
67. 728354792-------- 728354772
68 . 3927----- —3927
69. 927384625--------927384625
70. 4628156--------4628158

71. 6382--------- 6392
72. 12937453829-------- 12937453829
73. 523— :— 533
74. 7263920— ■— 7263920
75. 74293-------7 4 2 9 3 ..  
76. 82734291--------- 82734271
77. 2739102637---------2739102637
78. 62810263849--------62810263846
79. 638291---------638291
80. 62831027-------- 62831027

8 1 . 5 2 7 ------------ 5 2 9

8 ? .

8 3 .
8 4 .

8 5 .
8 6 . 
Q7

1 7 2 4 3 8 2 9 1 0 2 6 ------
7 9 5 3 R 2 9 1 4 2

1 7 2 4 3 8 2 9 1 0 2 6  .
7 2 5 5 8 7 9 4 7  A  '"

' R1 6 7 8 9  ~

6 7 4 5 5 16785Q  V -
(p g /j

Û -I*TUU IV^OO ‘
6 2 5 6 •  i "  :

6 2 4 1 5 2 6
• ^v?; '

6 2 4 1 5 7 6  f ’O /. 
8 8 .

8 9 .
9 0 .

9 1 .  
0 ?

1 4 7 6 5 8 9 0 1 2 1 4 7 6 2 8 9 1 0 7  i 1

8 2 5 8 2 5  . y

6 7 7 5 5 9 1 7 2 8 7
OZD /  . V /
6 7 7 5 5 9 1 7 7 8 7  ; ^ zUZ 1 /  £>0 /

5771 ^  v /
7 6 5 8 1 9 2 5 5 6 2 7 7 6 5 8 1 9 7 5 5 6 7 9

9 3 . 8 2 6 3 7 8 2 9 3 7

9 4 . 7 2 8 5 9 2 7 5 6 7 2 8 5 9 2 7 5 6

9 5 . 6 2 7 3 9 6 2 7 3 9

9 6 .

9 7 .

7 2 8 5 5 7 6 8 9 7 7 8 5 5 7 6 8 8

4 6 3 7 2 8 1 6 3 7 2 8

9 8 .
9 9 .

100 .

7 5 8 7 9 1 7 6 7 5 8 7 7 1 9 6

4 8 7 5 5 6 7 4 8 ^ 5 5 6 9

5 6 3 8 2 0 1 8 — 5 6 3 8 2 0 1 8



' V  Check if the two numbers are the same.
101. 789 789
102. 819263728192 -----819263728172
103. 682537289 -----682537298
104. 7245 7245
105. 82936542891 -----82936542891
106. 4738267 -----4738277
107. 63728— -----63729
108. 6283628901 -----6283628991
109. 918264— 918264
110. 263728192037 -----263728192073

111. ' 52839102738— 5283910238
112. 6283 -----6282
113. 7283529152 7283529152
114. 208— 298
115. 82637201927 ----- 8263720127
116. 15273826— 15273826
117. 72537 73537
118. 726391027384— 726391027384
119. 627389 627399120. . 725382910---- ---- 725382910

121. 46273 — 46273122. 629---- ---- 620
123. 7382517283----- 7382517283
124. 637281 — 639281
125. 2738261 2728261
126. 627152637490— 627152637490
127. 73526189 73526189
128. 5372 5392
129. 63728142 — 63728124
130. ‘ 4783946— — 4783046

131. 82637281028— — 82637281028
132. 628-----— 628
133. 7293728172 7293728177
134. 7362 7362
135. 927382615 927382615
136. 85345 — 85345
137. 895643278-----— 895643277
138. 726352 726353
139. 7263524----- 7263524
140. 632685-----— 632685

141. 273648293048----- 273648293048
142. 634----- — 634-
143. 7362536478----- 7362536478
144. 7362 7363
145. 7362819273 7362819273
146. 63728----- — 63738
147. 63728192637— — 63728192639
148. 728----- 738
149. 62738291527----- — 62738291529
150. 63728192----- — 63728192

151. 73526— 73526
152. 7283627189' 7283627189
153. 627 -----637
154. 728352617283 728352617282
155. 6281 -----6381
156. 936271826— 936371826
157. 82637192037 -----82637192037
158. 527182 527182
159. 6273 -----6273
160. 726354256— 72635456

161. • 725361552637 725361555637
162. 7526378— 7526377
163. 685 -----685
164. 82637481028— -----82637481028 •
165. 3427 3429
166. 827364933251 -----827364933351
167. 63728— -----63728
168. 6273846273 -----6273846293
169. 62836— -----6283
170. 2638496— 2638496

171. 738291627874— 738291627874
172. 62836454— -----62836455
173. < 42738267 -----42738269
174. 573829 573829
175. 628364728— — 628364928
176. 725 735
177. 627385— — 627383
178. 63354— — 63354
179. 54283902 54283602
180. 7283562781 7283562781

181. 62738-— — 63738
182. 727355542321-----— 72735542321
183. 263849332 263849332
184. 162837 163837
185. 47382912 — 47382922
186. 628367299 — 628367399
187. 111 111
188. 11829304829 11828304829
189. 4448— — 4448
190. 333693678-----— 333693678

191. 3212 3212
192. 27389223678-----— 27389223678
193. 473829 — 473829
194. 7382937 — 7383937
195. 3628901223----- 3628901233
196. 5572867 5572867 .
197. 87263543----- — 87263543
198. 3678902 — 3678892
199. 15672839 15672839
200. 9927382 9927382



Test 2 *

V  Check if the two names are the same.
1. Hulme Co.---- — Hulne Co. 51. Armo Culvert Co.------—Armo Culvert & Co.
2. L. T. Fiver---- — L. T. Fiver 52. Larous & Bro.------—Larus & Bro.
3. Foley & Co.---- — Foley & Co. 53. Winstar W. B. —Winster W. B.
4. Floyd Gibbons---- — Floyd Gibbens 54. Bender L. C.------—Binder L. C.
5. Dole Publishing Co.---- — Dole Publishing Co. 55. J. C. Andresen Inc.------—J. C. Andresen Inc.
6. Chase Bag Co.-—— Chase Bag Co. 56. Vacuum Oil Company------—Vacuum Oil Company ,
7. , Aladdin Co.---- — Aladdin & Co. 57. Endicott Co.------—Endicott Co.
8. Arthur Bier & Co.---- — Arthur Bier Co. 58. Minneapolis Mfg. Co.------—Minneapolis Mf’g. Co.
9. ' Mydall Cain---- — Mydell Cain 59. Beverly A. B.------—Beverley A. B.

10. M. C. D. Borden & Sons— — M. C. D. Borden & Sons 60. Jensen & Co.------—Jenson & Co.

11. Midland Natl. Bank— — Midland Natl. Bank 61. Meumann L. R.------—Meumann L. R.
12. Hixon Lt’d.— — Hixon Lt’d. 62. Stevenson & Co.------—Stevenson & Co.
13. R. Weiner— — R. Wiener 63. Haldoran H. P.------—Haldoran H. P.
14. Pacqueres— — Pacqueris 64. Evers Bros.------—Evers Bros.
15. Ponemah Mills— — Ponemah Mills 65. Nevens Sales Co.------—Nevens Sale Co.
16. Keeley Institute----— Keeley’s Institute 66. Outdoor Sign Co.------—Outdoor Sign Co.
17. Jim Pepper—-— Jim Pepper 67. . Young & Co.----- —Young & Co.
18. Pictorial Review— — Pictorial Review 68. Goodyear Tire Co.----- —Goodyear Tire Co.
19. Colette Cartier— — Colete Cartier 69. Bedford Lb’r. Co.----- —Redferd Lb’r. Co.
20. Mayno Salon— — -Mayno’s Salon 70. Canadian National----- —Canadian Nat’l.

21. Glazo Co.— — Glazo Inc. 71. Standard Oil Co.----- —Standard Oil Co.
22. Bonne Lee— — Bonne & Lee 72. Valiant Mf’g. Co.----- —Valant Mf’g. Co. ,
23. Vapo Cresolene Co.— — Vapo Cresolen Co. 73. C. Harris----- —C. Harris
24. Wiebusch & Helger— — Weibusch & Helger 74. J. Williams Company----- —G. Williams Company
25. _____________A. M. Davis——— A. M. Davis 75. Kaufman A C .
26. Foote Lb’r. Co.— — Foot Lb’r. Co. 76.

■— - A v» U1 ----
Frisby N. C.----- —Frisby N. C.

27. Lander’s— — Lander’s 77. Donald T. C.----- Donald T. G
28. Delle Ross— — Dell Ross 78. Waldo Inc.----- —Waldo Co.
29. Savage Rug Co.— — Savage Rug Co. '79. Andres Mfg. Co.----- —Andres Mfg. Co.
30. Landon & Warner— — Landen & Warner 80. Oriza Ann Legrand----- —Oriza Anne Legrand

31. Dennison’s— -— Dennison’s 81. A. Stein & Company-----—A. Stien & Company
32. Piggily Wiggily Co.— ----Piggily Wiggily Co. 82. Robert Courtney-----—Robert S. Courtney
33. Hurley Machine Co.— — Hurly Machine Co. 83. Leonard Music Co.-----—Leonard Music Co.
34. J. Bauer & Black— — J. Baeur & Black 84. George Morgan-----— George Morgen
35. Edwin Cigar Co.— — Edwin Cigar Co. 85. Paulson’s Cafe-----— Paulson’s Cafe
36. Vik Oil Co. ---- Vik Oil.Co. 86. Robert T. Quamme-----— Robert T. Quame
37. John Skinner & Sons— — John Skinner & Son 87. Traverse Studio-----— Traverse Studio
38. Eagle Pencil Co.— ---- Eagle Pencil Co. 88. Upton Grain Co.-----— Upten Grain Co.
39. Hudson Bros.— - —Hudson Bros. 89. E. E. Atkinson-----— E. E. Atkinson
40. D. M. Ferry & Co.— — D. M. Ferry Co. 90. Zeisler Furrier-----— Ziesler Furrier

41. Johnsen A, J.— — Johnson A. J. 91. E. G. Kenyon-----— E. G. Kenyon
42. Todd & Son— — Todd & Sons 92. Backus, Roy— — Backus, Ray
43. Merrill Palmer— ---- Merrill Palmer 93. Carpenter Steel Co.-----— Carpenter Steel Co.
44. T. Cook & Son— ---- T. Cook & Son 94. W. E. Davenport----- W. E. Davanport
45. Funk & Wagnall— — Funk & Wagnull 95. John Kingsley-----— John G. Kingsley
46. F. H. Vizetelly— F. H. Vizitelly 96. Lane Inc.-----— Lane Inc.
47. Higgen & Co.— ---- Higgin & Co. 97. T. G. Lentingworth-----— T. G. Lentinworth
48. Bert Cooksley— —-Bert Cooksley 98. Elizabeth Bennett-----— Elizabeth Bennett
49. W. C. Wadsworth Co.— -----W. C. Wadworth Co. 99. Charibel---- — Claribel
50. Alvah Bushnell— ---- Alvah Bushnell 100. R. C. A. Victor Company---- R. C. A. Victer Company



' V  Check if  the two names are the same.

101. Crane Ltd.— — Crane Co. 151. H. J. Heinz—------H. J. Hienz
102. Isaac F. Marcosson-----— Isaac F. Marcoson 152. National City Co.—------National City Co.
103. Stromberg Carlson-----— Stromberg Carlsen 153. Dorothy Gray—----- Dorothy Gray
104. W. A. Evans-----— W. A. Evans 154. Reinhard Brothers—------Reinhart Brothers
105. Mason Tile Co.-----— Matson Tile Co. 155. Oscar Bye—------Oscar Bye
106. Clark Frame Co.-----— Clark Frame Co. 156. Ben Coal Co —------Ben Coal Co.
107. William G. Kellogg-----— William P. Kellogg 157. C. Lundstrom Mfg. Co —------ C. Lundstrom Mfg. Co.
108. Berwind Briquets-----— Berwind Briquets 158. J. C. McKesson Drug Co. ------ J. C. MacKesson Drug Co.
109. F. W. Bronson-----— F. W. Bronson 159. Waite Coal Co —------ Wait Coal Co.
110. Nash Motors---- — Nash Motor 160. Berry Brothers—------ Berry Brothers

111. C. E. Locke-----— C. E. Lock 161. J. Coty Co.-*------J. Coty Co.
112. Mazer Cressman Co.-----— Mazer Cressmon Co. 162. F. R. Connell------- F. R. Connell
113. Leslie Thrasher---- — Leslie Thrasher 163. Dr. Miles Company------- Dr. Mills Company
114. Plough Inc.---- — Plough LVd. 164. Northam Warrer------- Northam Warren
115. Walpole-----— Wallpole 165. Indian Refining Co.------- Indian Refining Co.
116. John Hergesheim-----— John Hergesheimer 166. Jack Richard------- Jack Richard
117. Hudson Bay & Co. Ltd.-----— Hudson Bay Co. Ltd. 167. Kirsch Mfg. Co.------- Kircsh Mfg. Co.
118. Lassco Co.-— — Lassko Co. 168. Jack Wachter------- Jack Wachter
119. Albert Mills-----— Albert Mill 169. C. M. Stend--------C. M. Stent
120. Yale Stores---- — Yale Store 170. John Blassingham--------John Blassingham

121. Bob Fairbanks---- — Bob Fairbanks 171. W. W. Brock-—— W. W. Brock
122. Denton Products----— Denten Products 172. L. Waterman Company--------L. Watermen Company *
123. Wells Dickey Co.---- — Wells Dickey Inc. 173. . F. H. Weaver--------F. P. Weaver
124. S. N. Jonas---- — S. N. Jonus 174. Multistamp Co., Inc.--------Multistamp Co., Inc.
125. Warren Co.— -— Warren Co.---- - - 175. ----- Sani-flush-— —S a n i - f l u s h ------- , ........
126. x Kelly Transfer---- — Kelly Transfer 176. Tung Sol Lamp Inc.--------Tung Sul Lamp Inc.
127. S. Karpen & Brothers---- — S. Karpen & Brothers 177. F. J. Suderman--------F. J. Suderman
128. A. J. Drexel---- — A. J. Drexel 178. Theo. Audel & Co.--------Theo. Audel Co.
129. C. H. Salmon— — S. H. Salmon 179. Cox Realtors--------Cox Realtors
130. H. Simons Lbr. Co.— — H. Simons Lbr. Co. 180. Kellogg Company------—Kellogg Company

131. Villaume Lbr. Co.— — Villaum Lbr. Co. 181. Ann Lowe--------Anna Lowe
132. Banett Company---- — Banett Company 182. A. Cederstrand & Son--------A. Cedarstrand & Son
133. B. B. Quinn---- — B. B. Quinn 183. Marschke Co.------- Marsckhe Co.
134. Beauville Co.---- — Beauxville Co. 184. Collum & Ackerman------- Collum & Ackerman
135. Gordon Mfg. Co.---- — Gordon Mfg. Co. 185. ' Insulite Co.--------Insulite Co.

136. Curtis Mill Co.-----— Curtis Mill Co. 186. General Steel Co.------- General Steel Co.

137. S. Jacobs & Company---- — S. Jacobs & Company 187. Charles Von Buelow--------Charles Von Beulow

138. W. Morton---- — W. Morten 188. A. D. Beaudettc--------A. D. Beaudette

139. F. D. Prescott— — F. D. Prescott 189. Firestone Tire Co.------- Firestone Tire Co.

140. Old Gold— Old Gold 190. Foxsworth & Son------- Foxsworth & Son*

141. Jones Inc.— — Jones Bros. 191. A. S. Hinds Co.------- A. S. Hinds Co.

142. Petropalm & Son Inc.---- — Petropalm & Son Inc. 192. Charles Beardslee------- Charles Beardslee

143. Palmers Ltd.---- — Palmers Ltd. 193. Axton Tobacco Co.--------Axeton Tobacco Co.

144. Higgin Mfg. Co. — Higgen Mfg. Co. 194. Inso Board Co.--------Inso Board Co.

145. Lehigh Coal Sales— — Lehigh Coal Sales 195. Stanley Russell--------Stanley Russell

146. Buick Motor Co.---- — Buick Motors Co. 196. Babson Mfg. Co.--------Babsen Mfg. Co.

147. George Carpenter---- -— George Carpentier 197. Bodee Institute--------Bodee Institute

148. H ..H . Hemenway— — H. H. Hememway 198. Greer College--------Greer College

149. M. A. Gladding M. A. Gladding 199. Lampland Lbr. Co.--------Lamplund Lbr. Co.

150. F. J. Cheney & Co. — F. J. Cheney & Co. 200. Bird & Son Inc.--------Bird & Sons Inc.
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L GENERAL NATURE OF THE TEST
The test consists of two parts, a number checking and a 

name checking test. In each of the tests, there are two 
hundred items, one hundred of which are the same and one 
hundred of which are different. The numbers range from 
three through twelve-place numbers, and the names from 
seven through sixteen letters. The test is so arranged that 
the first one hundred items may be compared with the second 
one hundred items of each test.

II. DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING
Pass out the folders, warning the subjects not to open the 

folders. As soon as all the tests are passed out, say: WRITE 
YOUR NAME ON THE FIRST PAGE. When all have done 
this, say: NOW READ THE INSTRUCTIONS AND WORK 
THE SAMPLES AS DIRECTED AT THE BOTTOM OF 
THE FIRST PAGE. Look over each subject’s work to make 
sure he has completed the samples and understands the 
directions. If the group be a large one, the examiner may 
read the correct answers to the samples, ask for questions, 
thereby dispensing with the examination of each subject’s 
work. Say: BE READY TO OPEN THE FOLDER, AND 
WHEN I GIVE THE SIGNAL, START. BEGIN CHECKING 
THOSE THAT ARE THE SAME; THOSE THAT ARE DIF
FERENT YOU LEAVE BLANK;----WHEN T GIVE THE
SIGNAL, STOP, STOP IMMEDIATELY AND DRAW A 
LINE UNDER THE LAST ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT. 
Then say: NOW OPEN YOUR FOLDER AND START. These 
directions are read only before Test 1. At the end of exactly 
eight minutes, say: STOP, AND DRAW A LINE UNDER 
THE LAST ONE YOU ARE LOOKING AT. Then say: 
TURN THE PAGE TO TEST 2, AND START. At the end of 
exactly seven minutes, say: STOP, DRAW A LINE UNDER 
THE LAST ONE YOU WERE LOOKING AT AND TURN 
BACK TO THE FRONT PAGE.

TIME LIMITS
Test 1 Number checking ........  8 minutes
Test 2 Name checking ............ 7 minutes

Total ................................... 15 minutes III.

III. DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
The score for each part is the number of items correct 

minus the number wrong. The correct items are those in 
which the “sames” have been checked and the “differents” 
left blank. The highest possible score on each test is two 
hundred.

Paper scoring keys are supplied for the test. If a more 
permanent stencil is desired, a single strip of cardboard can 
be prepared-and xused for scoring all of the columns in Test 
1, and another strip for Test 2. In preparing the cardboard 
stencil for Test 1, a strip of cardboard three and one-fourth 
inches wide by eleven inches long should be cut. Place the 
strip between the answer spaces for the two columns, fitting 
the top and bottom of the cardboard flush with* the top and 
{bottom of the test ̂  page. From both sides of the cardboard 
draw lines corresponding to the answer lines. Put check 
marks on the lines corresponding to each pair of same items. 
Write in the numbers of the items. At the top of the card
board write Test 1,% Score equals right minus wrong. Turn 
the cardboard strip over and in the same manner prepare the 
stencil for scoring the third and fourth columns.

The usual scoring formula, R-W, for two alternative 
response tests has been used in order to correct for guessing, 
carelessness, or inaccuracy. Copeland (4) has suggested that

“number of items attempted” might be used in certain em
ployment situations where large numbers of applicants are 
to be disposed of in a minimum time and at minimum cost. 
The correlation between R-W score and the number attempted 
for an occupationally heterogeneous group of 175 adult 
women workers was found to be +.96 for the number check
ing and +.89 for the name checking test. Thus R-W score 
and number attempted give substantially the same results 
for number checking but not for name checking.

TABLE A
Norms for Employed Clerical Workers*

Women Men

Gentiles
T est 1 

Numbers
Test 2 

Names
T est 1 

Numbers
T est 2 
Names

100 200 200 198 196
90 178 187 176 166
80 166 178 162 154
70 158 173 151 143
60 161 161 141 134
50 144 152 135 126
40 137 146 129 119
30 129 136 121 112
20 . 119 125 114 105
10 106 111 104 97

1 65 -----  68 - ------------- 68^ 6̂2
* Norm s based on 284 women clerical workers and 120 men clerical 

workers. Men shipping and stock clerks have been omitted from  the 
norms since the ir scores are  so much lower than  those for other clerical 
workers.

TABLE B
Norms for the Adult Gainfully Occupied*

Women Men

Gentiles
T est 1 

Numbers
Test 2 

Names
Test 1 

Numbers
T est 2 
Names

100 200 196 179 198
90 157 159 121 122
80 140 143 108 107
70 126 131 97 96
60 117 120 90 86
50 109 111 83 78
40 103 102 75 69
30 97 93 67 60
20 87 80 57 48
10 77 65 45 34

1 33 2 7 0
* Norm s based on the  standard samples of 500 men and 282 women (8 ).

TABLE C
Norms for Ninth Grade Students*

Gentiles
T est 1 

Numbers

Girls
Test 2

Names
T est 1 

Numbers

Boys
T est 2 
Names

100 166 168 144 148
90 136 139 116 114
80 125 128 107 101
70 117 119 99 94
60 110 113 95 88
50 105 105 90 83
40 100 99 85 78
30 95 94 80 73
20 89 87 73 66
10 81 77 63 54
1 61 58 42 30

* Norms based on 828 girls and  853 boys in* Kirkwood H igh School, K irk
wood, Missouri.



In constructing the Minnesota Clerical Test the authors 
were primarily concerned with the factor of speed although 
they recognized that accuracy was a factor which could not 
be entirely, eliminated. As a matter of fact, the test is per
formed usually at a high level of accuracy, 95% or higher 
accuracy in the number checking and 92% or higher accuracy 
in the name checking. The R-W scoring formula, therefore, 
was not introduced in order to take into account two equally 
important variables but rather merely to penalize those 
individuals who might attempt to secure a high score by 
“stepping on the gas” to such an extent that accuracy is 
sacrificed. Candee and Blum (3) advocate the securing of a 
time score and an accuracy score separately but they fail 
to indicate how these two separate indices of performance 
on the test are to be weighed and interpreted by the examiner 
in the practical employment situation. In view of the fact 
that the test is primarily a speed test with accuracy as a 
negligible factor it would seem wise to continue to use the 
R-W scoring formula in order to penalize those subjects 
who happen to be unusually careless or inaccurate.

Coefficients of Correlation Between Ratings and Minnesota 
Clerical Test Scores

TABLE II

Ratings ' Group Tested
Personal history, general clerical Employed clerical 
Personal history, filing “ "
Supervisors', general clerical Company A, clerical
Supervisors', filing “ “  "
Supervisors', general clerical Company'B, clerical 
Supervisors', filing “ “  “
Combined, general clerical

Product Contin Num
Moment gency ber
Corre- Coeffi- of

lation dent Cases
,65±.03 .63±.07 138
,60±.04 ,66±.06

.28±.13
138
97

Combined, general clerical 
Combined, general clerical 
Combined, filing 
Combined, filing 
Combined, filing 
Commercial teachers'

Company A, clerical 
Company B, C, D, clerical 
File clerks 
Company A, clerical 
Companies B, C, D, clerical 
File clerks 
H.S. commercial 

students ,B8±.04

.37 ±.20 34
,37±.25 22
.42±.24 22
•64±.10 97
.61±,13 41
,63±.10 62
,56±.16
.*64±!l5 28
.60±11 62

IV. RELIABILITY
The reliability of the test is sufficiently high to warrant 

its application in individual diagnosis (2 ). When odd-even 
items or comparable forms are compared, the reliability is 
about +.90. Test-retest reliability is +.85 when the second 
testing is about ten weeks later. Table I gives the coeffi
cients of reliability.

V. VALIDITY
The validity of the Minnesota Clerical Test has been 

studied by several methods.
Ratings (2): Personal history ratings, supervisors’, and

combined ratings were compared with test scores for groups 
of employed clerical workers. The personal history ratings 
in every case were computed without knowledge of test scores 
and were based upon education, clerical experience, com
mercial training, and age at leaving highest grade. Table II 
shows that the validity coefficients based on personal history 
ratings are about +.65, while supervisors’ ratings and test 
scores give coefficients of approximately +.37. This latter 
relationship is undoubtedly lower because of the tendency of 
supervisors to rate their employees above the average and 
to be influenced by length of service, and personal likes and 
dislikes. Combined ratings, obtained by weighting personal 
history and supervisors’ ratings equally, correlate about +.60 
with Clerical Test scores.

A group of 109 vocational high school students were rated 
by commercial teachers who had worked with these pupils 
for one and one-half years in commercial courses. The cor
relation between commercial teachers’ ratings and Clerical 
Test scores is +.58. Commercial teachers’ ratings agree 
more closely with Clerical Test scores than with intelligence 
test scores, the correlation being +.40 between ratings and 
intelligence quotients. When intelligence and clerical scores 
are both used, the validity coefficient is raised to + .66, by 
multiple correlation technique. The best prediction of ability

TABLE I
Reliability Coeffcients for the Minnesota Vocational Test 

for Clerical Workers

T est Group Tested

Num
ber

Corre- of 
lation Cases

1. Given a t a single testing :
Test 1, numbers (odd vs. even) Women clerical workers
Test 2, names (odd vs. even) ** ** **
Tests 1 + 2  and comparable forms Employed clerical workers

2. Given a t  two different tim es: 
T est 1 and T est 1, numbers 
Test 2 and Test 2, names 
Tests 1 + 2  and Tests 1 + 2

3. Given a t  three different tim es:
a. F irs t and second time 

Test 1 and Test 1, numbers 
Test 2 and Test 2, names 
Tests 1 + 2  and Tests 1 + 2

b. F irs t and third time
Test 1 and Test 1, numbers 

. Test 2 and T est 2, names 
Tests 1 + 2  and Tests 1+ 2

C. Second and third time 
Test 1 and Test 1, numbers 
Test 2 and Test 2, names 
Tests 1 + 2  and Tests 1 + 2

Univ. business students

Clerical tra in ing  group

.86 ±.01 147

.93±.01 147

.90±.01 138

,76±.04 48
,83±.03 48
,85±.03 48

.76±.06 28
•77±.05 28
.86±.04 28

•77±.05 28
,83±.04 28
,91±.02 28

:86$:o4
28
28

•91±.02 28

would be obtained, according to these data, by weighting 
academic ability test scores by 1.00 and Clerical Test scores 
by 1.42.

Grades in Accounting (2): The prognostic value of the
Minnesota Clerical Test was studied with 167 university 
students by combining it with a test of academic ability, the 
Minnesota College Aptitude Test. The results indicate that 
the Clerical Test is more closely related to grades in ac
counting than is the Academic Ability Test, as shown by 
coefficients of +.47 and +.49 between grades and number 
and name checking, respectively, as compared with +.17 
between academic ability and grades in accounting. No 
student with a centile rating below 51 and only one with a 
rating below the 60 centile on the name checking test received 
an A or B grade in the course. With one exception, no 
student with a centile rating lower than 41 on the number 
checking test received an A or B in accounting.

Speed of Typing (2): The validity of the Minnesota Cler
ical Test was studied by comparing typing test scores and 
Clerical Test scores for 119 employed women clerical workers 
who had received varying amounts of clerical training and 
e d u c a t io n .  T h e s e  w o r k e r s  w e r e  also given the Pressey Senior 
Classification and Verification Tests; both are measures of 
academic ability. The Clerical Test differentiates the rapid 
group (65 to 89 words a minute) and the average group 
(40 to 64 words a minute) from the slow group (16 to 39 
words a minute) better than do the academic ability tests, 
as shown by difference ratios of 3.32 and 3.68 for Clerical 
Test scores as compared with 1.98 and 2.91 for academic 
ability test scores.

Differentiation of Employed Clerical Workers from Workers 
in General (2): A valid test of clerical aptitude should differ
entiate employed clerical workers from workers in other 
occupations. A study of occupational ability profiles of suc
cessfully employed clerical workers indicates that clerical 
workers are most markedly differentiated from the gain
fully employed population by their superior scores on the 
Clerical Test. These difference ratios range from 2.85 to 
14.23. Scrutiny of the norms for the “general population” 
and for “employed clerical workers” will indicate the striking 
differences that exist.

Comparison among Various Classes of Clerical Workers 
(2): Although some clerical groups such as accountants,
bookkeepers, stenographers, and general clerical workers tend 
to make scores higher than routine clerical workers and 
shipping and stock clerks, differences between means are 
not always statistically significant. These results indicate 
that the Clerical Test used alone or in combination with in
telligence tests can do no more than serve as a guide toward 
or away from clerical occupations as a group.

Comparison between Employed and Unemployed Clerical 
Workers (2): The results from a study of employed and
unemployed women clerical workers indicate that unemployed 
clerical workers score significantly lower than employed 
clerical workers on the Clerical Test as shown by difference 
ratios of 3.32 and 4.49 for number and name checking, 
respectively.

Differentiation of Employed Clerical Workers from Workers 
in Other Occupations: Another investigator has reported
significant differences in Clerical Test scores between men 
office clerks and garage mechanics and between women office 
clerks and retail saleswomen. Occupational ability profiles 
indicate that clerical workers score significantly higher than 
janitors, policemen, ornamental iron workers, manual train-



ing teachers, draftsmen, and casual laborers on the Clerical 
Test (5). A study of the aptitudes of three hundred graduate 
nurses showed that the median for nurses on clerical number 
checking is lower than the median for the general population 
while the medians are about the same on clerical name check
ing (7). Nurses rated as "outstanding" scored significantly 
higher on the Clerical Test than those rated below average 
(difference ratios of 2.29 for number checking and 4.45 for 
name checking).

Prediction of Future Clerical Success by the Minnesota 
Clerical Test: Sixty-three workers with varying academic
and clerical ability test scores were selected out for a five 
months training course in shorthand, typewriting, bookkeep
ing, business English, and office practice b y  Eriksen (6). 
Students rated by their instructors, who did not know the 
test scores, as having an excellent or good chance for success 
were "considerably higher" on academic ability and clerical 
aptitude test scores than those rated as having only average 
or a poor chance for success. Students placed in the group 
having a poor chance for success scored very much lower 
in clerical and academic aptitude than those in the better 
rated groups. This study also indicated that over 70 per 
cent of the students who had sufficient academic ability and 
interest in clerical work but less than average clerical apti
tude, were rated in the group who had only a fair or poor 
chance of success. Every student who had tested interests 
in clerical work but who was below the average in academic 
ability and clerical aptitude was rated as poor or dropped 
out of the course before its completion. Additional findings 
indicate that, of the students who attained a speed in dicta
tion of 80 or more words a minute, all but one had a centile 
rating above 85 on the Clerical Test. All but three students 
who failed to attain a speed of over 40 words a minute had 
centile ratings lower than 75 on the Clerical Test. Eriksen 
concludes that the Minnesota Clerical Test is useful as an 
instrument in the prognosis of achievement in shorthand, 
typewriting, and bookkeeping.

Relation of the Minnesota Clerical Test to Other Clerical 
Tests: The correlation between the Minnesota Clerical Test 
and the "Scott Company Test for File Clerks" is +.71, while 
the correlation between the "Hoke Prognostic Test of Sten
ographic Ability" and the Clerical Test is +.55. Copeland 
(4 ) reports a correlation of +.55 between the "O’Rourke 

'derrcal~™Hptittide~Testr^unior - Grade” " and ~ the - Minnesota 
Clerical Test. Hales (9) reports a correlation of +.61 
between the Minnesota Clerical Test and the Thurstone 
Clerical Test.

VI. RELATION BETWEEN THE MINNESOTA CLERICAL 
TEST AND AGE, SEX, CLERICAL EXPERIENCE, 
FORMAL EDUCATION, INTELLIGENCE, AND SPEED 
OF READING

Age: Among adult workers, age does not seem to have 
any appreciable effect on Clerical Test scores, as shown by 
the negative correlation of —-.19 for 120 employed clerical 
workers (2 ). Other results (10) indicate the probability that 
after forty years of age there is a slight decrement in speed 
in number and name checking. This result may not be due 
to the effects of age but to selective factors and to the non- 
comparability of clerical workers above and below this 
critical age. Since individual differences transcend age differ
ences, it is impossible to judge the abilities of an individual 
on the basis of age alone.

Sex (2): For workers in the general population, sex 
differences are significant on the Clerical Test; only about 16 
per cent of men workers reach or exceed the median of 
women on clerical number and name checking tests. For em
ployed clerical workers sex differences on the clerical name 
checking test are significant in that only 21 per cent of em
ployed men clerical workers reach or exceed the median of 
women clerical workers. Sex differences tend to disappear, 
however, on both checking tests when comparisons are re
stricted to a given level or type of clerical work. This is 
additional evidence that the abilities measured by the Clerical 
Test are an important factor in occupational adjustment in 
clerical work.

Experience and Training (2): The relationship between
Clerical Test scores and years of clerical experience for about 
one hundred clerical employees is negligible, +.08. A low but 
positive relationship, +.30, was found between Clerical Test 
scores and years of clerical experience for 155 employed and 
unemployed women clerical workers between the ages of 
seventeen and twenty-nine (1). Those with many years of 
e x p e r ie n c e  do not seem to have any marked advantage in 
taking the Clerical Test.

A slight negative correlation, —.13, was obtained between 
Clerical Test scores and amount of commercial training for 
a group of 65 employed clerical workers. Scores on the 
Clerical Test do not seem to be affected by commercial train
ing. When two groups were tested before and after commer
cial training, there was no gain in the second testing, as com
pared with the first testing, beyond the normal practice 
effect obtained in control groups. The normal practice effect 
in repeating the test after time intervals from three to six 
months varies between 7 and 12 per cent. Thus the Minnesota 
Clerical Test fulfills the requirements of an aptitude test in 
that training and experience do not seem to exert any large 
or specific effect on test scores.

Formal Education (1): When formal education or grade
of school completed is considered, academic intelligence is 
also a related factor, since grade of school completed and 
academic ability are positively related. The relationship 
between grade of school completed and Clerical Test scores 
for 120 employed clerical workers is +.20 and for 155 women 
clerical workers between the ages of seventeen to twenty-nine 
about +.22. Among clerical groups the better educated do 
not seem to have any great advantage on the Clerical Test 
over those with fewer years of schooling.

Intelligence (2): The correlations between academic ability 
test scores and Clerical Test scores for groups of employed 
clerical workers, university business students, and high 
school commercial students are approximately +.23; the 
correlation between intelligence and number checking being 
about +.12 and the correlation for name checking about +.37. 
When heterogeneous groups, made up of men ranging from 
less than seventh grade ability to better than twelfth grade 
ability, are considered, the relationship between the Clerical 
Test and academic ability becomes closer (10). The corre
lation between academic ability and clerical number checking 
for these heterogeneous groups is about +.47 and between 
clerical name checking and intelligence is about +.65. These 
coefficients, however, are inapplicable to the more homo
geneous groups for which the test is designed. Even in the 
heterogeneous groups, they indicate that the Clerical Test is 
relatively unique with respect to academic ability, since the 
coefficients of alienation, indicating lack of relationship, are 
.88 for clerical number checking and intelligence and .76 for 
clerical name checking and intelligence.

Speed of Reading (2): The Minnesota Clerical Test is
only slightly related to the "Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading 
Test." Number checking is unrelated to speed of reading as 
shown by the coefficient of +.09, while clerical name check
ing is positively related to speed of reading as shown by the 
low positive correlation of +.45. When academic ability is 
held constant statistically, the correlation between speed of 
reading and clerical name checking drops to +.30.

VII. RESULTS FROM FACTORIAL ANALYSIS (1)
Analysis of the Minnesota Clerical Test indicates that the 

Clerical Test is measuring a specific ability which is rela
tively independent of spatial, dexterity, and academic abilities. 
For heterogeneous groups, the Clerical Test becomes more 
closely related to academic ability. The Minnesota Clerical 
Test is measuring an aptitude which is related positively to 
the abilities to discriminate small differences rapidly, to ob
serve and compare, to adjust to a new situation, and to give 
attention to a problem.

Although the clerical checking tests are closely related, as 
shown by the correlation coefficient of + .66, clerical number 
checking measures more of a numerical factor and the cleri
cal name checking more of a verbal factor. For a homo
geneous group of clerical workers, a correlation coefficient of 
+.65 was found between clerical name checking and a spell
ing test and a coefficient of +.51 between clerical number 
checking and a test of verifying arithmetical computations.

VIII. NORMS
Centile norms for employed clerical workers are given in 

deciles in Table A (2). Because of sex differences, especially 
in the name checking test, separate norms are given for 
women and men. Norms are also available for a standard 
sample of the employed population and are given in Table 
B (8). The standard sample was carefully selected with re
spect to age and occupation so as to be representative of 
the gainfully occupied adult population of the three cities, 
Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth, as given by the 1930 
census.
' There are marked differences between the norms for suc
cessfully employed clerical workers and for gainfully occu
pied adults in general. For example, a score of 152 for Test



2, name checking, is equal to the 50th centile on the norms for 
women clerical workers. Likewise, a score of 111 on the name 
checking test is equal to the average or 50th centile on the 
general population norms for women, but only equal to the 
10th centile for successfully employed women clerical workers.

Similar comparisons may be made between the employed 
clerical and general population norms for men. For example, 
a score of 135 on number checking places a man at the 50th 
centile for employed men clerical workers but at the 94th 
centile on the general adult norms. Similarly, a man scoring 
83 on the clerical number checking test is rated as average, 
at the 50th centile for men workers in general, but only at 
the 5th centile for successfully employed men clerical workers.

Such comparisons indicate that the clerical norms are based 
upon a selection of workers that is far superior to adult 
workers in general on the Clerical Test. This suggests the im
portance of these tested abilities for success in clerical work.

Both sets of norms have their uses in practical situations. 
In guidance, a counselor is chiefly interested m the abilities 

o  of an individual in comparison with the abilities of persons 
^  in general. By such a procedure, the counselor may find the 

aptitudes of the individual which are the most outstanding. 
As a second consideration, the counselor may be interested in 
knowing how the tested abilities compare with those of em
ployed workers in a given occupation. e The employment 
manager, however, when considering applicants for a clerical 
position, is primarily interested in the standing of the appli
cants when compared to successful employees in similar oc
cupations, and is not so much interested in the rank of the 
individual when compared to workers in general. In such a

name checking test, the women stenographers and typists 
exceed the scores made by such clerical groups as men ac
countants and bookkeepers, general and rountine clerical 
workers, and shipping and stock clerks. That is, norms based 
upon successful clerical employees selected from seven com
panies indicate that an applicant for an accounting or book
keeping position should be expected to score higher on the 
clerical number test than an applicant for a filing position. 
Furthermore, a qualified person to fill a position as a file 
clerk, biller, sorter, or office machine operator would not be 
expected to test as high on the clerical name checking test 
as a qualified stenographer or typist. But these differences 
are not striking whereas the differences between clerical 
workers and workers in general are quite marked.

Some examples will illustrate this point:
The average employed man bookkeeper and accountant 

scores 144 on clerical number checking which is at the 97 
percentile for the general norms. The bookkeeper testing the 
lowest on the number checking test for his group, scores 106 
which is at the 79 percentile for workers in general.

The average employed woman office machine operator 
scores 149 on the clerical number checking test which is at 
the 86 percentile for women workers in general. The operator 
testing the lowest among the employed office machine opera
tors on clerical number checking scores 103 which is at the 
41 percentile for the standard sample of women workers.

Similarly, the average employed woman stenographer and 
typist scores 168 on the clerical name checking test which is 
at the 91 percentile for the standard sample of women 
workers. The typist testing the lowest among the employed

TABLE in
- TENTATIVE NORMS FOR EMPLOYED CLERICAL WORKERS BY CLASSIFICATION*

Women
Office

Machine

Women
Stenog
raphers

Men
Bank
Tellers

Men
Acct.
Bkkp.

Women
General

C kr.

Men
General

Cler.

Women
Routine

Cler.

Men
Routine

Cler.

Men
Ship.
Clerk

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
100 187 176 196 200 192 188 178 180 200 196 198 196 182 172 177 166 137 150
90 169 171 180 189 188 175 177 156 171 180 181 172 163 166 166 164 135 145
80 163 153 169 178 164 160 167 148 160 171 * 163 163 149 167 148 151 128 130
70 158 146 161 170 155 152 155 140 151 161 151 151 141 150 137 137 117 119
60 163 140 154 164 142 145 150 134 145 153 142 137 137 143 130 124 109 111
50 149 134 147 158 137 134 144 127 139--147 134 131 133 134 124 118 104 102
40 144 128 139 152 131 120 138 122 131 141 127 124 129 124 118 111 100 93
30 138 120 136 146 127 111 132 116 124 131 121 115 123 116 111 105 96 81
20 127 113 122 137 120 105 127 110 114 121 116 106 106 101 105 100 80 74
10 111 102 110 118 114 98 107 102 103 111 109 94 90 88 100 92 73 67

1 103 68 70 75 113 93 106 82 " 65 79 68 63 82 63 92 62 71 31
•N orm s based o n : 17 men bank tellers 44 men general clerical workers 80 men routine clerical workers
21 women office machine operators 29 men accountants and bookkeepers 24 women routine clerical workers 23 men shipping and stock clerks

181 women stenographers and typists 60 women general clerical workers
General clerical workers include general office clerks, tax  and record clerks. Routine clerical workers include file clerks, billers, and sorters. 
All groups were selected from  seven companies, except fo r the bank tellers who were selected from  one company.

case, norms for successfully employed workers would be more 
helpful than norms for the general population.

In the selection of clerical employees, it is not always wise 
to select those with the highest scores. If the job is of a 
routine nature, an individual possessing lesser abilities is 
likely to be a more satisfied employee than a worker possess
ing more abilities than the job requires. The tested abilities 
required for certain clerical positions may be suggested but 
the critical scores for the selection of employees for a given 
occupation should be determined by the hiring standards for 
the particular company (11).

Since there are differences in Clerical Test scores made by 
different types of clerical workers, separate norms for the 
various classes are reported in Table III. Women office 
machine operators, women stenographers and typists, and men 
accountants and bookkeepers score higher on the clerical num
ber checking test than the general and routine clerical 
workers, and men shipping and stock clerks. On the clerical

women stenographers and typists on the clerical name check
ing test scores 75 which is at the 17 percentile for the stand
ard sample of women workers. A score of 118 on the name 
checking test is only equal to the 10 percentile for women 
stenographers and typists but is at the 60 percentile for 
women workers in general.

Although routine clerical workers require less of the ability 
measured by the Clerical Test, it must be remembered that 
the average routine clerical worker as well as' the average 
shipping and stock clerk scores better than 75 percentile for 
general population norms.

There is then not only a marked difference between em
ployed clerical workers and workers in general on the 
Clerical Tests, but there are smaller differences between the 
different types of clerical workers.

To make adequate use of norms, hiring standards as well 
as the various levels of abilities required for given positions 
must be taken into consideration in the selection of employees.
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I. ENGLISH

'  A. Spelling ,
Below are forty-five sentences designed to test 

your knowledge of spelling. In  each sentence are 
two spellings of a word, and a space for a third 
spelling. If you think the spelling numbered 1 is 
correct, blacken on the answer sheet the space 
marked 1 for that sentence. If you think the spell
ing numbered 2 is-correct, blacken the answer sheet 
space numbered 2. If you th ink.neither spelling is 
correct, blacken the answer sheet space marked N.

Note that on the answer sheet the numbers under 
“A. Spelling” refer to the numbers of the sentences 
below.

1. (1. Autommatic) machinery is rapidly taking
(2. Automatic) ,

the place of hand labor.
2. Investment is quite (1. different) from specular

(2. differant)
. "  ' .. (N

tion.

3. A business enterprise will not(l. succede) unless
‘ • (2. succeed)

(N
it is well managed.

4. The filing of letters according to their dates is 
called (1. chronological) filing.

(2. chronologicle)
’ - (N ' ' : - ;
5. I t  is difficult to (L. estimate) one’s expenses.

' (2. estemate)

(N
6. The (1. ratios) are different for different com-

(2. ratioes)
. ' (N '

binations.
7. This job must be given (1. preceedence) over

(2. precedence)
(N

the other. *
8. The department store is a good (1. illustration)

(2. ilustration) 
(N

of a mercantile establishment. '

9. The (1. Traffic) department of a business
(2. Trafic)
(N , .

handles all matters tha t have to do with the 
movement of goods to or from the business.

10. Many people will (1. benifit) from the national
(2. benefit).
(N

defense program. ,

11. These figures should be typed in (1. tabuler)
(2. tabular)
(N

form.

12. In his letter of application he gave three
(1. referrences) -
(2. references) ’
(N

13. In  a budget there should be provisions for
(1. miscellaneous) items. • ,

- ( 2 ,  miscelaneous)...... ..........—
(N ■ .\  -

14. In  (1. antiscipation) of your coming I purchased
(2. anticipation)
(N

extra supplies.

15. A salesman should avoid (1. irritating) a cus-
(2. iritating)

- ' (N
tomer.

16. When machinery becomes (1. obsalete) it
(2. obsolete)

. (N .
should be discarded.

17. (1. Ocupational) information is necessary to a 
(2. Occupational)
(N _ : '
wise choice of a vocation.

18. The profits of a business often depend on the 
successful (1. marketting) of its products.

(2. marketing)

19. The (1. instalation) of the telephone was de-
(2. installation)
(N

layed.

20. There are many risks in the (1. operation) of a
(2. opperation)
(N

business.

21. (1. Competent) workers are required in every 
(2. Competant)
(N '
business.



22. Be careful to spell the (1. suffixs) correctly.
(2. suffixes)
(N

23. I t  was found that the (1. apropriation) was not
(2. appropriation)
(N

34. The new law became (1. effective) at once.
(2. affective)(N

35. His (1. perserverance) has won him a new
(2. perseverence)
(N

position.

36. Every fire insurance policy should contain a 
(1. lightening) clause.
(2. lightning),

•• ( N

large enough.

24. One should not place a (1. mortgage) on his
‘ (2. morgage)

. . (N
home if he can avoid it.

25. Three (1. companys) are competing in this city.
(2. companies)
(N - . -

26- 'A'business needs-plenty-of-(L-.capitol) .to_b&_
(2. capital) v

. . (N '
successful. .

27. A trade (1. acceptance) may be discounted at a
(2. acceptance)
(N

bank.

28. One’s (1; initial) job is less important than his
(2. enitial)
(N

ultimate goal.

29. Systematic saving is a good way to 
(1. acumulate) money.
(2. accumulate)
(N

30. A firm cannot afford to (1. lose) money every
(2. loose)
(N

year.

31. He was (1. wholely) wrong in the argument.
(2. wholly)
(N

■ ;
32. Much correspondence is (1. neccessary) in con-

, (2. nec^sary)
/  , (N

ducting a business.

33. The (1. achievement) of a reputation for 
(2. acheivement)
(N

honesty will help any business.

37. Do not give his name as a reference without Ms 
(assent).
(ascent)

' <N ' ' ■ . ■ . , ; ,
38. I t  is not easy to measure the (1 .'affects) of 

..... —-----— " "(2 . effector
, •. ■ ■ ' : ' • / (N

advertising.

39. The notice of Ms (1. insolvency) appeared in
(2. insolvancy)
(N

* the paper today.■ ' • ' , ■
40. He sent me a (1. complementary) ticket for the

(2. complimentary)
(N * '

exMbition. ,

41. Business (1. statistics) are used extensively by
(2. stattistics)
(N

large corporations.

42. His failure caused him much 
(1. embarrassment)
(2. embarassment) ,
(N

43. A (1. syndacate) terminates when the purpose 
• (2. syndecate)

(N
for wMch it is organized has been completed.

44. The thief (1. effected) an entrance through the
(2. affected) - ;
(N

. kitchen window. .

45. I t  is not (1. permissable) to make changes.
(2. permissible)

‘ . (N '
Do not wait. If finished, go on to Section B.



B. Use of the Aprostrophe

In this section are presented ten sentences which 
are designed to test your use of possessives. One 
of the alternative forms best completes each sen
tence. Indicate the number of the correct form by 
filling in the proper space on the answer sheet. 
Note tha t on the answer sheet the numbers under 
“B. Apostrophe” refer to the numbers of the 
statements below.

C. Word Usage

Below are listed 25 sentences designed to measure 
your knowledge of the correct use of words. One 
of the alternative answers best completes each 
sentence. Indicate the correct answer by m arking 
the appropriate space on the answer sheet. Note 
tha t on the answer sheet the numbers under “C. 
Word Usage” correspond to the numbers of the 
sentences below. ,

46. I  am sure tha t (1. i t s ) too late now. 56. I  am afraid they can’t  do (1. anything) about
(2. it’s) (2: nothing )

1 (3. its’) the matter.

47. The couple will stop at the home of the 
(1. bride’s) parents.
(2. brides)

.. (3. brides’) : . _ _ _ _ _
• % ,

48. He was unable to tell us (1. its ) name.
. (2. it’s)

(3. its’)

49. The (1. companies) profits were small.
- (2. companys’) < '

(3. company’s)

50. The average (1. man’s) expenses are higher
(2. mans’)
(3. mans ) 

than they need be.

57. He said tha t he (1. hadn’t) hardly had time to 
(2. had )

recover from his illness. - " . '

"  " 58: We shall have to hurry, for the first bell has 
already (1. rang).

(2. rung)

59. After walking all the way home he was
(1. very) tired. ,
(2. re a l)

60. You should (1. accept) his apology.
(2. except)

61. Of these two possibilities, I  prefer the 
(1. later ).
(2. latter)

51. The (1. chaperones) beads were small, but
, (2. chaperone’s)

(3. chaperones’) 
were beautifully strung.

52. That money is (1. yours ).
(2. yours’)
(3. your’s)

,53. That is a good return for a (1. years’) efforts.
-■ (2. year’s)

(3. years)

54. I t  is not more than a (1. stone’s) throw from
(2. stones’) .
(3. stones)

here to my home.

55. (1. The m ens) expenses are higher this year. 
(2. The mens’)
(3. The men’s)

Do not wait. If  finished, go on the Section C.1

62. I t  is doubtful whether (1. u s ) people in
(2. we)

America get accurate news about this.

63. If he (1. had « ) let his fear overcome him,
(2. would have) '

1 he would probably be dead today.

64. .You may (1. lay) the book on tha t table. 
(2. lie)

65. (1. Emigration ) tends to increase our labor 
(2. Immigration)
supply.

66. Depressions are usually followed (1. by )
(2. with )

periods of good business.

67. There were (1. less ) boys in the parade this
(2. fewer) 

year than last.

68. I  vote against (1. th e ir) giving information to
(2. them)

the editor.



69. The committee consists of White, Evans, and
(L I )•
(2. me)

70. A (1. desert) is hard to cross without a guide.
(2. dessert)

71. Each of the men (1. has ) some faults.
(2. have)

72. She doesn’t  like these social affairs, but usually 
attends, looking very (1. handsomely).

(2. handsome ) .

73. I  don’t  know (1. if ) I  can go.
(2. whether)

74. The hostess (1. laid) the table for six.
(2. lay )

*

75. I  (1. laid) the book on the table.
(271ayl- ' — —  ------ - — —

76. I  (1. infer ) from what you said th a t you think 
(2. imply)

I  am wrong. "

77. His work is quite different' (1. than) his
(2. from)

brother’s work.

78. He was (1. appraised) of the dangers he would
(2. apprised )

meet.

79. I thought his remark was (1. innate). .
. (2. inane)

80. She left a message for the people (1. who )
, (2. whom)
she thought would call during her absence.

Do not w ait.» If finkhed,-go on the P art II. — -

n . BUSINESS INFORMATION

Below are presented sixty statements designed 
to measure your background of business knowledge. 
Some of these statements are true; some are false. 
Indicate whether a statement is true or false by 
marking the appropriate space on the answer sheet. 
Note th a t on the answer sheet the numbers under 
“II . Business Information” correspond to the 
numbers of the statements listed below. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. A person who is named in a will to see tha t its 
provisions are carried out is called an executor.

2. Laws governing the establishment of corpora
tions are the same in all states.

3. A certificate of stock represents ownership in a 
corporation.

4. All tha t is necessary in forming a corporation 
is tha t the incorporators shall agree among 
themselves to do business as a corporation.

5. A federal agency referred to as the HOLC is 
the government’s organization for collecting 
taxes.

6. Clerical work is a good life work because salaries 
for it are high.

7. The federal income tax law allows deductions 
for dependents other than wife (or husband) 
and children.

8. The stock exchange is owned and operated by 
the United States government.

9. If it becomes physically impossible for one to 
do what he has agreed to do, he is excused from 
fulfilling  his contract.

10. In  the United States all persons over 21 years 
of age are required to pay a federal income tax.

11. The tax on real estate is based on the purchase 
price of the property.1

12. A contingent liability is an amount resulting 
from past transactions which may become a 
liability in the future under certain defined 
circumstances.

13. Public utilities are owned and controlled by the 
public.

14. An economic system of free enterprise is one 
under which any individual or group of indivi
duals may organize and manage a business for 
private profit.

15. A stockholder in a corporation is individually 
liable for the debts of the corporation.

16. A company tha t has been incorporated for a 
certain number of years may have its charter 
revoked within tha t time.

17. A country has a “favorable trade balance” 
when its exports exceed its imports.

18. The present value of gold is $20.67 an ounce.
19. When the employees of a company refuse to 

continue work pending the settlement of a 
dispute with the employer, a lockout is said to 
exist.

20. The national debt of the United States has 
reached forty billion dollars. ,

21. Bonds issued by the government are not secured 
by liens or mortgages.

22. An infant’s contracts usually are said to be valid.



23. Endowment life insurance policies require pay
ment of premiums from the time the policy is 
taken out until the death of the insured.

24. The debtor who is discharged in bankruptcy 
has but six years within which to pay his debts.

25. During a period of inflation, the prices of com
modities rise.

26. To be insolvent a business must necessarily 
have liabilities exceeding assets.

27. An agent is liable for his malicious acts while 
performing his duties as the agent of another 
person.' . - , '

28. Any contract may be oral unless there is a
specific statute applicable to the situation.

29. The seller of goods is sometimes called the 
— vendee. — ■—■— -■■■•——

30. The United States has always been on a bi
metallic money standard.

31. The sum on which interest is calculated is called 
the rate.

32. The person who makes a will is called the.
testator. -

33. The textile manufacturing industry, once cen
tered largely in the New England States, has 
been m oving, gradually into the South and 
West.

34. To be a legal and enforceable contract, an offer 
■ of a job need not be put in written form.

35. Gross profit is profit above what the business 
, man is entitled to.

36. A partner cannot sell his share of a business 
without affecting the partnership.

37. A promise made by a corporation to repay a 
given sum of money at a certain future date, 
with interest paid a t a definite rate, is called a 
dividend.

38. A manufacturer is called a consumer because 
V he buys raw materials for use in making his .

products.
39. “Old age security” is a guarantee by the federal 

’ government tha t no person over sixty years of
age will be in want.

40. A merchant’s total capital is the value of all 
the property he owns.

41. Most office, workers are paid wages which vary 
according to the amount of work they do.

42. “F. 0 . B. Shipping Point” means tha t a buyer 
in a distant city pays transportation charges.

43. Upon failure of a mortgagor to pay the interest 
on the mortgage when it is due, the mortgagee 
may take the property simply by notifying the 
mortgagor tha t he intends to do so.

44. The selling price of a share of corporate stock 
on any given day is its par value.

45. A trade acceptance is a bill of exchange, drawn 
by an individual or firm on a bank, payable on 
demand.

46. One who learns a trade through study and 
practice in a school shop is said to have learned 
it by the apprenticeship method.

47. Money which is worth more as money than as 
merchandise is called fiduciary money.

, 48. When an extra fee of ten cents is paid for the 
special delivery of a piece of mail, it is said to 
be insured.\ \

49. The chief purpose of Consumers’ Research is to
investigate the consumer market for business 
houses. ' • ,, -

50. N et profits earned by a corporation usually are
distributed to stockholders in the form of divi
dends. 1

51. The tax on a home owned by an individual is 
called a real property tax.

52. A post-dated note in negotiable form becomes 
a negotiable instrument as soon as it has been 
properly signed.

53. A promise of any kind to pay money to a 
designated person is called a note.

54. A person who is employed to answer letters 
received by a firm is called a secretary.

55. The purpose of posting to the ledger is to deter
mine the accuracy of the books.

56. In  general, all bond holders of a corporation do 
not receive a share of the dividends.

57. A record of money received and spent is called 
a budget.

58. A book copyrighted in the United States may 
be published by some one in some other country 
without the author’s consent.

59. A firm or individual tha t buys and sells in large 
quantities is called a wholesaler.

60. A bank statement is a form used by a bank to 
provide a record of a checking account. ■1

■ ■ , '  .

■,.; Do not wait. If finished, go on to P art III.



m . BUSINESS ARITHMETIC

In this section are presented twenty problems 
dealing with business arithmetic. Use the blank 
pages following to compute the answer for each 
problem. ' Compare yoUr answer with the four 
answers furnished. Indicate the number of the 
correct answer by marking the appropriate space 
on the answer sheet. If none of the answers fur
nished is correct^ mark the space labelled N  on the 
answer sheet. Note that the numbers under 
A rithm etic  on the answer sheet correspond to the 
numbers of the problems listed W ow.

1. At S iy& t a  pair, how 1. (1) 35
many pairs of children’s gloves (2) 39
can be bought for $23? , (3) 40

2. If a profit of $41 is 2. (V) 20%
wanted on the sale of an arti- (2) 25%
cle costing $205; what per cent (3) 30%
higher than cost will you have (4) 3 3 ^ %
to charge? (N)

3. The rate for a certain 3. (1) $2.75
station-to-station telephone (2) $3.05
call is $2.15 for the first three ' (3) $3.25
piinutes, and the rate for each (4) $3.55
additional minute is 30^. The. (N) ,
government tax on calls cost
ing $2.00 or more is 20 j$. How
much will a call lasting six 
minutes cost?

4. A certain grocery store 4. (1) 12M)$
sells 20 oranges for 25)$. W hat (2) 15#$
is the price per dozen? (3) 16#$

(4) 20 #$
(N)

5. The City of B has a tax 5. (1) $ 40.60
rate of $40.60 a thousand. , (2) $406.00
W hat will Mr. Lester’s taxes (3) $446.00
be on property assessed a t (4) $507.50
80% of its value of $12,500? (N)

6. Four dozen suits were 6. (1) $37.50
bought for $1,800. To make a (2) $45.00
gross profit of 30% on the cost (3) $48.50
of each suit, how much should 1 (4) $47.75
each suit be marked? (N)

7. Mr. Allen insured $4,000 7. (1) $ 3.60
worth of his merchandise for (2) $ 7.20
three-fourths of its value. The (3) $ 9.60
yearly premium a t 24)$ per (4) $72.00
$100 is (N)

8. Mrs. Jones bought a 8. (1) $12.90
refrigerator for $265, paying (2) $21.79
$50 cash and agreeing to pay (3) $21.97
the balance in 10 equal install- (4) $22.79
ments. If 6% of the unpaid (N) ,
balance is charged for interest, '
etc., how much will each in- -
stallment be?

9. A company sells $12,487 9. '(1) 16%
worth of merchandise in No- (2) 15%
vember and makes a net (3) 14.5%
profit of $1,748.18. W hat was (4) 14%
the per cent of profit? ' (N)

10. Mrs. Williams bought 10. (1) 12*4%
3 pounds of meat, but found (2) 1 ^ %

"that"8"ounces'crf''it'vrag1*Bwr*w '’*,̂ )''»>*î ,'"%-'-'’'*''':"'"
The per cent of bone was (4) 3 7 ^ %  ,

■ ; *■ (N ) ,

11. A bill of goods amount- H . (I) $3,578.33
ing to $3,689 was delivered to (2) $3,578.43
Mr. Watson on April 19 and (3) $3,568.33
paid for on April 23. If the (4) $3,689.00
term s1 were 3/5, n/30, how (N)
much did Mr. Watson pay? ; .

12. A married man with 12. (I) $ 26.50
two children earns $3,700 (2) $130.00
annually. According to the (3) $14.50
inconie tax law, he is allowed (4) $ 28.50
exemption of $2,500 as head (N)
of the family, and $400 for 
each child. He has no other 
exemptions. Compute his tax 
on a basis of 4%  for the first 
$100 of taxable income and
3H %  for each additional $100 .

, 13. Mr. Day uses 14 tons of 13. (1) $23.50
coal to heat his house during (2) $28.90 ‘
the winter, and buys it a t (3) $32.10 .
$15.10 a ton as he needs it. If (4) $33.90

• he bought it all a t once in Sep- (N)
tember, he.could-get it for 
$12.75 a ton. How much could ' 
he save by following the latter 
PIan?

14. A certain city board of 14. (1) 135%
health reports that there have (2) 74%
been 189 cases of measles re- (3) 49%
ported so far this year as (4) 35%
against 140 a t this time last (N)
year. This is an increase of -

V
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.Fundamentals Test Manual
k

■ Introduction

This test is designed to measure English (spelling, 
use of the apostrophe, and word usage), arithmetic, 
and background of business information with par
ticular reference to the requirements of clerical 
workers.

I t  is a timed test, but the time limit does not 
place any high premium on speed, because nearly 
all testees have time to try all the items.

The test is easy to give and easy to score, but it 
is important to follow the directions here given.

General Instructions

The total time necessary for giving the entire 
test is a little less than 2 hours. ' The total working 
time is one hour, 3 5 'minutes. Testees should be 
encouraged to use the full working time in doing 
and checking their work, but those who finish and 
wish to hand in their papers before the expiration 
of the time allowed may do so. Time limits are 
given for Sections and Parts merely to make sure 
that slow pupils will do something in each Section 
and Part.- If a pupil finishes a given section or part 
before the tim e for that Section or Part is called, he 
is expected to go on at once to the next Section o r , 
Part.

The supplies needed for the test are as follows: 
Test booklet 
Special pencil 
Answer sheet 
Scratch paper

.Giving the Test ,
(Be sure the above materials are a t hand as listed)

Announce: ,
You will receive four items: a test booklet, a 

pencil, and an answer sheet, and 2 sheets of scratch 
paper. The answer sheet and the scratch paper are 
inserted in the booklet.

Do not open the booklet until you are told to do 
so. ,

P a ss  out materials. Be sure each student gets 
one of the booklets and one of the special pencils. 
(With large groups, assistant examiners should be 
present.)

Announce:
Remove the answer sheet and scratch paper from 

your test booklet, but leave the booklet closed.
Enter your registration number from your card 

stub in the space provided on the answer sheet.
P rin t your name, last name first, in the space 

provided on the answer sheet.
Fill in the other blanks on the answer sheet. 

Remember, indicate the school where test is taken 
and your own school.

(Allow a few minutes for this) '

Announce:
Look at the directions on the test booklet while 

T read them.
“The Fundamentals Test is designed to measure 

command of certain fundamentals, such as correct

Copyright 1941 
J. R. Jackman 

All rights reserved



spelling, proper use of words, background "of busi
ness knowledge, and the solving of simple business 
arithmetic problems.

“A l l  a n sw e rs  to q u e s tio n s  a re  to be m a d e  o n  the  
a c c o m p a n ijin g  a n s w e r  shee t. Use the special pencil.”

• Now look at the directions for recording responses.
Continue:

“Read each question and its numbered answers. 
When you have decided which answer is correct, 
blacken the corresponding space on the answer sheet. 
with the special pencil. Make your mark as long 
as the pair of dotted, lines, and move the pencil up 
and down firmly to make a heavy black line. If 
you change your mind, erase your first mark com
pletely. Make no stray marks on the answer sheet; 
they may count against you.”
(Continue.—■—■—-— —- ———■— — ——— ——  ----- . _—  .....  

Look at the examples and be sure you understand 
what you are to do.

Are there any questions? (Answer any questions.)

IN 10 MINUTES 

Announce:
STOP. Even though you have not finished 

Section C, begin Part II.

IN 20 MINUTES 
Announce:

STOP. Even though you have not finished 
Part II, begin P art III.

Here is where you will need your scratch paper.

IN 40 MINUTES 

Announce:
You have 5 minutes left.

IN 5 MINUTES 
Announce:

Announce:
Remember in . using the answer sheet, if you 

change your mind you must erase clean.
Directions are given within the booklet before 

each section of the test. If you finish' a section 
before time is called go on to the next section or part.

You will not need your scratch paper until you 
come to Part I I I  Arithmetic.

Announce:
Begin section A. (Note time begun.)

IN 15 MINUTES 

Announce:
STOP. Even though you have not finished 

Section A, begin Section B.

IN 5 MINUTES 

Announce:
STOP. Even though you have not finished 

Section B, begin Section C.

Stop writing. Lay your test booklet and scratch 
paper aside and look at your answer sheet. Be sure 
you have put your registration number on the 
answer sheet. Be sure the other blanks have been 
filled in. Be sure there are no stray marks on your 
answer sheet. Use your eraser to clean up any 
marks or smudges.

Be sure your answer marks are good and black. 
Go over any which look grayish and blacken them. 
(Allow time for this.)

Insert your answer sheet and scratch paper in 
your booklet.

(Collect booklets and pencils making sure all 
materials are handed in.) -

*
Scoring the Test

This test is machine scored. When a sample set 
of the whole National Clerical Ability battery is 
ordered a scoring stencil which can be used for the 
manual or machine scoring is furnished for this test 
and for the General Information Test.
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NATIONAL CLERICAL ABILITY TESTS

Prepared and Administered by

Joint Committee on Tests
of the

National Office Management Association and the National Council for Business Education

The statements in this booklet deal with matters of general information. They cover a wide range of 
topics and nobody can be expected to answer them all correctly. On the other hand, you ought to succeed 
with a large number of them. The idea is to answer as many as possible.

Do not spend too much time on any one item. If you cannot decide how to mark a statement, go on to 
the next. Then when you get through the booklet, you can go back and mark those you did not do the 
first time through.

I t  is best to try  most of the questions. If you are not absolutely sure of an answer it is better to mark 
what you think is right than to skip the item.

A ll answers to questions are to be made on the accompanying answer sheet. Use the special pencil.

Read each question and its numbered answers. When you have decided which answer is correct, blacken 
the corresponding space on the answer sheet with the special pencil. Make your mark as long as the pair 
of dotted lines, and move the pencil up and down firmly to make a heavy black line. If you change your 
mind, erase your first mark completely. Make no stray marks on the answer sheet; they may count against 
you.

General Information Test - - Series 1941

Read Carefully

Directions for Recording Responses

Examples: 1.. Chicago is a (1) country— -------1 2 3

(2) state 1
(3) city

|  The third
option is 
correct

T F

1. Chicago is a city. 1 I T = True 
F  = False

DO NOT MARK THIS BOOKLET IN ANY WAY

Copyright 1941 
J. R. Jackman 

All rights reserved



In  this part of the test are presented seventy-five 
statements of the kind illustrated by the first 
example on the cover page. Indicate the alternative 
which correctly completes each statement by filling 
in the appropriate space on the answer sheet. 
Note tha t the numbers under “I ” on the answer 
sheet correspond to the numbers of the questions 
below.

1. Bing Crosby’s radio program is sponsored by
(1) Kraft cheese
(2) Ford Motors
(3) Ivory Soap

2. A shoe size 10AAA would be
(1) Average width ■
(2) Very narrow
(3) Very wide

3. Rhododendrons are a kind of
(1) Flower
(2) Robot
(3) Cavern

4. The large figure "one” on the corner of a one 
dollar bill is

(1) White
(2) Green
(3) Black

5. Pearl Harbor is
(1) An oyster bed in Maryland
(2) An actress of the silent "film days
(3) A. U. S. Naval Base in Hawaii

6. The U. S. purchased Alaska from
(1) France
(2) Spain
(3) Russia

7. Turpentine is obtained from
(1) Maple trees
(2) Hemlock trees
(3) Pine trees

I. 9. A mortician is
(1) A banker
(2) An undertaker
(3) A murderer , .

10. The Pacific Ocean was discovered by
(1) Balboa
(2) Cortez
(3) Magellan

11. A small cup of black coffee served after 
dinner is called

(1) Cafe au lait
(2) A demi-tasse
(3) An aperitif

12. A prune is a kind of
(1) Dried cherry
(2) Citrus fruit
(3) Plum

13. The initials ASCAP stand for an organiza
tion of

(1) Musical composers
(2) Mexican secret police
(3) Airline pilots

14. Which one of the following is an example of 
a split infinitive?

(1) Go too quietly
(2) Quietly to go

----  (3) .To quietly go............................. ....

15. Indian clubs are mostly found
(1) In  burial mounds
(2) In gymnasiums
(3) On reservations

16. The English ambassador to the U. S. is
(1) Admiral Leahy
(2) Lloyd George
(3) Lord Halifax

8. The Gatun locks are connected with . 17- Sun Valley % best known in connection with
(1) Canals (!) Citrus fruits
(2) Hairdressing (2) Oil wells
(3) Safes (3) Winter sports



18. As compared with a ream of 8J^" x 11" 
paper, the number of sheets in a ream of 17" x 22" 
paper would be

(1) Half as many
(2) Twice as many
(3) The same

19. The first wedding anniversary is
(1) Cotton
(2) Leather
(3) Paper

20. Anti-tetanus injections are to prevent
(1) Diphtheria
(2) Pneumonia
(3) Lockjaw

21. An ocarina is a
(1) Musical instrument
(2) Skating rink
(3) Half-breed

22. In the opera “Madame Butterfly”
(1) Madame Butterfly kills herself
(2) Her husband kills himself
(3) Madame Butterfly is killed by her

husband

23. The striking feature of W alt Disney’s 
“Fantasia” is its handling of

(1) Color
(2) Plot
(3) Music

24. To exhume means to
(1) Breathe out
(2) Dig out of the ground
(3) Tire

25. A minaret is
(1) A small fish
(2) An old-fashioned dance
(3) A kind of a tower

26. Crepe Suzettes are a kind of
(1) Funeral decoration
(2) Stocking
(3) Pancake

27. A perfect score a t bowling is
(1) 300
(2) 1,000
(3) 100

28. A Holstein is a kind of
(1) Painting : ■
(2) Cow
(3) China ;

29. Roberts Rules of Order are concerned with
(1) Army regulations
(2) Parliamentary procedure
(3) Ranking Government Officials

30. Timpani are found in
(1) The ears
(2) Orchestras
(3) Zoos

31. Japan, having gone to war with China to 
find room for its excess population is now attem pt
ing to

(1) Decrease the birth rate through educa- 
. tion

(2) Prohibit the marriage of young couples
(3) Increase the birth rate through sub

sidies

32. The height requirement for the U. S. Army 
has recently been

(1) Lowered
(2) Abolished
(3) Raised

33. Caterpillars sometimes kill trees by eating the
(1) Roots
(2) Leaves
(3) Bark

34. A new type of electric lighting recently 
introduced commercially is

(1) Fluorescent
(2) Irridescent
(3) Effervescent

35. Daylight first reaches the U. S. each day in
(1) California
(2) Maine
(3) Texas



36. The emblem of the Red Cross was derived 
by reversing the colors of the flag of

(1) Norway
(2) Switzerland
(3) Persia

37. An anemometer is an instrument used to 
measure

(1) Wind velocity
(2) Barometric pressure
(3) Rain fall

38. Snow is similar to rain in regards to
(1) Chemical composition
(2) Crystalline structure
(3) Physical Properties

39. If you had a “ Leyden ja r” you would most 
probably have

(1) Shaving cream
(2) A small earthquake
(3) An electric charge

40. Which one of the following is ah ordinal 
number?

(1 ) 16
(2) XVI
(3) Sixteenth

41. In order to obtain the square of a number 
you should

(1) Multiply it by itself - -
(2) Subtract it from its logarithm
(3) Take the square root of it

42. The last state was admitted to the Union in
(1) 1901
(2) 1912
(3) 1892

43. If it were 10:00 a.m. in Boston when it was 
noon in Rio de Janeiro, you would rightly conclude 
that

(1) Boston is west of Rio de Janeiro
(2) Rio de Janeiro uses daylight saving

. time
(3) Time zones reverse below the equator

44. A condiment is
(1) Seasoning for food
(2) A member of a religious sect
(3) An inmate of a penitentiary

45. Peanuts grow
(1) Underground
(2) On bushes
(3) On trees

46. Bardia is located in
(1) Egypt
(2) Libya
(3) Italy

47. The Aleutian Islands are near
(1) Alaska
(2) Florida
(3) Australia

48. The speed of sound in air is about
(1) 1,100 miles per second
(2) 1,100 feet per second
(3) 1,100 feet per minute

49. English aviators are now eating many carrots 
to help them to

(1) See better a t night
(2) Go without sleep longer
(3) Survive greater altitudes

50. The Federal tax on a package of twenty
cigarettes is" " "  -------- — -----------t z

( 1) U
(2) 3f
(3) U

51. I t  is warm in Argentina a t Christmas time 
because

(1) I t  is close to the equator
(2) I t  is close to the Gulf Stream
(3) I t  is summer there

52. A clavicle is
(1) An old-fashioned piano
(2) A surgical instrument
(3) A shoulder blade



53. “White coal” refers to
(1) Water power
(2) Bleached coal
(3) Rock salt

54. A patella is a
(1) Bone in the knee
(2) Head of a household
(3) Flexible knifelike instrument

55. The light wood used in making model air
planes is

(1) Balsam
(2) Baluster
(3) Balsa

56. Croutons are a kind of
(1) People
(2) Toast
(3) Shell fish

57. If you had a canape you would probably
(1) Put it over your bed
(2) E at it with your fingers
(3) Hang it outside a window

58. Philately is concerned with
(1) Giving to charity
(2) Foreign languages
(3) Stamp collecting

59. The President of the C. I. 0.. is now _____ —
(1) Sidney Hillman
(2) Phillip Murray
(3) John L. Lewis

60. Photography depends upon the light sensi
tivity of certain compounds of

(1) Platinum
(2) Lead
(3) Silver

61. The principle language in Brazil is
(1) Spanish
(2) Portuguese
(3) Italian

62. Lentils are used in
(1) Cooking
(2) Building
(3) Worshiping

63. Genuine granulated sugar is obtained from
(1) Sugar cane only
(2) Either sugar cane or sugar beets
(3) Sugar beets only

64. M alta is an important Mediterranean sea 
base of the

(1) Greeks
(2) Italians
(3) British

65. If a coat of arms had three golden lions 
rampant on a green field, the lions would be

(1) Lying down
(2) Chasing each other on all fours
(3) Standing on their hind legs

66. The Gelandesprunge has to do with
(1) Planting
(2) Skiing
(3) Watches •

67. The President of Mexico is
(1) Calles
(2) Almazan
(3) Comancho

68. You would be most likely to find a fetlock on 
an old

(1) Gun
(2) Castle .
(3) Horse

69. Two states which have a common boundary 
are said to be

(1) Contiguous
(2) Contentious
(3) Contingent

70. Samuel Pepys is best known today because he
(1) Kept a diary
(2) Was the original Uncle Sam
(3) Invented pepsin



71. Most electric clocks will keep accurate time 
only when operating on

(1) Direct current
(2) Interm ittent current
(3) Alternating current

72. The eclipse of the moon we occasionally 
observe, results from the

(1) Moon passing between the earth and 
sun

(2) Earth passing between the sun and 
moon

(3) Sun passing between the moon and 
the earth

Do not wait.

73. In army slang, “goldbrickers” are
(1) Officers with much gold braid
(2) Men who dodge work by playing sick
(3) Men who loan money till pay day.

74. Due to the timing of the moon’s rotation we 
see the same side of the moon

(1) Only once in 28 days
(2) Whenever we see the moon
(3) Only once a year

75. Electrical current is measured in
(1) Amperes
(2) Volts
(3) Ohms

If finished, go on to Part II.

n .

In this part of the test are presented seventy-five 
statements of the kind illustrated by the second 
example on the cover page. If a statement is true, 
mark in the space labelled T ; if the statement is 
false, mark in the space labelled F. Note tha t the 
numbers under “I I ” on the answer sheet correspond 
to the numbers of the questions below.

1. I t  is unlawful for aliens in the U. S. to listen to 
short-wave broadcasts from foreign countries.

2. Baking powder fulfills its purpose by releasing 
carbon dioxide gas.

3. Jesse James was a notorious outlaw.

4. In  Alaska, airplanes are often equipped with 
skiis instead of landing wheels.

5. Blue litmus paper will turn red in acid.

6. A dentifrice is used for extracting teeth.

7. A Venus fly-trap is an electrical device used in 
the house to catch flies.

8. The human eye contains a lens.

9. A toupee is a kind of tent used by the American 
Indians.

10. You cannot call the operator from a dial tele
phone.

11. A picket fence is usually made of wire netting.

12. Syntax is the 10% tax on amusements.

13. The Niagara Falls are located partly in Canada.

14. Water is composed of two gases.

15. A pulley is a simple machine.

16. Submarines always travel underwater when 
making long trips.

17. Some states in the Union do not celebrate 
February 12, Lincoln’s birthday, as a legal

----holiday— ____________________ ________ _____

18. Early forms of television receivers used “scan
ning discs.”

19. Jewels are commonly used in watches as bear
ings for pivots.

20. The sharps and flats placed at the beginning of 
a musical composition are called collectively, 
the key signature.

21. The “wind sock” at an airport indicates the 
direction of the wind.

22. A member of the U. S. House of Representatives 
is usually referred to as a Congressman.

23. Intra-mural sports are not permitted in co
educational colleges.



24. Abraham Lincoln was an only child.

25. At sea level, air has no weight.

26. The United States Army is now training both 
parachute troops and ski troops

27. The starboard side is the righthand side of a 
boat.

28. Taurus and Gemini are signs of the Zodiac.

29. “Dry ice” is the same as ordinary ice except 
tha t it is “quick frozen.”

30. The Caribbean Sea is located between Russia 
and Turkey.

31. Tincture of iodine contains alcohol.

32. Foreign news reports are usually censored by 
the state Department at Washington before 
being released for publication.

33. A ball pene hammer is especially useful for 
pulling out nails.

34. Some automobiles have no clutch pedal.

35. The present “axis powers” are the same as the 
“triple entente” of the first World War.

36. Dr. Watson was a fictional character in the 
stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

37. Citrus fruits contribute vitamin C to the diet.

38. In 1940 the Nobel Peace prize was awarded to 
President Roosevelt.

39. Cork is commonly obtained from the fruit of 
the cork oak tree.

40. A right-handed boxer has the left foot in front 
of the right.

41. The baseball player most frequently charged 
with a balk is the pitcher.

42. Luther Burbank was known as the “Wizard 
of Menlo Park.”

43. General DeGaulle is the head of the French 
Vichy government.

44. Cannisters are small wheels used on office 
swivel chairs.

45. In addition to its other uses, nylon is being 
successfully used as bristles in tooth brushes.

46. One of the new United States Army airplanes 
dives a t a speed greater than that of a bullet 
fired from a 45 calibre pistol.

47. The faint illumination sometimes seen on the 
darker part of the moon is earth shine (sunlight 
which the earth reflects).

48. Dakar is situated in West Africa.

49. In  order to be much good in our flash light, the 
“dry cells” of the battery must actually be 
moist inside.

50. If you stood exactly a t the North Pole, the 
only way you could face would be South.

51. Safety razor blades cannot be resharpened.

52. The hypotenuse of a right angle triangle is 
longer than either of the other two sides.

53. Hot breads should be served on a bread tray or 
plate, folded in a napkin.

54. A person who is color blind to red and green 
can sometimes distinguish between blue and 
yellow.

55. The finest grades of writing paper are made 
entirely from wood pulp.

56. The new income tax law reduces the personal 
income tax exemption for single persons.

57. Diogenes is best remembered because of his 
search for an honest man.

58. The Koh-i-noor is the name of a famous 
diamond.

59. When we speak of the “fourth estate” we mean 
the church.

60. To gerrymander is to divide into election dis
tricts in an unnatural way.

61. In  1940, Britain and her allies lost less than a 
million tons of shipping.

62. Porcupines can shoot their quills a t an enemy.

63. A rubber a t bridge can be made only after each 
side has won a game.

64. In a set of golf clubs, the “brassie” is one of 
the “woods.”



/

65. Admission to all National Parks is free.

66. In military terjns, a twenty-ton tank is a heavy 
tank.

67. The Grand Canyon of the Colorado is in 
Arizona.

68. The Pan-American Clipper planes fly non-stop 
from San Francisco to Manila.

69. H. It. 1776 was a Congressional bill to give the 
President broad powers for the defense of the

. United States.

70. After the first World War the German fleet was
scuttled a t Scapa Flow. " '■<

71. A millenium is a unit of weight in the m etric.
system. /

72. The ordinary vacuum sweeper will not operate 
properly unless the dust bag is air tight.

73. Tigers are found mostly in Africa.

74. Manuel Quezon is President of Cuba.

75. The Federal Reserve Banks are owned by the 
Federal Government.
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Introduction

This is a test of general information.
The time limit is fifty minutes for the entire test, 

but the limit is not effective in placing any appre
ciable premium on speed, for nearly all testees have 
all the time they need to work on all items.

The test is very easily administered and very 
easily scored.

General Instructions

The total time allowed for giving the entire test 
is fifty minutes. Testees should be encouraged 
to use the full time in doing and checking their 
work, but those who finish and wish to hand in 
their.papers before the expiration of the time allowed 
may do so.

The supplies heeded for the test are as follows: 
Test booklet 
Special pencil 
Answer sheet

Giving the Test

(Be sure materials are a t hand as listed) 

Announce:
You will receive three items: a test booklet, a 

pencil, and an answer sheet. The answer sheet is 
inserted in the booklet.

Place no marks on the test booklet.
P ass out materials. Be sure each student gets 

one of the booklets and one of the special pencils. 
(With large groups, assistant examiners should be 
present.)

Announce:
Enter your registration number from your card 

stub in the space provided on the answer sheet.

Print your name, last name first, in the space 
provided on the answer sheet.

Fill in the other blanks on the answer sheet. 
Remember, indicate the school where test is taken 
and  your own school.

(Allow a few minutes for this.)

Announce:
Look at the directions on the test booklet while 

I  read them.
“The statements in this booklet deal with matters 

of general information. They cover a wide range 
of topics and nobody can be expected to answer 
them all correctly. On the other hand, you ought 
to succeed with a large number of them. The idea 
is to answer as many as possible.

“Do not spend too muchAon any one item. If 
you cannot decide how to mark a statement, go on 
to  the next. Then when you get through the 
booklet, you can go back and mark those you did 
not do the first time through.

“I t is best to try  most of the questions. If you 
are not absolutely sure of an answer it is better to 
mark what you think is right than to skip the item.

“A ll answers to questions are to be m ade on the 
accom panying answer sheet. Use the special pencil.”

Now look a t the directions for recording responses.

Copyright 1941 * 
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Continue:
“Read each question and its numbered answers. 

When you have decided which answer is correct, 
blacken the corresponding space on the answer 
sheet with the special pencil. Make your mark as 
long as the pair of dotted lines, and move the pencil 
up and down firmly to make a heavy black line. 
If you change your mind, erase your first mark 
completely. Make no stray marks on the answer 
sheet; they may count against you.”

Are there any questions?
(Answer any questions)

Announce:
Remember in using the answer sheet if you change 

your mind you m ust erase clean.
As soon as you finish Part I  go on to Part II. 

Directions are given in the booklet before each part 
of the test.

Announce:
BEGIN. (Note time begun.)

IN 45 MINUTES 
Announce:

You have 5 minutes left.

IN 5 MINUTES 

Announce:
Stop writing. Put the test booklet aside, and 

look at your answer sheet. Be sure you have put 
your registration number on the answer sheet. Be 
sure the other blanks have been filled in. Be sure 
there are no stray marks on your answer sheet. 
Use your eraser to clean up any stray marks.

Be sure your answer marks are good and black. 
Go over any which look grayish, and blacken them.

(Allow time, then announce)

Insert your answer sheet in your booklet.

(Collect booklets and pencils making sure all 
materials are handed in.)

. .. Scoring the Test _ ___

This test is machine scored. When a sample set 
of the whole National Clerical Ability battery is 
ordered, a scoring stencil which can be used for the 
manual or machine scoring is furnished for this test 
and for the Fundamentals Test.
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Typing Ability Test Manual

Announce:
This is a test of ability to do acceptably the kind----

of work required of typists under ordinary office 
conditions as far as such conditions can be repro
duced for testing purposes.

A,full two hours is the time allowed for the test, 
but extra credit is given for completing the work 
in less than the allotted time.

The materials needed for taking the test are as 
follows:

Test booklet
Assembled material in envelope 
Typewriter \
Typewriter eraser 
2 or 3 sheets of paper for practice

Before beginning the test, see that each testee • 
has all of the required materials as outlined above 
and is in his place a t his typewriter during the giving 
of instructions. See that all equipment is in order. 
Have testees type a few lines of copy furnished or 
put on the blackboard to make sure that all is in 
order for the test.

'  '  .

Giving the Test

Announce: .
• I  am going to give each of you a printed test 
booklet in an envelope of supplies. Do not open 
the envelope until I  tell you to do so.

Pass out envelopes. ,
(Be sure tha t each testee gets one. With large 

groups, assistant examiners should be present.)

This-test-is intended-to measure your ability to 
do practical typing work. Two hours will be 
allowed for it, but extra credit will be given for , 
completing it in less time.

Three things are taken into consideration in. 
measuring the ability, of a typist: (a) Form and. 
arrangement of typed matter; (b) accuracy; (c) 
time consumed. You will be tested for all three of 
these items in this test. Do the kind of work which" • 
should satisfy an employer who wants his typing 
done correctly.

There will not be a separate grade for each of the 
above three factors in good typing. There will be 
a single grade for the test but each of these three 
factors—form, accuracy, and speed—will be con
sidered in making it. There will be ten specific 
typing jobs. Each will be judged as a whole. I t 
will be penalized if it contains uncorrected correcti- 
ble errors. I t  will be thrown out if it contains 
errors that cannot be corrected. You will be judged 
as to speed on the basis of the total amount of accept
able work done during the whole testing period. 
Therefore, lose no time between jobs. Go directly 
and quickly from one task to another.

You will find the following supplies included in
the materials furnished for the te s t:

(1) Typewriting paper
(a) Four letterheads '
(b) Eight sheets of plain white paper
(c) Three sheets of yellow paper for

carbon copy
(2) One sheet of carbon paper
(3) Eight envelopes (two #9, two business reply,

four #6M)

Copyright, 1941 
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(4) Two paper clips
(5) Five form letters
(6) One application for credit .
(7) One reply card

You are to select the proper supplies for each job. 
Begin a new sheet for each job. All unused material 
is to be returned. Do not waste any of it. Neat 
erasures are allowed. If additional supplies are 
needed, ask the examiner for them; but time con
sumed in getting them is in the nature of a penalty, 
so avoid excessive spoilage if possible.

' Continue: '
Do not look the test through before beginning. 
Complete each job before looking at the next one. 
Bead the instructions for each job carefully and 

do exactly as you are told. There will be a penalty 
for any failure to do as you are told.

Do not hurry, but do not waste time doing a job 
_ o r  going on to the next one. „ I t  is the.tptal time 

taken for the whole test which counts.
Do not ask questions about the test after you 

begin it. Follow the instructions and do the best 
you can with each job.
, Start at once when the signal to start is given by 

the examiner. Stop at once when the signal to stop 
is given by the examiner. If you complete the 
examination before the time is up, take your papers 
to the examiner immediately.

Continue:
" Write your name, the name of your school or 

employer, and the name of your city or town on the 
large manila envelope. Also write your registration 
number which appears on your card stub. (Allow 
plenty of time. Two or three minutes should be 
ample.)

Continue:
At the close of the examination all of your typed 

material is to be clipped together and put into this 
large manila envelope bearing your name and regis
tration number.

Ask:
Are there any questions?

Answer any questions,' making instructions clear. 

Say:
All right, it is now (give time). Enter this 

time on your large envelope where it says “Hour 
Begun.” Now take out the test booklet and begin.
Make a record of the time at this point. - •

Accept any completed set of papers whenever a 
testee presents it. Make a record on the large

envelope of the exact time at which it is  re
ceived.

At the end of two hours say: •
Stop!
Pass your sets of . papers and booklets forward 

(or to the right or left if necessary, as circumstances 
require).

Make a record of the time on each envelope handed 
in at this point. "

Count the number of booklets and envelopes. 
Be sure every test booklet and set of papers is 
accounted for, and that each testee’s name, name 
of the school or employer, and name of the city or 
town, and his registration number are. on his 
envelope.

Scoring the Test

The procedure for rating each testee’s perform
ance is as follows:

1. Choose an envelope and immediately write
the testee’s name, the name of his school 
or employer, the name of his city or town, 
and his registration number, in both boxes 
at the bottom of a rating sheet. Indicate 
the time test was begun and finished. Then 

, indicate credit to be added for time less 
than 120 minutes, a t the. rate of 1 point 
for each minute saved, in the blank after 
“Plus time bonus.”

2. See tha t work done by testee (in envelope)
is clipped together as directed. If not, 
put a 2 a t the bottom of the penalty 
column opposite “Penalties for correctible 
errors not noted in actual work on jobs 
done.”

3. Inspect Job No. 1. If form letter has been
"filled in ” instead of being "copied” , mark 
it “rejected” and pass on to the next job. 
If it has been retyped, read it for errors. 
If an uncorrectible error is found, mark it 
“rejected” and pass on to the next job. 
If a correctible error is found, check it ( \Z). 
When this job has been scored, note at 
the end of it the total number of correcti
ble errors checked.

4. The procedure as outlined in 4 above is to
be followed in dealing with all jobs of the 
test. Comparing the testee’s work with 
the “instructions” for each job will in
dicate whether or not the testee has 
followed instructions for that job; and the 
data, for each job will furnish a guide 
against which to check the work done on 
it by the testee. .



5. After all jobs have been examined for correcti- 
ble and uncorrectible errors, the columns 
on the correction sheet should be filled in 
as follows:
a. If a job is rejected, put the number 

representing its points (found in the 
last column on the correction sheet) in 
the column of the correction sheet 
labeled “Not Accepted.”

. b. For every job accepted put the toted 
number of its points in the column 
labeled "Accepted.” If there are errors 
for any job, multiply the number of 
errors by two and put the result in the 
column labeled “Penalties for Correcti- 
ble Errors.” Note: If points deductible 
for errors in a job add up to more than 
the points allowed for that job, .the job 
is to be marked “rejected” and treated 
as in (a) above.

c. Add up all columns and place “Totals” 
a t bottom.

d. Fill in blanks under Calculation of Score 
and make indicated calculations.

doubt. This will partially compensate for the 
nervous strain of test conditions. .

Below, is given a list of errors which should be 
considered “correctible” and which should be ' 
checked:

1. All failures to follow instructions, such as:
a. Copying form letter where filling in is

required.
b. Failure to make proper enclosures.
c. Failure to fill in information on applica

tion for credit.
d. Failure to detect errors in Notice of

Meeting.
2. Messy erasures. (However, make allow

ances for medium quality of paper.)
3. Errors in copying which can be corrected

without reducing the item below a reason
able standard.

4. Errors in spelling. '
____5—Careless,errors in typing, such as-leaving out.

words, adding words, etc., unless of a 
nature which requires doing the job over.

Correctible Errors

Treat as a correctible error each material deviation 
from copy which does not invalidate the whole job. 
Be reasonable. Your attitude should be that of an 
employer who is trying to determine whether or not 
a typist’s work is acceptable, not that of a teacher 
who is seeking deviations for diagnostic purposes. 
In case of doubt, give the testee the benefit of the

Uncorrectible Errors

1. Any error which requires doing a job over to 
bring it up to a reasonable standard, remembering 
that items which go to customers should be up to 
a higher standard than items which are for depart
mental use. Illustrations: Failure to make carbon 
copy where required; wrong headings of columns in 
the tabulation; omissions which cannot be inserted 
without interlineations, etc. ..
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To the T estee**■**“ —-—— >i —  ' —' —
For purposes of this test you are a typ ist for The 

Customer Service Company, 795 Railroad Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois.

You will be given ten pieces of typing work to do. 
Follow instructions carefully.

All of your work is to  be dated today.

U se “ G entlem en” as a salutation when addressing 
a com pany; otherwise use as a salutation the words 
“M y dear” and the name of the person addressed, 
so that the salutation will be personalized, as in 
“M y  dear Mr. Jones,” or “M y dear M iss Brown.”

Part I— Form Letters to be Copied

1. Send a copy of Form Letter D  (from test 
envelope) to James A. Young, 928 E ast Fourth  
Street, D uluth, M innesota, in answer to his letter 
dated yesterday. Address a large (#9) envelope. 
Mr. Young ordered one gross of #982 Stenographer’s 
N otebooks. H e is unknown to us and is not listed  
in any credit register available. Therefore we m ust 
not make shipment until we get further information.

Use letterhead paper. M ake a carbon copy of the 
letter. T ype your initials at the end of the letter 
in the proper place (M S for exam ple).

A form for use in giving credit information (from  
test envelope) is to  be enclosed. Fill it out as far 
as you have the necessary information. The letter
head shows that the “ line of business” is stationer. 
Enclose a business reply envelope and a reply card 
(from test envelope).

2 . Occasionally we are unable to fill a custom er’s 
order com pletely, because we have not all the goods 
in stock. T oday we receive an order from James 
Sm oat, 1314 Fair view Avenue, Bloomingdale, 
Illinois. H is number for this order is 685-390. W e 
find we shall be able to  ship tomorrow all the goods 
ordered except:

1 pad N o. 2243 Requisition blanks 250 

1 pad N o. 2449 Quotation record 150

The goods we can ship today are billed on our 
invoice C -51941-68. The two missing item s are 
“ back-ordered” ; that is, we make a memorandum  
to  ship them  later. We expect to ship the delayed  
item s in about ten days.

Instructions:

Send a copy of Form Letter M (from test envelope) 
notifying Mr. Sm oat of the back-order. Fill in 
necessary information. Use letterhead paper. M ake 
one carbon copy. T ype your initials as in preceding 
letter. Address a small envelope.

Copyright 1941 
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3. Send Form Letter A (from test envelope) to  
John A. Ferree, 1960 H igh Street, Logansport, 
Indiana. F ill in the date, name, address and saluta
tion. This custom er’s order bears no number, but 
is dated yesterday. Our Production Order for the 
printing is dated  today, and bears N o. P-968352. 
N o  carbon copy is required. Rem em ber to type  
your identification initials. Address an envelope.

4. Our Credit Departm ent tries not only to  
collect past due accounts but to  develop good will. 
Therefore it has assum ed responsibility for sending  
a form letter to  each account that has been inactive  
for a period of three m onths. The credit manager 
wishes you to  try to  disguise the fact that this is a 
filled-in form letter. Such a letter is to  be sent to  
Smith and Antwerp, 345 Lakeview  Street, Chicago, 
Illinois.

Instructions:
Prepare Form Letter F  (from test envelope) for 

m ailing. W rite the date, name, address, and saluta
tion. Use your identification initials. Address the 
envelope. N o  carbon copy is required.

5. M iss Sarah Powers, 1300 W est M ain Street, 
Champaign, Illinois, has sent her fountain pen to  
us for a new point. Her letter about it was dated  
yesterday. W e find that the pen also needs a new  
ink sac.

Instructions :
Send M iss Powers Form Letter X  (from test 

envelope), filling in all necessary information. 
Address a #9 envelope. N o  carbon copy is required. 
Send a business reply envelope.

6 . A salesm an is to devote som e tim e to  develop
ing business in Cincinnati, Ohio. H e has given you  
the following list of old customers w ith instructions 
to arrange the names alphabetically (the surnames 
first). H e also wants an asterisk written before the 
name of each customer who has not ordered goods 
during the past 30 days. T he heading should be 
"Cincinnati C ustom ers/' T he date given in each  
case is the date of the custom er’s last order. M ake 
one carbon copy on good (not copy) paper.

Office Stationers, 316 Adam s Street, M arch 31 
M rs. A. J. M ahan, 1617 Oakcrest, January 16 
N eum an Typewriter Com pany, 630 Fulton  

Avenue, April 24
M ahan and Johns, 348 Jefferson Street, April 20 
Office Equipm ent Com pany, 317 M adison  

Street, M arch 24

Part II— Forms and Form Letters to be Filled in M  & L Stationery Company, 416 Decatur 
Street, April 15

Reginald M ahoney, 14 W est W ashington, 
February 6

A. L. Newm an, 1639 M adison Street, April 22
Anderson & Ross, 362 M ain Street, March 10
George Graham, 763 South Avenue, February 1
H enry Latimer, 1642 E ast End Parkway, 

January 16
Charles W aters, 92 Crosstown Avenue, Janu

ary 14
Office Supply Com pany, 162 W est Avenue, 

M arch 5.

Part HI—Second Page of a Letter

7. Mr. George F. M eehan, Branch M anager of 
your em ployer, The Custom er Service Company, 
has given you a long letter to  Mr. Enoch Anderson, 
556 South H alsted Street, Chicago, Illinois. Your 
em ployer’s Stenographic M anual reads in part as 
fo llow s:

Unless instructed otherwise:
Indent paragraphs 5 spaces.
M ake one carbon copy of all letters.
Leave space equal to four lines for the d ictator’s 

signature.
W rite “ Yours very tru ly” for the com plimen

tary closing.
Below  the com plim entary closing (1) type the 

name of the com pany in all capital letters,
(2 ) type " B y ” on the next line and leave space 
for the d ictator’s signature, and (3) type the 
official title of the dictator.

The d ictator’s initials and the ty p ist’s or stenog
rapher’s initials are to  be typed at the left 
and below the signature w ith a colon between  
them  (lc:m n).

Address an envelope for each letter.

Instructions:
Assum e that you have filled the first page of the 

letter and that you have the following paragraph 
to type on a second page.

Therefore, much as we would like to  m eet your 
needs at once, we cannot ship the goods you have 
ordered before June 15. W e appreciate the fact that 
this delay m ay cause you much inconvenience and 
we stand ready to  help you m eet this situation even  
if cancellation of your order is the only way out.

T ype the proper heading for the second page and 
then finish the letter, noting instructions in the 
M anual carefully.



Part IV—Manuscript

8 . A conference of all the salesmen of The Cus
tomer Service Com pany is to be held soon and a 
program for the session is to  be printed.

Assume that the following data are given you  
with instructions to type the front page, from data  
in section 1, and the second page from data in section  
2 , using your own judgm ent as to arrangement of 
material for each page (no carbon copy is required) :

Section 1— D ata  for first page 
T enth Annual Conference 
Salesmen of The Customer Service Company  
Traveler H otel 
Chicago, Illinois 
June 16, 1941

Section 2— D ata  for second sheet 
M onday, June 16, 1941 
9:00-9:15 W elcom e by Mr. James Warren, 
President of the Com pany. 9:15 9:45 Look
ing B ack Through the Year, Mr. ( Maries 
H am ilton, Assistant Sales M anager. 9:45- 
10:30 Looking Ahead, Mr. W alter Bonbright, 
Sales M anager. 10:30-11:00 Branch Office 
Cooperation, Mr. George F. M eehan, Branch 
M anager. 1 1 .0 0 -1 2 :30 R ound-Table D iscus
sion of these topics: Travel Costs, Order 
Forms, N ew  Customers, and The Bonus Plan.

Part V—Tabulation
9. Your em ployer is considering the possibility of 

reducing shipping costs by operating a fleet of 
trucks. The traffic manager hands you the follow
ing data and asks you to  tabulate it as you think  
best to show the charges made by each of several 
states for operating 3-ton trucks in 1930 so that a 
comparison can be made with present charges (no 
carbon copy is required):

Special Levies on Three-ton Trucks— 1930.

Private Trucks— Alabama $100; Arizona $33.50; 
Arkansas $125; California $43; Colorado $37.50; 
M aryland $ 11 .2 0 ; M assachusetts $19.50; North  
Carolina $75; Vermont $104; Virginia $60; D istrict 
of Columbia $ 1.

Contract-Carrier Trucks— Alabama $ 1 0 0 ; Arizona 
$33.50; Arkansas $837.50; California $43; Colorado 
$37.50; M aryland $ 11.2 0 ; M assachusetts $19.50; 
N orth Carolina $135; Vermont $104; Virginia $100; 
D istrict of Columbia $ 1.

Common-Carrier Trucks— Alabama $260; Arizona 
$408.50; Arkansas $837.50; California $750; Colo
rado $650; M aryland $269; M assachusetts $19.50; 
North Carolina $900; Vermont $104; Virginia $520; 
D istrict of Columbia $1.

Part VI—Notice of Meeting

10. Instructions: The following notice of m eeting  
jfQr June, 10, 1941 is to be typed in the form in which 
it should be printed to send to the membership of 
the association. Any good arrangement will be 
accepted. Be alert to  see that the copy you make 
is correct in every detail, not only as to  arrange
ment, but also as to the wording. N o carbon copy  
is required.

Marion Junior Chamber of Commerce, Marion, 
Indiana. N otice of M eeting. Place: Room  116, 
Chamber of Commerce Building. D ate: June 10, 
1941. T im e: 7:30 f .m. Purpose: To hear reports 
of present officers, to  consider their recommenda
tions, and to  elect new officers. It is of the utm ost 
importance that every member be present. A 
number of im portant issues are to be debated. You 
will want to  take part in these important discus
sions. A  social hour will follow the business m eet
ing. You will not want to miss that. Mark June 11 
on your calendar so that you will not forget the date. 
Be prompt as the m eeting will begin exactly  at 7 :45, 
the appointed hour.



N. C. A. T.  1941 Form L e t te r  A

T H E  C U ST O M E R  SE R V IC E  C O M P A N Y
795 RAILROAD AVENUE

CHICAGO - - ILLINOIS

------------  - . ' '— 4-

Your order dated will be
shipped in about one week. Your individual 
heading on the forms ordered requires special 
printing, as you will understand, and we there
fore cannot give our usual twenty-four hour 
service.

Should•you find it necessary to write to 
us about this order, please refer to our 
Production Order No.

Very truly yours.
THE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANY



N. C.A.T.  1941 Form L e t te r  D
A

Your order for ________________ came this
morning. They are being packed today and will 
be ready for shipment within a few hours.

Customers are entitled to prompt shipment. Usually we ship within 24 hours on all orders-- 
especially on orders to old friends and customers. 
Sometimes, however, it is necessary to make new 
friends into old friends before we can give such 
prompt service; and that is the purpose of this 
letter.

The enclosed blank calls for answers to a 
few questions which supply information to be 
written on a new account card headed (write full 
name of new customer here). Of course this account 
card will hasten shipment on all future orders.

In the meantime just write your name on the 
enclosed postal card which reads "Please ship my
order of _____ (date)____^ c^o.d." and drop it into
the nearest mailbox. The goods will then be rushed to you.

Sincerely yours,
THE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANY 
By



N . C . A. T . ,  1941 Form L e t te r  F

T H E  C U ST O M E R  SE R V IC E  C O M P A N Y
795 RAILROAD AVENUE

CHICAGO - - ILLINOIS

■*«** "Should auld acquaintance be forgot?"
Possibly you'll be surprised to get a 

letter from the Credit Department when you owe 
us no money at all; and we want you to be so 
much surprised that you'll let this "auld 
acquaintance" hear from you again. Of course, 
the Sales Department would like an order; but 
#e are more Interested In knowing whether there 
has been anything In the Credit Department’s 
policy that has caused you to be silent so long.

Your account always has been In excellent 
condition and there must be some other reason for 
your silence; but a word from you will confirm our 
belief that our credit policies do lead to lasting friendships.

Sincerely yours,
THE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANY 
By

9

Credit Manager



N. C. A. T Form L e t te r  M1941

We know that you need the merchandise listedon your order No. _________, and the major portion
of that order will be shipped __________________.
Our invoice number is _____________.

Occasionally we find that our stock is short 
on some item ordered. Rather than delay shipment 
we place such items on back-order. It has been 
necessary to do this with the items listed below.

(Tabulate in columnar form)
Unless we hear from you again we shall ship 

the missing items on or about _______________.
Very trolly yours,
THE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANY

' By

4



N.C. A. T.  1941 Form L e t te r  X

T H E  C U ST O M E R  SE R V IC E  C O M P A N Y
795 RAILROAD AVENUE

ILLINOIS

your fountain pen 
which we shall have repaired In accordance with 
your letter dated j, unless we have
further Instructions from you within a few days.

Ordinarily we wotild send the pen to you by 
return mall; but our service department says that 
the real cause of your difficulty lies In the fact 
that the pen ndeds a new

Please give us your permission to put the pen 
In first-class condition instead of merely install
ing a new point.

Sincerely yours,
THE CUSTOMER SERVICE COMPANY

CHICAGO

By



THE C U S T O M E R  SERVICE C O M P A N Y
7 9 5  R A I L R O A D  A V E N U E  

CHICAGO - - ILLINOIS

APPLICATION FOR CREDIT
Date

Name of Company 
or Individual

Street

State

City

Phone

Line of business or profession

If incorporated, name of (l) President

/ /
(2) Treasurer

(3) Secretary

If partnership, name of partners

Location of home office _________

Bank reference __________________

Business reference ______________

Business reference ______________

Remarks __________________

Name of person taking application
\ v

Received at office Investigated Disposition



T H E  C U ST O M E R  SE R V IC E  C O M P A N Y
- '* 795 RAILROAD AVENUE

CHICAGO - - ILLINOIS

vO
' A o f"



AFTER FIVE DAYS RETURN TO
T H E  CUSTOM ER SER V IC E COMPANY

798 RAILROAD AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS •
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Introduction

This test is intended to measure the ability of 
the testee to take dictation and transcribe it under 
office conditions as far as those conditions can be 
reproduced for testing purposes.

Forty-eight minutes are allowed for the dictation 
of the test material. The material is to be dictated 
with frequent pauses. I t  has been marked (/) to 
simulate natural original dictation, as distinguished 
from stenographically-phrased, quarter-minute- 
marked school “dictation.”

At the end of each ten minutes of dictation two 
minutes, if needed, are allowed for redictation as 
requested.

The supplies needed for the test are:
For giving the dictation, 1 test booklet.
For taking the test:

Notebook (Testee or Sponsor to furnish) 
Letterhead paper (20 sheets)
Yellow copy paper (3 sheets)
Carbon paper (1 sheet)
Pen or pencils (Testee or Sponsor to furnish) 
Blotter (Testee or Sponsor to furnish) 
Rating Sheet on the back of which will be 

found introductory addresses of all letters 
dictated.

In giving the test, dictate naturally, observing 
the marks which indicate natural or probable pauses. 
Be more* concerned about making the meaning of 
dictated material clear than you are about the 
actual rate of dictation; but do not dictate a t exces
sive speed a t any point in the test.

The material to be dictated is marked off in such 
a way as to indicate approximately where the

dictator should be at the end of each ten minutes 
of actual dictation. The dictator should have a 
watch in his hand. By noting the exact hour when 
beginning the dictation and checking the time 
against the time schedule given below, the dictator 
should be able to maintain an even rate of speed 
and avoid spurts of speed, especially near the end 
of the test.

48 minutes for dictation (including redictation) 
5 minutes for rest before beginning transcrip

tion
7 minutes for giving instructions regarding 

transcription and distributing supplies
120 minutes for transcription
Follow this schedule exactly, except that some 

slight deviation in the time for giving instructions 
or distributing supplies may be necessary.

Each dictator should practice dictating the test 
until he can give it within the required time, and 
without hurry at any point.

I t  is recognized that "ordinary dictation is given 
at irregular speeds, hu t it also is recognized that no 
two people dictate exactly alike. - Therefore, a 
fairly even rate of speed'seems fairer than would be 
uneven rates which surely would not be exactly like 
any that would be encountered in an office. I t  is 
assumed that in'"dictating to a new stenographer 
the dictator will make allowances for the newness 
of the situation.' By dictating the test a t an even 
rate some allowance is being made for the newness 
of the test situation.

Introductory addresses, numbered 'to match the 
numbers of the dictated letters, are given on the 
back of the Rating Sheet which will be given the

Copyright, 1941 
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testee. Testee will select the proper address for 
each letter.

Dictate punctuation which is underscored; also 
underscores for words to be underscored.

Dictate paragraphs.
At the end of certain items, as is noted on the 

test paper, redictate upon request when the request 
seems reasonable. Two minutes are allowed for 
this purpose if needed. If there are more than 
twenty-five testees, one additional minute may be 
used for this purpose if necessary to answer all 
proper requests.

The Dictation
__See that every testee has a notebook and a pencil
or pen, and if the latter, a blotter. Extra pencils 
should be available if a pencil is used.
Announce:

As the representative of James B. Grant Com
pany, I am going to dictate several letters and two 
pieces of straight matter. At the end of the dicta
tion you are to transcribe your notes on the type
writer. Do your very best on every separate piece 
of dictation. Num ber the items in  the order dictated.

At four points during the dictation you will have 
an opportunity to ask for redictation of any word 
or group of words, or indicated punctuation or 
underscoring. Two minutes will be allowed for this 
redictation a t each pause. Place a check mark in 
the margin of your notes a t any point where you 
will want to ask for redictation so as to save time 
when asking for it.

Ask:
Are there any questions?

Answer any questions.

Continue:
All right, here is the first item.

Note the time at this point and follow the time 
schedule.

At the end of the fourth item ask:
Are there any questions?

Answer any questions.
Remember not to allow a student to take unfair 

advantage of this question privilege. At the end 
of the redictation period continue dictation of the 
test.
At the end of the seventh item ask:

Are there any questions?

Answer any questions.
At the end of the redictation period continue 

dictation of the test.

At the end of the eleventh item ask:
Are there any questions?

Answer any questions.
A t the end of the redictation period continue the. 

dictation.

At the end of the fifteenth item ask:
Are there any questions?

Answer any questions.
At the end of the redictation period announce: 

We shall now have a five-minute rest period (during 
which we shall move to the transcription room if a 
different room is to be used) before beginning the 
transcription.

The Transcription
At the end of 5 minutes say:

We shall now proceed to the transcription. I  am 
going to give each of you an envelope containing 
20 sheets of letterhead paper, 3 sheets of yellow copy 
paper, 1 sheet of carbon paper, and a Rating Sheet 
on the back of which will be found the names and 
addresses of people to whom letters have been 
dictated. Consult this list for the addresses.

Pass out envelopes containing supplies.
Be sure that each student gets a complete set of 

materials. If the group is large, there should be 
one or more assistant examiners to help.

Say:
Take the material from your envelope.
Write your name, the name of your own school 

or employer, your city or town, and your registra
tion number in both spaces provided for them on 
the rating sheet. Write your name, the name of 
your own school, and your city or town along the 
extreme top edge of each sheet to be used for tran
scription, and on your test envelope. Be sure to 
enter your registration number (from your card 
stub) in the spaces provided for it on the rating 
sheet. If you need more supplies during the test, 
ask the examiner for them.

Allow time for writing names on all sheets.

Announce:
Here are the rules for transcribing your notes. 
Each item is to be begun on a new sheet.
Judge from your notes the length of the item 

dictated, and set up your transcript on the page 
accordingly. You are to decide whether to use 
double space or single space. Any acceptable form 
of letter may be used.

Use today’s date.



Make carbon copy only as requested by the 
dictator.

The name of the firm for which this dictation was 
given (James B. Grant Company) is to be typed 
after the complimentary close of each letter with 
By underneath it in proper place for the signature 
of the dictator.

Continue:
In transcribing your notes you must watch the 

meaning of what you write. If you substitute a 
word for one dictated but do not change the sense 
of the statement, it will not be counted against you. 
Transcripts must make the sense intended by the 
dictator, but the words dictated and those tran- 

"scribed'need not be'exactly identical iirall casesl
You may use the dictionary and an eraser. Loss 

of time will be the only penalty if correcting is 
neatly done. Only usable transcripts will be 
accepted. Correctible, but uncorrected errors will 
be penalized, but an uncorrectible error will cause 
a letter to be rejected completely. For example, if 
a line, or a clause, or a phrase is omitted, it cannot 
be inserted without interlineation; hence it is an 
“uncorrectible” error, A short letter badly placed 
on the page—in the top quarter of the page, for 
example—is another illustration of an uncorrectible 
error. Good form, but not perfection, is required.

In the straight m atter items (Advertising Copy 
and Notice to Employees) no distinction will be made 
between correctible and uncorrectible errors since 
these are assumed to be first drafts of an advertise
ment and a notice to be edited by the dictator 
before they are sent to the printer. All uncorrected 
errors will be penalized. All errors should be found 
and corrected, but proportionate credit will be 
allowed even if there is an interlineation or other 
correction which would make a letter unmailable.

You will be allowed two hours in which to tran
scribe your notes. Do not become discouraged if 
you fail on some items, or cannot do all of them. 
Try to do as many as you possibly can. . . .

If you finish in less than two hours, take your 
transcripts to the examiner a t once so that he may 
note the time on your papers. Extra credit will be 
allowed for each minute saved.

Ask:
Are there any questions about what you are to do?

Answer all questions necessary to make instruc
tions clear.

Say:
I t  is now (give time). Record this time on the 

Rating Sheet where it says “Hour Begun.”

Say:
All right, begin.

Make a record of the time at this point.
If any testee hands in his transcripts before the 

end of the two hours, note the exact time received 
on this Rating Sheet.

At the end of two hours 

Announce:
Stop! Be sure your name is on every sheet of 

paper to be handed in, on the envelope, and in two 
places on the Rating Sheet. Stay in your seats 
until told that you may leave. Place all material in 
your test envelope and pass it to the right aisle (or 
Jeft, or_forward, etc.). — :_______________________
Collect the transcribed materials.
Make sure that all test papers are accounted for.

Be sure that on each envelope is written the stu
dent’s name and that of his school or employer 
and city.

Dismiss the group.

Rating the Transcripts

In scoring this test, the dictation booklet is to be 
used as a guide for marking each testee’s transcript. 
But deviations are allowable where the sense of the 
original dictation is preserved.

Points have been assigned each of the items of 
the test as follows:

1st item— 9 points 
2nd item— 12 points 
3rd item— 17 points 
4th item— 20 points 
5th item— 27 points 
6th item— 10 points 
7th item— 25 points 
8th item— 12 points

9th item— 13 points 
10th item— 16 points 
11th item— 24 points 
12th item— 14 points 
13th item— 23 points 
14th item— 14 points 
15th item— 14 points 

Total —250 points
No credit a t all is to be allowed for any letter 

where the transcription is so poorly done as to 
change the meaning, thus making it unmailable. 
No credit is to be deducted where the testee changes 
the wording of a sentence but does not change its 
meaning. On the straight-matter items (5 and 7) 
credit for all correct work will be allowed and 
penalties for all errors deducted according to the 
schedule below.

In rating each acceptable letter, deduct 1 point 
for each of the following correctible but uncorrected 
errors:

Wrong word (substitution)
Added word (extra)
Omission of a word
Failure to observe proper paragraphing



Transposition of letters in a word 
Misspelled word 
Incorrect abbreviation
Failure to place a necessary punctuation mark 
Unnecessary punctuation mark 
Failure to capitalize properly 
Making a singular word plural, or a plural word 

singular ^
Error in typing, such as leaving out a letter in 

. a word
Lack of neatness in any item 
Failing to make a correction in carbon copy 
Any other error which does not render the 

transcript unusable

In no item may more points than are allotted to
that item be deducted for errors. -----

For failure to make carbon copy when required 
reject the entire letter.

Do not deduct for lack of neatness of carbon copy 
if it is entirely legible.

No credit is allowed'for an unfinished item unless 
it is the last one attempted which was unfinished 
when time was called. On such an item allow 1 
point for each full line of the original typed, less 
penalties for errors. An uncorrectible error in a 
partial letter at the end of the test will cause it to 
be rejected.

Computing the Total Score
The score for a perfect test paper done in exactly 

120 minutes is 250. The score on each item of the 
test acceptably transcribed is found by deducting 
the total of points deductible for errors from the 
number of points assigned that item.

Total the net scores for all items attempted and 
add 2 points for each minute less"than~120 in cases- 
where the entire test is transcribed in less than 
two hours. "

Record the score on the front of the Rating Sheet 
in the space indicated for it.
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1 which wc grant,/ and always previous to this time/ you
Gentlemen:/ have met our expectations in the matter of payment./ It

We arc about to build an addition to our plant/ which **# therefore, a disappointmmt to us/ to End that the
w ill re<piiir m o#r cwcfW p lam doy-to  inew e the-epace------- pccsenLhalaq^QLyaurjtCCQunL hlS

beyond the date when you promised to pay it /  after our 
third extension of tim e./ (Paragraph)

needed/ and to keep the cost within the amount we wish 
to expend./ (Paragraph)

Wc have been told that you can give us the help we 
need/ in planning this new building./ Do you wish to 
undertake to set up plans for us and,/ if so ,/ can you 
begin work on them at once?/ (Paragraph)

If you are interested,/ wc shall be glad to see your 
representative as soon as possible./

Yours very truly,

2
Gentlemen:/

This is a tardy reply to your recent letter asking for 
settlement of our account./ Our only excuse is /  that wc 
have been expecting daily/ a remittance from one of our 
customers who promised prompt payment/ for goods 
ordered long ago./ We have delayed writing you in the 
hope that this remittance would come,/ but as yet it has 
not reached us./ Wc are glad to say, however,/ that from 
other sources wc have been able to get the money needed 
to settle our account with you ./ A check for $280 is 
enclosed./ (Paragraph)

Wc deeply regret any inconvenience our delay in settling 
this account/ may have caused you/ and hope that it w ill 
not interfere with a continuance of our pleasant business 
relationship./

Very truly yours, -
I

3
Dear Sir:/ >

In the past it has been our practice to allow the limit 
of credit to our customers./ We have done this/ because 
wc believe it-is good business to do so ./ But this is not 
the only reason./ It is done to win and keep the friendship 
of those who buy of us,/ and thus add to the pleasure of 
doing business./ (Paragraph)

Along with others you have* received the limit of credit

Wc arc not inclined to press too hard for a remittance 
at this time/ if there is good reason why you should not 
make one./ But, on the other hand,/ in this period of 
expanding business/ wc can use some extra capital./ 
(Paragraph)

Please let us know what wc may expect./ Perhaps some 
form of settlement which will not be difficult for you to 
meet/ can be arranged.

Yours very truly,

4

Make 1 carbon copy)

Gentlemen:/
Yesterday I received the furniture that I ordered from 

you about two weeks ago./ I am sorry to say that/ all 
but one of the pieces/ (the dining room table)/ arc badly 
marred./ As a matter of fact,/ several of the pieces look 
as if they had been used./ (Paragraph)

Of course it may be that the damage noted was caused 
during delivery,/ but I am inclined to think otherwise./ 
(Paragraph)

My experience with your firm leads me to believe/ that 
you will not expect me to keep this furniture/ unless it is 
put in proper condition./ If you wish to have it inspected/ 
before taking it back/ you may have your representative 
call for that purpose./ Please telephone when I may 
cxpccf him / so that I may be at home./ (Paragraph)

If you prefer to take my word for the condition of the 
furniture/ and have your delivery service call for i t , /  let 

• me know and I shall have it ready./ (Paragraph)
I still want this furniture/ and shall be glad to accept 

and pay for i t /  if you can and will refinish it to my satis- 
faction.

Yours very truly,

2W 4/  f a #  ArW  4/1 0  Rapwjfaf.

h i  1941

AD rights reserved



5 7

Say to Tcstees: I shall now dictate a notice to be placed 
on the bulletin board of our business. The heading of 
this notice is Notice To Employees. The notice is as 
follows: __

NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
Up to this time we have never used a time clock./ It 

has never been necessary./ There has been no tendency on 
the part of any considerable number of our employees/ to 
take advantage of the absence of any check/ on their 
coming to the shop/ or leaving i t . /  (Paragraph)

It is doubtful i f , /  under conditions which have prevailed 
for some tim e,/ any change would be necessary in this 
matter./ Within the past month, however,/ our force has 
been doubled/ and we And that some of the newer em
ployees/ who are not familiar with our previous practice,/ 
and who may have been accustomed to a time clock/ or 
some other similar device,/ have failed to be at work on 
tim e,/ or have left their tasks a few minutes before closing 
tim e./ It has seemed best, therefore,/ to follow a practice 
which is common in most factories/ and install a time 
clock./ Beginning the first of next month/ all employees 
will be expected to use this clock when coming to work/ 
and when leaving at the close of the day./ (Paragraph)

On the table below this notice/ will be found copies of 
instructions for using the clock/ and each employee is 
asked to take one of these copies,/ study it carefully,/ and 
be prepared to adopt this new practice on the first day of 
next month/ when the clock w ill be installed and ready 
to use./ (Paragraph)

We arc sure that none of our old employees will mis
understand the reasons for this change in our procedure./ 
We hope that our new employees will not misunderstand 
our motives./ We merely want to make it easy for all to 
conform to requirements which have been established./ 
This is only fair to those who in the past have been faithful 
in the observance of working hours./

6
Gentlemen:/

There is reason to believe that we shall want to pur
chase/ a considerable quantity of lumber/ between now 
and August first./ Naturally we prefer to buy our ma
terials here at home,/ but if  we do so / we shall want credit 
terms/ equal to those which have been given us in the 
past/ by firms in nearby cities./ (Paragraph)

Send us your best terms/ on orders up to five thousand 
dollars,/ or send a representative to discuss the matter 
with us./ We want to get this matter settled before we 
need the credit we are asking/ so as to avoid delay when 
we are ready to order./

Yours very truly,

Say to Testees: I shall now dictate a statement to be used 
in an advertisement. The heading* of this statement is 
Advertising Copy. The statement is as follows:

ADVERTISING COPY
We often arc asked the question, "What is your busi

ness?"/ People seem surprised to learn that we handle 
almost every kind of merchandise./ Those who do know 
how extensive our business is /  seem to think that we arc 
running a mail-order business./ But this is not the case./ 
(Paragraph)

A mail-order house procures goods from different places,/ 
advertises them to the public,/ and fills orders as they are 
received./ We do not operate in this w ay./ We find out 
what our customers want,/ order what will satisfy their' 
needs,/ and deliver it to them./ (Paragraph)

In other words,/ our business is a "service^ business./ 
Folks tell us what they want,/ we get i t , /  and deliver 
it to them without any further trouble on their part./ 
(Paragraph)

The only way to find out how extensive our business 
really is /  is to order some very unusual thing/ and then 
see if  we can deliver i t . /  Ten chances to one/ we shall be 
able to deliver it without any trouble whatever./ This is 
because we have been meeting the needs of the public suc
cessfully for the past thirty years./ We know where even 
unusual things can be found./ We know what they ought 
to cost./ We know on what terms they ought to be sold;/ 
in short, we can handle an unusual transaction about as 
well as the average business man handles the usual trans
actions which occur daily in his business./ (Paragraph)

Regardless of what you want,/ be it merchandise or 
service,/ there is more than an even chance that we can 
save you money./ Give us a trial/ and let us prove our 
claim ./

End of Second Period of 10 Minutes. Kedictation as Requested.

8

(Announce: Make 1 carbon copy)

Gentlemen:/
We have every reason to believe that we can match any 

reasonable terms that our competitors may offer./ In 
fact,/ our business has been built up rapidly by our willing
ness to make it as easy as possible/ for people to buy our 
merchandise./ (Paragraph)

Naturally we shall want to know about your credit 
standing/ and shall want to know a little more about your 
requirements/ before saying just what terms we can make./ 
We shall,/ therefore,/ have our representative call on you 
Tuesday of next week/ when he will be in your vicinity./



If that will not be a convenient time for you/ please tele
phone us/ and we shall try to meet your convenience./

Yours very truly,

Dear Sir:/
We regret very much that you found the merchandise 

bought of us in bad condition when it was delivered./
We have no reason to doubt your word concerning this 
matter./ It is our desire to make you as little trouble as 
possible/ and to save as much time as possible in getting 
the articles refinished/ and back into your hom e./ Therc- 
fore, we shall have our delivery service call for them about 
3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon/ when we hope it will be 
convenient foF you to  deliverthem to u s./ GoBCemi a g f t /w l  thyour tnrpcnse account when irn^umed"

As you all know,/ in a business like ours/ traveling 
expense is a large item in our total sales cost./ For this 
reason/ we must remind you again/ that expense accounts 
which seem larger than they should be,/ taking the terri
tory covered into account,/ will be examined with care./ 
(Paragraph)

Please be assured that in making this general statement/ 
we have no particular ease of extravagance in mind./ We 
merely arc trying to avoid the necessity of dealing with  
particular eases/ by calling your attention in advance/ to 
this very important matter./ (Paragraph)

It has occurred to us/ that you may be able to help us 
cut traveling expense/ by giving some thought to this 
matter./ We ask each one of you to make a note of any 
instance of unusual saving/ and include a memorandum

If we find that they cannot be refinished satisfactorily,/ 
we shall replace them with new pieces/ which we guar
antee will be in perfect condition./ (Paragraph)

We appreciate your patience in the matter/ and shall do 
our best to see that future transactions arc better handled./

Yours very truly,

in ./ When all accounts are in / we shall mimeograph a 
statement containing all methods of saving reported to us/ 
and see that each one of you gets a copy of it./(Paragraph)

The above plan should enable you to help each other 
keep traveling expenses down/ and help us keep traveling 
costs in proper proportion to the total cost of selling our 
merchandisc./ (Paragraph)

10
Dear Sir:/

We regret very much/ that the suit you ordered from 
us seems to be defective./ We assure you that no defect 
was apparent when this suit was finished and delivered,/ 
but we want you to be satisfied and,/ therefore,/ make 
two proposals,/ either of which will be satisfactory to us./ 
(Paragraph)

According to your description,/ what seems to be a 
break in the thread in the left sleeve/ probably is merely 
the end of a thread/ left loose in weaving./ In this case,/ 
all that is necessary is to cut this small bit of thread/ and 
thus make the defect unnoticcable./ If you care to do 
th is,/ we shall guarantee satisfaction in the end/ and make 
a deduction of 20% from the cost price./ (Paragraph)

If you prefer,/ we shall take the suit back/ and replace 
it with one which w ill be entirely satisfactory to you/ at 
the same price as was charged for the one you have./ 
(Paragraph)

We hope that one of these proposals w ill be satisfactory/ 
and assure you that either one will be agreeable to us./

Yours very truly,

This method of reducing traveling costs is being pro
posed/ at the suggestion of one of our most successful 
salesmen./ May we count on your full cooperation/ so 
that we may learn whether or not material savings can 
be made as a result of this plan?

Very truly yours,

End of Third Period of 10 Minutes. Redictation as Requested.

12

Gentlemen:/

I recently took advantage of your offer/ to send me a 
copy of your "World History" on trial./ (Paragraph)

My chief reason for sending you an order for this book/ 
was the fact that you advertised i t /  as the product of a 
"National Committee on Education."/ (Paragraph)

Now that I have this volume/ I fail to find the names 
of this committee in the book itself,/ or in the letter which 
accompanied i t . /  I shall appreciate it greatly/ if you will 
send me the names of this committee/ so that I may know 
that the book is backed by people of authority in the field 
of education./ (Paragraph)

11
Gentlemen:/

This letter is addressed to all of our salesmen/ because 
the message we have to give you at this time/ is the same 
for each man on our selling staff./ (Paragraph)

I hope that a reply to this letter/ may be received within 
the ten days which I am allowed to keep the book/ before 
making -remittance /  as I do not want to reach a final 
decision concerning i t /  until I have the information asked 
for./

Yours very truly,
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The following names and addresses are to be used for the 
letters, dictated. For the first letter dictated use the first 
name and address. For the second letter use the second name 
and address, and so on to the end of the dictation. Note that 
the fifth and seventh items dictated are not letters and, there 
fore, need no name and address.
Letter No. 1*
Warren Williams & Company 
487 Western Avenue 
Maynard, Illinois

Letter No. 2
~ Washburn' Sale s Company ' 476 Warren Place 
Frankfort, Kentucky

Letter No. 3 
James C. Cross.
39 South Avenue Fort Wayne, Indiana

Letter No. 4Premier Furniture Company 
217 Locust Street 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Item No. 5
No name and address

Letter No. 6
Home Lumber Company 
16 Canal Street 
Maynard, Illinois

Item No. %
No name and address

Letter No. 8
Racine Service Agency 
410 Winfield Street 
Racine, Wisconsin

Letter No. £
Albert D. Raymond 
345 Homeland Avenue 
Buffalo, New York

Letter No. 10
" George M. Nash 752 Charles Street Boston, Massachusetts
Letter No. 11 

To Our Salesmen In Conference 
Stabler Hotel 
St. Louis, Missouri

Letter No. 12
Acme Book Company 
1612 Commercial Building 
Cincinnati, Ohio

Letter No. 13
Overland Express Company 
248 Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois

Letter No. 14
People's Warehouse Company
Maynard
Illinois

Letter No. 13
Selective Draft Board
Maynard
Illinois
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The Fundam entals T e s t i s  d esigned  to  measure command of c e r ta in  fundam entals , such 
as c o r re c t  s p e l l in g ,  p roper use of w ords, background of b u s in ess  knowledge, and th e  - 
so lv in g  of sim ple b u s in ess  a r i th m e tic  problem s.

D ire c tio n s  fo r  Recording Responses
' i ■ • " "

Read each q u e s tio n  and i t s  numbered answ ers. In  P a r ts  I  and I I I ,  when you have 
decided  which answer i s  c o r r e c t ,  u n d e rlin e  i t .  I f  you change your mind, e ra se  or c ro ss  
out your f i r s t  answ er. Do a l l  f ig u r in g  on s c ra tc h  p ap er.

* , - - Example $ S e a t t le  i s  a ( l )  co u n try
• . (2 ) s t a t e

(3) c i t y

‘ • I n  P a r t  I I ,  i f  you decide a s ta tem en t i s  r i g h t , make a T on th e  l in e  a t  th e  r ig h t ;  
i f  you th in k  th e  answer i s  wrong, mark an F on th e  l i n e .

Example: S e a t t le  is  a c i t y .  T
' . • 

In  th e  f i r s t  example answer ^3 i s  u n d e rlin e d , because i t  is  th e  r ig h t  answ er.

In  th e  second example th e  s ta tem en t i s  fo llow ed  by a T, because th e  s ta tem en t i s  
t r u e • .
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,

or Town space J
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I. ENGLISH

A» Spelling

Below are fifteen sentences designed to 
test your knowledge of spelling. In each 
sentence are two spellings of a word. If 
you think either spelling is correct, un
derline it. If you think neither spell
ing is correct, underline the letter N«

(1. Autommatic
1 .  (2. Automatic machinery is rapidly 

(N
taking the place of hand labor.

2. The filing of letters according to
(1. chronological 

dates is called (2. chronologicle 
. (N

(1. preoeedence
3. This job must be given (2. precedence '

(N
over the other.

(1. benifit
4. Many people will (2. benefit from the

(N . ' .
national defense program.

(1. initial
10. One's (2. enitial job is less im-

(N
portant than his ultimate goal.

(1. wholely
11. He was (2. wholly wrong in the ar-

(N
gument.

(1. effective
12. The new law became (2. affective

- (N ' ,
at once. '

13. Do not give his name as a reference
(1. assent 

without his (2. ascent 
(N

(1. complementary
14. He sent me a (2• complimentary

(N
ticket for the exhibition.

(1.\syndacate
15. A (2. syndecate terminates when the

(N , .
purpose for which it was organized 
has been completed.

5. In a budget there should be provisions
(1. miscellaneous 

for (2. miscelaneous items.
(N .

(1. obsalete
6. When machinery becomes (2. obsolete

(N
it should be discarded.

B. Use of the Apostrophe

In this section are presented three sen
tences which are designed to test your 
use of possessives. One of the alterna
tive forms best completes each sentence• 
Indicate the correct form by underlining 
it.

(1.,instalation
7. The (2. installation of the telephone

(N
was delayed.

8. Be careful to spell the 

correctly.

( i .
(2 .
(N

suffixs
suffixes

(1. companys
9. Three (2. companies are competing in

( N
this city.

(1. its
16. I am sure that (2. it's too late now.

(3. its'

(1. companies .
17. The (2. companys' profits were small.

(3. company!s

(1. yours
18. That money is (2. yours'

(3. your's

DO NOT WAIT. If you have finished, go on 
to Section C. •



C . Word Usage

Below are listed eight sentences d e - , 
signed to measure your knowledge of the 
correct use of words• One of the alter
native answers best completes each sen
tence. Indicate the correct answer by 
underlining it. '

19. I am afraid they can't do ^  
about the matter.

20. After walking all the way home he

ji: S3 ■ ■ ■ .
was

21. It is doubtful whether people\ w . we
in America get accurate news about

. this. • \ ■; ; . '

22. ^ * Emigration increase our
(2. Immigration
labor supply.

23. I vote against ^  them1" 6ivin6 in
formation to the editor.

24. Each of the men ?iaS some faults.(2. have

25. The hostess the table for(2 • lay
six people.

26. His work is quite different 
his brother's work.

(1. than 
(2. from

DO NOT WAIT. If you have finished, go on 
to Part II.

II. BUSINESS INFORMATION

Below are presented twenty statements 
designed to measure your background of 
business knowledge. Some of these state
ments are true; some are false. Indicate 
whether a statement is true or false by 
marking either T or F on the line at the 
right. '

1. A person who is named in a will to 
' see that its provisions are carried 
out is called an executor.

2. All that is necessary in forming a
corporation is that the incorporators 
shall agree among themselves to do 
business as a corporation. ____

3. The federal income tax law allows de
ductions for dependents other than 
wife (or husband) and children. ____

4. The tax on real estate is based on the
• purchase price of the property. ____

6. Public utilities are owned and con
trolled by the public. ___ _

6. A company that has been incorporated 
for a certain number of years may 
have.its charter revoked within that 
time.

7. When the employees of a company re
fuse to continue work pending the 
settlement of a dispute with the em
ployer, a lockout is said to exist.

8. An infant's contracts usually are
said to be valid. ;

9. During a period of inflation, the
prices of commodities rise. ______

10. Any contract may be oral unless there
is a specific statute applicable to 
the situation. ■ ____

11. The sum on which interest is calculated
is called the rate. • ,____

12. To be a legal and enf orceable contract,
an offer of a job need not be put in 
written form. ____

13. A premise made by a corporation to
repay a given sum of money at a cer
tain future date, with interest paid 
at a definite rate, is called a div
idend. ___ _

14. A merchant's total capital is the 
value of all the property he owns.



15. Upon failure of a mortgagor to pay 
the interest on the mortgage when it 
is. due, the mortgagee may take the 
property simply by notifying the mort
gagor that he intends to do so.' . _ _ _ _ _ _

16. One who learns a trade through study
and practice in a school shop is said 
to have learned it by the apprentice
ship method. ____ _

17• The chief purpose of Consumers* Re- - 
search is to invest igate the consumer 
market for business houses.

18. A post-dated note in negotiable form 
becomes a negotiable instrument as 
soon as it has been properly signed.

19. The purpose of posting to the ledger 
is to determine the accuracy of the 
books.

20. A book copyrighted in the United States 
may be published by some one in some 
other country without the author's 
consent.

DO HOT WAIT . If finished, go on to Part III.

III. BUSINESS ARITHMETIC

In this section are presented seven 4. Mrs. Williams bought '4. (1) 
problems dealing with business arithmetic. • 3 pounds of meat, but (2) 16-2/3% 
Use the blank paper provided to compute found that 8 ounces of (3) 20 %
the answer for each problem. Compare it was bone. The per (4) Z7-l/2%
your answer with the four answers fur- cent of bone was (n )
nished. Indicate the number of the cor- '
rect answer by underlining it. If none 5. Mr. Day uses 14 tons 5. (1) $23.50
of the answers furnished is correct under- of coal to heat his house (2) $28.90
line the letter N« during the winter, and (3) $32.10

buys it at $15.10 a ton (4) $33.90
1. At 57-1/2/ a pair, 
how many pairs of chil
dren's gloves can be 
bought for $23.00?

1. (1) 35
(2) 39
(3) 40
(4) 41 . 
(N)

as he needs it. If he 
bought it all at once 
in September, he could 
get it for $12.75 a ton. 
How much could he save 
by following the latter

(N)

*2. A certain grocery 2. (1) 12-1/2/ plan?
store sells 20 oranges 
for 25/. What is the 
price per dozen?

(2) 15/
(3) 16/
(4) 20/

6. A farmer sold 3,440 
gallons of milk for 
4-l/2/ a quart. How

6. (1) $6,192.00 
$ 619.20
$ 387.00

• much did he receive for (4) $ 154.80
3. Mr. Allen insured 3. (1) $ 3.60 it! (N)
$4,000 worth of his mer (2) $ 7.20 7. Six years ago, Mr. 7. (1) $60.42
chandise for three - (3) $ 9.60 Brown purchased a truck (2) $62.09
fourths of its value. (4) $72.00 for $887. If he sells (3) $65.91
The yearly premium at (N) it now at 42$ of the (4) $85.91
24/ per $100 is original cost, what will 

the average annual de
preciation have been?

(N)

IF YOU FINISH BEFORE THE ALLOTTED TIME, spend the remainder of the time looking over 
your work.
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Fundamentals Test Manual — Series C

Introduction
This test is designed to measure Eng

lish (spelling, use of the apostrophe, 
and word usage), arithmetic, and back
ground of business information, with par
ticular reference to the requirements of 
clerical workers.

It is a timed test but the time limit 
does not place any high premium on speed 
because nearly all testees have time to 
try all the items.

The test is easy to give and easy to 
score, but it is important to follow the 
directions here given.

.■ ‘ "  '-x  ■ :
x General Instructions

The total time necessary for giving 
the entire test is thirty-two minutes. 
Testees should be encouraged to use the 
full working time in doing and checking 
their work but those who finish and wish 
to hand in their papers before the ex
piration of the time allowed.may do so. 
Time limits are given for Sections and 
Parts merely to make sure that slow pupils 
will do something in each Section and 
Part.

If a pupil finishes a given Section 
or Part before the time for that Section 
or Part is.called, he is expected to go 
on at once to the next Section or Part.

The supplies needed for the test are; 
Test booklet, scratch paper, and pencil.

Giving the Test 1 ■
Announce: You will receive a test book-
let and a pencil. The scratch paper is 
inserted in the booklet. Do not open 
the booklet until you are told to do so.
Pass Out Materials; Be sure that ,eabh 
student gets one of the booklets and a

pencil. (With large groups, assistant 
examiners should be present.)

Announce; Print your name (last name 
first) in the space provided. Fill in 
the other blanks. Remember, indicate the 
school where the test is taken and the 
name of your own school. (Allow a few 
minutes for this.)

Announce: Look at the directions on ,the
front of the test booklet while I read 
them. (Read aloud the directions on the 
Testee Booklet.) '

Continue; Are there any questions?
'

Announce: Directions are given in the
booklet before each section of the test. 
If you finish a section .before time is 
called, go on to the next section. You 
will not need your scratch paper until 
you come to Part III (Arithmetic).
IN 5 MINUTES Announce; Even though you 
have not finished Section A, begin Sec
tion B.
IN 5 MORE MINUTES Announce; Even though 
you have not finished Sections B and C, 
start Part II.
IN 7 MORE MINUTES Announce; Even though , 
you have not finished Part II, start Part
III.
AT THE END OF 32 MINUTES Announce; Stop 
writing. Be sure all the blanks on the 
front page have been filled in. Be sure 
there are no stray marks on your answer 
sheet. Use your eraser to clean up any 
marks or smudges. Insert your answer 
sheet and scratch paper in your booklet. 
(Collect all material, making sure every
thing is handed in.)

: • , v.
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Scoring the Test

PART I, SECTIONS A  (English) and B (Apostrophe); The score is the number right minus 
the number wrong.

The Key

Number Correct
1 2
2 '  1
3 2
4 2

Number Correct
5 1
6 N
7 2
8 2

Number Correct
9 2
10 1
11 2
12 1 -

Number Correct
13 1
14 2
15 N
16 2

Number Correct
17 3
18 1

PART I, SECTION C. (Word Usage); The score is the number right minus the number wrong.

The Key

Number Correct Number Correct

19 1
20 1
21 2

23 1
24 1
25 1

22 2

PART II (Business Information): The score is the number right minus the number wrong.

The Key

Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct
1 T
2 ,F
3 T
4 F

5 F
6 T
7 F
8 F

9 T
10 T
11 F
12 T

13 F
14 F
15 F
16 F

17 F
18 F
19 F
20 T

PART III (Business Arithmetic); The score is the number right minus the number wrong.

The Key

Number Correct Number Correct
1 3
2 2
3 2

' 4 2

5 N ,
6 2
7 N jf

ADD THE SCORES together. ‘ Based 3,000 cases, the centil scores are:

English Arithmetic Business Information
Gentile Score Gentile Score Gentile Score

99 25 99 ' 6 99 15
80 23 80 5 80 9
60 21 60 4 60 7
40 20 40, ’ 3 40 5

* 20 18 20 2 20 2
5 14 5 3 5 0
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The statements in this booklet deal with matters of general information. They cover 
a wide range of topics and nobody can be expected to answer them all correctly. On 
the other hand, you ought to succeed with a large nvanber of them. The idea is to an
swer as many as possible. ; ,

Do not spend too. much time on any one item. If you cannot decide how to mark a 
statement, go on to the next. Then when you get through the booklet, you can go back 
and mark those you did not do the first time through.

It is best to try most of the questions. If you are not absolutely sure of an an
swer, it is better to make what you think is right than to skip the item.

Directions for Recording Responses

Read each question and its numbered answers. When you have decided which answer 
is correct, underline it. If you change your mind, erase or cross out your first mark 
completely. Make no stray marks on the sheet; they may count against you.

Examples; 1. Seattle is a (l) country
(2) state
(3) city

• The third option is correct.

In Part II if you decide a statement is right, make a T on the line at the 
you think the answer is wrong, mark an F on the line.

1. Chicago is a city. T

right; if

FILL IN THIS FORM

Name *

Your School 
or Employer

Your City 
or Town

Hour
Begun

Hour , 
Completed

School where 
test is taken.

T otal ' 
Score 
Do not 
mark 
in this 
space ,
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PART I

In this part of the test are presented 
twenty-five statements of the kind illus
trated by the first example on the cover 
page. Indicate the alternative which 
correctly completes each statement by 
marking X  at the right.

1. A shoe size 10AAA would be •
(1) Average width ____
(2) Very narrow ____
(3) Very wide ____

2. The large figure "one” on the corner 
of a one dollar bill is
(1) White ____
(2V Green ____
(3) Black ____

3. Turpentine is obtained from
(1) Maple trees ____
(2) Hemlock trees ____
(3) Pine trees ____

4. The Pacific Ocean was discovered by
(1) Balboa ____
(2) Cortez ____

-.  ( ̂ " Mage llan - - - — - —  _ ... — . -— ---- --—: ' —

10. A Holstein is a kind of
(1) Painting
(2) Cow
(3) China

11. Timpani are found in
(1) The ears
2) Orchestras
3) Zoos

12. A new type of electric lighting re
cently introduced commercially is
(1) Fluorescent
(2) Irridescent “  '
(3) Effervescent

13. An anemometer is an instrument used 
to measure
(1) Wind velocity
(2) Barometric pressure
(3) Rain fall -----

14. Which one of the following is an or
dinal number?
(1) 16
(2) XVI —

—  —  —  ^  3 ̂  L Q  Q  tx ——  - — -—r - - - - - ——  — - - —  — '

5. The initials ASCAP stand for an organ
ization of
(Ij Musical composers ____
(2) Mexican secret police ____
(3) Airline pilots _____

6. Sun Valley is best known in connection 
with
(1) Citrus fruits _____
(21 Oil wells ____

. (3) Winter sports ____

7. The first wedding anniversary is
/ (1) Cotton ' ____

(2) Leather ____
(3) Paper ____

8. In the opera "Madame Butterfly"
(1) Madame Butterfly kills

herself , ____
(2) Her husband kills himself
(3) Madame Butterfly is killed

by her husband ____

9. A minaret is
(1) A small fish
(2) An old-fashioned dance
(3) A kind of tower

15. If it were 10:00 A.M* in Boston when 
it was noon in Rio de Janeiro, you 
would rightly conelude that
(1) Boston is west of Rio de

Janeiro
(2) Rio de Janeiro uses day-

light saving time ,____
(3) Time zones reverse below ~

the equator
16. Bardia is located in

(1) Egypt ____
(2) Libya
(3) Italy _____

17. Many aviators eat many carrots to help 
them to
(1) See better at night
(2) Go without sleep longer
(3) Survive greater altitudes ~~~~

18. A  clavicle is
(1) An old-fashioned piano
(2) A' surgical instrument
(3) A shoulder blade ____

19. The light wood used in making model 
airplanes is
(1) Balsam
(2) Baluster ____
(3) Balsa -



20. Philately is concerned with
(1) Giving to charity
(2) Foreign languages ^ZZZ
(3) Stamp collecting _____

21. The principle language in Brazil is
(1) Spanish
(2) Portuguese
(3) Italian ____

22. Malta is an important Mediterranean 
sea base of the
(1) Greeks
(2) Italians
(3) British

23. You would be most likely to find a fet
lock on an old
(1) Gun " ____
(2) Castle _____
(3) Horse ____

24. Samuel Pepys is best known today be
cause he

.(1) Kept a diary ____
(2) Was the original Uncle Sam ____
(3) Invented pepsin ____

25. — In-army slang, ,,goldbrickersM are-
(1) Officers with much gold braid
(2) Men who dodge work by play-

ing sick
(3) Men who 1 oan money until payday___

Do not wait. If finished, go on to Part II. * 1

PART II

In this part of the test are presented 
twenty-five statements of the kind illus
trated by the second example on the cover 
page. If a statement is true, mark a T 
on the line at the right; if the state
ment is false, mark an F on the line.

1. Baking powder fulfills its purpose 
by releasing carbon dioxide gas.

2. In Alaska, airplanes are often equipped 
with skis instead of landing wheels.

3. A  Venus fly-trap is an electrical de-' 
vice used in the house to catch flies.

4. You cannot call the operator from a 
dial telephone.

5. The Niagara Falls are located partly 
in Canada.

6. Submarines always travel underwater
when making long trips. ' ____

7. Jewels are commonly used in watches
as bearings for pivots. ____ '

8. A  member of the U. S. House of Rep
resentatives is usually referred to 
as a Congressman. ____

9. At sea level, air has no weight._____

10. Taurus and Gemini are signs of the
Zodiac. ____

11. Tincture of iodine contains alcohol.

12. Some automobiles have no clutch pedal.

13. Citrus fruits contribute vitamin C to
the diet. ____

14. A  right-handed boxer has the left
foot in front of the right. ____

16. General DeGaulle was the head of the
French Vichy government• ____

16* One of the new United States Army air
planes dives at a speed greater than 
that of a bullet fired from a 46 cal
ibre pistol. _ _ _

17. In order to be much good in our flash 
light, the "dry cells" of the battery 
must actually, be moist inside. _____

18. The hypotenuse of a right angle tri
angle is longer than either of the 
other two sides. . ____

19. The finest grades of writing paper are
made entirely from wood pulp. ____

20. The Koh-i-noor is the name of a fa
mous diamond.

21. Porcupines can shoot their quills at
an enemy. ____

22. In a set of golf clubs, the "brassie" 
is one of the "woods".

23. The Grand Canyon of Colorado is in
Arizona. ' ____

24. After the first World War the German 
fleet was scuttled at Scapa Flow.

25. Tigers are found mostly in Africa.____
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General Information Test Manual — Series C
Introduction

This is a test of general information.
The time limit is seventeen minutes for 

the entire test but the limit is not ef
fective in placing any appreciable premium 

^on speed, for nearly all testees have the 
time they need to work on all items.

The test is very easily administered 
and very easily scored.

General Instructions
The total time allowed for giving the 

entire test is seventeen minutes. Testees 
should be encouraged to use-the full time 
in doing and checking their work but those 
who finish and wish to hand in their pa
pers before the , expiration of the time 
allowed may do so.

The supplies needed for the test are: 
test booklet and pencil.

Giving the Test
Announce; You will receive a test book- 
let and a pencil.

Make no marks on the test book
let except to print the information re
quired at the bottom of the front page.
Pass Out Materials; Be sure each student 
has a booklet and a pencil. (With large

groups, assistant examiners should be 
present.
Announce: Print your name, last name
first, in the space provided on the front 
page.

Fill in the other blanks on the front 
page. Remember, indicate the name of the 
school where the test is taken and your 
own school. (Allow a few minutes for 
this.)
Announce: Look at the directions on the
test booklet while I read them. (Read 
aloud the directions on the front cover 
of the Testee Booklet.)
Continue: Are there any questions?
Announce: As soon As you have finished
Part I, go on to Part II. Directions are 
given in the booklet before each part of 
the test.
IN 12 MINUTES announce: You have five
minutes left.,
IN 5 MINUTES announce: Stop writing.
Look at your answers™ Be surb the blanks 
on the front page have been filled in. 
Use your eraser to clean up any stray 
marks. (Allow time, then collect mate
rial, making sure everything is handed 
in.)

Scoring the Test
PART I: The score is the number right minus l/2 the number wrong.

The Key

Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct
1 2  
2 1
3 3
4 1
5 1

6 3
7 3
8 1
9 3
10 2

11 2
12 1
13 1
14 3
15 1

16 2
17 1
18 3
. 19 3
20 3

21 2
22 3
23 3
24 1
25 2
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PART II; T he s c o r e  i s  t h e  num ber r i g h t  m in u s t h e  num ber w ro n g .

The Key

Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct Number Correct
1 . T
2 T
3 F
4 F
5 T

6 F
7 T
8 T
9 F
10 T

11 T
12 T
13 T
14 ; T
15 F

16 T
17 T
18 T
19 F
20 ' T

21 F
22 F
23 T
24 T
25 F

ADD THE SCORES for Part I and Part II together. Based upon 3,000 cases, the centile 
scores.are;
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Stenographic Ability Manual and Test
Introduction

This test is intended to measure the ability of the 
testee to take dictation and transcribe it under office 
conditions as far as those conditions can be reproduced 
for testing purposes.

Ten minutes are allowed for the dictation o f this test.

Continue: j’ | U
All right, here is the first item.

N o te  the tim e a t this poin t.

If dictation is completed in less than 10 minutes allow  
the rest o f the time to answer questions, or giving missed 
words.

Materials required:
For giving the dictation, 1 test booklet 
For taking the test 

N otebook
Transcription paper (10 sheets)
Yellow copy paper (2 sheets)
Carbon paper (1 sheet)
Pen or pencil •
Blotter

In giving the test, dictate naturally, observing the 
marks which indicate natural or probable pauses. Be 
more concerned about making the meaning of dictated 
material clear than you are about the actual rate of dic
tation; but do not dictate at excessive speed at any point 
in the test.

It is recognized that ordinary dictation is given at 
irregular speeds, but it also is recognized that no two  
people dictate exactly alike. Therefore, a fairly even 
rate of speed seems fairer than would be uneven rates 
which surely would not be exactly like any that would 
be encountered in an office. By dictating the test at an 
even rate some allowance is being made for the newness 
of the test situation.

Spell the proper name which is underscored in the 
5th letter, also those in the addresses which are under
scored.

Dictate punctuation (semi-colons) which is under
scored.

The Dictation
See that every examinee has a notebook and a pencil or 

pen, and if the latter, a blotter. Extra pencils should be 
available if a pencil is used.

Announce:
I am going to dictate several letters and one piece of 

straight matter. A t the end of the dictation you are to 
transcribe your notes on the typewriter.

The Transcription
Announce:

We shall now proceed to the transcription, (give out 
necessary materials.)

In transcribing your notes you must watch the mean
ing of what you write. If you substitute a word for one 
dicated but do not change the sense of the statement, it 
will not be counted against you. Transcripts must make 
the sense intended by the dictator, but the words dic
tated and those transcribed need not be exactly identical 
in all cases.

You may use the dictionary and an eraser. Loss o f  
time will be the only penalty if  correcting is neatly done. 
Only usable transcripts will be accepted. An uncorrccti- 
ble error will cause a letter to be rejected completely. For 
example, a line, or a clause, or a phrase omitted, is an 
“uncorrectible” error. A  short letter misplaced on the 
page is another uncorrectible error. Good form, but not 
perfection, is expected.

You will be allowed 30 minutes in which to transcribe 
your notes. Transcribe as much as you can.
Say: You will make a carbon copy o f only the last letter 
dictated, no other carbon is required. All right, begin.
M ake a record o f  the tim e a t this point. If any testee 
hands in his transcripts before the end of the 30 minutes, 
note the exact time they arc received.
A t the end o f 30  minutes 
Announce:

Stop! Be sure your name is on every sheer of paper to  
be handed in. • . ’ ' '
C ollect the transcribed materials. . V ‘

Rating the Transcripts , •
In scoring this test, the dictation booklet is to be used 

as a guide for marking the testee’s transcript." BuC'devi- 
ations are allowable where the sense of the original dic
tation is preserved.

A sk: ■ The probable time needed for dictation and transcrip-
Are there any questions now? tion are indicated and points have been assigned each o f .

A nsw er any questions. the items o f the test as follows:
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D icta tion  T ranscription  
1st item —  2 minutes —  5 minutes— 15 points 
2nd item —  3 minutes —  9 minutes —  23 points 
3rd item — 2 minutes —  7 minutes— 19 points 
4th item —  3 minutes —  9 minutes —  23 points

Total 80 points

N o  credit at all is to be allowed for any letter where 
the transcription is so poorly done, as to  meaning or 
quality, that it is unmailable. N o  credit is to  be de
ducted where the testee changes the wording of a 
sentence but does not change its meaning. On the 
straight matter item (3) credit for all correct work will 
be allowed and penalties for a ll errors deducted according 
to the schedule below.

In rating each acceptable letter, the following points 
are to be deducted for correctible errors not corrected: 

For each wrong word (substitution) . 1 point
For each added word (extra) . . 1 point
For each omission of a word . . .  1 point
For each failure to observe proper 

paragraphing . . . . . .  . 1 point
For each transposition of letters in a .

word . . .  ; . . . . . Yi point
For each misspelled word . . . • Va point
For each incorrect abbreviation . . % point
For each failure to place a necessary

punctuation mark . . .  . • Va point
For each unnecessary punctuation 

mark . . . ; . . . . . % point
:____For_Jailure-to capitalize.properlyL.__ .__ l^„.point____

' For making a singular word plural, or
a plural word singular . . . x . % point

For each error in typing, such as leav
ing out a letter in a word . • • point

For lack of neatness in any item . 1 point
For any other error which does not

render the transcript unusable . . 1  point
In no item may more points than arc allotted to that 

item be deducted,for errors.
For failure to make carbon copy reject the entire let

ter. For failure to  make necessary corrections in the 
carbon copy deduct one point for each such failure.

D o not deduct for lack o f neatness o f carbon copy if 
it is entirely legible.

N o  credit is allowed for an unfinished item unless it is 
the last one attempted which was unfinished when time 
was called. On such an item allow 1 point for each line 
of the original typed, less penalties for errors. An un- 
correctible error in a partial letter at the end of the test 
will cause the letter to be rejected.

Computing the Total Score

The score for a perfect test paper done in exactly 30 
minutes is 80. The score on each item o f the test ac
ceptably transcribed is found by deducting the total of 
points deductible for errors from the number of points 
assigned that item.

Total the net scores for all items attempted and add 2 
points for each minute less than 30 in cases where the

entire test is transcribed in less than 30 minutes; but no 
bonus is to be given if any item turned in is unaccept
able, or if there is any correctible error not corrected.

Suggestion
If time is short, dictate any three o f the four items, and 

grade only two o f them, without letting the examinee 
know which you will grade. Dictating and transcribing 
time, and points, are indicated above.

Form A  

1
Mr. George Williams

389 Main St.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Sir:/

For the past fifty years the paper which we publish 
has met the needs of most people in this c ity ./ But times 
have changed./ There are more things to d o ./ There 
is less time for reading./ So the news must be printed 
differently for busy readers.

Our new first page contains a brief statement about 
all of the more important things.which you want to  
know ./ If you have more tim e/ turn the page for all 
details o f the day’s news.

Give the Post Dispatch a tria l./ W e know you will 
like it . /  Printing costs more in the new form ,/ but the. 
paper will cost you no m ore./ Send your order by tele
phone or letter, today.

--------— -—  --- — -------------Very truly_yours,_ _____

2
Sterling Paint Co.

290 Washington St.
St. Lodis, Missouri.

Dear Sirs:/

It is not easy to decide what kind of paint to use on  
an old house./ Some advise one kind and some another./ 
People do not seem to agree as to what is best./ Build
ers should know something about paints,/ so I am writ
ing you for information.

My house is about fifty years o ld ./ It must have been 
painted about ten tim es,/ and white paint has been used 
for the past twenty years./ The location is near the 
ocean./ W e have cold winters and hard storm s./ Our 
summers are sunny,/ but not very hot.

W ould you advise that all the old paint be removed?/ 
If so ,/  how should this be done?/ If you would not re
move i V  would you suggest that it be washed/ or 
brushed hard before putting on a new coat?

W ould you use pure white lead paint?/ Or would 
you use a paint with some zinc in it? / W ould you use 
ready-mixed paint,/ or have it mixed by the painter?

D o you favor one coat o ften ,/ or two coats less 
often?/ If the latter, how long should two coats last?

I shall appreciate any help you can give me on this 
problem.

Yours very truly,



3 # 4

Parker Furniture Company
495 Central Street

Battle Creek, Michigan.

Dear Sirs:

Your account is among those which have caused us 
much trouble./ W e are not worrying because it is over
d ue./ For good reasons many accounts arc not settled 
when they are due./ The thing that does worry us is 
the fact that three times you have failed to pay when 
you agreed to do so j/ and within the past two months 
you have failed to answer our letters about this matter.

W e have been in business thirty years./ During that 
time we have never once been unreasonable in our col
lections./ But when a customer ignores our most courte
ous inquiries about his plans for the settlement of his 
account,/ we think it is right that we should take steps 
to find out what is wrong.

Unless we hear from you promptly we shall place your 
account in the hands of a collection agency./ This is 
not a threat^/ merely an explanation of what seems to be 
the only proper step to take.

Very truly yours,

Mr. B. J. Barnes • '
480 State St.

Columbia, Missouri.

Dear Sir:

When a new. customer asks for credit/ we write to  
several references/ given by him ,/ for information that 
will help us decide whether or not he is entitled to the 
credit requested.

Most stores use a form on which information asked 
is to be entered./ W e have such a form and use it in 
most cases./ Once in a while we have a case for which 
we prefer a less formal report./ The case of Mr. Jasper 
Waldron is one of this k ind ./ H e has given us your 
nam e/ and we shall appreciate any information about 
his financial standing which you may care to give us.

W e often extend credit to people who own little prop
erty ,/ and who have modest incom es./ Reputation for 
paying bills promptly is more important than mere 
ownership o f property./ W e do not want to have to  
collect accounts through legal means;/ hence ownership 
of property is not what we especially want to know  
about.

What kind of man is Mr. W aldron?/ Is he a man of 
good character?/ Has he been in his present position a 
long tim e?/ Does he pay his bills? Has he ever been 
sued for a debt?

W e shall treat as confidential anything you may say.

. " , Very truly yours,

\
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Part I — Form Letter

N ote: Use as a salutation “Dear Sir" or “Dear Madam" 
as the case may be. Use today’s date.

N o w / and then we find cameras are damaged in transit. 
Mr. Marvin Fox, Penfield Road, Penfield, N ew  York, re-

FORM

ports his Hawk-Eye camera bearing serial .No. 145892, 
ref. N o. M-3859, was damaged on receipt. We repaired 
it under our repair number R-20476.

Instructions: Type Form Letter M with proper informa
tion inserted where blanks occur. Type the letterhead. 
Make carbon copy. Address an envelope.

LETTER M

Universal Camera Company

Webster, Indiana

We are sorry that your camera, serial
No. , ref No. was not in good condition
when you received it.

Every repair job is carefully inspected" before it 
leaves our Repair Department. If an item is delivered, 
in poor condition due to an oversight on our part or 
damage in transit, we always are ready to repair it again 
without charge.

Your camera has been given our careful attention and 
is being returned to you today on our repair number R- . 
Please notify us if it does not reach you soon after the- 
receipt of this letter, or if it is not entirely satisfac
tory.

Yours very truly. 

Universal Camera Company

Repair Department

Copyright 1944 National Council for Business Education



Part II — Rough Draft

Instructions: In typing the following corrected copy of 
an article, make the changes indicated by the correction 
marks. Make one carbon copy. Set margins at 10 and 
70. Double Space.

IT HAD TO COME!
J U .  ■ 'T Y U J l& e rr U i)
Here's X  wonderful bit of news for the hundreds of there annas "

of families who have out grown their old lee<t>exoo— or who have yet

to own their first. ^Today It's no longer a matter of §175 or §200. <v
for a big electric refrigerator— nor Is It nec^ess^ry to buy an 

out-of-date, last yea.x$J model.

Arctlcaire has made sweeping changes to bring you a finder.

larger/model\1940A*efrIgerator at a new low. 'no' ®

Ao.
. -------------------------------------------------------------------------^
c Here Is how we did It—

FIRST, we found a more efflq^/9jj/way to distribute Arctlcaire 

products . . . and we cutjfche selling cost.

SECOND, by putting 9d^pop oont of our'production on©-cublc-fgot ~~ 

size models and larger, we were able to build b l g T>exea at a

CafU
lower cost.

-o
Third; in antlcpatlon of greatly increased sales, we are doubling

* IL>
production schedules, and passing on the mai^acturlng savings

to you. '

Look them over here. Then do this— go to^ one of our f-tye <000 7
theuoand dealers and see them.

. Look B.t the Size! Look at the /lameI ifook at the Price! Loo^ 

at any otifor 194(Vrefrige/ator the/same way. YouVll find /A rctlcaire  

gives ybu the meCst sta r tlin g  values of 1940. ' /  '

Part III — Listing

On Form OM-6 (attached to this paper) make a list of 
office managers who have turned in their April re
ports on time —  on or before May 9. Arrange the list 
geographically (alphabetically according to states.) Re
ports were received as follows:

C. I. Blanchard, Bismarck, N . Dak’., May 6 
George E. Porter, Santa Fe, N . Mex., May 6 
Charles H . Foster, Albany, N . Y., May 7 

■ Leroy E. Snyder, Nashua, N . H ., May 8 
Claude Hagarty, Rochester, N . Y., May 11
J. V. Alexander, Brockton, Mass., May 9 
Roy E. Davey, Boston, Mass., May 9 
Frederick Betz, N ew  York, N . Y., May 10 
Charles Henry, Buffalo, N . Y., May 7



Form QM-6

RECORD OF OFFICE MANAGER'S REPORTS 

(Arrange geographically)

Name City State , Received

■ •

'

-

. ^
•

t .

'

/





NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY
CLERICAL TEST
American Revision 

Herbert Moore, Editor

KEYS, NORMS 
AND

GENERAL DIRECTIONS

Detailed directions for the Test I are given on the 
following page. In administering each subsequent 
' test, the examiner should read aloud the directions 
printed in the test booklet and then begin the timing 
for that test. -
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. Instructions for T est I

(To the Exam iner: After you have read the following directions to the testee, 
read  each numbered paragraph through once, and once only, carefully and slowly, 
and then ask the two questions on each paragraph, allowing sufficient time 
between each question for the answers to be w ritten down.)

D irections: I am going to give you some problem s, and you are  to w rite down the 
answerF o n  the paper in front of you. This is  to see how good your m em ory is , 
so even if you forget what I have said, ask no questions. I will only read  each 
question once, so listen  very carefully.

1. Mr. Walker, whose telephone number is City 5646 rang up to ask for an 
* appointment at 3:15 on Thursday.
a) What was his telephone and exchange?
b) For what time did he want an appointment?

2. From a certain town the post,goes to India on Tuesdays and Fridays, to China 
on Wednesdays and Saturdays, and to South Africa on Mondays and Wednesdays, 
a) and b) On what days does the post go to China?

3. A boy was told to go to the station and get a return ticket to Atlanta, then to go 
on to a tobacconist and buy a pcohct of Old Gold cigarettes and then to go to a 
post office and buy a dozen three-cent stamps.
a) . What was the first thing he was. told to get?
b) What was he to get at the last place?

4. A clerk was asked to address letters to Messrs. Morgan, 43 High Road, Hull,
' and Messrs. Johnson, 19 York-Road, Exeter. - -----  - -
a) What was the name of the first firm?
b) In what road was the second firm?

5. A boy was sent to a shop for six sheets of brown paper, three balls of string, 
two dozen labels, and five cardboard boxes.
a) How many labels was he to get?
b) How many balls of string was he to get?

6. A clerk was told to sort letters alphabetically into five groups. The first
group was to be letters from A to E, the second group from F to K, the third
group was to be letters from L to O, the fourth group from P to S, and the
fifth group from T to Z.
a) What was the second group of letters to be? •
b) What was the last group of letters to be?

7. A  clerk was asked to refer to two entries in her ledger. The first was in May, 
1923, when Mr. Peters paid $35.10, and the second was in November, 1924, 
when Mr. Evans paid $17.40.
a) What was the amount of the first entry?
b) • What was the date of the second entry?
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Test I. Oral Instructions

SCORE: 2 points for each correct answer. J. if one part is correct

TOTAL: 14 points.
1. a) City 5646

b) 3:15 Thursday

2. a) and b) Wednesdays and Saturdays

3. a) Return ticket to Atlanta
b) 1 dozen three-cent stamps

4. a) Morgan
b) York

5; a) 2 dozen
b) 3

6. a) F-K
b) T-Z

7. a) $35.10
b) November, 1924

i

N.I.I.P.
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SCORE: 1/2 point for each correct check minus 1 point for each incorrect 
total; 20 points z

Test II. Classification. 2 minutes

Food
i Traveling 

Expenses
Clothing Amuse

ments
Heat & 

- light
Sundry
other

1

Postsge Stamns X /
Baker (l week) X
Veal Cutlets ' X
Baseball Tickets X
1 lb. Biscuit X ' ' '
Matches ' X
New Hat X ■ '
income Tax 1 X
Thertre Tickets X
3 Electric Bulbs X
Stockings ‘ X
Coal X
Waste Basket X
Football Game X
Groceries X X
1 or. Gloves 1 X
Dentist X
Fare to E. X •
Woolen Scarf X
Victrola Records X
Butter and Eees X
2 Collars X
Hire of Gas Meter
1 lb. Potatoes X
Bus Fares X
Insurance X
Movies 1 X
Taxi to Station X • •

Rotary Fee X
Extension Cord 1 X
1 pr. Shoes X 1Trunk Delivery X ij
1 lb. Flour X i .
Overcoat - X —----------- !
Notepaper ; X
Gas Co. Bill • i . X
Car. Fares i ■ X 1
Playing Cards : : X..1 ...... .
Dairy (l week) ! X 1
Chair mended * - X :
Billiards ! • x___ L ___ ........ 4
Electric Torch i i ; x ‘1

N.I.I.P.



SCORE: 2 points for each correct answer minus 1 point for each incorrect 
answer.

TOTAL: 30 points.

A D D ITIO N  I  • 4426 II 4380 III 4619

SU B TR A C TIO N  IV  37006.54 V 5507.03 VI 543.28

M U L T IP L IC A T IO N  VH 4604985 VIII 5102244 DC 67518288 

DIVISION X  162483 X I 97374 2/9 X II 897379 5/6

Ad d i t i o n xiii 324306.09 ~ x i v 31308.69' x v  72317.11

1

• 4 -  1

Test m . Arithmetic. 4 minutes

N.I.I.P.
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SCORE: 1 point for each correct line minus 3 points for each line in which 
is one or more errors.

TOTAL: 20 points

Test IV. Copying 2 1 / 2  minutes

Mr. R. Culing 00 11
Mrs. Isobel Peters KB 8
Mr. K. Grant TH 2
Mrs. E. Smithe E 71
Miss W ,  Blint IN 38
Hon. Henry Aird 
Miss I. McKay

FO 26
G V  53

Mrs. L. O ’Leary EN 84
Mr. E. Mackay RE 44
Deacon F o r t i e s  . TU 57
Mr. T.H. Blainey YO 35
Mrsj E. Sumner RE 66
Miss T—Page— . ' — --- "-- 'NO™ 62 -  - -

Prof. Roland Winter TH 75
Miss 0. Freyling UL 48
Mrs. N.I. Tintler E 17 -

Mr. S.H. Graham IN • 93
Miss Olive O ’Hara AP 20
Mr. T. Das 
Mys. Jonathan

G W
IN 80

11.

r'

N.I.I.P
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SCORE: 1 point for each correct check minus 2 points for each incorrect or 
omitted check down as far as the subject goes.

Test V. Checking. 2 1/2 minutes

TOTAL: 21 points.

N.I.I.P.

Column C 
1225. ______

43182.50
67.

530.25 
127137.

26.
5992.

868 .
122883.25

72.
100 .

344174.
1195.
109.50

2652.
182.
278.

1341.
515.25 

9665. 
1739.

SO. I 
7575.75_ 
585.

C14K. _
5814.50_ 
925. ' 

10000. 
2161. _] 
4829.75_ 

20. _ 
442. _
176.75_
100.
274. _

11161. __ 
57.25__ 

4ci31£6. “ 
4765.50__ 
500. _  

5990. _
5126. __
2778.50_ 

53528.
76. __

2189. __
1402.50__
7654.

1421111. __
96.75

X

X
'x
X

7
X

X
X

X

x_

X

X

7

x

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
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SCORE: 1 point for each correct placement minus 2 points for each incorrect 
placement.

" TOTAL: 34 points.
Group 2

Test VI. "f-ing. 5 minutes

30987
31264

S36071 46123 53997 58074 61832
E38128 K 46775 55026 58123 FG1945

R31289323 ii
38281 46987 55099 58132 62000
40744 46989 55768 58166 ■ 62010

32897 41193 50010 55783 58295 N62100
33303 41198 Q50176 56001 58744 62465
33471 T41226 51895 56399 59100 62598
J33765
33928

41784 52992 M+O 56479 60060 62893
141911 52999 "56974 60684 62901

33982 43820 53071 57286 60793 G63324
35543 > 44454 53435 P 57767 60799 63397
35687 D+H44544 L53550 57912 60806 63401
35996 45455 53861 58002 

Group B
61452
61523

63487
63523

Aaronberg Abercrombie Achilles Adderley Adis
Aaronovitch Abercromby Ac'.'.ui-ch 5Adderson Adkin
Aarons Aberdare 15Ackford Addie Adkins

llAaronson lOAberfeldt Ackroyd Addinett Adleman
Abady Aberthaw Acland Addington Adler
Aban Abery 13Aclonge Addinsell Adley
Abate Abind Acres • Addis 4Adlington
Abats 17Abinger - Acton QAddison Adoans
Abatt Ablitt ^ 12 Ac worth Adeana Adola
Abbey Abney •Adacker Adeane Adolf
Abbiss 20Abraham Adair Adele Adolph
• Abbott Abros . Adam Adella Adolphi

19Abel Acacia ISAdamas 14Adelman Adson
Abelman Achard •" Adamson Adeny 16Adstead
6Abelson SAcherman Adcock Adeson
Abercorn Achew Adcocks 7Adey

N.I.I.P
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SCORE: 2 points for each correct answer. 1 point for each half-correct 
answer.

TOTAL: 24 points;

1. Mr. Smith

2. 13

3. 2 6

4. ' 18 21
4 2

t
✓

5. 1 3 (years)

6. 6+4=9 
4+3=7

7. 3 • 4

8. July 5

9. 5 5

10. the filing 

typing a list

11. September 28

12- 6 2 N.I.I.P.

Test VII. Problems. 4 minutes



Norms for the N.I.I.P. Clerical Test
The highest possible score is 163; the highest yet attained is 132; the lowest 

11. Negative scores are counted as zeros.
For high school students without business training the median score is 67.7; 

for high school students with business training the median is 77; for colleg 
seniors it is 95.

Decile High School Students (normal) College Seniors
10 " 109 - 161 118 - 161
9 101 - 108 111 - 117
8 89 - 100 105 - 110
7 • 78 - 88 100 - 104

.6 70 - 77 95 - 99
5 65 - 69 9 0 - 9 4
4 5 8 - 6 4 85 - 89
3 48 - 57 77 - 84
2 30 - 47 71 - 76
1 - 29 - 70

Median Score of the Subtests for the two groups

Subtest H.S. Seniors College Seniors
1 6.2 8.5
2 10.3 14.6
3 8.6 11’ 4 10 11.8

.6 .... . . .  _  ... ' . . 10.6...
6 13 23
7 13.6 16.6

Uses of the Test

The test can be administered in 30 minutes and corrected in 5. It has been 
given now to over 2,000 students and clerical workers. It is primarily of value 
for people whose academic training has reached the college level, although, on 
the basis of over 1,000 cases, norms are also provided for those whose academic 
training has not gone beyond the last year in high school.

A check up on over 100 cases makes a fairly definite distinction between two 
major types of office workers - those doing satisfactory secretarial work do 
well in all or most sections of the test, whereas those rated as fair office workers, 
or doing fairly routine work in an office and not regarded as secretarial material, 
make a poor score on tests one and seven, and occasionally on test five. It is  for 
that reason that the interpretation of the results from the different sub-tests is
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of importance in vocational selection work. The candidate for secretarial 
position who does poorly on tests one and seven may do very well on the 
remaining tests, and be quite acceptable in the more routine form of office 
work.

Some sections of the test, e.g. test 5, are of value in selecting the type of 
person who has good promise as a proof reader or for doing any kind of work 
for which her training fits her which requires close attention. Those science 
students who are acceptable in laboratory work consistently do well in the 
sections of the test which require close attention.

/

Herbert Moore
Editor, American Edition N.I.I.P.



NAME

The N. I. I P. Clerical Test
(AMERICAN REVISION)

AGK____________ YEARS_____________ _ MONTHS______ :_____  DATE___________________

DIRECTIONS:

L Read this page carefully. Do not look at any other page until you are asked to do so.

2. The question paper contains various tests, each consisting of a number of short problems.

3. The examiner will call out the name for each Test as you are to begin it; see that you are doing the right
one. But do not turn over to the, next Test until the examiner tells you; and do not turn back to any Test 
after you have finished it. '

4. In answering the questions you will seldom have more than one word to write, and no rough working 
is allowed.

' 5. You are unlikely to be able to finish the whole of any Test. Work as fast as you can. Do not lose time 
by spending too long over any one problem; if you find it difficult go on to the next problem.

6. If there is anything you do not understand in the above instructions ask about it now. No questions 
are allowed after the Test starts. • .

SCORE:

Test Mark

1. Oral Instructions

2. Classification

3. Arithmetic

4. Copying
,

5. Checking

6. Filing

7. Problems

TOTAL

DECILE



TEST I. ORAL INSTRUCTIONS
■

1. a

b

2. a

' /
b . .. .. ; ............ .................................................................

3. a

b

4. a

b

5. a

■ b

(>. a. 

b.

7 . a

b ..



A man kept his accounts under six headings. On this page there is a column for each of the headings, with 
the name written above it. Work down the list of things which the man bought, and put a check in one of the 
columns to show under which heading each item should be classed. The hrst two items are done for you as
examples. Be careful to put the check exactly on the right line.

TEST II. CLASSIFICATION 2 MINUTES.

Postage Stamps 
Baker (1 week) 
Veal Cutlets 
Baseball Ticket 
1 lb. Biscuits 
Matches 
New Hat 
Income Tax 
Theatre Tickets 
3 Electric Bulbs 
Stockings
Cod
Waste Basket 
Football Game 
Groceries 
1 pr. Gloves , 
Dentist 
Fare to E.
Woolen Scarf 
Victrola Records 
Butter and eggs 
2 CollarSi 
Hire of Gas Meter 
Mb. Potatoes 
Bus Fares 
Insurance 
Movies
Taxi to Station 
Rotary Fee 
Extension cord 
1 pr. Shoes 
Trunk delivery 
1 lb. Flour 
Overcoat 
Notepaper 
Gas Co. Bill 
Car Fares 
Playing Cards 
Dairy (1 week) 
Chair mended 
Billiards 
Electric Torch

Food Traveling
Expenses k Clothing Amusements Heating

andLighting
SundryotherExpenses

X
• X

' 1 1

'
' ,

.

\ X

V

-— —  ----1"— -- •• ....- -- ■■■
•

% —

•

■ 7 ' '

■ 1 •

•

..
1



TEST III. ARITHMETIC. 4 MINUTES.

Add up the following sums and put the answer in the space provided. Work as quickly as you can; do not 
stop to check the figures.

563 II. 715 III. 39
785 802 526
919 154 418

84 39 100
*107 881 • 77
436 69 832

49 517 65
197 124 743
836 86 697

52 273 76
370 19 410
28 701 636

Subtract: •
IV. 46285.48 V. 64823.01 VI. 8542.07

9278.94 59315.98 7998.79

Multiply:
VII- 418635 VIII:—  425187------ IX. 8439786

11 12 • 8,

Divide:
X . 7)1137381 X I. 9)876368 X II. 6)5384279

Add:
XIII. *242172.05 XIV. *19292.25 XV. 3 561.11

315.70 762.80 17.05
3192.05 3791.85 67398.25

199.75 7177.75 3561.44
78426.54 284.04 779.26



I

TEST IV. COPYING. 2% MINUTES.

Write out the names and letters and figures on the left of the page in the empty space on the right of the 
•page. Copy each line right across before beginning the next. Be careful to keep the items exactly the same 
and in the right columns. The first two have been done as examples.

Miss S. Doges L 20 Miss S. Boges
/

L 20

Mrs. T. Klyne NO 99 Mrs. T. Klyne NO 99

Mr. R. Culing 00 11 • .

Mrs. Isobel Peters KB , 8

Mr. K. Grant T il 2 '

Mrs. E. Smithc E 71 *-

Miss W. Blint • IN 39 '

Hoti. Henry Aird FO 26

Miss I. McKay GV S3

Mrs. L. O’Leary . e n 84

Mr. E. Mackay RE 44 .

Deacon Soames TU 57

: Mr. T. H. Blainey YO 35
- - - . ■ - - - ; - ' • . . —  • - — * - ■ — ' • — ■ -

Mrs. E. Sumner , RE 66

Miss I. Page NO 62

Prof .^Roland Winter TH 75 '

Miss 0 . Frey ling UL 48

Mrs. N. I. Tintler K 17

Mr. S. H. Graham -IN 93

Miss Olive O’Hara AP 20
‘

Mr. T. Das GW 11 ‘ v
.

Mrs. Jonathan IN 80



The items in Column A have been copied out in Column B, but some mistakes have been made in copying. 
Compare the two columns and put an X  in Column C against any item which has not been copied out cor
rectly; the first two mistakes are marked. Work as quickly and accurately as you can and note that mistakes 

' have been made in the names and titles as well as in the figures.

TEST V. CHECKING. 2 ^  MINUTES.

Column A  
Mr. Tom Roberts 
Mrs. B. S. Van Bon 

\  Mr. Harvey 
' Miss Kitty Davis 
Mr, Harold Dixon 
Mr. Urquhart 
Mrs. Valentine 
Miss Angelina McNab 
Mrs. T. Trehernc 
Mrs. Belinda '
Mrs. S. Higson 
Mr. Stephen Mart 
Miss Brown 
Mr. Deleuse 

. Mr. K. Monk-Holmes 
Mr. Will Spencer 

v Mrs. H. M. Henri 
Miss Barbara Dome 
Mr. Sidney Harper 
Mrs. Llewelyn 
Miss Thugh 
Mrs. D. R. Hutchings 
Mr. Saunders 
Mr. Claude Farquhar 
Miss Longdon • '
Mrs. Purves

_ ;  Mrs. James ...... _
Mr. B. N . M. Clarke 
Mrs. West 
Mr. Tomlin 
Miss Sainsbury . 
Hon. Charles Marks 

. Mr. Albert Read'
Mrs. S. I. Winter 
Mrs. Farley 
Mrs. Bishop 
Mr. R. J. Allen 
Miss B. Sheldrake 
Mrs. Polikoski 
Mrs. Goode'
Miss V. G. Grayson 
Mr. Julyan 
Mrs. Fegent 
Mr. J. K. Banbury 
Mrs. M. Moss 
Rev. William Marks 
Mr. Harry Griggs 
Mrs. Jenkyns Smith 
Mr. E. Vavasour 
Miss P. T . Coodc

*1225 
43182'. 50 

67
330.25 

127197
26

59190.50.
868

122883.75
72

• 100 
344174 

1193
109.50 

2652
182
278

1314
5151.25 
9665 
1730

30
7557.75 

585'
6143
5814.50 

925
; HKXXT 

216148219.75 
20

442 
176.75 
100 

' 274 
11161 

57.25 
438136.

4763.50 
300

' 5990 
5126
2778.50 

55328 '
76

2189
1402.50 
7654

1421111
96.75

Column B 
Mr. Tom Roberts 
Mrs. B. S. Van Ben 
Mrs. Harvey 
Miss Kitty Davies 
Mr. Harold Dixon 
Mr. Urquhart 
Mrs. Valentine 
Miss Angela McNab 
Mrs. T . Trehernc 
Mrs. Belinda 
Mr.'S. Higson 
Mr. Stephan Mart 
Miss Brown 
Mr. Deleuse 
Mr. K. Monk-Holmes 
Mr. Will Spencer 
Mrs. H. N . Henri .
Miss Barbara Dome 
Mr. Sidney Harper 
Mrs. Llewelyn 
Miss Thugh 
Mrs. D. R. Hutchings 
Mr. Saunders 

• Mr. Claud Farquhar 
Miss Longdon 
Mrs. Purves 
Mrs. James _

'  Mr. B. N. M. Clark 
Mrs.* West 
Mr. Tomlin 
Miss Sainsbury 
Hon. Charles Marks 
Mr. Albert Read 
Mrs. S. A. Winter 
Mrs. Farley 
Mrs. Bishop 
Mr. R .J . Allan 
Miss B. Sheldrake 
Mrs. Poilkoski 
Miss Goode 
Miss Vi G. Grayson 
Mr. Julyan 
Mrs. Fegent 
Mr. J. K. Banbury 
Miss M. Moss
Rev. William Marks
Mr. Harry Briggs 
Mrs. Jenkyns Smith 
Mr. E. Vavasour 
Miss P. T . Coadc

Column C
551225 _
43182.50__

67 _
330 25__

127197 _
26 _  

5992 _
868

122883.2 5 _
72 

MX)
344174 _

1193 
109.50_ 

2652 
182 •
278 

1341 
5151.25 
9665 
1739 

30
7575.75 

585
6143 
5814.50 

925"7 futm"2U>1
4829.75 _ 

20
442 „
176.7 5 _  
100 _  
274 _

11161 _  
5 7 .2 5 _  

438136 _
4763.5 0 _  

300 
5990 
5126. 
2778.50_ 

53528 
76 

2189 
1402.50 
7654 

1421111 
96.75



The numbers in Group 2 are arranged in order of increasing size. You are to show where the numbers 
in Group 1 fit into Group 2. Each number in Group 1 has a letter before it. Look exactly where it fits into 
Group 2 and then draw a line and write its letter there. The first three (A, B, C) have been done as examples. 
A 54203 comes after 53997 and before 55026, so a line and ah A are put between them. Now start with D 44554. 
Be very careful to put the lines exactly in the right place.

TEST VI. FILING. 5 MINUTES.

GROUP 1
A 54203 E 38182 " I 42981 M 56749 Q 51671
B 35545 F 61954 J 33829 N 62101 R 31765
C 60693 G 63327 K  46897 O 56814 S 37193
D 44554 H 45022 L 53655 P 57892 T  41262

GROUP 2
■. 30987 36071 46123 A 53997 58074 61832

31264 38128 46775 55026 58123 61945
31289 38281 46987 55099 58132 62000
32111 40744 46989 55768 58166 62010
32897 41193 50010 55783 58295 62100
33303 41198 ' 50176 56001 58744 62465
33471 41226 51895 56399 . 59100 62598
33765 41784 52992 56479 60060 62893
33928 41911. 52999 56974 C 60684 62901
33982 43820 53071 57286 60793, 63324

B 35543 44454 . 53435 57767 60799 • 63397
35687 44544 53550< 57912 60806 63401
35996 45455 53861 58002 61452 63487

61523 63523

Do the same with the names as you have done with the numbers. The first three have been done as ex
amples. No. 1 "Ades" comes after "Adcny" and before "Adeson," so a line and a I are put between them.
Now start with No. 4.

GROUP A
1 Ades 5 Addey 9 Adds 13 Acown 17 Ablewhite
2 Abati ~ - 6 Aberconway - -10 Abcrnethy - 14 Adency ,18™: Adames

Absit 7 Adic . 11 Abadie 15 Ackland 19 Abell
■ Adnams 8 Achcson 12 Adaav 16 Adye 20 Abrcy

GROUP B
Aaronberg Abercrombie Achilles Adderley Adis
Aaronovitch Abercromby Achurch Adderson Ad kin
Aarons Aberdare Ackford Addie Adkins
Aaronson Aberfeldt Ackroyd Addinett Adleman t
Abady Aberthaw Acland Addington Adler
Aba n , Abery Aclongc Addinsell Adley

2 Abate Abind Acres * Addis Adlington
Abats Abinger Acton Addison Adoans
Abatt Ablitt Acworth . Adeana Adola
Abbey Abney Adacker Adeane Adolf
Abbiss Abraham Adair Adele Adolph
Abbott 3 Abros Adam Adella Adolphi

Abel Acacia Adamas - Adelman Adson,
Abelman Achard Adamson ,1  Adeny ^ Adstead

Abelson Acherman Adcock Adeson •

Abercorn Achew Adcocks A d ey , ■



TEST VII. PROBLEMS. 4 MINUTES.

Do these problems :n any order you like. If you And one difRcult, go on with others and come back to it 
later. All are quite straightforward; there are no “catches”. .

1. Any correspondence on lighting has to be sent either to Mr. Jones or to Mr. Smith. Any correspondence 
on heating has to be sent to Mr. Smith or to Mr. Robinson. A joint estimate for heating and lighting 
arrives, to whom should it be sent?

Answer........................

2. Count the number of letters in the alphabet between and including F and R, and write down the number
here ( ).

3. Fill in the one word in each bracket needed to make this sentence true:—“ Four is equal to twice ( )
and*( ) is equal to twice three.”' 1 '

4. The following numbers have been regularly arranged in a certain order. Discover what this order is and 
then write in the brackets the two numbers that follow next in each row:—

3 6 9 12 IS ( ) ( ( )

128 64 32 16 8 ( ) ( )

5. ( ) am.eighteen today. I will have to wait ( ) years till I am twenty-one. Fill in the missing
words and figures. ,

6. 6 + 4 = 9
4 + 3 = 7  *

If both these additions are correct put a check after each total, if one is wrong draw a line under the 
correct one, and if both are .wrong do nothing.

7 The clock ha# just struck ( ) time#. A quarter of an hour ago it.warn 2:45. In an hour it will strike
( ) times. Write the missing figures in the brackets.

8. July 10th is on a Monday. My birthday is on the previous Wednesday. What is the date of my birthday?
Answer ( ).

.

9. My sister is ( ) years older than I am. When she was 10 ,1 was ( ), and when I am SO she will
be 55. Fill in the missing figures. '

10. A clerk has still half an hour to work before the office closes. There are four jobs she could do—the filing 
would take her 12 minutes, typing letter A would take her 5 minutes, typing letter B would take 45 min
utes, and typing a list 18 minutes. Underline the words describing the jobs which she should do before 
the office closes, in order to fill in her time. .

, 11. Write the full date of the last day but two of the ninth month of the year. Answer............ ..

12. The result of multiplying 5 by (. ) is the same as that of dividing 60 by ( ) or of adding 17
and 13. Write the missing figures. v





Form 1
' O ’ROURKE CLERICAL APTITUDE TEST, JUN IO R GRADE, (C lerical Problem s)

(O’Rourke Series of Aids in Placement and Gjjjs

PRINT YOUR NAME .................. .......................... ...................... .......... .............................Y  )) Date...........______________________ ..........19._____
(Last name) (First name) (Middle Initial) / / & > Y  A  , /  V  J  J J  (Month) (Day) (Year)

A . /  Age now...........:.....____ .___ .....!.
(Years) (Months)

Write the last school grade you completed ................ ...............:.......J  Age at that time...........   

You will have five minutes to study the samples on this page. The tcsw aa^eFfgllow Ing pages are like these. Be sure you 
understand the samples. • •

SAMPLES
Time commenced......... ..........................

Sample I. You are to file alphabetically in the file 
drawers shown at the right. Each drawer contains 

' six folders. After each of the names listed below the 
third file, drawer, you are to write the number of the  
folder in  which that name should be filed.

FILE DRAWERS

6. Bi-Bz 
5. Be-Bh 
4. Ba-Bd 
3. Ap-Az 

■ 2. Ah-Ao 
1. Aa-Ag

18. Ha-Hd 
17. Gp-Gz 
16. Ga-Go 
15. Fa-Fz 
14. Em-Ez 
13. Ea-El

12. Dr-Dz 
11. Di-Dq 
10. Da-Dh 
9. Co-Cz 
8. Ch-Cn 
7. Ca-Cg

The first name, “ Appel,” should be filed in the folder for names from Ap to Az. This folder is numbered 3, so 
3 is written after the name “Appel”. The second name, “ Cecil,” should be filed between Ca and Cg, which is 
folder No. 7, so 7 is written after it. “ Denby” should be filed in folder “ D a-D h”, so w r i t e  10 a f t e r  “ d e n b y ” . 
Next write the number of the folder in which “ Earl” should be filed. The number of the correct folder is 13.

Name Folder
1. Appel 3
2. Cecil ___ 7_
3. Denby ______
4. Earl — _

Sample II. Write a C after the nam e of each man in the  
list at the right who is a teacher, is between 25 and 40 
years of age, and resides in  either Indiana or Illinois.

Name Age Occupation Residence
Beach, R. P. 38 Teacher Michigan
Mark, J. K. 33 Teacher Indiana
Savoy, W. T. 23 Student Indiana
Bard, T. I. 31 Teacher Illinois

r~Nothlng is wntten after Mr:Be&chV name, as his residence is neither Indiana^ior Illinois: C Is m itten after Mr. Mark's name, as 
he is a teacher, is between 25 and 40, and resides in Indiana. You should not write anything after Mr. Savoy's name, as he is not a 
teacher. Write C after Mr. Bard's name as he Is a teacher, is 31 years old, and is from Illinois.

SfunpIeHI. If thenam e,theaddrese, andthechargearenotexactly  th esam *in  thecopy asin th eorig ina l, X  Is to be 
written on the line at the right. If the copy is the same as the original, write S.

'Name
Harris, E. G. 
Graves, L. It. 
Overt, P. W.

Original
Address " Charge
38 Oak St., *38.95
21 Hex Ave., $16.16
ISEndSt., *5.00

Name
Harris, E. G. 
Graves, L, R. 
Owrf, P. IF.

Copy
Address 
S6 Oak Si.,
21 Rex Ave.) 
15 End St.,

Check
Charge her.
m .9 5  X
$16.16 S
$10.00 -

The first is marked X  because the address was copied incorrectly. S is written after the second, as the name, address, and charge 
were all copied exactly as in the original. In the third, a mistake was made in copying the charge, so w r i t e  X  o n  t h e  l i n e .

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE

INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINER
Before pmamln* out the teet. be mere that mil have mharpened pencil#.
Say; “Do not touch the test until I tell you to do so."
Have each test placed on the desk so that this page $• on top.
Say; “You will have 1 minute to fill In the blanks at the top of the page.” At the 

end of 1 minute, say; “Look at the directions while I read them to you. ( Examiner 
reads the directions above the word “s a m p l p b ") . ' Now, on the line after T im e com
menced' write------ (Examiner dictates commencing time.) Begin."

Allow exactly 5 minutes for study of the samples, then say : “Stop. Turn the page. 
Look at the directions at the top of the page while I read them. (Examiner reads
the directions above ‘T est I” ) . New, on the line after T im e comraeased’ write------
(Examiner dictates time.) Begin. Do not ask questions."

At the end of exactly S# minutes from the time they began Test I, may: “Stop. 
Turn the page so that your name will he before you. On the line at the bottom of
the page, after T im e finished*, write ------ (Examiner dictates finishing time.) Isthere anyone whose name la not on the paper 7“

In scoring this test, allow one point credit for each correct answer except In the 
part marked "d o t h i s  s b c o n d ". In which two points credit are to be allowed for each 
of the four problems; to score the part marked “d o  t h i s t h i r d " take (number of cor
rect C's minus number of incorrect C's) times four. A total of 168 points is possible.

Copyright, 1936, The Psychological Institute.
Not to be reproduced in whole or in part.

n  Published by The Psychological Institute, 8606 Patterson S t,  N. W „  Washington,

Time finleheA

O’Rourke Series of Aid® in Placem ent and Guidance
General Classification Test, Senior Grade. $5.00 per 100, plus postage.

(Difficulty: High-school senior, college freshman.)
General Classification Test, Junior Grade. $3.75 per 100, plus postage.

(Intelligence Test, Grades 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.) Four forms.
Mechanical Aptitude Test, Junior Grade. $5.00 per 100. plus postage.
Clerical Aptitude Test. Junior Grade. $3.00 per 100, plus postage.

(Clerical problems.)
Clerical Aptitude Test, Junior Grade. $3.00 per 100, plus postage.

(Reasoning test.)
Arithmetic Fundamentals. Grades 7 to 10. $3.00 per hundred, plus postage.
Arithmetic Reasoning. Grades 7 to 10. $3.00 per hundred, plus postage.
English Usage. Forms S, T. V. Y. Grades 3 to 6. $2.00 per 100, plus postage. 
English Usage, Forms M, O. P, Q. Grades 7 to 13. $2.00 per 100, plus postage. 
English Usage, Form B (3 parts). Grades 7 to 13. $2.00 per 100, plus postage.
Reading, Central Thought and Detail. Grades 3 to 6. $2.50 per 100, plus postage.
Reading, Central Thought and Meaning. Grades 7 to 13. $2.50 per 100, plus postage. 
Reading Power, Form H. Grades 3 to 13. $1.50 per 100, plus postage.
Vocabulary Test. Forms X. Z. Grades 3 to 13. $1.50 per 100, plus postage..
Single copies, ten cents each.
Orders for less than 100. one cent per copy more than listed price.
Orders for less than $1.00 must be accompanied by remittance; add 6% for postage.



- ' : . ' - ' Page 2 : ■
Answer as many of the tests on this page as you can in 20 minutes. Finish each test before you start the next. Do them in 

order. t ' * '
. • ' Time commenced-.............. .

TEST I. You are to file alphabetically in eight drawers as shown below. Each drawer contains six folders as shown. After each 
of the 28 names listed below the file drawers you are to write the number of the folder in which that name should be filed. Two are 
marked correctly. Do the entire left hand column first." Do not skip around.

F IL E  DRAW ERS

6. Bi-Bz 
5. Be-Bh 
4. Ba-Bd 
3. Ap-Az 
2. Ah-Ao 
1. Aa-Ag

48. X-Y-Z 
47. Wl-W* 
40. Wa-Wh 
45 Va-V, 
44. Ua Ua 
4%. To-T:

36. Ra-Rn 
35. Ra-Rd 
34. Qa4% 
33. Pa-Pm 
32. 0(k0% 
31. Oa-Oa

13. Ha-Hd 
17. Gp-G* 
16. Ga-Go 
15. Fa-F:
14. Em-Ea 
13. Ea-El

21. larlm
22. In-la

0. Appel JP_
0. Cecil
1. Ahem - _
2. Bogby —
3. Carey _—
4. Fraser —
5. Phils ----
6. Roy :—
7. Ludlow —
8. Maddox —

9. Fox .
10. Allen
11. Perry .
12. Gpeare
13. Neale .
14. Colby
15. Blade .
16. Miller
17. Eliot .
18. Snell

19. Akers
20. Mair
21. Lord
22. B[em
23. Snow
24. Crane
25. Terry
26. Ashe
27. Axtel
28. Rider

DO THIS SECOND
Add: Add: 57 

32
Aftdfipfy;

274 12 321 2471
152 31 24 1352
715 62

51

DO THIS FOURTH
Write an X on the line at the right if the name and address and the charge are not exactly 

the same in the copy as in the original. If th&copy is the same as the original, write 8.

Moms
Jones, E. F. 
Smith, R. F. 
Brown, R. J. 
Buck, W. D. 
Adams, E. C. 
AHen, E. R. 
Cox, J. A. 
Day, W. M. 
Evans, O. L. 
Faber, J. J. 
Lacy, F. M. 
Gregg, E. S. 
Handy, W. B. 
Hess, 8. J. 
King, C. K.

Original 
Address 

224 Blake 8 l  
356 Taylor 8L, 
509 Boyd @L, 
610 Chase 8t., 
146 Lament H., 
411 Dent Ave., 
16 Royal 8L,
40 Monroe SL, 16RwaCW% 
15 Gales St.,
86 Emerson St., 
133 Oak PL,
210 Morse St., 
418 Church St., 
815 Conn. Ave.

CAorye 
$24.10 
$ 3.02 
8 2.50 
$14.11 
$10.14 
S 5.40 
$18.60 
$16.63 
$  8.10 
$41.24 
$24.45 
$ 1.16 
$12.11 
$ 5.10 
$16.50

Nome
Jones, E. PL P R. 
Brown, R. J . 
Buck, IF. D. 
Adams, C. B. 
ABen, R. R. 
C oz,J .A . Aqf,iF.Af. _
Lacy, F. M. 
Gregg, S. E.
Rondy, IF. B. 
Hess, S. J. RW,C.K.

Copy
Address 
248 Blake St. 
366 Taylor St., 
609 Boyd St., 
601 Chase St., 
146 LamorU PI. 
Alt Dent St.,
1 6  R o y a l  S t . ,
4 0  M o n ro e  S t ,

Check
here

Charge
* 1 4 -1 0 ___
*3.02 _ _  * 2.50 __
m.H __
* 1 0 .1 4 ___
* 6 . 4 0  ___
*13.60 ___
*16.63

S & 2 *  J S  = ........
86 Emerson St..LMOa&PL, 
810 Morse St., 
418 Church St.,
815 Conn. Ass.,

424.54 4 1.15 4W.M 
4 5.10 
415.50

DO THIS THIRD
la sokom % writ# O after the name of each man Hated ee raaldlng In New Teak ee Ohio, whcee oeconeHon le teacher, clerk or maeWaleL
In column 2 write a C after the name of each pereon whoe# eg# la thirty or under, regardkea of reaidence, whow occupation la dark, engineer, teacher, lawyer, or doctor, provided he or eke attended high achooL , S
Ir column S write a C  after the name of each man who## age le twonty-Svo or above, who## recldenee la In Ohio, New York or Michigan, and who attended 4th year high aehool or college.

Roms Ays Ssx Occupof&m Rw&knc# 1 2 3
James 28 Man Clerk New York 2nd yr. High —
Rice 34 Woman Teacher Michigan 3rd yr. College—
Cranna 25 Man Machinist New York 4th yr. High —
Dice 44 Man Lawyer Michigan 4th yr. College—
Stoll 32 Man Doctor Ohio 4th yr. College— — —
Chain 43 Man Teacher Illinois 3rd yr. College—
Cooper 25 Man Machinist Illinois 3rd yr. High —
Bear 55 Man Carpenter New York 4th yr. High __
Black 21 Man Clerk New York 4th yr. High —
Gross 28 Woman Teacher Michigan 4th yr. College— — —
Carson 19 Man Student New York 1st yr. College —
Taylor 39 Man Fanner New York Eighth Grade —
Crane 25 Woman Clerk New York Eighth Grade__
Kean 28 Man Engineer Illinois 2nd yr. College__
Conrad 25 Man Clerk Michigan 4th yr. College__ — —
Burton 19 Man Clerk Ohio 4th yr. High —
Birch 26 Man Miner Illinois Eighth Grade__
Brown 29 Man Machinist New York 2nd yr. High _
Benson 36 Man Janitor Ohio 2nd yr. High __
Biggs 36 Man Conductor Michigan 1st yr. College— — —

Continue with th# fourth toot In the column mt th# right.

DO THIS FIFTH

Write the correct answer on the line at the right.
0)1)
2 )
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8) 
9 )

10)11)
12)
13)14)15)

+ 1 
+ 1

2 + 1 
8 — 46-t-2
3 +  1 
44-1
6 4-1 +4
7 +  1 — 3

+  1 =  
—  1 =

+ 1 
+ 1 

—  1 + 1  —  1 
—  1 + 2  —  0 
+  0 — 1 — 3 

+ 2
+  1 = + 1 
—  0 :

5 —  2 —  1 —  0 +  4 = 
(8 +  3 — 5) 4-2 +  1 = 
(6 +  6) 4-3 — 0 4-1 =  
(3 —  2 +2) 4-2 +i = 
(3 4-2 +*)+2 +1 = 
(g +  4 + 7  +  2) +  3 =  
(9 +  1) -7- 2 +  7 —  6 = 
(7 —  1) 4 +3 —— & = '
6-t- I  — 4 +  3 — 2 =

DO THIS LAST
Refer to the file drawers above. Write the number of the folder 

in which you would file each name below, just as you did in TEST i.
1. Solo
2. Roeser
3. Bang
4. New
5. More
6. R tg  .
7. Spear
8. Stout

9. Polk .
10. Gwyn
11. Hager
12. Caron
13. Baker 
14 Neill
15. Kealy
16. Zea

17. Mawr 
IS. Pullo
19. Dice
20. Smoot21. Pierce
22. Owen
23. Imber
24. Jenkin

WP8943—20M.



NORMS FOR O'ROURKE CLERICAL'APTITUDE TESTS 

(Based on typical groups of applicants for clerical positions, 792 cases.)

Percen
tile

Clerical
fl$asonini?

Clerical
Problems

Reasoning times 10

99 44 153 568

95 41 146 557

90 58 140 513

80 54 126 455

70 51 116 . 409

60 27 106 568

50 25 99 558

40 25 92 511

50 2Q 80 267

20 16 65 222

10 14 55 197





Form ▲
O’ROURKE CLERICAL APTITUDE TEST, JUNIOR GRADE, (Reasoning Test). 

(O’Rourke Series of Aids in Placement and Guic

PHINT T O U K  N A M E —
(Middle Initial

Write the last school grade you o o m p l b t b )-

You will have 20 minutes to answer as many of the following qu ^  
page to do any necessary figuring. Write all your answers on the lines at the

You may use the margins of this

You will receive one point credit for each correct answer. I f  you do not know an answer, write the one which you
think best. Time commenced_____________________

Writemm#***he#
I, 2,3. If the directions tell you that you are to have 30 

minutes for this test, write 30 on the second answer line; 
if 30 minutes is not correct, write on that line the number 
of minutes which will be allowed. On the third answer 
line write the number of words in the problem marked 4
not counting the names of people. If one point credit i s ____
allowed for each correct answer, write 1 on the first line;____
if not, write the first word in item 5 on the first answer line._____

4. Mary works faster than Clara. Vera does not work so
fast as Mary. Write the name of the one who works the 
fastest. . . • . . . «

Write the number of the best answer on the line at the right
5. Official letters should be carefully filed because (l)they
are of no further use in'the office (2)letters should be 
answered promptly (3) copies should be made of all
letters _ (4)loose-leaf books are too small for files (5)it •
saves time in reference . . . .  . ------

6. Special delivery stamps are . 5(6 6*5 8fi 104
124 . . . . . . . .

7. Property should be insured against fire (l)to  prevent 
financial loss by fire (2) as a sure investment
(3)to insure protection by the fire company (4)to in- —-  
crease its value (5) to prevent fire . . . -------

8. “ The greatest of faults, I should say, is  to be conscious
of none.” The above sentence condemns (l)selfishness 
(2)seLf-praise (3)laziness (4)selfsatisfaction ^ o p 
timism . . . . . . .  .

9. A cancelled check often serves as a (l)premium
(2)debit (3)credit (4)receipt (5)promise to pay --------

In each of the sentences below one word has been
misspelled. Write it correctly on the line at the
r ig h t.

Sample: His education was a great addvantage. advantage

10. The telefon number is Main 22. . . ------------------
II. Report the trouble to the janater. . ------------------
12. The driver aproched the crossing slowly. --------------------------
13. He was praised for the akurasy of his figures. ----------------

14. The chief clerk gave H  of the papers to be filed to Jones,
% of what was left to Brown, and the remainder to Smith.
Write the name of the clerk to whom he gave the most 
w o r k . .......................................................................... ........... .

15. How many weeks will it take you to save $18 if you save
S1.50 a week? . . . . ' . . ____

16. A company employs 20 men at $5 a day and half as many 
boys as men. Each boy receives half as much pay as a 
man. How many dollars will be needed for the daily pay

17. Electrically operated calculating machines are better 
than hand operated ones, because (l)they are smaller 
(2) they do not make so much noise (3)they make fewer
errors (4)they are more rapid (5)they cost more. _____
Spell the misspelled word correctly.

18. The sick man asked them to call the fizishan. ____ ;_____
19. The elevator can carry fifteen pasangers ___________

The first two words in capital letters go together in  
some way. Write the number of the one of the last 
five words which goes with the third word in capital 
letters in the same way. - — ' -  : ;

Sample: hand is to finger as foot is to (l)arm 
(2)knee (3)ankle (4)leg (5)toc. . . 6

“ Toe” marked 5, goes with foot in the same way as 
finger goes with hand, so 5 is written on the line at the . 
right.

20. dress is to clothing as hammer is to (1) knife
(2) hardware (3) nail (4)man (5)axe . . ____

21. BOOKKEEPER is to ACCOUNTS as SECRETARY is to
(l)correspondence (2) discounts (3)balance sheet
(4) policy (5) payments . . . . . ___

22. Smith does not do so much work as Jones. Brown does 
less work than Burns, Smith does more work than Bums.
Write the name of the one who does next to the most. ___ _

Turn the page and continue without waiting for a signal.

INSTRUCTIONS TO EXAMINERS
Before pwfn* out th* twt. b# **r* that mil hmv# mharptned pencil#. Examiner mhoold have a mpply of mharpened ptneU* to replace broken pemella.
Say: "1)0 not tooch the teet until I tell yon to do eo."
Have each teet placed on the deak eo that thle page la on top.
Say: T M  In the blank# at the top of the page."
At the ead of one minute, eay: Took at the direction# while I read them to yo#. (Examiner read# the direction# eboee Item 1.) Now on the line after Time eommemeed"

write_________ (Examiner dictate# commencing time.) Begin. Do not aek question#."
At the end of exactly 20 mlnntee from the time they began to anmwer the qoeetloma, may: "Stop. Turn the page over eo that your name will be before yon. On the line at 

the bottom of the page, after Time finished/ write-------------- - (Examiner dictates finish
ing time*.) thvre anyone whose name i# not on the paper 7**
In acorlng thla teet, allow 1 point credit for each correct anewer. The total number of 

point# possible ia 45.
Copyright, 1954, The Psychological Inetltut#.
Not to be reproduced as a whole or In part.
Published by The Psychological Institute. 5504 Patterson BL. N. Washington. 

D. C.
Time finished-

O'Rourke Berio# of Aid# In Placement and Guidance
Classification Test, Senior Grade. $5.00 per 100, plus postage.(Difficulty: Mlgb*ehool eemlor, college freshmen.) Clneslficntlen Test, Junior Grad#. $$.?5 per 100, pine postagê  (Intelligence Test, Grades 7, S. 0, 10 end 11.) Four forme. M echanical Aptitmde Teat, Junior Grade. $5.00 per 10$. plus postage.Clerical A,Aptitude Test, Junior Grade. (Clerical problems )

w*. * aw,$$.$0 per 100, plus postage.
Clerk#! Aptitude Test, Junior Grade. $5.00 per 100, plus postage.(Beaaouksg test.) f
Arithmetic Fundamentals. Grade# 7 to 10. $$.00 per 100, plus postage.
Arithmetic Reasoning. Crude# 7 to 10. $$.0# per 100. plus postage.
Euglleh Usage. Forme 8, T. V, Y. Grade# 5 to 4. $2.00 per 100. plu* postage.
English Usages Forms M, O, P, Q. Grades 7 to 15 $2 WO per 100. plu# postage.
English Usage. Form B ($ parte). Grade# 7 to 15. $2.00 per 100, plu# puetageReading, Central Thought aud Detail Grades 5 to 4. $2.50 per 100, plus postage. 
Reading, Central Thought aud Meaning. Grade# 7 to 15. $2.50 per 100, plus postage.
Reading Power, Form H. Grades 5 to 1$. $1.50 per 100. plus postage.
Vocabulary Test, Forms X, Z. Grades 5 to 1$. $1.50 pur 100, plus postage.
Single eoplee, tern eemte each.
Order# for lee# than iqo, on# cent pur espy moru than listed price.
Orders for less than $1.00 must be aeoompamlud by remittance; add 5% for poetngn

92540
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23. If 241 typists write 4097 letters in 2 hours, what is the
average number typed by each? . . < --------

V >
24. A supply of paper lasts 1 clerk 12 days. How many days

will twice as much paper last 3 clerks at the same rate? ------

25. If you receive $21 for 3H  days’ work, how many dollars
will you receive for 5H days’ work, at the same rate? ----- -

Each sentence contains one word in capital letters 
and is followed by five words. If the word in capital 
letters fits the meaning of the sentence, write “ cor
rect” on the line at the right. If it does not fit, find 
the one of the five words which does fit and write its  
number on the line.

 ̂ Sample: The clerk retorted the missing suit to the 
manager, (l)collected (2) reported (3) repented
(4)inscrted (5) translated . . . . ------

In the sample, retorted does not fit the meaning of 
the sentence but “ reported”, marked 2, does. Write 2 on 
the lihe.

26. His-personality, aa well-as his • ability,- caused him to .... ..
be preserved. (l)regal (2)modest (3)sturdy
(4) in credible (5) retained. . . . • ..

27. She was startled by the expedient ringing of the 
dinner bell and door bell, (l)certain (2)simultaneous

. (3) duplicate (4) discerning (5) salient . . ------

28. He regulates that the plan is not so honest as supposed.
(l)intimates (2)conciliates (3)implicates ^ c o m 
plicates (5) conspires . . .  . • • ------

29. The fact that she was noisy caused her to be reserved. 
(l)conspicuous (2) reticent (3)delicate (4) satisfactory
(5) quiet . . . • • • . • ------

30. His many victories won for him the reputation of being
egotistic, (l)unprincipled (2)conceited (3)stub- 
bom (4)pioneer (5)invincible . . . -----

31. He won a just decision by petulant arguments.
(l)pervasive (2)irrational (3)promontory (4)perverted
(5)persuasive . . .. . . ----------------

Write

..............  -k**
32. A berate is a  (l)redistribution (2)payment in full

(3)receipt (4)special charge (5)deduction --------------- -

Spell the misspelled word correctly.

33. He secured more efishent clerks by using tests. ———-------

34. Poor typists waste much stashonairy . . — ------------

What word is related to the third word in capital 
letters as the second is to the first?

35. cold is to  ice as heat is to (l)w et (2)water
(3) steam (4)stars (5) dry . . . • ....

36. sun is to dry as rain is to (l)Iake (2)shower
(3) cloud (4)wct (5)water . . . . -------

37. inquiry is to curiosity as eating is to (l)sleep
(2)drinking (3)hunger (4)food (5) interest . ------

38. accept is to refuse as pertinent is to (l)close
(2) dislike (3)irrelevant (4) distasteful (5) courteous-------

39. “ There is always room for a man of force, and he makes
room for many.” The sentence refers chiefly to 
(l)enthusiasm (2) self-defense (3) perseverance
(4) generosity _ ©aggressiveness ... ... . . — —

40. “ Our doubts are traitors, and make us lose the good we
oft might win, by fearing to attempt.” The sentence con
demns chiefly © disloyalty (2)hesitancy (3)coward
ice ©suspicion (5) indifference . . . ___

41. A has half as much to do as B. C has three times as
much as A. B works twice as fast as A and half as fast 
as C. Write the name of the one who will complete the 
work first if all start at the same time. . ___________

42. Clara has 8 pages to typewrite and requests Jane to type
3 of them. Jane says to her: “ If you give me 3 of yours I 
will have 3 times as many as you will then have left.” How 
many pages have they together? •. . . ------

43. If it takes a clerk 3 days to classify 500 papers, how many
clerks working at the same rate will be required to do the 
work in a half day? . . . . . . -------

44. A clerk does % of the work in 12 hours. How many
hours would it take him to do the rest of the work at the 
same rate? . . . . . ____

45. John does more than Henry, but less than Frank. Harry 
does more than John but less than Carl. Carl docs more 
than Frank, but less than Tom. Write the name of the
one who docs next to the least. . . . . .  ------
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Tests Grouped
FOR

Determining Ability
The group of teat* which must be given in order to determine ability to typewrite, 

take dictation, and so forth, are listed below. If wishing to determine general steno
graphic ability, Group B should be given; if wishing to determine the ability to operate 
a typewriter, Group D should be given; and so on.

GROUP A— TYPIST#.
Give test* in following order:— No*. 2, 4, 5, 1.

GROUP B— GENERAL STENOGRAPHER#.
Give test# in following order:— No*. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

GROUP O— TAKING DICTATION.
Give test* in following order:— No*. 3, 1, 2.

GROUP D— TYPEWRITING.
Give tost* in following order:— No*. 4, 5.

GROUP E— GRAMMAR, SPELLING, PUNCTUATION.
Give test* in fallowing order:— No*. 3,1, A.
*Tk##e t#*ts gremped sad tsstsd cut thorsuakly by Herbert W. Reger#, M  A, PAD.
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Method of Giving Tests
The method of giving the tests is simple. Each applicant must be tested individually. 

Tirst, & bit of dictation and typewriting is given as a sort of shook absorber so that, 
by the time the mental tests arc started, the boy, girl, man or woman, as the case may be, 
will be over his or her first nervousness. Then the applicant is seated comfortably at a 
table where the light is good. Each test is thoroughly explained, the tester performs 
a small sample of the work contained in the Examples Blank, then allows the applicant 
to perform a small sample of the test as given in the Example Blank, to be sure that she 
understands what is required of her. It must be impressed upon the girl that speed is 
the main object of the tests, thrvirrh correctness is also of great importance. When the 
applicant understands what is required of her, the test blank is banded to her, and the 
moment her ey«s meet the page, the tester starts him stop watch, the applicant performs 
the test ns the tester watches his correctly filled in test blank to catch any mistakes which 
may be made, so that they may be corrected at once., The very instant the test is com
pleted, the watch is stopped, and the time for the completion of the test taken and 
recorded in the Recording' Blank. This, in a general way, is the method of giving the 
tests. Further directions for each test follow.

Explicit Directions to Tester
TEST 1. Explain that you have a list of twenty printed words,—that the applicant 

must speak the word which is the opposite, in each case, of the printed word. Then ex 
plain by means of the samples in the Examples Blank, that black is the opposite of white; 
thin the opposite of fat; then let the girl finish the sample test, giving the opposites of 
ugly, full, hot, sharp. Explain that speed is the essential, thing, then start the test, start - 
ing the stop watch the instant the girl looks at the test blank. The tester must watch his 
correctly filled in test blank carefully and if  the girl gives any word other than that given 
in the tester’s blank, the tester must indicate that the wrong word has been given, and 
insist that the girl give the right word before going any further in the test. The instant 
she completes the test, stop the watch, take the time and record it in Recording Blank.

TEST 2. Hold the empty test blank up to the light, wrong side out, so that the girl 
can see the general arrangement of stars, square# and so on. Then, with right side face 
down, turn back only the key at the top, in which the numbers are printed, and explain 
that every time she comes to a star, she must say 1; circle, 2; square, 3; and so on. Tell 
her to read straight across the page from left to right, just as she would do in reading, 
speaking the correct number in each case, always referring to the key in order to give the 
correct number for the htar, square, etc., until she is sure which number belongs in the 
star, which in the square, and so on. Direct her to point to the forms with something as 
she progresses, so that she will not lose her place. The applicant should read the first line 
in this way:— 2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 4. Impress upon the girl that speed is the essential 
thing, but that she must be very careful not to make mistakes which, in this case, w ill not 
be corrected. When the girl understands what she is to do, turn the test blank right side 
up and the instant the girl starts to read the numbers, start the stop watch. While the 
girl performs the test, the tester, must watch his correctly filled in test blank, keeping track 
o f all errors which the girl makes. When the test is completed, the stop watch is stopped * 
and the time for completion and number of errors made, recorded on Recording Blank. It 
sometimes happens that a girl may go over the same line two or three times, so the tester 
must be on the lookout for that. When this occurs, it means that there may be something 
wrong with the g ir l’s eyes, or that she is careless. Before giving the test, the girl is told 
that if  she makes a mistake, and realizes immediately that she has done so, she can cor
rect it and it w ill not be counted as an error. The tester will be able to tell from the 
tone of voice whether or not the girl is correcting a mistake.

TEST 3. Show the sample of this test to the applicant, making it clear to her that 
she must follow explicitly the directions which she reads in the test blank, making crosses.



* writing answer# and so on, wherever required to do so, if, according to her judgment, it
seems to her right to do so. The sample of the test in the Examples Blank is shown to 
her, the tester explaining that a cross is not made because window panes are not made 
of diamonds, but that a circle is made because it says to make a circle if window pane# 
are not made of diamond#; that no cross ia put over the B in Benjamin, because her name 
is not Benjamin Franklin. Explain that the test must be performed as quickly and as 
accurately as possible. This is a written test, but the tester must be in such a position 
that he can see what the girl writes as she work# through the test. If she makes mistakes, she is to correct them at once. Simply tell her to reread the phrase, or ask her 
if she believes that, or if she really thinks that is the thing to do." When the girl under- 
stands what she is to do/ uncover the test blank, start the stop watch t**e instant her eyes 
meet the drat word on the page, stop the wateh the instant the test is completed, take 
the time and record it in'Recording Blank.

TEST 4. Explain to the applicant that yoq.Jiaye a list of twenty verbs,— that she 
must speak some object for each one. Show her the sample test on the Examples Blank, 
and say, climb— tree; turn handle; wind clock; then let her give objects for the other 
verbs in the sample test. Explain to the girl that any object may be given, just so it is 
an appropriate object of the verb listed. In this case, the Ailed in test blank serves as 
only a guide, since several objects might be mentioned for each verb. Speed is essential 
also, in performing this test. When the girl understands, uncover the lest b ank, start 
the stop watch the instant the girl's eyes meet the first word, stop it When the test is 
completed and record time in Recording Blank.

TEST 5. Hold this blank up to the light wrong side out, so that the girl can get a 
general idea of the appearance of the blank, then turn over the color key at the top and 

, name the colors to hcr:-̂ blue, red, green, black, yellow, explaining that those five color#
only, appear on the blank. The girl is to start with the first square at the left (not the 
key) and go from left to right as in reading, speaking the name of each color square a# 
she progresses, completing the test as soon as possible. She must point to each square 
with something, in order to keep her place. The tester starts the stop watch the minut# 
the girl starts naming the color squares, and goes right through the test with hor* using 
his own color naming blank and paying particular attention to it so that he may catch 
any mistakes she may make. The, girl ia made t$ correct any mistakes she may make, 

~ before going Dh with thf te#. - T"he instant-the test is completê  the watch is"stopped and 
tin? time for completion is recorded in the. Recording Blank.

TEST (i. Show the sample of this test to - the girl, 'explaining that you have a ■ list of 
twenty Acts of words such.as those in the sample, the object being to apeak a word which 
will be ifi the same relation to the word in the right column, a a the second word in 
the left column is to the first word in. the left column. Then read across:- -feather—  
light; lead heavy. Turnip— vegetable; rose-—flower. See if  the applicant, can complete 
the rest of the sample. I f  she has trouble, tell her to go hack to the left column, 
determine the., relation between the first and second words there, then try " to think of a 
word which, will make the relation in the right column the same. It will be. easier for 
her in most eases if she says to herself:— if a feather is light, lofyl is heavy; if a turnip 
is a vegetable, a rose is a flower. Be sure that the girl understands what is required of 
her. .This is the .hardest test for most applicants!to uAderstaad and complete. Whea 
the girl understands what is required of her.and.that speed is essential, thru over the test 
blank, and the minute her eyes mê t the flrat #ord, start the watch, see that in each case 
she gives the word listed in the correctly Ailed in blank, and insist that she de so, no 
matter how long It may take her. The instant tho test is finished, etep the watch and 
record the ti#e in the Recording Blank.

NOTE— The tester must practice giving theme test# before actually caving them t* 
applicants for stenographic and typewriting positions. It is essential that the direction# be 
studied carefully, and followed carefully when giving the tests, also, that the stop watch 
be started and stopped respectively, the instant the applicant commences and finishes each - - test.



H igh Grade Test Records
FOR

Comparison
■ ’ ~. AND

How_Tq Interpret Test Results
The following AguTAA indicate exceptionally high ability. They are jnelnded only to 

mhow the test result# that indicate exceptionally high ability.
Test No. 1— 25 seconds.
Test No. 2— 1 minute 57 aewnds,! error.
Test No. 3— 1 minute 18 seconds, 0 errors. : !
Test No. 4— 23 seconds. I
Test No. 5— 48 seconds.
Test No. 6— 45 seconds.
No definite length of time can be given as a basis for the satisfactory performance of 

the various tests, because all Arms do not hire stenographers or typists of the same high 
degree of ability, lor instance, one Arm may not be satisfied unless its stenographers 
complete Test No. 1 in not more than 25 seconds; Test No. 2 in not more than 1 minute, 
57 seconds, making no more than 1 error; Test No. 3 in not more than 1 minute, 18 seconds; 
Test No. 4 in not more than 23 seconds; Test No.* 5 in not more than 48 seconds. Another 
Arm may be perfectly satisAed with stenographers who complete Test No. 1 in not more 
than 28 seconds; Test No. 2 in not more than 2 minutes, 17 seconds, making not more 
than 2 mistakes; Test No. 5 in not more than 2 minutes; Test No. 4 in not more than 29 
seconds; Test No. 5 in not more than 53 seconds. Thus, the latter Arm is satisAed with a 
distinctly lower grade of stenographic ability than the former. The stenographer of this 
grade will be slower in taking dictation, in typing, in grasping instructions and in fob 
lowing them out; her judgment will be poorer; her ability to_thlnk will be poorer; she 
will be more careless and make more mistakes:— in fact she will mot mako nedrty ## good ̂  
stenographer as the girl who could make the grade# required by the former Arm.

Some Anus require more typewritimg, some more dictation, and so on, than others. 
That every Arm may hire the girls who can do their work best, the following plan should 
be followed out. The tests should be given to the satisfactory stenographers or typists, 
as the case may be, already in the Arm's employ. Their grades should be tabulated and 
averaged, and the average results should serve as a basis of comparison for the results 
made by the applicants. It is plain them that the girl whose test results come closest to 
the average test results for a particular Arm, will be the girl who will best be able to 
handle that Arm's work. Thus, if a Arm wishes a stenographer or typist who will do 
satisfactory work, let them select the girl whose test results come nearest to the average 
results made by the satisfactory stenographers or typists already employed by the Arm.

Though errors are only really counted in Test No. 2, it is a good idea to record the 
errors made in Test No. 3. Errors made in this test indicate poor judgment and inability 
to follow directions carefully. Test No. 8 is distinctly a grammar, punctuation and spell
ing test. It will be found that many girl# will fall down on this test, due to their lack 
#f proper schooling. The girls may make good grade# on the other tests, but fall down 
#a this last test, spending two or three minutes to somplete it.



EXAMPLES Or TESTS
No. 1

white » black 

fa t -  thin  

ugly- ~ prc-tty 

f u l l  -  emn-tgr 

hot -  sold 

sharp -  dull

No. 3

I f  '.Tindow panes are made o f diamonds, put a 
crocs hero . . . . . . . . . .  but i f  not, make a c ir c le
here . . 0 . .  Then, i f  your name i s  Benjamin Franklin 
put a cross over the J3 in Benjamin, and then write 
any nuabsr here . . 5 . .

climb -  trse  

turn -  handle 

wind -  spool 

draw -  picture 

smoke -  pipe 

shoot -  run

No. 4

No. 6

feather -  M fht 

turnip -  vegetable 

saw -  rood 

l ig h t  -  gas 

over-under

lead -  heavy 

rose -  flower 

bake -  cake 

wash -  face  

good -  bad



No. 1

Old

Sick

Light

Front

Hate

Tall

Open

Female

South

VP

Winter

Small

Below

Weak

Slow

Heavy-

N o . 30127 —  Rogers C.H.Stoelting Co. 
Chicago, 111. U.S.A.



No. 3

ith your pencil make a dot over any one of these 
F G H I J, and a comma after the 

st of these three words: boy mother, girl 
en, if Christmas pomes in March, make a cross right

\Mflere........but if not, pass along to the next question, and
tell where the sun rises.Ln..the.H ast. I f  you believe that 

Edison discovered America, cross out what you just 

wrote, but if it was some one else, put in a number to
complete this sentence: “ A horse has.....4 . . ..feet."

W rite yes , no matter whether China is in Africa or not 
..y.ea...; and then give a wrong answer to this question:

“ How many days are there in the week?".....2 ................
W rite any letter except £  just after this comma, h  and 

then write no if  2  times 5  are 1 0 ..JQ.Q...... Now, if Tues
day comes after Monday, make two crosses here..3%,...... ;
but if not, make a circle here............ or else a square here

............  Be sure to make three crosses between these
two names of boys: George....%%%........Henry. Notice

these two numbers: 3 , 5 . I f  iron is heavier than
water, write the larger number here....5......, but if iron

is lighter write the smaller number here............  Show

by a cross when the nights are longer: in summer?......
in winter?...?.... Give the correct answer to this ques

tion: “ Does water run uphill?"....no........  and repeat
your answer here.... no.......  Do nothing here ( 5 4 - 7  =

............ ), unless you skipped the preceding question;
but write the first letter o f your first name and the last 
letter of your last name at the end of this line: Ms

No. 27223—Wood wort h & W ells T est C. H. Stoelting Co., Chicago, 111., U. S. A



No. 4

read

tear

throw

paint

mail

light

sail

spin

lock

Wash

bake

spill

kiss

polish

sweep

fill

sharpen

write

chew

drive

book

paper

ball

door

letter

gas

boat

top

door

hands

cake

water

girl

stove

floor

pitcher

pencil

story

gum

automobile

No. $0 1 8 6 —W oodworth *  Wells Test C. H. Stoelting Co., Chicago, III., ti.  S. A.



No. 2

0 ^ 0  tS A © 0  A 0  
0  53 A A 0  © ^  A 0  0
^ 0 0 ^ 0 [5 A 0 4 ) ^

g 3 0 A 0 ^ 0 ^ 0 0 A  
0  ik "3 A ^  A Q ~ ~ ik A 0
0  0  A 0r  0  0  ik A..i& 0

0 A O 0 c & A 0 ^ A  

^ O 0 0 A ^ 0 [ & 0 ^  

A 0  © ☆  © ® - A 0  ik ®

No. 31045—Woodworth & Wells Test Printed in U. S. A.
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N o .  5
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LAST NAME FIRST

^3ofl£ipAfi^r...................................................................................... ....... ..........

Summary
Dictation......../  min.

T yping......... /  min.

Accuracy................... .%
Spelling.............„.....%

Total Pts..................

Rank

SPELUNG Type your letter in this space.

Check (V )  the incor- Use single space.

rectly spelled words in Work as fast and as accurately as you can; do not correct errors.
the list below; BEGIN FIRST
CELEBRATION ( )

u n e  m RE/ 0 ^ \WENDESDAY ( )
ABSCENCE < ) tl ^  )  JfMINiTE ( ) f p .  i,') >  y  /
BUSNESS ( )
NATIONEL ( ) V p v _____
ENTITLE ( )
VARIOUS ( )
ASSOCCIATE ( ) '
IMPOSSIBLE ( )
INVITATION ( )
ESTIMAT ( ) #
OFFICAIL ( )
ORGANIZE ( )
ARGUMENT ( )
GEUSS ( )
NECCESSARY ( )
ELABORATE ( )
UNFORTUNETE ( )
RESPECTFULLY ( )
SENETE < )
SUGGEST ( )
ISSUE ( )
DETERMIN ( )
SCENE ( ) -
APLICATION ( )
RESPONSABLE ( )
FORIEGN ( )
OCCUPY ( )
ASSURE ( ) . * T
CONSIDERATION ( )
WHEATHER ( )
MEANT ( )
CAREER ( )
SECRETERY ( )
EXPERENCE ( )
REFERENCE ( )
DISCUSSION ( )
SEPERATE ( )
CORDIALLY ( )
PRACTICLE ( )
ATHELETIC ( ) ‘
APPRECIATE ( )
ORGANIZATION ( )
ANNUAL ( )
DISSAPPOINT
RECEIT
IMMEDIATE
ACKNOWLEGE,
ALLEGE

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) © 1922. REPRODUCTION IN WHOLE OR IN PART IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAWS.



Alternate StenoSaugB letter

(Dictator — read all punctuation marks)

It gives me a comfortable feeling to know that at last we 
are reaching a definite understanding* (Period) Our action in re
fusing further orders from you was justified by the hundreds of men 
we have been compelled to lay off. (Period) I, (Comma) personally, 
(Comma) invito you to visit our plant, (Comma) where you can see the 
conditions for yourself, (Comma) instead of considering that we have 
made an arbitrary decision. (Period) To continue ordering material 
with the scarcity of orders at hand would be rather ludicrous. (Period) 
(Paragraph)

Some well meaning person insinuated to me that you have evi
dence of a documentary nature which proves conclusively that we were 
attempting to cheat your company. (Period) Our own relations have 
been too friendly for us to permit any such claim to go unrefuted. 
(Period) You can readily recognise that any such impression would 
damage the business reputations of us both. (Period) (Paragraph)

~ Fnithermore,— (Cornua)--it is obvious„that great_injustice„has __ 
been committed,. (Comma) particularly to our company. (Period) For
tunately, (Domna) we are in a position to accuse the guilty individual, 
(Comma) and thereby throw our mutual enemy upon the defensive» (Period) 
The condition is so serious that I feel obligated to write our legal 
counsel today, (Commk) stating the circumstances of the case. (Period) 
(Paragraph)

As soon as business picks up, (Comma) I expect to request a 
shipment of at least one hundred barrels, (Comma) f.o.b, your plant. 
(Period) (Paragraph)





THOMPSON BUSINESS PRACTICE TEST
By J a m e s  M. T h o m p s o n

Instructor in Management, School of Commerce, New York University

T E S T : FO R M  A

For any general business practice course, Grades 7 to 12

. Read this page. Do what it tells you to do.

D o  no t open  th is  booklet, or turn it  over, until you are told to do so.
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly.

N a m e ................... ... . v
, First name, initial, v and last name

. . . .  .Age last birthday-----

Birthday........................
Month Day

. . . 19.:

Grade............................. . .  School.....................................

G eneral D irections. This test consists of four parts. You will take two parts now 
and two parts later. The time limit on each half of the test is 40 minutes.

The special directions for each part are given at the beginning of the part. Read them  
carefully and proceed at once to answer the questions. •

You are not expected to be able to answer all the questions, but do the best you can. 
Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make 
mistakes. Do not spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the 
test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down.

Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin.

P e r f e c t  Sc o r e S t u d e n t ’s  Sc o r e

Part I, True-False . . . . . no
Part II, M a tc h in g ...................... 4 0

Part III, Multiple-Choice . . . 3 5

Part IV, Completion f# .. . . . 3 5 '

Total 220 •

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1 9 3 7  by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved

PRINTED IN U.S.A. T B P T IA -S

g y  y/w* (# ( & coAfn&A W . TAe reproduction of any part of if by mimeoyropb, AecfoyrapA, or %h any other
icay, w h e th e r  th e  rep ro d u ctio n s a re  so ld  o r  a re  fu rn ish e d  f r e e  fo r  u se t is  a  v io la tion  o f  th e  co p yrig h t le w .



Thompson Bus. Prac.; A

P art  I

Directions. Read each statement below. If you think it is true, put a plus sign ( + )  
in the parentheses at the right. If you think it is false, put 
a zero (0) in the parentheses. If you have no idea whether 
the statement is true or false, put nothing in the parentheses.

Samples.
а. Hardware stores usually sell ham m ers................................................................... ( +  )
б. Letters always require 5£ p o sta g e ............ .............................................................. ( 0 )

1. “ Express collect” indicates that the charges for transportation are to be paid
by the shipper................................................................................................................... . . (  ) i

2. I t is necessary for passengers going on steamships to most foreign countries to
secure passports...................................................................................................................... ( ) 2

3. Fancy cuts of meat are more nourishing than cheaper cu ts....................................( ) 3

4. In every personal budget provision should be made for saving.............................. ( ) 4

6. A bankbook and a checkbook are the sam e................................................................ ( ) 5

6. Labor unions usually favor the open shop.......... .......................    . . . . . . (  ) e

7. A note is a written promise to pay a certain sum of money at a specified time
or on dem and...........................      . . . (  ) 7

8 . Banks limit the size of a check to $150......................................................................... ( ) s

9. Long-distance calls are those in which two or more central stations must be
used to complete the ca ll................................  ( ) 9

10. In making a personal budget one should be careful to apportion equal amounts
to food and cloth ing...................    ( ) 10

11. The term “ junior commercial employments” refers to that group of occupa
tions usually open to young men and women over twenty-one years of age . .  ( . ) u

12. The fact that an article is highly advertised and has a huge sale is a guarantee
of va lue..................................................................................................................................... ( ) 12

13. The requirement of physical examinations by life insurance companies is -
limited to applicants over twenty-five years of age ....................  ( ) 13

14. The life of a corporation is interrupted by the death of one or more stock
holders........................     ( ) 14

16. A  copyright is commonly issued to an author to give the author the exclusive
right to reproduce and sell his production after publication .................................... ( ) 15

16. The most common way of securing title to personal property is by purchase. .  ( ) ie

17. A  partnership is formed by a contract entered into by the m em bers.................. ( ) 17

18. Letters with insufficient stamps are sent to the Dead Letter O ffice................... ( ) is

19. All railroad freight shipments are accompanied by bills of la d in g ......... ............( ) 19
[ 2 ] (Go right on to the next page.)

True ( +  ) 
False ( 0 )
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20. T . L. MacMillan would be correctly indexed and filed as MacMillan, T. L. . ( ) 20
21. A cash register sorts coins..............................   ( ) 21
22. A package sent by express m ay be forwarded with charges collect or prepaid. ( ) 22
23. Commutation tickets are sold for higher prices than other tickets because of

extra service............................................................................................ : ............................ ( ) 23
24. Letters of application for employment should be written on social corre

spondence p a p er ........................   ( ) 24
26. The rate of income from common stock varies from nothing to very high rates, ( ' ) 25
26. In considering the value of home ownership, the costs of owning a home should

be compared with the annual rent that is paid by the fam ily...............................( ) 26
27. An offer made by mail is binding as soon as the letter of acceptance is mailed,

but not until th en . . .  .......................    ( ) 27
28. Knowledge of market conditions is an important factor in good purchasing.-. ( ) 23
29. There is no objection to an erasure on a check provided the final writing is

legible...............  ( ) 29
30. Paym ent of a check that has not been certified m ay be stopped any time before

the check is presented for payment at the bank.........................................................( ) 30
31. The first concern of a partnership in dissolution must be the satisfaction of its

creditors................................................... .......... : . . . . . . . ........ ..........................................( ) 31
32. Banks do not accept deposits sent through the m a i l ................................................ ( ) 32
33. Collision insurance provides reimbursement for loss if an automobile is

damaged or destroyed by fire or lightning or if it is s to len ................................... ( ) 33
34. Important business telephone conversations should be confirmed........................ ( ) 34
36. Wherever possible, a business letter should be confined to only one subject. .  ( ) 35
36. Durability is a primary factor in determining the value of clothing.....................( ) se

37. Bonds m ay be classified as common and preferred.........................  ( ) 37
38. The par value of a share of stock is determined by its yearly dividend..............( ) ss

39. An essential characteristic of our present economic system is the exchange of
goods and services...........................................................• • • • ................. ..........................( ) 39

40. Common stock is the stock of a corporation which has the first claim on the
earnings ............................................  ( ) *0

41. A  shipper who gives a wrong description of the contents of a package for the
purpose of securing a lower rate is liable to a fine and imprisonment..................( ) 41

42. A  bond is a verbal promise to pay a certain sum to the holder at some future
tim e..............................................................................................................................................( ) <2

43. The bill of lading constitutes a contract between the shipper and the railroad
company..................................   ( ) «

44. Checks should be shown in one lump sum on the deposit s lip ............................... ( ) 44
[ 3 ] (Co right on to the next page.)
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46. Changing the beneficiary in an insurance policy causes the policy to become
void ...........................................................   ( )

46. If the seller refuses to deliver goods sold under legal contract of sale, the buyer
has the right to sue for damages..................................................................................... ( )

47. Titles such as Dr., Capt., Prof., etc., are given consideration when filin g .. . . (  )

48. Any change in the personnel of a partnership causes dissolution under the
original contract........................................................................  ( )

49. “ Blind alley” jobs are for stenographers under eighteen years of a g e ......... :. ( )

60. An installment purchase is a claim on. future in co m e............................................. ( )

61. It is easier to draw upon a letter of credit than to cash a travelers’ ch eck .. .  ( )

62. Stock which has no value indicated on the face of the certificate is called
“ no-par stock” ................................................................................................ )

53. A discount of 20%, 10 %, and 10 % is greater than a discount of 30 % and 10 %.( )

64. Wholesale dealers often handle jobbing transactions........................   ( . )

66. Life insurance m ay be used as a means of leaving endowments to social
institutions.............................................................................. ( )

66. The petty cash fund is a fund reserved in retail concerns for the purpose of
making installment payments to cred itors.................................................................( )

67. Trust companies were originally organized to act as trustees and administra
tors of estates..........................................    : . . . (  )

68. The government regulation of the rates charged by transportation companies
is done through the Superintendent of Documents ............................................... ( )

69. A record should be placed in the file for every important paper or folder
removed..........................  ( )

60. A restrictive indorsement makes the paper payable to a certain person and
limits his right to transfer it again.......................................................  ( )

61. The parlor car is the reserved-seat car of a train.....................................  ( )

62. I t  is incorrect to use punctuation marks at the end of the lines of the inside
a d d r e s s . . . . . ...............................................................      ( )

63. Stock having a par value of $100 may be worth only $10 ..................       ( )

64. Corporations are generally incorporated under Federal authority.................... . (  . )

66. A bill of sale is used to convey title to personal property..................... : .............( )

66. The names of Federal departments are filed first under “ United States
Government,” followed by the name of the department placed alphabetically. ( )

67. F . O. B . would count as three words in a telegram.................................................. ( )

68. Commercial banks and trust companies do not operate savings departments. ( )

69. The alphabetic system of filing is best adapted to small files................................( )
' [ 4 ] (Go right on to the next page-)
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70. Only one person or organization may be named as beneficiary of an insurance
policy...................: ...................................................... i .........................................................( ) 70

71. If a house worth $8000, which is insured for $7000, is destroyed by fire, the
policyholder m ay collect $8000 .. . : ............................................................................. ( ) 71

72. Interest on the invested capital is one of the important elements to be con
sidered in home ownership.............................................................................................. ( ) 72

73. Companies or persons who insure against loss are called “ underwriters” . . . . (  ) 7:1

74. A collateral note is a promissory note that is secured by other negotiable
instruments ...............................................................................   ( ) 74

76. Deflation means decreasing the purchasing power of the dollar..........................( ) 75
76. Insurance is a means used to distribute the losses of individuals among a large

number of participants in the plan of protection......................   ( ) re

77. The cost of a 50-word night letter is the same as the cost of a 10-word telegram. ( ) 77
78. Real property includes all things and rights that are m ovable.............................( ) 73
79. The legality of the signature depends upon the proof of the intention of the

signer.....................................................        . . . (  ) 79
80. One railroad ticket entitles the passenger to check 150 pounds of baggage

without extra cost.......................................................................  ( ) so

81. I t  is usually profitable to take advantage of a cash discount even if one has to
borrow at the bank.............................................................................................................( ) si

82. Some stores show the selling price of an article in code, which enables sales
persons to quote different prices....................  ( ) s2

83. With a tax rate of $.02, a tax bill of $1044 corresponds to an assessed value of
$52,000...................      ( )s3

84. Wholesale prices fluctuate more in proportion to their amounts than do retail
prices........................................................................................................................................ ( ) si

85. A  minor’s contract with an adult is binding upon the adult................................. ( ) ss

86. A check written on November 8, dated November 4, is a postdated check .. .  ( ) se

87. The “ European plan,” for hotel services provides a daily rate which includes
both room and m ea ls ............................................... ( ) 87

88. A nominal partner is not liable for the debts and obligations of the company. ( ) ss

89. A n d ,  & , of, fo r ,  etc., are disregarded in indexing but are not omitted in writ
ing tit le s .......................................................       ( )  89

90. Two months after November 30 is January 2 9 .......................................  ( ) 90
91. The United States is divided into three great time zones.......................................(  ) 91
92. A qualified indorsement is used when the transferrer wishes to limit his

liability............................................................   ( ) 92
[ 5 ] (Go right on to the next page*)
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93. Cable addresses m ay be represented by a single w o r d ............ ..

94. A trade acceptance is ordinarily used to collect old accounts

96. The purchase of a regular railroad ticket carries with it the privilege of sitting 
in the observation car.................................................................................. (

96. $1000 is the maximum amount which m ay be carried by an individual in a
postal-savings account at interest..................................................... (

97. United States Savings Bonds, like other Treasury bonds, are exempt both
as to principal and interest from all local and Federal taxation...................... (

98. The tax on $8200 at $17.47 per $1000 is $134.25.............................

99. There are two general kinds of savings banks, mutual and stock.

100. A bank will not accept for deposit a check having a rubber-stamp indorse
ment ...................................................................................................................................... ..

101. Code language m ay be used only in full-rate telegrams. .(
102. C. I. F. is a shipping term indicating that the quoted price includes the cost

of insurance and freight.................................................................  /i  '
103. A  manufacturer’s name stamped on an article makes the manufacturer liable

in case of dissatisfaction...........................................................................  ^

104. Title to real estate is transferred by the use of an abstract of title (

106. The interest on $5000 for SO days at 44 per cent is $50..................................... (

106. A chattel mortgage is one given on real estate........ ...............................................(

107. Tourist homes offer all the accommodations provided by hotels, including
private bath .........................................................................' .........................  (

108. Rabbits provide over fifty furs of different nam es. •(
109. Fidelity insurance is insurance issued for the purpose of protecting the title

to real property.............................................................................. ...................................(

110. If the deceased died intestate, the title to personal property passes direct to
the heirs .  ------------- - ...................................................................................................... (

I f  y o u  f in is h  b e f o r e  th e  t im e  i s  u p , g o  o n  to  P a r t  II .

;.v.

Number right.
Number wrong...............
Number omitted.............
Sum - {should equal 110).

) 93 

) *

) 9 5

)*

)9 7

)*
■ ) »

)  100 

)  101

)  102

)  103 

) 10* 

)  105 

)  106

) 107 

)l0 8

) 109

)llO

Number right.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . -----
Number wrong................. .. -x
No. right minus No. wrong............... (Score, P ar

[ 6 ]
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P art n
Directions. Read each statement in the column at the right and find in the column 
at the left the word or expression which matches it. Write in the parentheses after 
the statement the number of the word or expression that matches it, as shown in the 
samples. Thus, in Sample a the expression that matches A store that sells medicine 
is Drug store and that is No. 3 ; so a 3 is placed in the parentheses. Check your 
answers to both Part I  and Part II if you have time after finishing this part.

Samples. •

a. A store that sells medicine.......................( j" )

b. A  store that sells tools and nails............( /  )

1. An allowance made to dealers................... ( ) i

2. One who sells goods...................................... ( ) 2
3. One who uses goods...................................... ( ) 3
4. To trade in large quantities....................... ( ) <

6. An odd assortment of merchandise. . . . (  ) 5

1. Bankrupt
2. Bequeath
3 .  ' Covenant
4. Embezzlement
5. Injunction
6. Intestate
7. Notary public
8. Testator

11. A person to whom an insurance policy
has been granted................... .'................ ( ) 11

12. Insurance protecting one from loss
because of sickness or accident.............. ( ) 12

13. A person engaged in the study of insur
ance statistics........................   ( ) 13

14. Amount payable on surrender of policy( ) 14
16. Party to whom life insurance is payable( ) is

[ 7 ] (Go right on to the next page.)

1. Actuary
2. Beneficiary
3. Cash surrender value
4. Industrial insurance
5. Disability insurance
6. Eighty per cent coinsurance 

clause
7. Policyholder
8. Trustee

6. The maker of a w ill......................................( ) 6

7. Unable to meet business debts................. ( ) 7

8. Unlawful appropriation of what is en
trusted to one’s care........................... . . . . (  ) 8

9. To give or leave by w ill.............................. ( ) 0

10. A person who dies without having made
a m il .........................................................  . . . (  ) 10

1. Hardware store
2. Dry goods store
3. Drug store

1. Consignor
2. Consumer
3. Job lot
4. Production
5. Retail
6. Trade discount
7. Vender
8. Wholesale
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1. Dear Sir
2. Gentlemen
3. Inside address
4. Letterhead
5. Parcel post
6. Periodicals and newspapers
7. Special delivery
8. Yours very truly

16. Prompt delivery of mail matter by special
postal messenger........................... ( ) is

17. A salutation employed when addressing a
m a n ......................................  ( ) n

18. A sheet of paper on which the name and
address of the company are printed............. ( ) is

19. A common complimentary close of a busi
ness letter.....................................   ( ) 19

i
20. Fourth-class mail m atter................................. ( ) 20

1. Articles of copartnership
2. Bylaws
3. Capital
4. Charter
5. Corporation
6. Patent
7. Proxy
8. Receiver

21. An instrument in writing from the sov
ereign power of a state or country, guar
anteeing rights or p r iv ileg es........................( ) 21

22. A group of persons formed and authorized
by law to act as an individual within cer
tain specified lim its............................................ ( ) 22

23. The written contract of partners, setting
forth the terms of the agreement................( ) 23

24. A person authorized to act for another,
particularly in votin g ........................................ ( ) 24

26. An official document issued to an inventor, 
giving him the exclusive right to his 
invention.......... "....................  .". . . (  ) 2s

t. Bank draft
2. Bank- or passbook
3. Checkbook
4. Notebook
5. Principal
6. Proceeds
7. Receipt
8. Time draft

1

26. A sum of money placed at interest........ . ( ) 26

27. A check which one bank draws on funds '
deposited in another bank. — ..................( ) 27

28. A written form acknowledging the pay
ment of money.........................    ( ) 23

29. A book containing blank checks.............. ( ) 29

30. A book in which deposits are recorded__( ) 30
1. Bond
2. Book value
3. Common stock
4. Dividend
5. Income
G. Market value
7. Par value
8. Preferred stock

31. Stock with the general voting p rivilege.. . (  )  31

32. Formal obligation as an evidence of debt( ) 32

33. The value at which stock can be sold. . . . (  )  33

34. A share of profits............................................... (  ) 34

35. The value placed on stock when it  is issued( ) 35
[ 8 ] (Go right on to the nex t page.)
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1. Alphabetic filing
2. Box file
3. Folder tab
4. Numeric filing
5. Out guide
6. Shannon file
7. Tickler
8. Vertical file *

36. Desk reminder...............      ( ) #

37. A  board, on one end of which is mounted a
double a rch ........................................   ( ) 37

38. A method of filing correspondence in which
the guides are arranged according to  
numbers........................................................... . . (  ) ss

39. A guide which is placed in the file when a
folder is removed...............................................( ) 39

40. A file consisting of one or more drawers in
which the letters stand on edge in folders 
separated by suitable guides..........................( ) 40

I f  you fin ish  before the tim e is up, look over your answers in both Parts I  and I I  to m ake  
sure your answers are r ig h t

Number right (Score, Part II)
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P art  H I

Directions. Each of the following questions is followed by four alternative answers, 
of which only one is correct. Select the one which is correct and put its number in the 
parentheses at the right, as shown in the sample. Check answers if time permits.

Sample. The telephone was invented by —
1 Thomas A. Edison 2 Guglielmo Marconi 3 Samuel F. B. Morse 
4 Alexander G. Bell.............................................. . t  u  \

1. The clerk who must be skilled in wrapping, packing, boxing, and crating of 
outgoing shipments is —

1 a billing clerk 2 a receiving clerk 3 an order clerk 
4 a shipping clerk............................................................................ ’..............(

2. The most rapid mail service is provided by —
1 .parcel post 2 air mail 3 insured mail 4 registered mail........(

3. A wholesaler sells to —
1 retailers 2 producers 3 consumers 4 investors...................... (

4. When a number in the telephone directory cannot be located, call —
1 central 2 long distance 3 chief operator 4 information........ (

5. The words on a check preceding the name of the person to whom payment is to 
be made are —

1 Pay only to 2 Pay to 3 Pay to the order of 4 Pay to Mr. . . .  (
6. The name William R. Coon should be indexed as —

1 Coon, R. William 2 Coon, William R. 3 William R. Coon 
4 Mr. Coon, W. R.......... ................................................................................ (

7. “ Redcaps ” is the name generally given to —
1 conductors 2 train announcers 3 railroad porters 
4 station agents................................................................................................(

8. When one desires to speak on the telephone with a particular person in another 
town, he makes —

1 a station-to - station call 2 a service call 3 a person-to-person call
4 an emergency call.........................................................................................(

9. As a rule, interstate railroads operate on —
1 Daylight-saving Time 2 Central Time 3 Standard Time .
4 Mountain Tim e..............  (

10. Filing according to the material contents of a letter is called —
1 subject filing 2 geographic filing 3 numeric filing 
4 alphabetic filing..............................................  (

11. An agent sold goods to the amount of $1200. His commission at 3^ % was —
1 $42 2 $36 3 $48 4 $54........................................................... (

)i

)2

)»

)*

)«

) 6

)7

)»

)?

) 10 

)»
12. 1£ plus §  equals —

1 2 2 2  ̂ 3 3 4 3 | . ...................................................................... .. ) 12
13. A  person named in a will to carry out its provisions is called —

1 an executor 2 an administrator 3 an agent 4 a testator ( ) is
£ *° 1 (Go right on to the next page.)
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14. The simplest method of filing is —
1 numeric filing 2 alphabetic filing 3 duplex numeric filing 
4 geographic filing........................................................................................... ( ) u

16. When one opens "an account in a savings bank, he is required to sign a —
1 bankbook 2 signature card 3 deposit ticket 4 certificate___ ( ) is

16. The fractional equivalent of .025 is —

1 I 2 I 3 5 4 1..................................................... ................... ( ) 16
17. The proper paper size for a letter of application for a position is —

1 8 X 13 2 7 X 12 3 8j X 11 4 ^  X 1 0 |.............................. ( ) 17
18. Where there is no agreement to the contrary, partners share gains and losses —

1 equally 2 according to their investment 3 according to time spent 
4 equally after commissions have been deducted............................. ( . ) 18

19. A mortgage on personal property is termed a —
1 bailment 2 warranty deed 3 chattel mortgage
4 real estate mortgage.............  ( ) 19

20. A receipt which bears witness that a payment has been made by a person 
to whom money has been entrusted is usually called a —

1 waiver 2 warranty 3 proxy 4 voucher.................................... ( ) 2o
21. The life of a corporation depends upon —

1 the number of stockholders 2 the articles of copartnership 
3 the life of the board of directors 4 a statement in the charter..........( ) 21

22. The insurance company is the —
1 policyholder 2 insured 3 actuary 4 insurer.................... .. . . (  ) 22

23. The kind of insurance which protects the owner of an automobile against loss 
for damage done to other persons’ property by collision or otherwise is called —

1 collision insurance 2 property damage insurance
3 public liability insurance 4 accident insurance............................ .... ( ) 23

24. A kind of insurance that affords a means of saving and investment is —
1 fidelity insurance 2 marine insurance 3 title insurance
4 life insurance...............................................................................................( ) 24

25. Comparing the bank statement with the check stubs to prove the accuracy of 
both records is known as —

1 bank balance 2 voucher check 3 certification 4 reconciliation ( ) 25

26. On railroad timetables P.M . is usually denoted by —
1 italics 2 dark-face type 3 light-face type 4 Roman numerals( ) 20

27. The interest on $240 for 90 days at 6 per cent is —
1 $4.80 2 $3.40 3 $4.20 4 $3 .6 0 .................................. ........... ( ) 27

28. A  trade acceptance is made out by the —
1 buyer 2 seller 3 common carrier 4 bank te lle r.................... ( ) 28

29. A night letter is delivered —
1 as soon as possible 2 within two hours
3 any time during the night 4 the next morning....................................( ) 29

[ 11 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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30. When the payee of a check writes only his name on the back of a check, his 
indorsement is called a —

•1 full indorsement 2 blank indorsement 3 qualified indorsement
4 restrictive indorsement.............................................. ............................ —  ( ) so

31. A letter which weighs 1 £ ounces requires the same postage as one that weighs —
1 1 ounce 2 2 ounces 3 f ounce 4 ounces.............. ) si

32. A postal money order may be bought in any amount up to —
1 $25.00 2 $50.00 3 $100.00 4 $1000............................  ( , ) 32

33. The minimum freight charge is usually the charge for —
1 10 pounds 2 100 pounds 3 2000 pounds 4 exact weight.. . .  ( ) 33

34. .The person who is to pay a draft is known as the —
1 maker 2 drawer 3 payee 4 drawee............................................ ( ) 34

36. The difference between the cost and the selling price of. an article is called 
the —

1 proceeds 2 net profit 3 margin 4 principal.................................. ( ) 35
I f  you fin ish  before the tim e is up, go on to Part IV .

N um ber r ig id ....................{Score, P ari I I I )
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P art  IV
Directions. Write the answer in the blank space at the end of each problem or state-
ment. Check answers if time permits.

Sample. The telephone was invented by — ............... ( CCte ĉcincC&v B&tl )

1. In the alphabetic telephone directory, the name 
J. M. Brown Shoe Company would be found under 
the letter — ............................................................................ ( ) i

2. M ail carried by airplanes is referred to as — ............ ( )2

3. A person who owes a debt is called a — .......................( ) 3

4. Exchanging one thing of value for something else of 
value is known as — .......... ................................................. ( )4

6. The two most important kinds of stock are preferred 
and — ............................................................ .......................... ( ) 6

6. When a registered letter containing money is lost in 
the mail, the loss is  borne by the — .............................. ( ) 6

7. All telephone calls in one city or through one exchange 
are known as — .................................................................. .. ( )7

8. The money of the United States may be divided into 
two classes, metallic and —  ............................................ .. ( ) s

9. The act of arranging papers or laying them away in 
a methodical manner for preservation and reference is
called — .................................... ........ ..................................... (____________ • _______ _) e

10. A hotel guest who pays a fixed price to cover both
room and meals is said to be on the ? 'plan. . . . . .  (_________________  ) 10

11. Mr. Agnew gets a commission of $90 for selling $4j>0
worth of books. W hat was his rate of commission ?. f _______ ____ __________) n

12. The selling to retailers rather than consumers *is
called — ............................................. . .................. . ( ___________ . _____________ ) 12

13. A parcel-post package marked “ Special Handling,” 
carrying the proper amount of additional postage, will
be handled as . ? m ail........ ... ........................................... (_______________  ) is

14. Uncoined monetary gold and silver are called —  . . .  (___ ) u

16. Goods brought into a country from abroad are
called — .................................... ....... ..................................... (________________  ) is

16. A message sent by a submarine telegraphic cable is
known as a — .......................................................................... (____________  ) is

17. In a certain business letter, 300 words were used.
The secretary misspelled 15 words. W hat per cent
of the words did she spell correctly ? ................................ (_________     ) i?

[ 13 ] (Go right on to the next page.)
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18. If a shipment of goods does not arrive within a reason
able time, the carrier (railroad or express company) 
should be notified and asked to send a —  (

J  is
19. When an investment can be turned readily into cash 

it is said to b e — ................................... ^ ) 19
20. The exact number of days from March 8 to October 9 

is — ..................................................................  ( ) 20

21. The memorandum copy of the bill of lading is 
retained by the — .....................................  /

) 21
22. On a note given for $1200, payable in GO days with 

interest at G per cent, the amount due at maturity 
is —  ....................................................................... (  ̂ 22

23. A written request that supplies be purchased is a 
purchase — ......................................................  (

J

) 23

24. Dr. Paulu insured his household furniture against fire 
for 70 per cent of its value. The face of the policy was 
$2800. W hat was the value of the furniture? ___ ( J 24

26. A draft payable on presentation is called a —  ( ) 2 5

26. Dr. Stone has $1000. H e lends $400 of it to a friend 
for G months at 6 per cent interest, and keeps the rest 
in a savings bank at 3 per cent, payable semiannually. 
How much interest does he earn on the $1000 in 6 
m onths?....................................................................  ( ) 26

27. $1500 is per cent greater than $1200. . . .  ( ) 2 7

28. When a note is not paid on the due date, the maker is 
in —  .....................................................................................  ( ) 28

29. Newspapers and periodicals are classified as ? mail.( J 2 9

30. A  deed carrying with it the guaranty of a good title 
is a — ................................................................................  ( __) 30

31. The combined girth and length of a parcel-post 
package must not be more than ? inches.........  ( J 31

32. A check which a bank draws on its own funds is known 
as a — .................................................................................  ( J  32

33. The favorable opinion held by the public concerning 
a firm is called — ..........................................................  ( J 33

34. A discount of 25% and 10% is better than a discount 
of 15% and 15% by ? % ................................. ............ ( J 34

35. A check which contains a ruled space in which may 
be entered items which the check is intended to pay 
is called a — .......................................................................... ( _ ) 3 S

J«Z ™ rijrtf'e “me & "A °‘"r b‘“h PMs
[ 14 ]
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24. ( 0 )

25. ( +  )

26. ( +  )

27. ( +  )

28. ( +  )

29. ( 0 )

30. ( +  )

31. ( +  )

32. ( 0 )

33. ( 0 )

34. ( +  )

36. ( +  )

36. ( +  )

37. ( 0 )

38. ( 0 )

39. ( +  )

40. ( 0 )

41. ( +  )

42. ( 0 )

43. ( +  )

44. ( 0 )

PART I

{Page 4)

46. ( o )

46. ( +  )

47. ( o )

48. ( +  )
49. ( o )

60. ( +  )

61. ( o )

62. ( +  )

63. ( o )

64. ( +  )

66. ( +  )

66. ( o )

67. ( +  )

68. ( o )

69. ( +  )

60. ( +  )

61. ( +  )

62. ( o )

63. ( +  )

64. ( o )

66. ( +  )

66. ( +  )

67. ( o )

68. ( o )

69. ( +  )

PART I 

(Page 6)

70. ( 0 )

71. ( 0 )

72. ( +  )

73. ( +  )

74. ( +  ) 

76. ( 0 )

76. ( +  )

77. ( +  )

78. ( 0 )

79. ( +  )

80. ( +  )

81. ( +  )

82. ( +  )

83. ( 0 )

84. ( +  ) 

86. ( +  ) 
86. ( 0 )

87. ( 0 )

88. ( 0 )

89. ( +  )
90. ( 0 )

91. ( 0 )

92. ( +  )

Thompson Bus. Prac.: Key: A

PART I

{Page 6)

93. ( +  )

94. ( 0 )

96. ( 0 )

96. ( 0 )

97. ( +  )

98. ( 0 )

99. ( +  )

100. ( 0 ) 

101. ( 0 )

102. ( +  )

103. ( 0 )

104. ( 0 )

106. ( +  ) 

106. ( 0 )

107. ( 0 )

108. ( 4* )

109. ( 0 )

110. ( 0 )



PART n
(Page 7)

1. ( 6 )

2. ( 7 )

3. ( 2 )

4. ( 8 )

6. ( 3 )

6. ( 8 )

7. ( 1 )

8. ( 4 )

9. ( 2 )

10. ( 6 )

11. ( 7 )

12. ( 5 )

13. ( 1 )

14. ( 3 ) 

16. ( 2 )

PART n
{Page 8)

16. ( 7 )

17. ( 1 )

18. ( 4 )

19. ( 8 )

20. ( 5 )

21. ( 4 )

22. ( 5 )

23. ( 1 )

24. ( 7 )

25. ( 6 )

26. ( 5 )

27. ( 1 )

28. ( 7 )

29. ( 3 )

30. ( 2 )

31. ( 3 )

32. ( 1 )

33. ( 6 )

34. ( 4 ) 

36. ( 7 )

PART n 
{Page 9)

36. ( 7 )

37. ( 6 )

38. ( 4 )

39. ( 5 )

40. ( 8 )

Thompson Bus. Prac.: Key: A

part m
{Page 10)

1. ( 4 )

2. ( 2 )

3. ( 1 )

4. ( 4 )

5. ( 3 )

6. ( 2 )

7. ( 3 )

8. ( 3 )

9. ( 3 )

10. ( 1 ) 

11. ( 1 )

12. ( 3 )

13. ( 1 )



PART m  
{Page 11) 

14. ( 2 )

16. ( 2 )•

16. ( 2 )

17. ( 3 )

18. ( 1 )

19. ( 3  )

20. ( 4 )

21. ( 4 )

22. ( 4 )

23. ( 2 )

24. ( 4 )

26. ( 4 ) 

26. ( 2 )

27. ( 4 )

28. ( 2 )

29. ( 4 )

PART m
{Page 12)

30. ( 2 )

31. ( 2 )

32. ( 3 )

33. (  2 )

34. (  4  )

36. ( 3 )

Thompson Bus. Prac.: Key: A

PART IV
{Page 18)

1.
2.

3.

B

air mail 

debtor

4. barter; or trading

5. common

6 . post office; 
or government

7. local calls

a. paper

9. filing

10 . American (plan)

11 . 2 0 %

12 . wholesale; 
or wholesaling

13. first-class (mail)

14. bullion

15. imports

16. cablegram

[4]
17. 95%



THOMPSON BUSINESS PRACTICE TEST

By James M. T hompson

Instructor in Management, School of Commerce, New York University

MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS

P urpose and N ature of the Test

The purpose in devising the Thompson Business Practice Test was to provide 
, junior high schools, senior high schools, and private schools with a valid and 

reliable measure of achievement in general business practice.
The test covers the major functions of business as presented in various junior 

and senior high school courses of study and textbooks in junior business training, 
introduction to business, elementary business training, or everyday business, as 
it is variously called.

The test consists of four parts: <

Part I, a true-false test of 110 items
P art II, a matching test of 40 items ‘
Part III, a so-called multiple-choice test of 35 items (4 alternative answers)
Part IV, a completion test of 35  items —  making 220  items in all.

The test is designed to be given in two sittings of 40 minutes (working time) 
each.

There are two equivalent forms of the test, called Form A and Form B. Either 
m ay be administered at any time.

U ses of the Test

As a measure of initial knowledge. The test may be given at the beginning of 
a course in order to apprise the instructor of how much the students already know  
about business practice. If more than one section is to be formed, the students 
m ay then be grouped in accordance with their initial knowledge of the subject, 
and in any case the course m ay be conducted in the light of the students’ initial 
knowledge.

As a measure of progress. In order to measure the progress students make in 
their knowledge of general business practice, both forms of the test should be 
used. One form (say Form A) may be given at the beginning of the course and 
the other form at the end of the course. The gain in score of any student is a 
measure of his progress.

As a final examination. The test m ay be given at the end of a semester or 
year of instruction in general business practice to furnish an objective measure 
of achievement with which to supplement the teacher’s judgment in the assign
ment of final scholarship marks.

As a diagnostic instrument. In order to facilitate the use of the test for 
diagnostic purposes, provision has been made for ah item count by areas of infor
mation. Provision has also been made for an area profile which can be used at
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the option of the examiner. When the test is used as an initial test of business 
practice information, weaknesses and strengths can thus be discovered. The 
information about the individuals in a group may be pooled to reveal the areas in 
which emphasis needs to be placed for the class as a whole. (See page 8 for more 
detailed information about the item count.)

As an instrument for research. This test is sufficiently reliable to be used 
effectively in research having to do with methods of teaching business practice. 
Moreover, the content of each form has been so chosen as to maintain approxi
mately the same proportion of items for each area of information from form to 
form.

As a valuable instrument for educational and vocational guidance. Very high 
scores on this test suggest an aptitude for business which should be significant 
in guidance practice. A good showing on this test, moreover, probably would 
carry considerable weight with a prospective employer and would therefore be a 
valuable addition to the student’s cumulative record card.

As one of a selective battery of tests for commercial concerns. Business con
cerns are increasingly turning to objective tests as a means of selecting employees. 
For certain jobs which call for a knowledge of business practice, this test m ay be 
effectively combined with other tests to select the most promising candidates.

V a l i d i t y

The validity of a test is the degree to which it measures that which it purports 
to measure. Validity has been obtained in this test by a combination of three 
procedures.

Examination of current textbooks and courses of study. A  careful analysis 
was made of current textbooks, courses of study, and syllabi to determine what 
is taught in general business practice courses, and questions were formulated in 
accordance with the topics covered. Account was taken, also, of the researches 
that have been made in the field of junior business training.

Consistency of results in preliminary tryout. A study was made to determine 
the degree to which those who passed each item of the preliminary multigraphed 
edition tended to get high total scores. Those items were eliminated on which 
students with low total scores did better than those with high total scores. This 
means that those items which were retained are the most indicative of general 
knowledge of business practice.

Opinion of specialists. The items of the test were carefully examined by six 
specialists in the field of business practice and those items eliminated which in 
their opinion were not valid.

As is customary, the item s in each part were arranged in the approximate order 
of difficulty, in order that the students might try the easiest ones first.

R e l i a b i l i t y

By “ reliability” is meant the degree to which a test is consistent in measuring 
whatever it does measure. I t is customary to express reliability of a test in terms 
of the coefficient of correlation between two forms (as Form A and Form B ).

In order to get the fairest possible estimate of the reliability of this test, relia
bility coefficients have been computed separately for large-city, small-city, and 
rural communities. The results are given in the following tab le:

Thompson Business Practice Test
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T y p e  o r  
C o m m u n it y

N u m b e r
o f

C a s e s

S t a n d a r d
D e v ia t io n Tab

FORM A FORM B

Large city 1 3 5 3 1 . 6 3 0 . 7 . 9 6 9

Small city 1 2 0 2 6 . 6 2 5 . 7 . 9 4 9

Rural 8 4 2 2 . 9 2 1 . 4 . 9 3 7

These reliability coefficients are very satisfactory for a test of this type and 
indicate that the test can be used confidently in work with individuals.

D i r e c t i o n s  f o r  A d m i n i s t e r i n g

The test is designed to be administered in two sittings of 40 minutes each 
(working time). Parts I  and II  are to be taken in the first sitting and Parts III  
and IV in the second sitting.

I t  is well to have each student provided with two sharpened pencils and means 
for erasing.

T o administer the test, s a y : “ W e are going to give each of you a test in 
business practice. As soon as you receive a test paper, read the first page and 
do what it tells you to do, writing your name, age, etc.”

Pass out the papers, one to each student, right side up, taking care to retain all 
extra copies.

When all the students have filled the blanks, s a y : “ This test consists of four 
parts. You will take two parts now and two parts later. The time limit on each 
half of the test is  40 minutes.

“ The special directions for each part are given at the beginning of the part. 
Read them carefully and proceed at once to answer the questions.

“ You are not expected to be able to answer all the questions, but do the best 
you can. Try to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that 
you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time on any one question. No  
questions about the test will be answered after the test begins.

“ W hen I tell you to begin, you are to turn over the page to Part I, read the 
directions, and begin. Part I has 110 questions. Try to finish Part I in 30 min
utes. If you finish before 30 minutes are up, go on to Part II. At the end of 
30 minutes you will be told to stop work on Part I and go on to Part II. There 
will be 10 minutes more for work on Part II. If you finish Part II before the 
10 minutes are up, you may go back and work on Part I. If you finish both 
parts before the 40 minutes are up, use any remaining time to look over your 
paper and correct any mistakes. Do not go on to Part HI.

“ Now turn the page and begin.”
Write immediately on the blackboard the time it is at that moment and write 

under it the time it will be 30 minutes later and 40 minutes later, like th is :

Start 9 : 1 5

Begin Part II 9 : 4 5

Stop 9 :55

At the end of 30 minutes s a y : “ Even though you have not finished Part I, stop 
work on that part and go oh to Part II. Finish Part I later, if you have tim e.”



A t the end of 40 minutes (10 minutes for Part II) s a y : “ Stop. Time is up. 
Close your booklets.”

Have the booklets collected at once.

To administer the second half of the test, s a y : “ We will now pass out the 
business practice test booklets in which you have taken Parts I and II. Do not 
open the booklets until you are told to do so. Be sure that you get your own 
booklet.

“ W hen you are told to begin, open the booklet to Part IH on page 10, read the 
directions, and proceed at once to answer the questions. If you finish Part m ,  
go right on to Part IV. At the end of 16 minutes you will be told to go on to 
Part IV. Then you will have 25 minutes for Part IV. If you finish Part IV, go 
back and finish Part IH if necessary.

“ Now open the booklet to Part HI and begin.”
Write the time immediately on the blackboard, as explained for the first sitting, 

and write, also, the time it will be 15 minutes later and 40 minutes later (25 min
utes after beginning Part IV).

After 15 minutes s a y : “ Even though you have not finished Part III, begin 
Part IV. Finish Part III later, if you have time. You will have 25 minutes’ 
more working time. Do not make any changes in Part I or Part H.”

At the end of the 40 minutes for the two parts s a y : “ Stop. Time is up. Close 
your booklets.” •-

Have the booklets collected at once.

D i r e c t i o n s  f o r  S c o r i n g

A K ey containing the right answer to each question is furnished in each package 
of twenty-five test booklets.

P a r t  I (True-False). The score in Part I is the number of right responses' 
minus the number of wrong responses. Omitted items do not count as wrong. 
(Maximum score, 110.)

P a r t  II (M atching). The score in Part II  is the number of right responses. 
(Maximum score, 40.)

P a r t  III (M ultiple-Choice). The score in Part III  is the number of right 
responses. (Maximum score, 35.)

P a r t  IV (Completion). The score in Part TV is the number of right responses. 
(Maximum score, 35.)

Two methods of scoring are suggested, one with the use of the K ey and one by  
the students.

Scoring by means of the Key. To score a test booklet, first prepare the K ey  
by folding and. creasing it on each one of the vertical lines between Columns of 
answers. The folds should be made flexible so that they will bend easily in either 
direction. Next, adjust the Key upon the test booklet so that the appropriate 
column of answers on the K ey is adjacent to the column of student responses, and 
indicate right answers in any convenient way. A common method is merely to 
draw a straight horizontal line on the test booklet after each right answer. Wrong 
answers need not be marked except in Part I. In Part I  wrong answers must be 
marked. A  convenient method is to put a cross after each wrong answer.

After scoring page 2, merely fold back the first flap and score page 3; then 
draw the flap to the left so that the fold comes on the next vertical line, and score

4 Thompson Business Practice Test



page 4; and so on. I t has been found that with a little practice this method of 
using the K ey works very rapidly and conveniently.

After marking the papers, count the right answers, wrong answers, and omitted  
answers in Part I  and enter the numbers in the spaces provided at the end of the 
test. Add the numbers of right, wrong, and omitted answers at the left, to see 
that the sum equals 110, as a check. Then subtract the number wrong from the 
number right to get the score. j

In Part II  the score is the number right. After counting the number right, 
enter the score in the space provided at the end of the test. Then check the count 
as follow s: Suppose the score is 28. Begin counting the wrong and om itted  
answers 29, 30,31, etc., and see if you end with 40. If not, do the counting again. 
Use this method also for Parts III  and IV. When the four parts have been scored, 
copy the four scores onto the front page and add them to get the total score.

Student scoring. If the test is used for diagnostic purposes as described on 
page 1, or if it is not considered important to keep the students from knowing the 
correct answers, the scoring may be done by the students themselves, thus saving 
considerable time otherwise required to score the papers with the K ey.

To use this method, have the papers shuffled and passed out in random order. 
Read the correct answers slowly and distinctly, repeating each answer and allow
ing the students plenty of time to mark the papers. Be sure to give the number 
of the item in each case. Thus, in Part I  say: “ Number one, false —  number 
one, false.” (Pause.) “ Number two, true —  number two, true.” (Pause.) Etc. 
The students should mark both right and wrong answers in all four parts as an aid 
to keeping their places.

When the scoring is completed in this manner, have the students count the 
right answers and the wrong answers to find the score in each part. Have 
them follow carefully the directions given above for counting right and wrong 
answers.

It is advisable in the interest of accuracy to have a t least the counting of right 
answers done independently by two persons, and preferably, of course, the whole 
of the scoring should be done twice. This is true whether the scoring is done by  
the students or by a teacher or a clerk.

I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  R e s u l t s

From a list of 100 high schools in different parts of the country in which business 
practice courses were being taught, 34 were selected to form a standardization 
population. Adequate data were obtained from 26 of these schools located in 
22 states and the District of Columbia. Large-city, small-city, and rural areas 
are each represented. In one half of the schools Form A was given first, and in 
the other half Form B was given priority.

Table I  gives the distributions of scores for the 790 cases finally used. Table II  
gives percentile norms based upon these distributions.

To interpret test scores for any given community, the following procedure is 
suggested:

1. Make a distribution of scores similar to that given in Table I.
2. From this distribution, plot a percentile curve. (For full description of the 

procedure involved in plotting and using such a curve, see the Tally Sheet, a copy 
of which is enclosed'in each package of tests.)

M anual of Directions 5
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TABLE i
Sc o r e s  o f  7 9 0  F ir s t -Y e a r  H ig h  Sc h o o l  St u 
d e n t s  i n  2 6  Sc h o o l s  i n  F o r m s  A a n d  B  o f  

t h e  T h o m p s o n  B u s in e s s  P r a c t ic e  T e s t

Score Number of Students

Interval FORM A FORM B

210:219 1 0
200-209 1 3
190-199 12 13
180-189 7 10
170-179 28 21
160-169 22 19
150-159 20 26
140-149 41 27
130-139 53 50
120-129 59 57
110-119 81 v 71
100-109 78 101
90-99 99 96
80-89 108 117
70-79 65 68
60-69 58 51
50-59 32 32
40-49 22 24
30-39 3 4

Totals 790 790

Medians 100 99

TABLE . II
P e r c e n t i l e  N o r m s  B a s e d  u p o n  t h e  S c o r e s  
i n  F o r m s  A a n d  B o f  790 S t u d e n t s  i n  26 
S c h o o l s  a t  t h e  E n d  o f  t h e  C o u r s e  i n  B u s i 

n e s s  P r a c t i c e

Score in 
Form A or B Percentile Rank

159-184 95
146-158 90
136-145 85
128-135 80
122-127 75
116-121 70
111-115 65
106-110 60
102-105 55
97-101 50
93-96 45
90-92 40
85-89 35
80-84 30
76-79 25
71-75 20
65-70 15
59-64 10
46-58 5

N o t e . T o  use Table II, find the range of scores in the left-hand 
column which contains the given score and read off the percentile rank 
from the right-hand column of the table. Percentile ranks between 
those given in the table may be obtained by interpolation, if desired.

3. Read from the graph the values corresponding to those given in Table II.
4. Compare the local percentiles with those given in Table II to ascertain —
(а) the relative average achievement of the local group and the standardization 

group by comparing medians (50th percentiles) of the two groups.
(б) the relative spread or variability of the local group by comparing the range 

of scores between the 25th and 75th percentile points or by comparing

quartile deviations, or “ Q.” Q =  . The value of Q for the

standardization group is 23 for Form A and 22 for Form B .

These two comparisons should be sufficient to show how the local community is 
achieving in relation to the achievement of the representative schools included in 
the standardization group.

The percentile norms given in Table I I  apply to the end of the course. In 
other words, they indicate the level of achievement which can be expected after 
a normal instruction period of one year.

The test may profitably be given at the beginning as well as at the end of the 
course, however. In this case the amount of achievement is determined by  
comparing the local percentiles, before and after instruction, with the norms. 
For example, if Community X  gives Form A in September and obtains a median 
score of 70, this is referred to the table of percentile norms and it is noted that this 
is the same as the 15th percentile. Or, in other words, 85 per cent of the standard
ization group got scores as good as or better than 70 at the end of their course. 
If Form B is given at the end of the course (latter part of M ay, perhaps), Com



munity X  m ay have a median score of 120. Comparing this with the norms, the 
conclusion is drawn that a superior level of average achievement has been reached 
in this community, since 120 is the equivalent of a percentile rank of 70. In  other 
words, Community X , starting with a something more than no knowledge of 
the subject, has gone on to a superior level of achievement at the end of the 
course.

5. The scores of those individuals taking the test should be recorded in terms 
of their percentile standing; e.g., if J. M . has a score on the initial test of 56, he is  
given a percentile score of 5 (nearest quintile score), or a score of 6 if his percentile 
rank is found more exactly by interpolation. Usually the nearest quintile score 
is sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. For example, on the final test 
let us assume that J. M . obtains a raw score of 104. This is equivalent to a quin
tile score of 55, and we conclude that J. M . has made a little better than normal 
progress in the course.

Since any national norm must be in a sense a theoretical value arrived at by  
pooling the results obtained in a number of communities, a more satisfactory 
procedure is to develop local percentile norms. D ata m ay be collected over a 
period of years if necessary to form a basis for these norms, but when finally 
stabilized, such norms provide a much more meaningful basis of comparison. 
The relative achievement of successive classes can be compared in this way, as 
well as the relative ability and success of the individuals making up the group.

U s e  o f  t h e  C l a s s  R e c o r d

For the convenience of users of this test a Class Record sheet is included in each 
package. This sheet provides space for the name of each student, his scores in 
Parts I  to IV of the test, his total score, and two columns for additional pertinent 
data such as grade, class, or section. The columns for part scores are included as 
a convenience for the teacher who wishes to add all the part scores at one time in 
getting the total score. Part scores have no special significance and do not enter 
separately into the interpretation of the test data.

To aid the teacher in interpreting her data in accordance with the suggestions 
given in the section on “ Interpretation of R esults” (page 5), a combination Tally  
Sheet and Percentile Graph is also provided. Detailed directions for using these 
aids accompany them. •

M anual of Directions 7

R e p o r t  t o  A u t h o r

Norms for any standardized test need occasional revision, and the author of a ' 
test m ust depend largely on the users of his test to supply him with the necessary 
data. This is a cooperative arrangement, since it  is for the benefit of the test 
users that such revision is undertaken. I t  is our wish to  enable users of the 
Thompson Business Practice T est to make their data available for this purpose 
without any extra labor on their part. The T ally Sheet, therefore, has been so 
planned that it is of little value to the test user after the percentile values have 
been computed and the data recorded on the Class Record. It will, however, 
serve our purpose admirably and therefore we urge you to send the Tally Sheet t o ; 
Dr. James M . Thompson, care of World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
N ew  York. Whenever the data so obtained indicate a need for revised norm s,' 
these will be prepared and will replace those now given in this Manual.
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TABLE I I I .  I l l u s t r a t i n g  a n  E f f e c t i v e  W a y  o f  R e c o r d i n g  A r e a - I t e m  C o u n t  D a t a

Area
V I I

Area
V I I I

Area
V I

AreaPupil I I I

Total %

Average %

A r e a  I t e m  C o u n t

The purpose of an item count is to give the teacher definite data about the 
areas of information in which her class is superior and inferior. W ith these data

TABLE IV. D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  I t e m s  A c c o r d in g  t o  A r e a s  o f  I n f o r m a t io n  (Form A)

Content True-False Matching Multiple-
Choice Completion Total

I. Arithmetic 53,83,90,98,105 * 11,12,16,27 11,17,20, 
22, 24, 26, 
27,34

17

II. Communication 9,18,34,35,56,62,67, 
77,93,101

16,17,18,
19,20

2, 4,8,29, 31 2, 6,7,13, 
16, 29

26

III. Money and Banking, 
and Methods of Pay
ment

5,7,8,21,29,30,32, 
44, 60,74,81,86,92, 
94,100

26,27,28,
29,30

5,20,25,30, 
.32,34

25,28,32, 
35

30

IV. Purchasing, Ordering, 
Receiving, Storing

3,28,36,46,54,82, 
103,108

1,3 23 11

V. Recording, Filing, and 
Reference Books

20,47,59,66,69,89 36,37,38,
39,40

6,10,14 1,9 16

VI. Simple Business Law, 
Organization, and 
Ownership

14,16,17,27,31, 48, 
57, 64,65,79,85,88, 
104,106,110

6, 7, 8, 9, 
10,21,22, 
23,24,25

13,18, 19, 21 30 30

VII. Simple Economics and 
Miscellaneous Business 
Information

6,11,15,24,39,49,
75,78,84

17, 35 3,4,8,14, 
15,33

17

VIII. Selling, Advertising, 
Billing, Shipping

1,12,19,22,41,43, 
58,102

2,4,5 1,3,28,33 12,18, 21, 
31

19

IX. Thrift, Savings,
Investment, Insurance

4,10,13,25,26,33,37, 
38,40,42,45,50,52, 
55,63,68,70,71,72, 
73,76,96,97,99,109

11,12,13,
14,15,31,
32,33,34,
35

15,22,23, 24 5,19 41

X. Travel Information 
and Facilities

2,23,51,61,80,87,91,
95,107

7,9,26 10 13

220
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TABLE V. D i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  I t e m s  A c c o r d i n g  t o  A r e a s  o f  I n f o r m a t io n  (Form B)

Content True-False Matching Multiple-
Choice Completion Total

I. Arithmetic* 10, 32, 90,92 3,8,15,28,29 5,11,12, 
16, 20, 27, 
30, 31,35

18

II. Communication 3, 42,65,81,97 36,37,38,
39,40

5, 6,7,13,16, 
20,32,33

1, 14, 28 21

III. Money and Banking, 
and Methods of Pay
ment

11,12,13,15, 24,43, 
49, 51, 57, 58, 59, 63, 
66,67,71,72,74,75, 
94, 102, 106, 107,108

21,22,23, 
24, 25

4,18,22,23,31 2,19, 29, 
32, 33

38

IV. Purchasing, Ordering, 
Receiving, Storing

1,2,5,8,21,45,70,77 17 17,34 11

V. Recording, Filing, and 
Reference Books

22, 35, 41, 46, 69,98, 
109

1,2,3, 4, 
5

24,35 14

VI. Simple Business Law, 
Organization, and 
Ownership

4,7,9,16,19,28,34, 
36, 44, 54, 55, 64, 73, 
76,86, 93,110

31,32,33,
34,35

1,11,19, 25 4,6,8,18,
22

31

VII. Simple Economics and 
Miscellaneous Business 
Information

23,26,33,37,39,56, 
68, 79, 85, 88, 91

11,12,13 2,27 9,10,13 19

VIII. Selling, Advertising, 
Billing, Shipping

30,48,50,52,96,105 12,14 15, 23, 26 11

IX. Thrift, Savings,
Investment, Insurance

17,20, 25, 27, 29,38, 
40,47, 53, 61, 62,78, 
80,82,83,87,95,99, 
101,103

14,15,16, 
17,18,19, 
20,26,27, 
28,29,30

9,10, 21,34 3, 7,25 39

X. Travel Information 
and Facilities

6,14,18,31,60,84, 
89,100,104

6,7,8,9, 
10

26,30 21,24 18
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at hand she can organize her course to the best advantage. If the information 
concerning inferior and superior areas is available for the individuals as well as 
for the class as a whole, it is possible more easily to direct remedial work for inferior 
students and to give special opportunities to the more able.

N ote that it is the area of information that is important and not the answers 
to individual questions. To drill on specific questions which happen to be in
cluded in a test is a vicious practice, not only because it  limits the range of infor
mation which is presented to the student, but also because it falsely inflates the 
scores of students on succeeding and comparable tests so that they no longer can 
be thought of as measuring the approximate level of achievement in the subject 
but merely in the narrow range of information which the test maker has chosen 
from the whole subject-matter field as a sample in the statistical sense of the word.

In order to enable the teacher to get this desirable information with a minimum  
of labor, a distribution of the questions according to the areas under which they  
may be subsumed is given in Tables IV and V for each form separately.

In making this area analysis, the teacher may follow some such procedure as 
outlined below. -

1. Take a sheet of lined paper and rule off and label columns as in the example . 
above"(Table III). Number the lines on the paper and let each number stand 
for the student whose name has the same number on the Class Record.



IO

• 2. After the papers have been scored, go through each paper for each area in
turn, making a tally mark on a plain sheet of paper for each right answer in a 
given area. The distribution of items by areas as given in Table IV or Table V  
is, of course, used as a guide at this point. Count up these tallies for each area 
and enter the sum in the “ N o.” column opposite the student’s number. The 
burden of work can be greatly lessened if the teacher has each pupil do this work 
for his or another’s paper. She can copy onto the blackboard the numbers of the 
items under each area. Each student can then count up his paper and can hand 
the teacher a list giving, under each area heading, the number of correct items. 
I t  would then be comparatively simple for the teacher to transfer these to a 
table similar to Table III.

3. When the number of items each student has answered correctly under each 
of these “ areas” has been recorded, determine the per cent of success for each 
student in each area and enter these values in the second column. This may be 
done very quickly by means of the scales given in Figures I  and II. Merely 
find the student’s score on the left side of the line and read off its per cent value 
on the right side. .

4. Average these per cent scores for all students in each area to get a measure 
of class mastery in these areas. If the teacher wishes to get a visual picture of 
the result, the average per cent score for each area can be plotted on the computing 
scales, and by joining these points with a line a profile for the class is obtained.

An item count such as the above can be of inestimable value if properly used. 
If one form of the Thompson Business Practice Test is given as a pre-test, the 
teacher can determine those areas in which student information is already quite 
adequate and those areas in which the greatest differences exist. The data in 
the analysis table (like Table III) should be of great help in determining those 
students who need special attention either in the way of added coaching or in 
enrichment of their supplementary work. An item count of this kind made 
before and after a course will afford conclusive evidence on the extent to which 
the teacher has succeeded in those aspects of her task which this test measures.

Thompson Business Practice Test



FIG. I. Per Cent Scales Corresponding to Areas or I nformation in the Thompson B usiness P ractice Test {Form A)
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FIG. II. Per Cent Scales Corresponding to Areas of Information in the T hompson B usiness Practice Test (Farm B)
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THOMPSON BUSINESS PRACTICE TEST
| . .

CLASS RECORD1

Form ............ Grade: . . . .  .D a te .......................... 19 . . .  .Teacher(AorB) • z
School................................. ...................... .C ity and S ta te . .................

S t u d e n t ’s  N a m e
Sc o r e  q n  P a r t T o t a l

Sc o r e
P.R.* A d d ’l  D a t a

I II III IV
1
2
3
4
5
6 '

7
8
9
10 •

11
12
13
14
15
1C
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

PRINTED IN U. S . A. (Class Record continued on next page)

1 This Class Record should be filled in and kept on file by the teacher or principal.
* Percentile ranks may be obtained from the tables of norms in the Manual of Directions.
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CLASS RECORD —  Continued

S t u d e n t ' s  N a m e

S c o r e  o n  P a r t T o t a l

S c o r e
P.R. A d d ’l  D a t a

I II III IV
25

—

—

27
28

—

29
—

30
31

— — —

32
33

— —

34
— —

35
36

—

37
—

38
39

—

40
41

— —

—
42

—

43
44
45
Median

8

§ 5
I o
I I
■a'- s  
’S o.'B

* S i  I  I

I _ 
*!IJ

ill



Thompson Bus. Prac. j Class Rec. and Tally Sheet

TALLY SHEET
D i r e c t i o n s  f o r  U s i n g  T a l l y  S h e e t  a n d  P e r c e n t i l e  G r a p h

The form of analysis of data suggested in the Manual (page 9) can be made with a 
minimum of effort if the following steps are taken in the order listed :

1. Detach the Tally Sheet from the Class Record and distribute scores by putting 
a tally for each score in the space opposite the score interval in which it falls 
(e.g., 210-219J4tr |).

2. Cpunt the tallies and record the number in the adjacent column marked “ Fre
quency.”

3. Cumulate these tallies in the column marked “ Subtotals.” Begin with the 
lowest frequency and place in the square to its right the sum of the frequencies 
up to and including that one.

4. Change these subtotals to per cents by dividing each one by the number of cases 
tested.

5. P lot these per cents on the Percentile Graph. To do this, place a dot at the left 
edge of the graph on the horizontal line representing the lower limit of the lowest 
score interval containing a score. Then place on the next line above a dot having 
a distance to the right, as measured on the scale at the bottom of the graph, equal 
to the per cent value in the first score interval. Then, on the next line above, 
place a dot a distance to the right equal to the next per cent, etc.

6. Draw a smooth curve through these points. This is the percentile curve.
7. Read off the desired percentiles —  i.e., the 5th, 10th, 15th — on the scale on the 

middle line of the graph. The intersection of the point where each vertical line 
intersects the percentile curve locates one of the desired percentiles. The score 
value of this percentile point is determined by referring this point to the middle 
scale. Enter these percentile scores in the space provided at the foot of page 2 
of the Class Record sheet. The Tally Sheet is of little value after these scores 
are recorded on the Class Record.

R e p o r t  t o  A u t h o r

In order that the author may have the benefit of your data in possible revision of the 
norms of this test, please fill in the information requested below and return this sheet 
to Dr. J a m e s  M .  T h o m p s o n , care of World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
New York.

f One-semester course.........................................
Form ................Grade................................

(A or B) Two-semester course.........................................

School........................ City and S tate...........................................D a te ...........................................
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T H U R S T O N E  E M P L O Y M E N T  T E S T S

By L. L. T h u r s t o n e

Department of Psychology, Carnegie Institute of Technology

DIRECTIONS AND KEY FOR
EXAMINATION IN,CLERICAL WORK: FORM A

/

P u r p o s e  o f  t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n
1 ,

W hen hiring office clerks the interviewer is often  uncertain as to  the caliber of the applicant and  
th6 nature of the work for which he or she is best adapted. This clerical exam ination is intended to  
serve as a supplem ent to  the interview  in order to  determ ine a t least roughly the applicant’s general 
intelligence as well as his accuracy and speed in doing clerical tasks. T he several parts of the ex
am ination are sam ple clerical tasks. The last part o f the test is a generally accepted intelligence test. 
I t  has been experim entally verified th at an em ploym ent interviewer can m ake a better prediction  
about the applicant if he is aided b y  this clerical exam ination than if he is com pelled to  g ive his 
judgm ent of the applicant entirely on the basis of an interview.

• H o w  t o  G ive t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n

Select for th e applicant a quiet tab le where h e m ay work w ithout being disturbed. G ive him  a  
copy of the Exam ination in  Clerical W ork and ask  him  to  fill ou t the blanks on the first page and show  
you  the paper. W hen the applicant has properly filled the blanks, record the “ Starting T im e” in 
th e space provided in the upper left-hand corner of the first page. Tell the applicant to  proceed w ith  
the exam ination, following the directions on each page. T ell him  to  return th e booklet to  you or 
your assistant when he has finished. W hen th e applicant returns the booklet, record his “Finishing  
T im e.”

H o w  t o  S c o r e  t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n

The score in each .test is expressed in terms of errors. The Error Score in each test is found by  
adding the points given for errors as follows: -

T est 1, 1 point for each m isplaced or om itted  check mark. • '
T est 2, 1 poin t for each m isplaced or om itted  underscoring.
T est 3, 1 point for each m isplaced or om itted  cancellation.
T est 4, 1 point for each num ber not exactly  reproduced. (A num ber consists o f 4 figures. O nly  

1 poin t can  b e  counted  for error in  1 num ber, w hether 1 , 2 , 3 ,  or all 4 figures are wrong.)
T est 5, 3 points for each of the 10 city  lists incorrect. (Any list is incorrect in  which there is a wrong, 

misplaced, om itted, or m isspelled nam e.)
T est 6, 1 point for each m isplaced or om itted  check mark.
T est 7, 3 points for each incorrect, incom plete, or om itted  answer.
T est 8, 1 point for each proverb not num bered or incorrectly numbered. v

The Error Score in each test is entered in the lower com er of the test page. These error scores are 
tjien copied into the spaces provided in th e upper right-hand com er of the first page and added to  
find the T otal Error Score in the Exam ination, •

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Copyright, 1922, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. A ll  righ ts reserved

- .PRINTED IN V.8JU
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' How to I nterpret the R esults of the E xamination

Provision is m ade for finding the rating o f  an applicant separately in accuracy and speed and also  
in a com bination of speed and accuracy. Since speed is o f little  value w ithout accuracy, th e  applicant 
will generally be judged b y  the rating in speed and accuracy com bined.

The Accuracy Rating is obtained from the Error Score by means of Table 1. Thus, if an appli
cant’s Error Spore is 15, this would be included within the interval from 13 to 22 as given in the 
table, and the letter rating corresponding to this interval is B, which is a superior.rating in accuracy. 
Other Error Scores are evaluated as Accuracy Ratings in the same manner.

The Speed Rating is obtained in a similar manner from the Total Time in minutes required for 
the Examination. (See Table 2.) Thus, a Total Time of 65 minutes gives a Speed Rating of C 
(Average).

• The Combined Speed-and-Accuracy Rating is obtained as follows: Add together the Error Score 
and Total Time for the Examination to find a Combined Error-and-Time Score. Find the corre
sponding Combined Speed-and-Accuracy Rating from Table 3. Thus, a Combined Error-and-Time 
Score of 120 gives a Combined Speed-arid-Accuracy Rating of D (Inferior). ■ ,

T a b l e s  f o r  t h e  I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  S c o r e s  i n  t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n

T a b l e  1

Error Score . Accuracy Rating * , Interpretation

- 0-12 ■ ' > A Very Superior

13-22 B Superior

’ 23-42 C Average

43-62 D Inferior

63 or more E Very Inferior

T a b l e  2

Total Time 1 Speed Rating Interpretation ,

49 or less ' . A Very Superior i

50-59 B Superior . ‘

60-71 c Average

72-79 ' D Inferior

80 or more ■. E  .■ • Very Inferior

T a b l e  3

Combined 
x Error-and-Time 

Score '

Combined
Speed-and-Accuracy

Rating
Interpretation

71 or less A Very Superior

72-87 B Superior

88-111 c Average

112-131 , v v D  - ' Inferior

•‘:v  1SS or more • E : ; Very Inferior
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EXAMINATION IN CLERICAL WORK; FORM A; KEY
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'TSBrCTElSrElOasnEr ;
. ' By 1 . 1 . TEra*roki! ' .: ‘ . '' •■’•

D*|wtment of Psychology, Carnegie Institute of Technology

. -  '

' * • . '

EXAMINATION IN CLERICAL WORKt FORM A

Fill the following blanks, giving your name, age, etc.' D o  not open 
or turn over the botAlet until you are told to  do so. ; .

. Krat we* •; , .; Mtid er middle name . ua rn**, , -
• • • • • • •' • Y

Y;

Address

riiite. ■ .  •' • • • • 19• • • • • •  ity • • •• •. . * m. • •. • •. •. • • # * • Chwopch* i •••«••  •
For pc ŝitioB BP©* you ? • • ••••••••'••.• • * • ■ • • • • • *,»• «• ,< • • • • • • • • •  * ,## *

y . - ; - -v  .y ' . .  ■.  , '
■ Y -Y /^Y :: :: : \ . . . ; '  'iBdb&oaAk*; 'x  Y' . '■ y y : . Y. " v ' . y  .

What grade did you readi in public school?. . . . . . . .  Hew old were you when you left public sdiool?. .
What courres Have yqu had in business schtrol? Y

' ' ; : ' YY> " - '  x ^ C W w : ;' Y : Y - V -  1 :Y - ; ; . y ; ; ; \ v  T W W  ;'y v ' ;  ;
• • • • • • • • • • *  • •!. • • • • • *

* •  •  • • •  •  •  •  * • . •  •  1 • •  e •  • •  e  •  * * a  ̂ • ,

Test

1

. 2 • :

3 :.i.".... • .. 1
 ̂ ' 4 "

5

7 '
. 8

Tobd

•Y

'  - ' '  - " ' , x  ' . Y# « •,• •••• • ■ • » * • i; ■ YY' -Y. Y. ; . y: Y J Y , . : Y ;
'' ' . ' " ' V':. . Y " ' Y - ' '

. Y - .  &
, . 0 , * # ** * # # * • •  * * %* • •  •  •  # •  •  * •  # ,• •  • # * # % •  • . *  # •  ? •  * 4 m •  • "  •  •  •  •  * * •  •  •  #' * # # *' •  •  *  e

: ' , ' Y_ "" Y . '  - Y  ' " /  , ' Y Y  ' % - / •' •

A,'/

Y : ' '  . . - .' ' . "  ' - ; -

Name (WI Arm- where last (or now) employed . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . lane of business
i . .  ♦,» * • * • .  . .  • « • •k ■■.."  ̂y ^^ddress of. 6r n % • * . . . . « » . « . » . . .  •■».. • . .  • \ * • « . . . . .  •«.... . i . . • •. • . . . . . . . . . . .  IPhone.

)kjind o f * d o n e . . . . . . . . . . . . » . .  •• .»v'. ■* . . . . .  •.*y * .. . . . . . « i . • • » . . . . •  • .BEow lon^ employed? , . . . . . . . . . . . .. .  . ... ̂ . . • . • »
YY-; 'Y' Y . /Why did you Wve? . . .W ? . . * . . ^ . . . . . a  ̂ - * . ' . . . .  • . ' . .  •

-:y . •

'.'YY'-YY-YHowlong employed?
• '* * * * * *

. . w . . & fX * .%'«' ' ''YY"Y.'Y.  ̂ _ , _ . , _ ^

■ 4*

■Y.x'.:
Yx-YY-- \''^V Y\:YYYY'''Ho& h m g h a r e y w a t :  Y,;'":; 'y v , Y / ;;Y. Y.Y- - x -- Y-;

Y Stow®»phy? • • • • .D i^ a j^ ih e? . . . ................. iT^yping?.. • . . . . .
. '.iFBlng?.. ; . . . . .  . . . . . . . •  • • .B o it io g w ig P ..-.. v  • • ••• • ■ • . . Mimeographing?. . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . . . .

fe; Y...' :' ' Multigraphing?.. .'JYvY. -Y:. Y O ti.*  machines?; Y. . Y , : . Y Y . Y ;/.Y?Yi'.'... . . .Y.. .  . Y  Y . . ,  Y Y .  Y Y.-..' i 1
- / :  ' i '■ ■ . ' ; • V '  "  % /  '  ' ■ , ' Y v Y ; Y  Y' Y,  : / , -  ' Y- . .  Y ' ,, *' . * .4 . # . . . .  ̂ . V . .. . a, . * .* * . .  ̂̂  a a » f - * '« * V y «Y » a / 'tt# ̂Y& # \ 1• ; Y Y . ,  Y Y  . . . . . . . . :

: ■ i '

:YY y :
.Y' f S

*•§ • • • ,• *• .• ► ,•>,» '

' 4 4 T X ' f »' » * , * ' . 1 *  ̂ . ̂ -4  f 4 .  - *  '*  '# » ^ /  % .  Y

■': ' ^ : : ' y x Y :;;Y Y :Y vY Y Y :Y :: : ,- .- .
. . .  . . .  . .  .............y y y  y Y y y Y y y y ;;

*• .♦ •  * • >  •  * •  ♦, • * > * '■ #*  •  ‘ * • » •  * » •  • *4 •  •  *  #_ * • * * l#  * * * * # * * - -■ % .•  #  -# •  4 •  \  •  ;6 * *JV .-y l i ’ r ' e  $ * * * •  * #  « e - s  e
* / I • . - • • •' ' • ' ' * ' , Y ** ' i'

Y. Y 1 Give the namtoi and addresses >wo or more persons who know you well. . ,

. . . . . .  s e 4 'e% 4 * e 4 •4 4 * * « •**, *"'
- -

" ^ .4 *

^ ien  yoî  have finished filling the blraks on this pa^e, show your paper to the examiner; 
Y Y YDo not Wgin the examination until you am told to do so. ! ^

Y ,; Botii speed and a<x;uracy are; important in this examination. Tr* general, ^teh error wunt# 
- Y the same as one minute Of timeY Gauge your s|toed amirdihgly, .

y ; Y '  Y - v y  ‘■•'■Y' .- - ' "  y y  — — ^Y-  Y : -

' Y Y •y ; ;  ;/  
: '• .'.■■ ■•. ■

; . X Y . .  .;

PuMWhed by Wodd Book Compmqr, YoobenwNKH*a#oo; Ne$r York, and Avem&e, Chhayp
Copyn^it, 19% by Wodd Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. nM:owuk"24
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Cfcric.1 Work, page* . * . ' . - "  #

. . .  . .  . ;  1 . . ■ ' ■ .  . .  ■ ,  <

' : .... . . Test 1 ■■ • ■ . ,
• . . " ' . . . ' j

T h is  is a -te s t  o f concentration  in  check ing for errors. P u t a sm all check m ark after each  
m istak e. '

B o th  speed  and accuracy are im portant.

1 7 +  4'=21 1 4 -  2 =  12 5 + 1 6 = 2 1 1 7 + 3 = 0 )

■ 1 3 + 3 = 1 0 9 + 1 6 = 2 5 1 6 -  9 =  7 1 5 - 4  =  11 . *

1 3 -  7 =  6 1 5 +  § =  18 8 + 1 4 = 2 2/ 1 5 - 7 =  8 •

/  1 2 + 7  =  19 1 6 -  3 =  13 ' , 1 2 -  6 =  6 . 1 2 +  4 =  16 ’

1 1 -  5 =  6 , 1 2 -  8 =  4 3 + 1 2  =  15 12 — 5 = 7

' 5 - t i l l  = 1 6 1 9 +  2 = 2 2 1 5 - 2  =  13 1 2 — 9 = 3

8 + 1 2 = 2 0 ’ 3 + 1 5 = 1 8  ' 1 3 + 6  =  19 2 + 1 1 = 1 3

1 2 -  3 = 9 2 + 1 5  =  1 7 . 1 5 +  5 =  10 , 1 7 - 2  =  15 :

1 8 +  2 = 2 0  • ■ 1 4 +  6 = 2 0 • 1 2 + 2  =  14 1 9 -  3 =  16 . . • .

1 8 -  3 = 1 5 ‘ 2 + 1 7 = 1 9/
5 + 1 7  =  22 ; 1 9 +  5 = 2 4

1 2 + 5 = 1 7 1 6 -  7 =  11 7 + 1 1 = 1 8 1 8 -  9 =  18 :

1 7 -  9=8  * 1 4 +  4 = 1 8 ; , 4 + 1 8 = 2 2  : 1 8 — 8 =  10 ’

6 + 1 5 = 2 2 14 — 7 =  8' 1 8 + 8 = 2 6 5 + 1 5 = 2 0  - ,

1 1 + 4  =  14 1 4 +  3 =  17 1 6 - 5  =  11 1 9 - 6  =  13 ' ; , ,

11— 3 =  8 ' 1 6 +  4 = 2 2  -V... '

1 3 - 8 =  5 ' 8 + 1 5 = 2 3  ‘ 1 7 + 7  =  23 ; : 1 3 -  4 =  9 ; ' ' : ;

9 + 1 2 = 2 1 1 1 + 9 = 2 0 2 + 1 6  =  18 1 6 +  6 = 2 2

• 1 7 - 5 = 1 2  . > 1 7 -  6 =  11 " 1 4 -  8 =  6 , 1 9 -  7 = 1 3  ‘ •

. 1 5 + 9 = 2 5 9 + 1 8  =  27 1 3 +  8 =  21 ' 7 + 1 9 = 2 6

1 3 -  9 =  4 1 7 -  8 =  9 9 + 1 7  =  26
: ■ ■ ■ ■ -::V.

3 + 1 8  =  21 .

 ̂ - 4 + 1 4  =  18 1 9 +  9 = 2 8 15 — 6 = 9 18 — 5 =  13 _

1 8 -  6 =  12 1 5 -  9 =  6 2 + 1 3  =  15 1 4 +  9 =  23

7 + 1 6 = 2 3 1 6 - 8 = 8 1 8 - 7  =  11 13 — 2 =  11

1 1 - 9 =  2 - 5 + 1 3  =  18 1 5 +  7 =  22 ’ 16 — 4 =  12 . V

1 1 -  8 =  3 1 5 -  8 =  7 1 9 -  9 =  10 . . ' 11 — 2 = 9  •

1 6 +  8 = 2 4 v  1 3 -  5 =  8 1 9 - 4  =  15• 1 3 -  3 =  16

1 3 -  6 =  7 ' 1 4 -  6 =  8 . / 3 + 1 4  =  17 19 — 2 =  17. '

' l l -  7 =  4 . 1 7 +  2 = 1 9 14 — 5 = 9 1 4 - . 9 =  5 _ /

1 1 + 6  =  17 1 8 -  4 = 1 2 1 8 +  5 = 2 3  , 7 + 1 8  =  25

14 -  3  =  9 6 + 1 3 = 1 9 . 1 7 -  3 =  14 4 + 1 9 = 2 3  .

- , . '' '  ̂ . . ' •

Score
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Test 2
In  th e  fo llow ing paragraphs you are to underscore every word that is  incorrectly' 

spelled , as in th e  fo llow ing exam ple: AJ of us are tak in  the test. B o th  speed and accuracy  
are im portant. ' z .

' . ’ * 4 <
T he question of m ental efficiensy is in th e air. I t  touches you  nearly. Your conscience te lls  you  

th at your m ind is less active and less enform ed than  it  m ight be. Y ou sudenly spring up from the , 
garden-seat, and you  say to  yourself th a t yu e will take your m ind in  hand and do som ething w ith  it. . 
W ait a m om ent. B e so good as to  sink back into th at garden-seat and clutch  th a t tennis racket a little  
longer. Y ou  have had these “hours of insight” befor, you  know. Y ou have n ot arrived a t the age of 
thirtie w ithout having tried to  carry ou t noble resolusions,— and failed. W hat precautions are yob  
going to  take against failere th is time? For your w ill is probebly no stronger now  than it  was before. 
Y ou have adm itted  and acepted failure in the past. And no wound is more cruel to  the spirit of resolv  

- . than th a t delt by failure. Y ou fancy th e wound closed, b u t ju st a t  the. critical m om ent it  m ay reopen
and m ortally  blead you . W hat are your precautions? H ave you  th ou ght of them ? N o . Y ou have not.

I  have h ot th e pleasure o f your aquaintance. B u t I  know  you  because I  know m yselve. Y our  
failure in  th e p ast w as due to  one or more of three cauces. And the first was th a t you  undertook too  
m uch a t th e beginning. Y ou  started  off w ith  a m agnificent program. Y ou  are som ething of an expert in  
physical exersices— you  w ould  be asham ed n ot to  be, in these physical days— and so you would never 
attem p t a hurdle race or an uninterrupted hour's club-whirling w ithout som e preparation. T he analogy  
betw een th e  body  and th e  m ind ou t to  have struck you . T his tim e, please do n ot form an elaborate 
program. D o  n ot form an y program . S im ply con tent yourself w ith  a prelim inery canter. For exam ple 
(and I  g ive this m erely as an exam pel), you  m ight say  to  yourself: “W ithin one m onth from th is date  
I will read tw ice H erbert Spencer’s little  book on ‘E ducation’ and will m ake notes in pencil inside the  
back cover of th e th in g s,th a t particilarly strike me.” ^You remark th a t th a t is nothing. "Well, do it. ' 
W hen it  is done you  will a t an y  rate possess the, satisfaction  o f having resolved to  do som ething and  

- having-done it. --Your-mind-will-have gained tone and healthy pride. -You w ill  be even justified in-set- — 
ting yourself som e kind of sim pl program .to extend over three m onths. And you  will have acquired  

1 • • - som e general principals b y  th e light of which to  construct th e program. B u t b est of all, you will have
' avoided failure, th a t dangerouS'Woond.

T he second posible cause of previous failure w as th e d isintegrating effect on th e will-power of 
the iriohic, superior sm ile of friends. W henever a m an “turns over a new  leaf” he has this insane gigle  
to  face. T he drunkard m ay be less asham ed of getting  drunk than  of breaking to  a crony the new s th a t  
he has signed th e pledge. Strbnge, but true! A nd hum an natur m ust be counted w ith. Of course, on a 
few stern spirits the effect of th a t sm ile is m erely to  harden th e  resolusion. B u t on th e m ajority 'its  
influense is deleterious. Therefore don’t  raise any flag. Say nothing. W ork as unobtrusively-as you  
can. W hen you have won a b a ttle  or tw o  you  can begin to  w ave th e banner, and then you  w ill find th a t  
th a t m iserable, p itiful, ironic, superior sm ile will d ie aw ay erre it  is bom . '/

, _ . T he tliird possible cause was th a t you  did n ot re-arange your day. Id ler and tim e-w aster though
you have been, stil you  had done som ething during the tw enty-four hours. Y ou w ent to  work w ith  a 
kind of dim m  idea th a t there were tw enty-six  hours in every day. Som ething large and definite has 

1 to be dropped. Som e space in th e rank jungle of th e day has to  be cleered and sw ept up for the new  
operations. R obbing yourself o f sleep w on’t  help you , nor trying to  “squeese in” a tim e for study  
betw een tw o other tim es. U se th e knife, and use it  freely. I f you  m ean to  read or th ink  half an hour 
a day, arrange for an hour; A  hundred per cent margin is n ot to  m uch for a beginner. D o  you  ask  . 
m e where the knife is to  be used? I  should say  th at in nine cases ou t of ten  the rites of th e cu lt of the  

; body m ight be abreviated. I  resently spent a week-end in a London suburb, and I  was staggered b y  the  
wholesale atten tion  given to  physical rekreation in all its  forms, i I t  was a g igantic debauch of the  
muscles on every side. I t  shocked m e. “Poor withering m ind!”

Adapted from “Mental Efficiency” by Arnold Bennett.

/ I

Score I . - . . . ....... i
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Test 3
'  /  • • • . • - .

In  th e fo llow ing lis t  o f letters you are to draw a line through the letters X, Z, U, and C, but
not through any other letters. B o th  speed and accuracy are.im p ortan t. .

J I K  A X  W  H  L B Y M  G Z V G N U  ,F O D  P E Q It T S C W  E V
0 A ,N X  M  U  D  L P r  K  T E Q F R  I Z C S H  Y  D  X  C O W  B Z P
N  E V * A M  Q F U It L G S H  K  T I J E T D P S C O B R  N  Q A U
M  F  V L W  G X  H,Y K  I Z J O F M  E U Q B N  V L A T G C P K  R
J W  D  H  S I Z X  Y  W  X  J V K  I U ’ Y A T H'L Z D  S G M  C R F N
D O  E Q P M V  C W  L U  B. K  N  D  X  T A 0 J Y E Z P S F R  Q G H

, I Q I H  P A R  G J O B  K  S Z F N  T E C  X  M  U E Y  W  D  V Q E N
D  M  Z P L C Y  F X  Q K  G U R  B W  H  S I T A V J K  A U J T L I
S B R  V H  M  W  Q C X  G N  P D  Y F 0 Z E 3? M  N  B O L A K  J C Q
1 Z D  Y  H  X  E R V F W  U G S T  S H R  G Q F I T P E J D  O C K

Test 4
i  2 3 4  5  6  7 8  9  o

C J L S T  U  V X Z O

eacli figure. T h en  w rite  th e  proper num bers m  tiie'M ank sphees below . T h e  f i  
are already filled in  correctly . B o th  speed  and accuracy are im p ortan t.

, C Z J T % p 2 T V J L y ' S 0  C J

J  0  V  S' 9 0 > 7 J O  C X
-

L  Z J  Z

T V  L  0

& •

• U C V T
X

• V L X S

C X  T  0 S 0  J  Z
. T  Z C 0

V  U  O S T X L X Z J T O

J S U  L
•-

V s c s z X  0  T  J

Z S Z C
'

V X  J X U  V  C X

X  T, T  IT • U  J C L T X T L-A. -Li A U

v  it  r o S V  T  0 S V  U  Vv U V V  

T TT X  T„
V

U L C S Z E O Sa U Jx. Xj

7  C 7  IT J Z T  V L  Z T  VZ> X v £ J  U

U  Z L  0 L U  T O ; • • S X C U• •% • - . •
: .  V

Score (Test 3) .

‘ Score (te s t 4) • '1 ! ' ■■



CWW Wak, gage A

-  v , v Test 5 ; .
Below is a list of names of men followed by the cities in which they live. You are to write the 

names of the men in the blank spaces under their respective cities. Write the names under 
each city in alphabetical order. Both speed and accuracy are important.

N ame

Black,
Everett,
Ward,
Smith,
Thompson,
Dixon,
Barton,
Mayer,
Newton,

■ Murphy, 
Johnson, 
Thomas,

' ' Wells, 
•Howard, 
Lawrence,;

• Palmer, 
Scott, 
Duffy, *

■ Henderson, 
Schwartz, 
Hyde, 
Beck, 
Watkins, 
Barrett, 
Phillips, 
Rogers, 
Lloyd, 
Williams, ' 
Dewey, 
Martin, 
Moore,

• Carter, 
Evans,

• Foster, 
Jones, 
Custer, 
Taylor,

City 
Chicago 
Baltimore 
Buffalo . 
Philadelphia 

. Minneapolis 
Pittsburgh 
Rochester 
Boston 
New York 
St. Paul 
Pittsburgh 

' Philadelphia ; 
St. Paulx 
Buffalo 
Chicago 
Baltimore 
Boston 
Minneapolis 
New York 
Minneapolis 
Chicago 

' Baltimore 
St. Paul 
Buffalo , 
Philadelphia 
Rochester 
Boston ' 
Pittsburgh 
Minneapolis 
Chicago 
Philadelphia 

■ Rochester 
Pittsburgh 
Minneapolis 
St. Paul ' 
New York 
Baltimore

_  • Baltimore
i •- ■ •

; New York

. • ■
'

•

Boston
■ ’ .____________:_______v

: V , , '
Philadelphia

' . N '

-■ , ■ ■
' ' ’ - v, . .. ■ ■

Buffalo : ; Pittsburgh

' • /

'

Chicago Rochester
< -

V ' ' "

Minneapolis ’ , St. Paul
, i

. ' ' ' - • 1 -

. 1
. .

• . Number of lists wrong ................... X 3 = Score . . . . . . . . . . . .



Ckric&l Work, page 6

• - •- • Test 6 ' ; . ; ' ' • ' ■ '
' . : . , - • ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ : , - ' ; \ - . .

. In the column marked 1 put a check mark opposite every fire or accident insurance policy 
of $1500 to $4500 inclusive, issued between March 15, 1916, and May 10, 1917.

In the column marked 2 put a check mark opposite every life or accident insurance policy 
up to and including $3000, issued between* October 15, 1916, and August 20, 1917.

, In the column marked 3 put a check mark opposite every fire or life insurance policy of 
$2000 to $5000 inclusive, issued between February 10, 1916, and June 15, 1917.

Both speed and accuracy are important. .

£ m

AMPUNTOF
INSURANCE KIND OF INSURANCE

' /•
DATE 1 , ' 2 3

$3000 Fire , Jan. 2 , 1917

$1000 . Life O ct. 22, 1916

$4ooo Accident Sept. 14, 1916

$2000" Life N o v . 13, 1917

, $4000 Fire •; M ay 17, 1917
/

$3000 Accident Oct. 12, 1916

$5000 Life F eb .,16 , i9 1 7 -

$1000 v Fire . Aug. 3, 1917 '

$4000 /Fire Aug. 11, 1917

$5000 M arch 9, 1916 '-** ■ . ■ ■■ ' / ■ 4

$3000 July  1 7 ,1 9 1 7 ■

; $ipbox . A ccident June 4; 1917

$1000 Life , N o v . 23, 1917

$5000 Life April 18, 1916

$2000 A ccident , D ec . 24; 1917 . , • . r •

$5000 A ccident April 19, 1916

$2000 Life - D ec . 7, 1917 - . * . V

$4000 . ' ; ^ r e  , ; ■ M ay  26, 1916

$3000 Accident Jan. 6, 1917

, $5000 Life M arch 29, 1916
/ ; .

> 3000 ' Life June 28, 1916 .

$4000 A ccident Feb. 8, 1917 \

$1000 - . Fire July  27, 1916 ' . *

$2000 A ccident Janl 21, 1917 ' * '

«',

Score .......

!
Turn to the next page.

* '



Chmem*

%
Solve the following problems. Use the blank space below for figuring. ;
Both speed and accuracy are important.

: ' . ' : ■ ' A”  : '  
1 . 3 ^+ 26 +  28 ..+;68 +  1900 *  1 . . . . . .  V . T ................

' 1 9  '1 1 4  • • • • • • • •  a- )

S: 4.8682 -̂ 0.0028 — 1.992 34. 4" 9.92. .................................\ . . . . . . . . . . ( . . . ................. )

... :

: : ■ "  1 ,  .
■ i _ - % 9 JLt# %) . 4# # * * # * # * * # # # # # # # * # * # * # # « * * * # * # # * * * * * # # * * # # * * * # * # * *  * * * * # * # * ^ » * * # * * # * * * * y  j

6 . Add the following lengths: 0 ft. S in. +  4 ft.‘ 11 in. +;  8 in. + 6  ft. 6 m. . . . .  i . . . . . . . . ): . • ' • : ' ' , . . ■ • ' • , , " ■ . • -
; V 7 . Add the following: 6 yr. 2 mo; +  4 yr. 1 mo. +  8 yr. 10 mo. +  4 mo. . . . . . . . . . . .  ( . . . . . . . . . . . )

•••. .. 8 .' How much5 is 16% of $482.14?.....—  . . . . . . . . ----  . . . . . . . ...................................... . . . . . )- ■ ■: ■ :■ ; * • ■/' ; ■■■ .V ■ . , .. . . ; •' ■
' 9. ■. 13 ■ X 2*89 . X 0*024■, ; ■ \ ; . ;; ", ■ , ■, -
■ ■ 10. . r* on (Cai'fy to two deoim&l. pl&oes)

11. Add the following: 5 min. 13 see. +  6 min. '40 sec. +  14 s^ . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . , .  ( . . . . . . . . . . . )  .
12. IVh&t w 80%'.of.$482Ll4̂4''̂..̂ .̂#'» 4.#'*'4 4:.;#̂ .»# * » ...^

; S

. : ' !. Number of problems wrong . . . . . ----. X 3  =.Score.. . . . . . .
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Test 8
■ v.

*

Put on the blaiik space preceding ewdi Arabian proverb tiie number of tim English proved 
to which it corresponds in meaning, as indicated in the sample at 4 .

Both speed and accuracy are important. V ' . ■ '■ ; - - '

. .. E nglish F b o v e b b s' v : • ,.. .
(1) An old dog will learn no tricks.'

. : Arabian JPbovbbbs' ' ; : - . ' , : > .VV
4 SUjke whik thie iron is hot. /•' • •; ■> ■

( * ) D 1  nature needs no tutor.-, . ,, . , ■ . v ' ' ‘
(8) A small leak will sink a ship.; V ;V
(4) Sail when the wind blows. ; ./ ■
(5) Nightingales can sing their own song best.

(6) A poor cask may hold good wine. •

. A spiHk may start a great fire.

. . . . . . .  The test  fish swim near the bottom.

. . . . .  Let the cobbler stick to his last.

. . . . . . l i t t l e  dogs bark the most. \

.An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cmre.

' v. #
■Vi

(7) O x in t not your chickens before they are hatched/ . . . .  Bend the willow while it  is young. ' -  ̂: ^

v (8) A stitch in time will save nine.

(9) Don’t  put all your eggs in one basket. 1

(10) Shaltow bwmks are noisy. .

(11) The sweetest grapes hang, highest.

. .Weeds need no sowing.

. . . : .  Catch the bear before you sell his skin. - : - , .

;• : A royalh^rt isoftenhiddenundcr a tattered p l o a k . . ; • : '

. .  .
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THURSTONE EMPLOYMENT TESTS.
By L. L. T h u r s t o n s * •

Department of Psychology, Carnegie Institute of Technology

EXAMINATION IN TYPING: FORM A

Fill the following blanks, giving your name, age, etc. Do not open 
or turn over the booklet until you are told to do so ..

Test Error
Score

1

2

3
Total

Nam e................. ...
.First name Initial or middle name

Age

Address

Phone

D a te . ..................................... : 1 9 . . . . .  .Nationality. I .............................................Church.
For what position are you applying?....................... ......................... ........ ............ .................

E d u c a tio n

What grade did you reach in public school?...............  How old were you when you left public school?
What courses have you had in business school?

Courses , T im e  sp en t

How old were you when you left business school?

. E m p lo ym en t .
Are you now employed?. . .  . . If not, how long is it since you have worked?
Name of firm where last (or now) empl oyed. . . . . .  i . . ' . . . ___ _. Line" of business’. ‘T.^
Address of f i r m . . . . . ............................................. ................................... ................... ...P hone.. . .
Kind of work done.......................... ......................... ..........................................................How long employed?
Why did you leave?.................................. ............ .............. ........ ........................................................... . . . . . . . .
Name of firm where employed just previously............. .......................................... .. Line of business_____
Address of firm ........................... ........ .............. .................................... ........................................ ........  Phone.. . .
Kind of work done.  ....................................... .................................... ............ .’____How long employed?.
Why did you leave?..... ............................................ ........................................ : . . . . . . .

' E xperien ce
How long have you worked at:

• Stenography?................... . . . . .  .Dictaphone?........................... . .Typing?.. . . . . . .
Filing?.......... ., ........... .......... .Bookkeeping?......... .......................Mimeographing?
Multigraphing?__ . . . ---------- .Other machines?. ................................

R e fe re n c e s

Give the names and addresses of two or more persons who know you well.

When you have finished filling the blanks on this page, show your paper to the examiner. 
Do not begin the examination until you are told to do so.
Both speed and accuracy are important in this examination. In general, each error counts 
the same as one minute of time. Gauge your speed accordingly.-------- i

Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Copyright, 1922, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. A ll  righU  reserved. t b t  : t :a-15
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Typing, page 3

Test 1
Have you written your name on the first page? If not, do so.
The following is some typewritten copy which has been corrected by the author after its first writing. 

You are to typewrite this in its proper form. Make all the changes as indicated so that your own typewritten 
•copy will be clean. Both speed and accuracy are important. Tear off page 3 for this test. Use double spacing. 
Correct any errors you have made which will not take more than 1 minute each.

The typical business man is an optimist.- For him, the future 
is full'of possibilities that have never been realized in the past; 
He is not, however, a"dreamer, bu*one whose, imagination lo uood in 
setting up purposes which lead to immediate action. His power^ of 
execution and planning often surpass that of his imagination, and
he isi often sur

00-4- — --- —^
prised to,haa» Realized)his vlslon^n less time

than he had even dared,hope.
In -truth",The advertiser^ may well be regarded/ as typical of 

the class e!e»» of American business men. At a time when raany- 
- advertisements were poorly made up and were* g i v e n l i m i t e d '  

circulation, certain ent/fts^rising men saw the possibilities of 
advertising and began systematically to improve the^professlon of 
advertising »a—» (gholeX^Artists were employed ln^er%er^Sat^appro- 
priate illustrations might be made, and skilled e-k-illo-d typographers 
vied with each other in^preac^tiXg the text in the most artistic 
manner possible. ------------- ----__________________ — 4*̂*4-*-*

Business system was used in ascertaining the amount^ of cir-
~fK»- H

culation of various publications as well as^kindp^. Advertisements
were keyed, and many other means were employed to determine

.QA
was the exact value of certain styles of advertisement/ and what

sCaMAjl. jijdL. ‘ .
wao tho beet medium in which-to- Insert, them,~ * y1
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. . . '
Tear off this page and use it for typewriting Test 1. 

Typewrite your name here:______ i ^ _!_________________________
First name Initial or middle name Last name

• ' : • • • -

Do not write here

Errors Corrected.............. ( )

Er. Uncor. ( ) X  2 =  ( )

Error Score (Sum )...........( ) .

I.ea

y
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Test 2
Typing, page 5

W hen you  have finished T est 1 you  will tear off th is page and see page 7 D o  not write here
for further instructions. • ■

Errors Corrected........ ... . ( )
T ypew rite your full nam e here:

• • First name Initial or middle name • Last name - Er. Uncor. ( ) X  2 =  ( )

, • Error Score (Sum).'___.( ■ )

State A m o u n t  of 
P u r c h a s e H ow  Shipped . D a t e

y * ^

. ♦
•

. ' -

t *

\

• 1 * ' 

•



TjrpiDg, page 7

The following paragraph contains a number of items which are to be typewritten and tabulated in the 
blank you have just torn off. Be sure to enter the items under the proper headings. Make your lines double 
spaced. Any error you can correct in less than 1 minute is worth correcting.

, if 414V, /f , ,y>

oZ5,6 o j
GUuL* , ST/y, d+. <&,

t a. f /f /6 ' - 
/3, fj/c • —

, /  f Z / y  r—   ̂ ^  4^34*. /  f6- >

/ 6 t Y7'6j —  t * # * ' 2''

P a j ^ L  ?oe^7 a./, / f / 7 ;  —  / U ^
^  2/ ?. 5r f  ̂ ')t-4-d% 14j tf' j —

t> /  Z, / ^ C / /  /  $6 /  ^  ^6 J  "

&j£t: / Sr ' ? t'S*.
~ ' (J ' ■ ***“ "' ' "  '•"*— - -   —  §      ̂r. - -       .,. , ■_ ^  . ’ r .̂. . _ ■ . T   ..

Test 3
The following list contains a number of words, some of which are misspelled. Cross out the misspelled 

words. Do not mark the correct words. '

address superintendent bulletin ascertain
referred essential supersede advertise
bookkeeping privilege agreeable guarantee
changeable systematize indebtedness ninteenth
miscelaneous alright ommitted serviceable
preferable seperate occasionally secretary
corrobdrate precede goverment dependent
committee awkward advisable already
compeling accommodate dissatisfaction withold
comparative noticeable appreciate fullfill
maintenence seize accessable beginning
transferred recurrence column disappoint

Error Score \



TII UR STONE EM P L O Y M E N T  TESTS• . -  . .  .

By L. L. T h u b s t o n b
• Department of Psychology, Carnegie Institute of Technology

DIRECTIONS AND KEY FOR 
EXAMINATION IN TYPING: FORM A

, P u r p o s e  o f  t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n  ,
When hiring typists the interviewer is often uncertain as to the ability of the applicant as a typist. 

To assist in judging ability in typing, the. Examination in Typing has been compiled containing 
samples of just the kind of work a typist may be called on to do. Ability in spelling is also tested. 
The score or rating in this test will enable the interviewer to make a better estimate of the applicant’s 
ability as a typist than he could make otherwise.

How t o  G i ve t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n  ' . , v
Select for the applicant a quiet table where he may work without being disturbed., Give him a 

copy of the Examination in Typing and ask him to fill out the blanks on the first page and show 
you the paper. When the applicant has properly filled the blanks, record the “Starting Time” in the 
space provided in the upper left-hand corner of the first page. Tell the applicant to proceed with the 
examination, following the directions on each page, and to return the booklet to you or your assistant 
when he has finished. When the applicant returns the booklet, record*his “Finishing Time.”

, How t o  Sc o r e  t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n

The score in each test is expressed in terms of errors.
Test i . The Error Score in Test 1 is found by giving '

1 point for each erasure or corrected error and
2 points for each uncorrected error. Errors include the following:

Striking the wrong letter ^
Improper spacing ' .
Omission of a word •
Transposition of words or" letters
Piling letters at end of line or elsewhere ,
Failure to start line at starting point ' ' •
Deviation from copy in punctuation, paragraphing, capitalization, etc. v
Faulty use of shift key ' ' ' y 1
Use of single spacing . - .
Lack of uniformity in paragraphing; that is, indentions of .different lengths; or indenting for one 

paragraph and blocking another . v ' '
Only one error in any one word is counted

Published by World Book Company. Yohkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Copyright, 1922, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. rig&k fe#er*ef. . .. . -i PmlNrmDHf'uajL'/,
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Test 2 . The Error Score in Test 2 is found by giving 
1 point for each corrected error and ' . - ' . '
2-points for each upcorrected error. Errors include the following in addition to those mentioned in 
VTesti:;.. , - ■■■■ %

(a) Any failure to align the initial letters of the items in Columns 1,2, and. 4, or the decimal points
in Column 2 . v

(b) The following arrangements are considered correct; any other arrangement, is an error:
The items may be arranged as they occur in the original copy, ;
in chronological order, .
in order of amount, beginning either with largest or smallest, 
in alphabetical order by states, . * ;
in classes according to manner of shipment. .

Test 3 .. The Error Score in Test 8 is found by giving ' ' v
1 point for each error. Errors include

Failure to mark misspelled words 
• Marking correctly spelled words

Each Error Score should be entered in the space provided in the upper or lower corner of the test 
page. These Error Scores should be copied into the spaces provided on the first page of the 
Examination and added to find the Total Error Score. .

H o w  t o  In t e r p r e t  t h e  R e s u l t s  o f  t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n/ ' . / V _ : : _ • i t v • . . i ; V : . . '
Provision is made for finding the rating of an applicant separately in accuracy and speed and

. CViSfeSAecuracy Rating is obtained from the Error Score by means of the table. Thus, if an appli
cant's Error S^pte is 15, this would be included within the interval from 11 to 20, as given in the 
table, and the letter rating corresponding to this interval is B, which is a rating of Superior in 

. accuracy. Other Error Scores are evaluated as Accuracy Ratings in the same manner.
' //The Speed Rating is obtained in a similar manner from the Total Time in minutes required for 

the tliajnination. Thus, a Total Time of SQ minutes gives a Speed Rating of C (Average). .
The Combined Speed and Accuracy Rating is obtained as follows: Add together the Error Score 

. and Total Time for the Examination to find a Combined Error-and-Time Score. Find the correspond
ing Combined Speed-and-Accuracy Rating from the table. Thus, a Combined Error-and-Time 
Score of 75 gives a Combined Speed-and-Accuracy Rating of D (Inferior). . .

. - T a b l e  f o r  t h e  In t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  S c o r e s  in t h e  E x a m i n a t i o n

. ■ ‘ v-;
Error
Score

% -
Total 

' Time

Cmnbmed
Error-and-Time

Scores
Rating

. ' •

Interpretation

0— 10 14 or less 30 or less A Very Superior 1
11— 20 ' 15 —  24 ' 31 —  50 B Superior

21 —  30 25 —  29 5 1 — 70 ' c  : Average

3 1 — 50 SO —- 34• . : 71 —  80 : , ,• Inferior

51.or more■ ; 35 or more ^ . V  81 or more ’ ; ; E , '• Very Inferior
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EXAMINATION IN TYPINGi A: KEY

i;
. .. ; ■ Testl .. , :

(Before scoring, see “How to Score the Examination,” page 1.)
' . . . - ■ : , : ' " '

The typical business man is an > For hinif thb.
future is full of possibilities that hatre never been realized 
in the past. He is not, however, a day-dreamer; but ohe who 
uses his imagination in formulating purposes which lead to y 
immediate action. His power of execution often surpasses 
that of his imagination, and he is frequently surprised to
see his vision realized in less time than,he'had even; dared: ..v. :• -v- ■, • v - ; .  • . '

"class of American business men. At a time when advertise-
■ , \  ; . ' ■ ■ 'y ; y,
ments were poorly constructed and gitren limited oii'ouiationf
certain enterprising men saw the possibilities o f •advertising' ' ' ' ' '-i* . . . ; ■■ ■ -K, ■
and began systematically to improve the whole profession of !
, , ‘ ■ .... 1 ^
advertising. Artists were employed .to,'construbt '"appropriate''

■- - V: .. . . ■ ; - . . :■
illustrations, and skilled typographers vied with each other 
1 • ; . : . ■ . ; • ■;, 
in setting up the,text in the most artistic and legible manner
possible. Business system was used in' atsoertaining the amount
-V - --/x. -of circulation of yarious publioatidps.as well as the kind of

. ■ , . ■ ■ . <  - . /  -circulation. Advertisements were keyed, and other,means were
employed to discover the exact value of each style of adver
tisement and of each medium in which advertisements were ^
inserted.
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' ■ ‘;\  . •/ Test 2 '
• • ' ' v • .

(Before scoring, see ' How to  Score the Examination" on page 1 for other correct arrangements.)

• i ' , St a t e  . AMOUNT OF 
PURCHASE

HOW  SHIPPED ,  D a t e

i ‘ New York $24:40 Parrel Post Jan. 22, 1917

Pennsylvania 441.16 Express M ay 17, 1915

Massachusetts 616.42 Freight Feb. 12, 1916 ■

Connecticut 22.60 Express Dec. 13, 1916

Ohio 817.48 y Freight ' Jan. 16, 1917

M assachusetts 436.14 ■ Freight July 16, 1916

New York ‘ 48.92 . Parcel Post June 29, 1917
' ' '  - /

New York 317.89 Freight Nov.'lO, 1915

Connecticut 1 - 9 .17 Parcel Post Apr. 14, 1916

Pennsylvania 416.40 . Express • Oct. 18,1915

\ \ . / .....
• . ' i

- v. . ; . ... '• -
i

%
/ ’ ■ .

;  . v  /

.V' v

: ■ • . ' /  Test 3 ; '
address superintendent bulletin
referred , " supersede
bookkeeping . privilege . ' agreeable
changeable systematize indebtedness
miseelaneous ' alright om mitted
preferable seperate occasionally
corroborate precede goverment
committee awkward advisable

■ compeling 1 accommodate dissatisfaction
comparative noticeable appreciate
maintenence seize accessable

" transferred recurrence column

ascertain 
advertise 
giiarantee 
hinteenth 
serviceable 
secretary 
dependent 

' alreWy 
withold x 
fuimil ' \
beginning 
disappoint
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